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lntrodudion

or 25 million Macintosh compu ter users, Mac OS 9 is the last stop on a famous train. It's the last version of the operating system t hat changed the world,
that p ut the Mac on the map and inspired such imitators as Microsoft Windows. After Mac OS 9, Apple Computer plans to introduce Mac OS X, a radically new
operating system that looks and works nothing like the Mac we've come to know.

F

But Mac OS 9 doesn't feel like a has-been by an y meam. In fact, man y Mac fans fi nd
that this Mac OS is better designed and more conducive to productivity than Mac OS
X; after all, Mac OS 9 still offers such familiar and useful features as the Launcher, t*
menu, Application menu Control Strip, pop-up windows, collapsible windows, and
so on. At the same time, Mac OS 9 incorporates under-the-hood improvements-the
kind of tech nical tweaks that Apple doesn't bother advertising-that make it among
the quickest, most stable versions of the Mac system software yet.

What's New in Mac OS 9
According to Apple, Mac OS 9 offers over 50 new fea tures. Most are subtle tweaks
and improvements. About 18 of these fea tures, however, are clearly big-ticket items:
• Sherlock, the Mac's built-in search program, is now called Sherlock 2. 1t featu res
a new look, better organization, and the ability to restric t In tern et searches to
certain kinds of Web sites, such as shopping, news, or Mac information sites. (See
Chapter 15.)
• The Multiple Users con t rol panel protects a single Mac fro m accidental or deliberate damage by the hordes who share it (students, employees, lab members, or
family members, for example). At the same time, each person who uses a par-

INTRODUCTION

What's New

in Ma' OS 9

ticular machine sees only her own desktop picture, Web-browser bookmarks,
documents, menu configuration, and so on. (See Chapter 17.)

'*

• You can now speak your password to gain access to your Mac, if it has a m icrophone. (Chapter 17 has the details.)
• You can password-protect a file with a single click. To open a file you've encrypted
in this way, just double-click it and then enter the password. (Chapter 2 has the
details.)
• Thanks to the Keychain Access control panel, you no longer have to memorize (or
even type) the necessary passwords that let you into password-protected files, other
networked Macs, FTP (Internet software) sites, and so on. (See Chapter 16.)
• You can now share your Mac's files via the Internet. (Chapter 16 offers step-bystep instructions.)
• AppleScript has been enhanced in m any ways. Now, for example, it can control
Macs anywhere on the Internet, respond to spoken commands, and much more.
(Chapter 10 offers the details.)
• The Software Update control panel automatically consults a special database on
the Internet whenever you go online. If it learns that Apple has released a new
version of some component of the system software, it lets you know-and even
offers to download and install that component automatica lly. (See Chapter 12
for specifics.)
• The Network Browser is more powerful than before. Now it can show you FTP
sites and certain other Internet entities in addi tion to showing you other machines on your office network. (See Chapter 16.)
• ColorSync is better than ever at maintaining consistent colors throughout the
scanning, image-processing, and color-printing process. (See Chapter 19.)
• Speaking of goodies of particular appeal to the printing industry, the new
FontSync software lets you compare your installed set of fonts with those of your
clients' Macs. Unpleasant font-substitution surprises are much less likely as a
result. (See Chapter 13.)
• The 18 WorldScript language kits used to be sold separately. Now all the software
you need to word process in several languages simultaneously-including nonRoman ones like Japanese and Cyrillic systems-or visit foreign-language Web
sites are included with the S)'Stem software. (Chapter 13 has the details.)
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There Is • pr l nllnQ problem. Please choose
PrlntMonltor rrom the Appllcetlon menu or click the
PrlntMonl tor v lndow.
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Flgare I·J:
In Mac OS 9, Nnotification-sty/eHerror messages don't
commandeer your entire machine, as they used to. They're
much subtler, and don't interrupt your work flow; you can
keep working in other programs.

• The Plain Talk speech recognition software still can't take dictation, but it's even
better at executing commands (such as "Open AppleWorks" or "Make this bold").
(See Chapter 2 1.)

Whafs New

in Mac OS 9

• Less intrusive notification messages no longer tie up your entire machine. Now,
when the Mac needs your attention, it displays a quiet yellow box like the o ne
shown in Figure I- 1.
• The software known as Apple Remote Access lets you dial into your Mac from
the road. For years, that's been an extremely useful feature for laptop travelers
(who may have mistakenly left a particular document at home, for example)but it's no longer an extra purchase. It's built right into Mac OS 9, as you ca n
discover in Chapter 16.
• The maximum file-size limit has grown- from 2GB per file to two terabytes (a
terabyte is I ,024 gigabytes). No, your AppleWorks files may not grow to that size;
but if you create d igital movies using programs like iMovie, Final Cut, or EditDV,
this file-size improvement is a big deal. (Each second of digital video consumes
3.6 MB of disk space.)
• T he maximum number of open files on your Mac has also grown- to more than
8,000. Here again, the benefit may not seem obvio us; how many times do you
have more than a few files open? Answer: almost always. Behind the scenes, the
Mac OS itself opens m any files you can't even see, such as the font-suitcase files
in your System Folder. Because the open-file limit has grown, yo u can now have
512 font suitcases in your Fonts folder (instead of 128, as in previous Mac OS
versions). Chapter 19 has more on fonts.
• Mac OS 9 can run Mac OS X programs, thanks to the new Carbo nLib extension.

About this Book
Despite the many improvements in the Mac system sofhvare over the years, however, one feature has grown consistently worse since the original 1984 Macintosh:
Apple's documentation. With Mac OS 9, in fact, you don't get a single page of printed
inst ructions. To lea rn about the 2,000 pieces of software that make up this o perating
system, you're expected to use one of Apple's three mutually incompatible online
help systems (Balloon Help, Apple Guide, and the Web-like Mac Help) .
Unfo rtunately, as you'll quickly discover, these help systems are tersely written, offer
very little technical depth, lack useful examples, and provide no tutorials whatsoever. You can't even mark your place, underline, or read it in the bathroom.
The purpose of th is book, then, is to serve as the manual that should have accompanied Mac OS 9. In this book's pages, you'll find step-by-step instructio ns for using
every Mac OS 9 feature, including those yo u may no t even have quite understood,
let alone mastered: desktop printing, ColorSync, Apple remote access, AppleScript,
SimpleSound, QuickTime, and so on.

I NTRODU CTION
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About this Book

Mac OS 9: The Missing Manual is designed to accommodate readers at every tech nicallevel. The primary discussions are written for advanced-beginner or intermediate Mac users. But if you're a first- time Mac user, special sidebar articles called Up
To Speed provide the introductory information you need to understand the topic at
hand. [f you're an advan ced Mac user, on the other hand, keep your eye ou t for
similar shaded boxes called Power Users' Clinic. They offer more technical tips, tricks,
and shortcuts fo r the experienced Mac fan.

About the Outline
Mac OS 9: The Missing Manual is divided into six parts, each containing several
chapters:

• Part L, The Mac OS 9 Desktop, covers everything you see on the screen when yo u
turn on a Mac OS 9 computer: icons, ,...,-indows, menus, scroll bars, the Trash,
aliases, the
menu, contextual Control-key menus, and so on.

'*

• Part 2, Applications in Mac OS 9, is dedicated to the proposition that an operating system is little more than a launch pad for programs-the actual applkations
you use in your everyday work, such as email programs, Web browsers, word
processors, graphics suites, and so on. These chapters describe how to work with
applications in Mac OS 9-how to launch them, switch among them, swap data
between them, manage their memory, use them to create and open files, and
control them using the AppleScript au tomation software.
• Part 3, The Components of Mac OS 9, is an item-by-item discussion of the individual software nuggets that make up this operating system. These chapters include a guided tour through the hundreds of icons in your System Folder and the
Apple Extras folder on yo ur hard drive.
• Part 4, Mac OS 9 Online, investigates Apple's claim t hat Mac OS 9 is "your Internet
copilot." It covers all the special Internet-related features of Mac OS 9, in cluding
the Sherlock 2 Web-searching program, Web sharing, and Apple's o nline iTools
services (which include free email accounts, secure fi le-backup features, Website hosting, and so on).
• Part 5, Plugging Into Mac OS 9, describes the operating system's relationship to
eq uipment you can attach to your Mac: networks, disks, printers, micropho nes,
and so on. Along the way, these chapters describe the QuickTime m ovie software, PlainTalk speech- recogni tio n features, the Multiple Users feature, the
ColorSync color-correction software, and setting up your own office net\vork.
At the end of the book, three appendixes provide a menu-by-menu explanation of
the Mac OS 9 Finder commands, guidance in installing this operating system, and a
troubleshooting handbook.

About---?These---?Arrows
Throughout this book, and throughout the Missing Manual series, you'll find sentences like this one: "Open the System Folder~ Preferences~ Remote Access folder."
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That's shorthand for a much lo nger instructio n tha t directs yo u to op en three n ested
folders in sequence, like this: "On your ha rd drive, you'll find a folder called System
Folder. Open that. Inside the System Folder window is a folder called Preferences;
double-click it to open it. Inside that fo lder is yet another one called Remote Access.
Double-click to open it, too."

About this Book

Similarly, this kind of arrow shorthand helps to simplify the business of choosing
commands in menus, as shown in Figure I-2.
F/gure/·2:

In this book, arrow notations help to simplify folder and
menu instructions. For example, "Choose File-?Label-?
Essential" is a more compact way ofsaying, "From the
File menu, choose Label; from the submenu that than
appears, choose Essential," as shown here.

..-~

Edit VIew
New Folder
Open
Print
Move To Trnsh
Close Wmdow

Spe[lal
OON

Help

~

OOP
81:~

w

~

<ri!t Info
Duplicate
Milke Alias
Add To Favorites
PutAwny
Encrypt

81:0
OOM
OOY

Find •.•
OOF
Search Internet_ 88H
Show Originnl
88R

About MissingManual.com
If you have an Internet account, visit the MissingMan ual. com Web site. Click the
Mac OS 9: The Missing Manual link to reveal a neat, organized, chapter-by-chapter
list o f every piece of shareware a nd freeware men tioned in this book. (As n oted on
the inside back cover, having the software o nline instead of on a CD-ROM saved
you 25 percent on the cost of the b ook. )
But the Web site also offers ar ticles, tips, a nd updates to the book. In fact, you' re
invited and en couraged to submit such correctio ns and updates yo urself. In an effor t to keep the book as up- to-date and accu rate as possible, each time we print
more copies of this b ook, we'll make any confirmed corrections you've suggested.
We'll also note such changes on the Web si.te, so that you can m ark important corrections into your own copy of the book, if yo u like.
In the meantime, we'd love to hear your own suggestion s for new books in the Missing Ma nual line. There's a place for tha t on the Web site, too, as well as a place to sign
up for free em a il notification o f new titles in the series.

The Very Basics
To use tl1is book, and indeed to use a Macintosh computer, you need to know a few
basics. This boo k assumes that you're fa miliar with a few terms and concepts:

INTR ODUCTIO N
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• Clicking. This book gives you three kinds of instr uctions that require you to use
the m ouse or trackpad attached to your Mac. To click means to point the arrow
cursor at som ething on the screen and then-without moving the cursor at allto press and release the clicker button on the mouse (or laptop trackpad). To
double-click, of course, means to click twice in rapid succession, again without
moving the cursor at all. And to drag means to move the cursor while pressing
the button co ntinuously.
When you're to ld to 3C-click something, you click whi le pressing the 38 key (which
is next to the Space bar). Such related procedures as Shift-clicking, Option-clicking, and Control-clicki11gwork the same way-just click while pressing the corresponding key in the lower corner of your keyboard.
• Menus. The menus are the words at the top of your screen: File, Edit, and so on.
(The • menu at the top left corner of you r screen is a menu, too.) Click one to
make a list of commands appear, as though they're written on a window shade
you've just pulled down.
Some people click to open a menu and then release the mouse button; after reading the menu command choices, th ey click again on the one they want. Other
people like to press the mouse button continuously as they click the menu title
and drag down the list to the desired command; only then do they release the
mouse button. Either method works fine.
• Keyboard shortcuts. If you're typing along in a burst of creative energy, it's sometimes di srup tive to have to take your hand off the keyboard, grab the mouse, and
then use a menu (for example, to use the Bold command). That's why many
e>..'Perien ced Mac fans prefer to trigger menu commands by pressing certain combinations on the keyboard. For example, in most word processors, you can press
38-B to produce a boldface word. When you read an instruction like "press 38-B,"
start by pressing the 38 key; while it's down, type the letter B, and then release
both keys.
• Icons. The colorful miniature pictures that appear as the computer is starting up,
and again after the com pute r is turned on, a re the icons-graphic symbols that
represent each program, di sk, and document on your comp uter. If you click an
icon one time, it darkens; you've just highlighted or selected it, in readiness to
manipulate it by using, for example, a menu command.
If you've mastered this much information, you have a ll the technical background
you need to enjoy Mac OS 9: The Missing Manual.
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Part One:
The Mac OS 9 Desktop
Chapter 1: Window Opportunities
Chapter 2: Icon Management
Chapter 3: Interior Decoration
Chapter 4: Controlling Your Desktop
Chapter 5: Mastering the Apple Menu

CHAPTER

1

Window
Opportunities

erox may have invented overlapping windows on a computer screen, and
Microsoft m ay have gotten rich by tacking them onto DOS. But when the
dust-and th e lawyers- settled, it's the Mac OS that made windows fa mous.
Even today, Mac windows are smarter and more flexible than their rivals on other
computers.

X

But often eno ugh, tl1e downfall of the overlapping-windows concept is the overlapping part. As you create more fi les, stash them in more folders, and launch more
programs, it's easy to wind up paralyzed before a screen awash with cluttered, overlapping rectangles. The Mac offers no Window menu that lets you bring a particular
buried window to the front, nor a Tile command that neatly rearranges all open
windows to give you a n overview.
Fortunately, Mac OS 9 offers enough window-management tools to keep your windows reasonably tam ed.

Window-Edge Gizmos
As in any window-based computer system, the edges of a Mac window are decorated by numerous clickable and draggable controls. Make using tl1 em second nature, and you'll find that you can summon and dismiss windows much more fluidly.

Close Box
Especially for tl1e novice, the most important window gadget is tl1e Close box, tl1e
square in the upper-left corner (see Figu re 1- 1). Clicking it closes tl1e window, which
collapses back into the folder, file, o r application ico n from which it ca me.

C H APTER 1: WINDOW OPPORTUN ITIES
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Window-Edge
Gizmos

The universal keyboard eq uivalent of the close box is 00-W (for window)-a keystroke well worth memorizing. If you get into the hab it of dismissi ng windows with
tha t deft flex of your !eft hand, you'll find it far easier to close several windows in a
row, because you don't have to aim for successive Close boxes. Sometimes, as in
Microsoft Word 98, extreme precision is required when using the Close box: Your
cursor tip must click squarely in the square's center. But if you use the 00 -W stroke
instead of the mouse, you can't miss.
In many programs, something special happens if you're pressing the Option key
when using the Close box, o r eve n its 00-W equivalen t: You close all open windows.
This trick is especially useful in the Finder, where a quest for a particular document
o ften leaves your screen plastered with open windows for which you h ave no further
use. Option-clicking the Close box of any one window closes all of them- or just
press Optio n-S€-W. (If you've set up Mac OS 9 to make so und effects, as described
in Chapter 3, you'll find the rapid-fire swishing sounds of these closing w indows
especially amusing.)

Close box

a

Doc kup

Recent Projecb

Figure 1·1:

Title bar

Mllcintosh HD

Booko

Document•

.-

.. EJI3

Proqreono

If you learn nothing else about Macintosh windows, learn to
make them go away: by clicking the Close box at the upperleft corner. (If you're used to Windows, this new location
may take some getting used to.) The title bar's stripes oren't
just for looks; they're supposed to be "grip strips,"
suggesting that you can move the entire window by
dragging in the striped area.

System folde r

The Option-key trick d oesn't close all windows o n the Mac, by the way, only t hose
in the current program. For example, Option-closing an AppleWorks document
closes all AppleWorks windows-but your Finder windows remain open. Moreover,
Option-closing works only in enlightened applications, such as AppleWorks, Quicken,
and the Finder. (In this depa rtment, Microsoft is not yet enlightened. )

Title Bar
The Mac OS 9 title bar (Figure 1- 1) is grayer and more th ree-dimensional than title
bars of Mac windows past, but otherwise the familiar horizontal pinstripes have
been with us since the first Mac in 1984.
The title ba r has severa l functions. First, when severa l windows are open, the presence of stripes tells you wh ich window is active (in front). Second, the pinstripes act
as a handle tl1at lets you move the entire window around on tl1e screen- a broader
target than th e thin edges on the remaining three sides of a window.
Most Mac users, however, overlook one of the title bar's most useful fu nctions. In
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the Finder, after you've opened one folder that's inside another, the title bar's secret

Window-Edge
Gizmos

folder hierarchy menu is the simplest way to backtrack- to return to the enclosing
window. Figure 1-2 reveals everything about tl1e process except the key keystroke: to
make this secret menu appea r, press the 3€ key as you click the name of tile window.
(You can release the 3€ key immediately after clicking.)

Figure 1-2:
Press 3€ and click to summon the hidden folder-hierarchy menu.
This Finder trick also works in Apple Works, Code Warrior, YANewsWotcher, GrophicConverter, FileMoker Pro, BBEdit, and
Stufflt Deluxe!
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By choosing the name of a folder fro m th is menu, you summon the co rresponding
wi ndow. When browsing the contents of the System Folder, for example, you can
return to the main hard-drive window by 3€-clicking the name System Folder and
choosing Macintosh HD fro m tile m enu. (Keyboard lovers, take note: Instead of
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using this title-bar menu, you can also jump to tl1e enclosi ng window by pressing
~-up arrow.)

Window-Edge
Gizmos

But even that stunt pales in usefulness when you add the Option key to your ~
click. Doing so makes the current window close, even as yo u open tl1e enclosing
window. In effect, this keystroke lets you clean up after yo urself as you back ou t of a
nested window. Option-~-clicking a wi ndow's title bar is one of the most powerful
weapons in your war against unnecessary window clutter. (Keyboa rd lovers, a no ther
note: You can do this, too, without ilie mouse-add Option to the ~- up arrow
keystroke. You open ilie enclosing window and simultaneously close ilie inner one.)
Tip: When you click the title-bar area of an inactive window-one that's partly covered by a window in
front-you bring the back window forward. But if you press all while dragging an inactive titlebar, you can
move a back window without bringing it to the front.
That technique is frequently useful when, for example, a back window is covering up some icons you're
trying to manipulate. Better yet, the all-dragging trick is built into Mac OS 9, not just the Finder. It works in
every program-even Microsoft's.

Th e title bar does one o ther trick: by double-clickjng th e stripes, yo u can h ide the
body of a window, collapsing it into th e title bar exactly as th ough you had clicked
the Collapse box (described in an upcoming section). When you first install Mac OS
9, however, this feature is turned off. Apple was presumably iliinking of easily alarmed
novices who might assume, after making a window roll up accidentally, that iliey've
just sent a window full of important files into the void. Turning on the title-ba r
double-click-to-collapse feature, therefore, requires a visit to ilie Appea rance control panel. (Choose ei-?Control Panels-7Appeara nce-70p tions, and turn on the
"Double-click title bar to collapse windows" option.)
Once that's done, you can "windowshad e" an active window by double-clicking its
title-ba r stripes. You can even roll up an inactive window by ~ -double-clicki ng its
dimmed title bar. (Here's another exa mple where the ~ key lets you manipulate
dimmed windows without bringing them to the foreground.)

Zoom Box
A click o n this square (see Figure l -3) makes a desktop wi11dow just large eno ugh to
show you all of the icons inside it. If your monitor isn' t big enough to show all tl1e

Zoom box Collapse box

Backup
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Figure 1-J:

The Zoom box makes the window just big enough to
fit its icons; the Collapse box hides all but the title
bar. In programs other than the Finder, the behavior
of the Zoom box varies. In word processors and Web
browser.s, for example, you can click the box to make
the window as big as possible without encroaching
on your too/bars. As always, however, a second click
restores the window to its original size and shape.

icons in a \'Iindow, the zoom box resizes the window to show as many as possible. In
either case, a second click on the Zoom box restores the window to its original size.

Window-Edge
Gizmos

The equivalen t co ntrol in a Windows PC window, by contrast, makes a window fill
your screen, even if there's only a single icon inside the window. If you, a former
Windows user, long for the days when th e Zoom box made a window cover the
entire desktop- includin g, perhaps, some work you were doing that the boss wouldn't
approve of-no problem. Press Option as you click the Zoom box to make a Finder
window fill the en tire screen.

Collapse Box
Click this doodad to "windowshade" any Mac window, so that th e body of the window itself disa ppea rs. Only the title bar remains on the screen, floa ting like the
Cheshire eat's sm ile.
"Rolling up" a window in this way is a popular window-management tool. In the
Finder, doing so lets you see icons that are being covered by a window. In a word
processor, this technique lets you type up a memo tl1at requires frequent consultati on of a spreadsheet behind it. When using the Appearance con trol panel (see Chapter 3), the collapse box lets you see the effects of a new photo you've chosen as your
desk top backdrop, and so on.
Tip: If you enjoy the ability to roll up your windows in this way, consider giving your mouse a bigger target.
Turn the entire striped title bar into a giant collapse box, as described in "Title Bar" earlier in this chapter.

The Collapse box harbors only one h idden fea ture, but it's very entertaining. If you
Option-click it, n/1 windows in the current program roll up simultaneously-great
whe n yo u've go t seve ral Web browser wind ows open, for example, or word-processor documents. (Option-click the box aga in to un -windowshade all windows in that
program.) If you turn o n the Platinum so und effects in tl ~Con trol Panels~
Appearance~Sound, yo u'll find, in the rapid-fire whishing of the windowshades, a
ra re moment of OS whimsy.

Scroll Bars
Scroll bars appear autom atically in any window that isn't big enough to sh ow all of
its contents. Without scroll bars in _word processors, fo r example, you'd never be
able to write a letter that's taller than yo ur screen.

Figure 1-4:
Three ways to control a scroll. The scroll-bar
arrows (up and down) appear nestled together
in Mac OS 9, as shown here; if you're an oldtimer who prefers these arrows to appear on
opposite ends of the scroll bar, visit your
Appearance control panel, described in
Chapter 3.
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You can manipulate a scroll bar in three ways, as shown in Figure 1-4.

Window-Edge
Gizmos

It's worth noting, however, that the true speed expert eschews scroll bars aJtogether.
Using your Page Up and Page Down keys lets you scroll up and down, one screen at
a time, without having to take your hands off the keyboard to grab the mouse. The
Home and End keys, meanwhile, are useful for jumping directJy to the beginning or
end of your document. (If you, an iMac or iBook owner, find some of these keys
missing from your keyboard, install KeySwapper, included with this book.)
At first glance, you might asswne that scroll bars are an extremely inefficient mechanism when you want to scro!J a window diagonally- and you'd be right. Fortunately,
the Mac OS includes an alternate scrolling system for such situations (see Figure 1-5).

a

0

Figure 1·5:
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Position your mouse inside a Finder window
(list views not included); while pressing 00,
you can drag-and scroll-in any direction. As
you drag, the cursor changes shape,
becoming a gloved white butler's hand. Where
can you get that kind of service these days?

Window Edges
Dragging the faintJy puffy border of a Mac OS 9 window doesn't reshape the window, as it does on a Windows PC. Instead, it moves the entire vvindow in the direction you drag (see Figure 1-6) .

np: In the early days of the Mac 0~. you could move a Finder window only by dragging its title bar. The
window edges make a much more flexiblegripping region-but also make it possible, for the first time, to
drag a window nearly entirely off the screen.
The next time you double-click a folder icon that refuses to open into a window, remember this quirk. It's
possible that the window is open-off the screen. Scan the very edges of your monitor for a telltale puffy
gray edge, which you can use to drag the wayward window back into view.

Figure 1·6:
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Drag the edge of a window to move it. As mode clear earlier in this
chapter, if the window is inactive (behind another window), you can move
it without bringing it to the front by pressing 00 when dragging. The same
tip applies to the windowedges-dragging them with the 00 key pressed
prevents an inactive window from popping to the front when you click.
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Resize Box
The lower-right corner of every standard Mac window is ribbed, a design that's meant
to imply that you can grip it by dragging. Doing so lets you resize and reshape the
window (see Figure 1-7).

Window-Edge
Gizmos

Figure 1-7:
The resize box lets you change the size and shape of o window; it
offers the only means of creating, for example, o tall, skinny window,
or a short, wide one. You don't get much visual feedback as you're
dragging-you see only the outline that the window will fill when you
finally release the mouse.

Additional Finder-Window Controls
The window gadgets described so far in this chapter are available in every standard
Mac window, regardless of the program you're using.
But windows in the Finder-the desktop-offer a few special gizmos of their own.

Folder Proxy Icon .
In the Finder, each window corresponds to either a folder or a disk. Each Finderwindow title bar features a small icon, next to the window's name, representing the
folder or disk from which this window was opened (see Figure 1-8). By dragging
this tiny icon, you can move or copy the folder to a different folder or disk, without
having to first close the window. (If this feature strikes you as unimpressive, you've
never witnessed a hapless Mac novice making repeated attempts to drag an op en
window into the Trash in, say, System 7.5.)

Figure 1-B:
The folder-proxy icon-in the title bar
of every Finder window-con be
useful when you've windowshoded
(collapsed) a window so that only its
title bar is visible. You can drag new
icons into such a window-even
though the window itself is hiddenby dropping them on the folder-proxy
icon, as shown here.

I
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When dragging this proxy icon to a different place on t11e same disk, the usual folderdragging rules apply: hold down the Option key if you want to copy the original
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Additional Finder·
Window Controls

folder. Without the Option key, you move the original folder. (You'll fi nd details on
moving and copying icons later in this chap ter.)

Information Strip
Just beneath a Finder window's title bar is the info strip (Figure 1-9). It tells you how
many icons are in the window ("7 items;' for example). The second number shown here
is, oddly enough, the amount of free space remaining on the disk-a statistic that confuses many beginners, because it has absolutely notl1ing to do with this window.

Information strip
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Figure 1-9:
Several Mac window controls show up
only when a window appears in list
view (choose View-?as List). The most
often ignored Macintosh list-view
window control is the sort-order button
(the pyramid-shaped button, or arrow,
shown at right). When the pyramid
button (arrow) is pointing upward, your
files are sorted in the usual wayalphabetically, for example. Click the
button to sort them in reverse, and click
yet again to return to standard sorting.

Tip: The info strip shows you disk-space information for the entire disk, but not how much disk space this
particular window's contents occupy. To find out that piece of information, make sure that no icon in the
window is highlighted. Then choose File-?Get lnfo-?Generallnformation (or press the keyboard equivalent, 00-1, or Control-click an empty area of the window and choose Get lnfo-?General lnformation). The
resulting Get Info window shows the size of the folder or disk whose window you're browsing, along with
many other useful statistics.

Column Headings
\%en a desktop window d isplays its icons in a list view, a convenient new str ip of
controls appears: the column headings (see Figure l -9 again). (This band of column
titles disappears when you choose View~as Icons.)
These column titles aren't just informational- they also serve as both buttons (fo r
changing the way your files are sor ted) and handles (for rearranging the column
border). See "List View Notes" in the next section for d etails.

The Reverse Sorting Button
At th e upper-ri ght of every list-view window is a tiny, striped, pyram id-shaped bu tton, often overlooked. It determines tl1e order of the file sorting in the current list
view. \%en the pyramid is upright (or, put another way, when the arrow poin ts
upward), the newest files, or largest files, or fi.les beginning with the letter A appear
at the top of the list, depend ing on which sorting criterion you have selected. (Find
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it confusing tha t when the smallest portion o f th e pyramid is at the top, the largest
files are listed first when viewed in size order? You wouldn't be the first.)

Additional FinderWindow Controls

When you click the pyra mid, h owever, the sort reverses: oldest files, smallest files, or
files beginning with the letter Z appear at the top of the list. (The triangular p yramid icon turns upside down to indicate what's happening, as shown in Figure 1-9.)
Apple did the best it could at designing a "reverse sorting order" symbol to fit into a
quarter-of-an-inch-square space. In fact, the designers of other software programs have
followed suit-you'll find the identical symbol in email programs, in Sherlock (see Chapter l 5), and an}"-vhere else where reversing the sorting order of a list can be useful

Window Views: Icon, List, and BuUon
You can view the files and folders in a desktop window in any of three ways: as small
or large icons, as a tidy list, or as lcid-friendly launcher buttons. (Figure l- l 0 shows
the three different views. ) Every window remembers its view settings independently.

Figure 1-10:
From left: the same
window in icon view, list
view, or button view. Your
System Folder, crammed
with files and folders, is
best navigated in list
view, but you may prefer
to view emptier folders in
icon view, because larger
icons are easier to dick.
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To switch a window fro m one view to another, most people choose View-7as Icons
(or View-7as List, or View-7as Buttons) . If you have a large monitor, however, yo u
may prefer this alternative method: while pressing the Control key, click anywhere
inside the window. While th e mouse button is pressed, a floating contextual menu
appea rs at yo ur cursor tip, from which you can easily choose View-7as Icons,
View-7as List, or View-7as Buttons. Using the contextual m enu saves you a mouse
tr ip to the top of the monitor.

Icon-View Notes
In an icon view, each file, folder, and disk is represen ted by a small picture-an icon.
This humble image, a visual representation of electronic bits and bytes, is the cornerstone of the entire Macintosh religion. (Maybe th at's why it's caUed an icon.)
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Small-icon view

Window Views:
l'on, List, & Button

If you like the idea of icon views, b ut would prefer a more compact window listing,
choose View-? View Options. In the resulting window, choose the smaller icon size.
As shown in Figure 1-11, you now have all the handy, freely draggable convenience
of an icon view, along with the compact spacing of a list view.

Keeping your icons neat and sorted
In general, you can drag icons anyw·here within a window. Some. people like to keep
current project icons at the top of the window, for example, moving older stuff to
the bottom.
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Figure 1-17:
Using the View Options
command, you con specify
either standard icons (left) or
small ones. In small-icon view,
the names of your fifes now
appear beside, not under, the
icons.

~

:;

• · r~
If you'd prefer that Mac OS 9 impose a little discipline on you, however, it's easy
enough to request a visit fro m an electronic housekeeper who tidies up your ico ns,
aligning them neatly to an invisible grid. You can specify the size of this underlying
grid by choosing Edit-7Preferences, and choosing either Tight (which fits more icons
per square inch, but very long file names may overlap) or Loose (in which icons are
fairly far apart, so file names can't overlap).
Mac OS 9 offers an enormous number of variations on the "snap ico ns to the underlying grid" theme:
• Aligning individual icons to the grid: Press the ag key while dragging an icon o r
several highlighted icons. When you release the mouse, you'll find that they all
jump into n ea tly aligned position.
• Aligning all icons to the grid: Choose View-?Clean Up. Now all icons in the
window jump to the closest positio ns on the invisible underlying grid. This is a
temporary status, however-as soon as you drag icons around, or add more icons
to the window, the newly moved icons wind up just as sloppily positioned as
before you used the command.
If you'd rather have icons snap to the nearest underlying grid positions whenever
they're moved, choose View-?View Options. In the resulting dialog box, turn on
the "Always snap to grid" option, and then click OK.
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Tip: When the "Always snap to grid" option is turned on, any icons you drag jump into grid alignment
when you release the mouse- unless you're pressing the 3C key at the moment when you let go.

Window Views:
Icon, List, & BuHon

In other words, the 3C key is the override key: when grid-snapping is turned on, 3C lets you drag an icon
freely. When grid-snapping is turned off, 3C makes an icon snap into grid alignment.

Note, by the way, that neither of these grid-snapping commands-View-?Clean
Up and the "Always snap to grid" option-moves icons into the most compact
possible arrangement. If one or two icons have wandered off from th e herd to the
lower-right corner of the window, they're merely nudged to the closest grid poin ts
to their present locations. They aren't moved all the way back to the crowd of
icons elsewhere in the window. To make them jump back to the primary cluster,
read on.
• Sorting all icons for the moment: If you choose View-?Arrange-?by Name, all
icons in the window snap to the invisible grid and sort themselves alphabetically.
Use this m ethod to place the icons as close as possible to each other within the
window, rounding up any strays. (The other subcommands in the View-?Arrange
menu, such as "by Size," "by Date Modified," and so on, work similarly, but sort
the icons according to different criteria.)
As with the Clean Up command, View-?Arrange serves only to reorganize the
icons in the window at this moment. Moving or adding icons in the window
means you'll wind up with icons out of o rder. If you'd rather have all icons remain sorted and clustered, try this:
• Sorting all icons permanently: This fascinating arrangement is the ideal solution
for neat freaks who can't stand seeing icons o ut of place. It's a powerful feature
that maintains sorting and alignment of all icons in the window, present and
fu ture-if you add more icons to the window, they jump into correct alphabetical position. If you remove icons, the remaining ones slide over to fill in the resulting gap.

Figure 1-12:

Use the View Options dialog box
(left) to turn on permanent·
cleanliness mode (right). The tiny
four-square icon (drcled) reminds
you that you've turned on the
Mac's spatial/ackjaw feature, so
that you don't get frustrated when
you try to drag an icon into a new
position and discover that it won't
budge.
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To set this arrangement up, choose View-? View Options. In the resulting di alog
box, click the Keep Arranged button. From the pop-up menu, specify what order
you want your icons to snap into, as shown at left in Figure 1-12. Click OK. As
shown at right in Figure 1-12, your icons are now locked into sorted position, as
compactly as possible.

Window Views:
l(on, List, & Button

Tip: Although it doesn't occur to most Mac users, you can apply any of the commands described in this
section-Clean Up, Arrange, Keep Arranged, and so on-to icons lying loose on your desktop. Even though
they're not technically in any window at all, you can specify small or large icons, automatic alphabetical
arrangement, and so on. Just use the commands in the View menu when no window at all is open, or use
the contextual menu that appears when you Control-click the desktop.

List-View Notes
In windows that contain a lot of items, the list view is a powerful weapon in the
battle against chaos. The result is a tidy table whose informational columns reveal
your files' names, dates, sizes, and so on.
The first column of a list view is always Name. You have co mplete control over any
other columns: whi ch of them should appear, in wh ich order, and how wide they
should be. Here's how to master these columns:

Determining which columns oppeor
Choose View-? View Options. In the dialog box th at appears, you're offered on/off
checkboxes for the different columns of inform ation Mac OS 9 ca n show yo u, as
shown in Figure 1- 13.
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Figure 1-IJ:
You can add up to seven columns of file information to a list
view. The checkboxes you turn on here, in the View options
dialog box, determine which columns of information appear in
a list·view window. They also determine which commands are
available in the View-'>Sort List submenu-after all, the Mac
can't sort your list of files according to a criterion that you've
made invisible.

Most people live full and satisfying lives with only the three default columns-Date
Modified, Ki nd, and Size-turned on. But the other columns can be helpful in special circumstances; the trick is knowing what information appears there.

Window Views:
Icon, List, & Button

• Date Modified: This date-and-time stamp indicates when a document was last
saved. Its accuracy, of course, depends on the accuracy of your Mac's built-in
clock (see page 190).
Coulion: Many an up-to·date file has been lost because a Mac user spotted a very old date on a folder
and assumed that the files inside were equally old. But the modification date shown for a folder doesn't
reflect the age of its contents! Instead, the date on a folder indicates only when items were last moved into
or out of that folder. The actual files inside may be much more recent.

• Date Created: This date-and-time stamp shows you when a document was first
saved. (Don't rely on the Mac's date and time stamps as proof that a student or
employee met a deadline, however. Clever deadline-dodgers can change a file's
creation date easily enough with the free editing program called ResEdit, included
at W!Vw.m issingmanual. com.)
• Size: With a glan ce, you can tell from th is column how much disk space each of
your files and folders is taking up. If the Size column is wide enough, you see the
size written out in bytes; if the Size column is na rrow, you see MB (m egabytes;
there are 1,048,576 bytes in a megabyte).
• Kind: In this column, you're shown what kind of icon each item represents. You
may see, for example, "folder," "Pbotoshop document;' "text clipping," "applicatio n," and so on.
• Label: Using the File-?Label command, yo u can apply a colored (and written)
label to icons of your choice. Doing so makes these icons easy to round up, or
back up, later (see Chapter 2).
If yo u've applied labels to your iCons-most people don't bo ther -this column
shows the written labels (such as "Essential" or "In Progress").

Figure 1-14:
The Comments column is
often worth making
visible. If your monitor is
big enough, you con make
the Comments column a
fu/193 characters wideenough to reveal the full
life history of each icon.
(Files you save from
Netscape Communicator
reveal the original Web·
page address here, too.)
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Window Views:
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• Comments: This rarely seen column can actually be among the most useful. Suppose that you're a person who uses the Comments feature (highlight an icon, choose
File~Get lnfo~General Information, type notes about that icon). The op tion to
view th e first line of comments about each icon ca n be very helpful, especially when
trackin g m ultip le versions of your documents, as shown in Figure 1-14.
• Version: In this column, you're shown the version numbers of your p rograms.
For folders and documents, you see nothing but a dash. (Mac OS 9 offers no
means of addi ng version numbers to your own fi les.)

Rearranging the columns
You're stuck with the Name column at the far left of a w indow. But yo u can rearrange the other columns just by dragging their gray column headers horizontally, as
shown in Figure 1-15.
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Figure 1· 15:
As you rearrange
columns, understanding
where a column will
wind up can be tricky: it
will land to the left of
the column it overlaps.
Here, the Size column
will wind up to the left
of Date Modified- not to
the right of it.

I I

Adjusting column widths
Place your cursor carefully on the dividing line between two column headings. When
the cursor sprouts horizontal arrows from each side, you can drag horizontally. Doing
so makes the column to the left of your cursor wider or narrower.
What's especially delightful about this activity is watching Mac OS 9 scra mbl e to
rewrite its information to .fit the space you give it. For exa mple, as the Size colum n
gets narrower, a folder's size description changes from " 16,429,056 bytes" to " 15.6MB"
and, finally, to " IS ... MB." The Date Modified (o r Crea ted) column is eve n more
fun: As you make the column narrower, "Friday, June 2, 2000,3:1 1 pm" shri nks firs t
to "Fri, Jun 2, 2000, 3: 11 pm," to "6/2/00, 3: 11 pm," and finall y to the terse "6/2/00."

Resetting columns
After you've rearranged and resized columns untiJ the list v iew is barely recognizable, it's simp le to restore them to their original widths and sequence (Date Modified ,
Size, and Kind, in that order). Choose View~Reset Column Positio ns, an d then
click Rese t in the confirma tion dialog box.
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Spedfying how the icons ore sorted

Window Views:
Icon, List, & Button

Most of the world's list-view fans like their files Listed alphabeti cally. It's occasionally useful, however, to view the oldest files first, largest first, a nd so on.
The column headings in a Mac OS 9 List view aren't just signposts; they're also buttons. Click one of them to sort the list of icons by that criterion. Click Name for
alphabetical o rder, Date Modified to view newest first, Size to view largest tiles at the
top, a nd so on. (You ca n perform the sa me functio n using the View---7Sort List commands, or by Co ntro l-clicking inside a window and then choosing Sort List. But
clicking a column title is usually much faster.)

Taming the unruly list view
One of Mac OS 9's most attractive features is th e tiny blue t ri angle that appears to
th e left of a folder's na me in a list view. In its official occurren ces, Apple calls these
tria ngle buttons disclosure triangles; internally, the programmers call them flippy
triangles. Either way, these triangles are fantastically useful: when you click one, you
turn the list view into an outline, in which the contents of tl1e folder are displayed in
an indented list, as shown in Figure 1- 16. C lick the triangle again to collapse the
folder listing. You're saved the trouble and clutter of having to open a n ew window
just to view the folder's contents.

Figure 1-16:
Click a "flippy
triangle" (left) to see
the listing of the
folders and files
inside that folder
(right). Or press the
equivalent keystroke:
3€-right arrow.
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Button-View Notes
The least popular window view, one that d ebu ted in Mac OS 8.5, is Button view.
Icons in this view open with a single click instead of the usu al double-click, and each
appears on a " pillow"- a fat border- that m akes the icon an even easier target for
clicking. All of this is design ed fo r kids, the disabled, or efficiency addicts who find a
second click superfluous.
Because Button-view icons are so big, most p eople dismiss them as impractical. But
iliey can be useful when you're building a launching-bay window, for example, in which
yo u store the icons of frequently accessed programs and documents. Moreover, you're
no t stuck with the jumbo icons; by choosing View---7View Options, you ca n turn on
ilic smaller ico n option, which shrinks icon buttons to tl1e size of normal icons.

C H APTER 1: WINDOW OPPORTUNITIES
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In the final analysis, the biggest factor in the unpopuJarity of Button view maybe the

unpleasant experience most people have with their initial encounter with button icons.
That's when they discover-or so they believe- that buttons can't be moved. After all,
a single click opens the corresponding icon, so dragging becomes impossible.
In fact, however, you can indeed move and copy button icons in the normal way.
Just drag a button by its name instead of its icon.

The View Options Command
As you've discovered if you read this far in chapter, many powerful windowcustomizing options lurk in the View-?View Options command. The dialog box
that appears (see Figure 1-13) varies slightly according to what kind ofvvindows
open at the time-a list, icon, or button view-but most of them remain constant,
and several are very useful:
• Use relative date (list views only): In a list view, the Date Modified and Date
Created columns generally display information in a format like this: "Sunday,
November 11, 2000." (As noted earlier in this chapter, the Mac uses shorter date
formats as the column gets narrower.) But when the "Use relative date" option is
turned on, the Mac substitutes the word "Yesterday" or "Today" where appropriate, making recent files much easier to spot.
(In fact, on some rainy Saturday when you have nothing better to do, use the
Date & Time control panel to set your Mac's clock ahead one day. Launch any
POWER USERS' CLINIC

Flippy Triangle .Keystrokes
As you can tell from this chapter. ,\1\ac OS 9 offers an endless array of useful keystrokes that help you manipulate your
folders and windows. The keystrokes that let you open and
close tlippy triangles in a list view, however, are worth corn·
mil1ing to memory.
First. note that pressing the Option key when you click a!Iippy
triangle lets you view a folder's contents and the contents ot
any folders inside il The result. in other words, is a much
longer list that may involve several levels of indentation.

If you prefer to use the keyboard exclusively, highlight the
folder you want by typing the first letters of its narne, or by
pressing the up and down arrow keys. Then press 3€-right
arrow (to expand a !Iippy triangle) or 3€-lett arrow (to collapse the folder listing again). Here again, adding the Option key expands all levels of folder within the selected one.
Suppose, for example, that you find it useful to flag all files
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in a newly installed System Folder with a certain label color- ,.
a problem-prevention technique desoibed in Appendix B.
You could perform the entire routine from the keyboard
like this: Select the System Folder by typing the letters SY.
Open it by pressing 3€-0 (the shortcut for File-) Open), .
Highlight the entire contents by pressing 3€-A (the shortcut
for EdiHSelect All).
·
Now that all folders are highlighted, press Option-3€-right
arrow. You'll have to wait a minute or more for the 1'vlac to
open every subfolder of every subfolder, but eventually, the
massive list will appear, complete with many levels of indentation. Once again, press 3€-A to highlight all visible files.
From the File~ l abel command, choose the label color you •
want to apply to every element ot your System Folder. Finally. press Option-3€-left arrow to close every !Iippy triangle in the System Folder, and then 3€-Wto close the System Folder window and proceed with your life.

program and save a new document. When you reset your Date & Time control
panel to the correct date, you'll see, as the creation date for your new document,
the improbable label "Tomorrow"!)

Window Views:
Icon, List, & Button

• Calculate folder sizes (list views only): As described on page 20, the Mac generally shows only dashes in. the Size column for folders. Turning on this checkbox
forces the computer to add up the sizes of the files inside each visible list-view
folder, finally displaying the grand total for each folder in the Size column. (This
process takes time-sometimes several minutes-and applies only to the currently open window.)
·Show columns (list views only) : Turn on the checkboxes corresponding to the
columns you'd like to appear in the current window's list view, as shown in
Figure l-13.
Appropriately enough, the choices you make here also affect which commands
are listed in the View---7Sort List command. The Sort List submenu lists such
options as "by Name;' "by Date Modified;' and so on-which correspond to the
checkboxes you turn on here.
• Icon Size: These three radio buttons offer you a choice of standard icon size for
the current window. You're offered standard size, which is 32 pixels (screen dots)
square; small size, 16 pixels square; and- in list view only-the tiny size, only 12
pixels square, so small that the individual illustration on the standard icon disappears entirely. (In addition to showing more icons per square inch, this tiny icon
size offers a speed advantage. Because the Mac doesn't have to show you the actual Microsoft Word icon, AppleWorks icon, and so on, you can scroll through
even enormous lists almost instantaneously.)
• Icon Arrangement (icon and list views only): These options govern whether, and
how, your icons are kept neatly aligned with an invisible underlying grid, as described on page 18.
• Set to Standard Views: Click this button to make the current window adhere to a
set of favorite window settings you've established in advance, as described in the
next section.

SeHing Up Standard Views
As you've deduced from reading this chapter so far, Finder windows offer an almost
infinite variety of file-listing styles. Every window of every disk can have a different
assortment of information columns, display icons in different sizes, have different
grid-alignment options, and so on. If, like most Mac fans, you prefer one particular
arrangement, yo u may dread the prospect of having to perform the necessary setup
steps for each of hundreds of different folders.
Fortunately, two built-in functions of Mac OS 9 make it easy to duplicate the favorite
set of window settings: parent-window inheritance and the Standard Views command.

CHAPTER 1: WINDOW OPPO RTUNITIES
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Parent-Window Inheritance
Any new folder adopts the view settings of its parent window. If your hard drive
displays your files as a grid-aligned, small-icon, date-sorted button view, so will an y
folders you create in the main hard drive window.
This information, of course, is most valuable when you've just bought your Macintosh,
and haven't yet created dozens of new folders. Even if you've had your Mac for a while,
however, it's not too late to set up the hard drive window the way you like it, content
that its view settings will be passed on to future generations of folders.

Standard Views
Mac OS 9 can mem orize a complete set of favorite view settings for each of the three
primary window types: list views, icon views, and button views. Once you've specified
settings you like, applying them to other windows is a matter of two clicks.
To define the view settings you prefer, choose Edit-tPreferences. In the Preferences
dialog box that appears, click the Views tab. Use the pop-up menu to specify List,
Icon, or Button, according to the kind of view you'd like to customize.
Now you can use the vario us checkboxes and buttons to define a stand ard look fo r
the view you've indicated. These options are described in "Window Views: Icon,
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List, and Button" on page 17; you can set them up independently for list views, icon
views, and button views. When you're finished, click OK.

Setting Up
Standard Views

The next time you open some window that doesn't match your favorite view settings, the solution is quick: choose View~ View Options, and then click the Set to
Standard Views button. When you click OK, the window will instantly whip itself
into shape according to your previous specifications.

Pop-Up Windows
After conducting many a focus group at its Cupertino, CA headquarters, Apple's
software designers cam e to a grave conclusion: Mac fans were leaving far too many
icons out on tl1eir desktops. Clutter is bad enough when it's your office desktop, but
it's positively tacky on a computer screen.
That untidiness was the impetus behind the creation ofpop-up windows, which Apple
wants you to think of as drawers that pull out of the bottom of the screen for convenient icon stashing. After opening an y folder or disk, you can create a pop-up window in either of tw·o ways:
• Choose View~as Pop-up Window.
• Drag the window downward until your cursor is a half-inch from the bottom of
the screen. The outline of your dragged window suddenly changes: now it's a tab,
like the one on a file folder. Release the mouse. (This method has the advantage of
letting you place the pop-up window wherever you wish at the bottom of the screen.)

Figure 1-17:
Drag a window to
the bottom of the
screen (A) until it
turns into a tab
(8). You've just
made a pop- up
window. Click the
tab to make the
window spring
open (C). Only one
can be open at a
time-it's Apple's
regime of enforced
neatness.
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Either way, a new pop-up window is born (see Figure 1-1 7).
Pop-up windows behave oddly, and yet their idiosyncrasies can be useful. For example, pop-up windows are spring-loaded, refusing to remain open. They collapse
back into tabs at the least provocation, including when you open any other window,
double-click an icon within, switch into any other program, and so on.
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Pop-Up Windows

This primal urge to colJapse back into a tab at the bottom of the screen is the prima ry virtue of pop-up windows as a tidiness tool. It also makes them ideal for storing items for which you require quick access-programs and documents you m ight
otherwise leave out on the desktop. Most Mac fans' first experiment with a pop-up
window is to crea te a launch ing bay that houses the programs they use most often.
(Technically speaking, they use the pop-up window to store aliases of such programs, as described in Chap ter 2.)
It's easy to create multiple pop-up window tabs, stretching across the bottom of
your screen; you'IJ quickly notice, however, that only o ne can be open at a time.
Opening a seco nd other pop-up window closes the first.
Tip: To move an item into a pop-up window, you can drag its icon onto the pop-up window's tab. The
window dutifully springs open to receive its new document.
In other words, the fact that only one pop-up window can be open at a time doesn't prevent you from
dragging icons between pop-up windows. Just open the first, and then drag an icon from inside it onto the
tab of another pop-up window.

To turn a pop-up window back into a normal one, drag its tab upward until you can
see the outline of its bottom edge, and then release. (Alternatively, click its ta b and
then choose View-?as Window.)
As for closing pop-up windows fro m the keyboard, take your pick:
• 3C-W makes an open pop-up window collapse back into its tab-like, bottomfeeding state.

~

t::1J

funny poem

Projects
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• Option-a€ -W makes an open pop-up window collapse and closes any open normal windows.

Pop-Up Windows

• Shift-Option-a€-W- if you have that many fingers-closes and eliminates all
pop- up windows at once, leaving the bottom of your screen tab-free.
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CHAPTER

2

Icon
Management

efore the Mac made icons famo us, a computer's documents and programs
were represented only by text listings. To open a letter you had written, you
had to type out its name precisely.

B

Today, of course, every document, program, folder, and disk on your Mac is represented by an icon: an inch-tall picture that you can move, copy, or double-click to
open. This chapter covers every aspect of managing, filing, naming, copying, deleting, and troubleshooting these cornerstones of the Mac OS.

Icon Names
A Mac icon's name can have up to 3l letters and spaces. You can use letters, numbers,
punctuation-in fact, any symbol you want except for the colon (:),which the Mac
uses behind the scenes for its own folder-hierarchy designation purposes. (If you type
a colon when renaming an icon, Mac OS 9 automatically substitutes a hyphena much more considerate behavior than showing you some rude error message.)
To rename an icon, you can use any of the following technique~:
• Click the file name itself, as shown in Figure 2-1.
• Click once on the icon, and then press Return or Enter to make the renaming
rectangle appear. Type the new name, and then press Return or Enter.

Tip: If you simply want to add letters to the beginning or end of the file's existing name, press the right or
left arrow key immediately after pressing Return or Enter. The insertion point jumps to the corresponding
end of the file name.

CHAPTER 2: ICON MANAGEMENT
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Tip: The delay between your click on an icon's name and the appearance of its renaming rectangle is
determined by, of all things, the Double-Click Speed setting in the Mouse control panel. The connection
isn't as arbitrary as it might seem: the delay is designed to prevent accidental renamings by helping the
Mac distinguish between a single click (to rename the file) and the first part of a double-click (to open it).
Therefore, the wider you make the double-click speed window, the longer the renaming rectangle takes to
appear.

• The most direct method of all: Click the file name and then flick the mouse, even
a fraction of an inch, to make the renaming rectangle appear instantaneously.
(The mouse movement tells Mac OS 9 that your click should be interpreted as an
"I want to rename" click, not the first click in a double-click. )

Rgure 2·1:
Click an icon's name (top left). A rectangle appears
around the name (top right). At this point, the existing
name is highlighted; just begin typing to replace it
(bottom left). When you're finished typing, press
Return, Enter, or Tab to seal the deal and make the
renaming rectangle disappear (bottom right).

ti!lD!Ifiijl•!i,•&!IM§fi
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As you edit a file's name, remember that you can use the Cut, Copy, and Paste commands in the Edit menu to move selected bits of text around, exactly as though you
were word processing. (In fact, editing file names is the only task those commands
are good for in the Finder.) The Paste command can be useful when, for instance,
you're renaming many icons in sequence (Quarterly Estimate 1, Quarterly Estimate
2, and so on).

Icon Name5

Remember, too, that when the Finder sorts files, a space is considered alphabetically
before the letter A. To force a particular folder to appear at the top of a list-view
window, precede its name with a space.

Selecting Icons
To highlight a single icon in preparation for printing, opening, duplicating, or deleting, click the icon once with the mouse. (In a list view, as described in Chapter 1,
you can also click on any visible piece of information about that file-its size, kind,
date modified, and so on.)
That much may seem obvious. But most first-time Mac users don't know how to
manipulate more than one icon at a time-an essential survival s~ll.
To select multiple icons, press the Shift key as you dick them in sequence-or drag
a box around them, as shown in Figure 2-2. Each icon darkens to show that it has
been selected. If you're highlighting a long string of icons and then include one
more by mistake, you don't have to start over-instead, just Shift-click it again; the
dark highlighting disappears. (If you do want to start over from the beginning, you
can de-select all selected icons by clicking any empty part of the window.)

Figure2-2:

You con highlight several icons
simultaneously by dragging a
box around them. To do so, drag
from outside of the target icons
(left) diagonally across them
(right), creating a dotted-line
rectangle as you go. Any icons
touched by this rectangle ore
selected when you release the
mouse. If you press the Shift key
as you do this, any previously
highlighted icons remain
selected.

~ ~
ll} tij

General Controls Inter net

Launcher

Web Sheri no

Once you've highlighted multiple icons, you can manipulate them all at once. For
example, you can drag them en masse to another folder or disk by dragging any one
of the highlighted icons: All other highlighted icons go along for the ride. This tech-
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Seleding Icons

nique is especially usefu l when yo u wa nt to back up a bu nch of fil es by d ragging
them o nto a di ffe ren t disk, or when yo u wa nt to delete them all by d ragging them to
the Trash.
When multiple icons are selected, furthermo re, the comma nds in the File me nusuch as Print, Open, or Duplicate-apply to all of them simultaneously.

Moving and Copying Icons
Understanding whe n the Mac copies a d ragged icon and when it just moves the icon
bewilders ma ny a beginner. However, the scheme is fairly simple; Figure 2-3 explains all.
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Copying as You Drag
There's one useful way to violate the golden ru le of move-vs.-copy that's illustrated
in Figure 2-3. If you press the Option key when yo u drag an icon to a different folder
or window on the same disk, you create a duplicate. In oth er words, pressing Option
as you drag makes Mac OS 9 behave exactly as though you had dragged the icon to
a different disk.

Figure 2-J:
When you drag an icon to a different disk
(top), you copy that file. You wind up with
two copies, one on each disk. When you
drag it to a different folder or window on
the same disk (bottom), you just move the
icon. You wind up with a single copy in a
new location.
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Moving and
Copying Icons

Tip: While the Mac is copying an icon, you can cancel the copying process in progress by pressing
:IC·period.

Spring-Loaded Folders: Dragging Icons into Closed Folders
In its never-ending quest to create the operating system with the longest list of window-management tools, Apple came up with a unique and powerful one called spring-

loaded folders.
The feature is designed to solve a common problem: you want to drag an icon not
just into a folder, but into a folder nested inside that folder. This awkward challenge
would ordinarily require you to open the first folder, open the inner folder, drag the
icon in, and then close both of the windows you had opened. As you can imagine,
the process is even messier if you want to drag an icon into a sub-subfolder or even
a sub-sub -subfolder.
Instead of fiddling around with all those windows, you can instead use the springloaded folders feature (see Figure 2-4). It works like this: with a single drag, drag the
icon onto the first folder-but keep your mouse button pressed. After a few seconds, the folder window opens automatically, centered on your cursor. Still keeping
the butto n down, drag onto the inner folder; its window, too, opens. Now drag onto
the inner inner folder-and so on. When you finally release the mouse, all the windows except the last one close automatically. You've neatly placed the icon into the
core of the nested folders.
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FlgureZ-4:
Drag an icon onto a folder or disk
icon (left), wait for the window to
open (right), and continue dragging
until you've reached your folderwithin·a·folder destination. (If the
inner folder you intend to open isn't
visible in the window, you can scroll
by dragging your cursor close to
any edge of the window.)

Spring-Loaded Folders Without Dragging
Spring-loaded folders offer a corollary benefit that doesn't involve dragging an icon.
Using almost the same technique, you ca n open a folder within a folder just to see
what's inside.
To do so, learn the peculiar new skill known as a click-and-a-half That's when you
point to the outer folder, such as your System Folder, push the mouse button downup-down-and freeze with the mouse button down. After a moment, the cursor
changes to become a magnifying glass, and the System Folder window springs open,
exactly as described in the previous section. Now you can proceed as described above,
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dragging your cursor onto an inner folder, then onto another inner folder, and so
on. When you release the button, all windows close by themselves except the last one
you opened.

Moving and
Copying Icons

Making Spring-Loaded Folders Work
That spring-loaded folder technique sounds good in theory, but can be disconcerting
in practice. For most people, the several-second wait before the first folder opens is
almost enough wasted time to negate the value of the feature to begin with. Furthermore, when the first window finally does open, you're often caught by surprise. Suddenlyyour cursor-mouse button still down- is inside a window, sometimes directly
on top of another folder you never intended to open. But before you can react, its
window, too, has opened, and you find yourself off track and out of control.
Fortunately, you can regain control of spring-loaded folders using three tricks:
• Choose Edit~ Preferences. Adjust the "Delay before opening" slider to a setting
that drives you less crazy. For example, if you find yourself having to wait too
long before the first folder opens, drag the slider toward the Short setting.
• Tap the Space bar to make the folder spring open at your command. That is, even
with the Edit~ Preferences slider set to the Long delay setting, you can force each
folder to spring open when you are ready by tapping the Space bar as you hold
down the mouse button.
This powerful shortcut works both when you're dragging an icon into a folderwithin-a-folder as well as when you're using the dick-and-a-half method. True,
you need two hands to master this one, but the control you regain is immeasurable.
• Whenever a folder springs open into a window, twitch your mouse cursor up to
the title bar or information strip. Doing so ensures that your cursor won't wind
up hovering on, and opening up, an inner folder by accident. Once parked on the
info strip, you can take your time to survey the newly opened window's contents.
Then you can plunge into an inner folder after gaining your bearings.
• If the spring-loaded n ature of Mac OS 9 folders st rikes you as more annoying
than useful, you can turn the feature off entirely. Choose Edit~ Preferences, and
turn off the Spring-Loaded Folders checkbox.

Aliases: Icons in Two Places at Once
By highlighting an icon and then choosing Fi le~ Make Alias, you generate an alias,
a specially branded duplicate of the original icon (see Figure 2-5). It's not a duplicate of the fi le-just of the icon, requiring negligible storage space. When you doubleclick the alias, the original file opens. You can create as many aliases as you want of a
single file. In other words, aliases let you, in effect, stash a file in many different
folder locations simultaneo usly. Double-click any one of them, and you open the
original icon, wherever it may be on your system.

C HAPTER 2: ICON MANAGEMENT
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Aliases: Icons in
Two Places at Once

Tip: You can also create an alias of an icon by ::lll-Option-dragging it out of itswindow. (Aliasesyou create
this way lack the word alias on the filename-a distinct delight to those who find the suffix redundant and
annoying.) You can also create an alias by Control-clicking a normal icon and choosing Make Alias from
the contextual menu that appears.
And if you use Sherlock (see Chapter 15), you can create an alias of any icon in the Items Found window
by ::lll-dragging it (with no Option key) out of the window.

Figure 2-s:
Vou con identify an alias by the tiny arrow badge on the lower-left corner-and by the
italicized name.

Whafs Good About Aliases
An alias takes. up almost n o disk space, even if the ori ginal file is en orm ous. Ali ases
are smart, to o: even if you ren ame the alias, rename the ori ginal icon, move the alias,
and move the ori ginal file, double-clicking the alias still ope ns the origin al icon.
And that's just the beginning of alias in telligence: Suppose the original file is on a
removable disk, such as a Zip disk. Suppose you make an alias of it, which you copy
to your hard drive. When yo u double-click the alias, the Mac requests the Zip disk
by name. Sim ilarly, if the original file resides on a diffe rent machine o n the network,
your Mac attempts to connec t to the appropria te m achine, promp ting you for a
password (see Chapter 16)-even if the o ther machine is thousands of m iles away
and your Mac must dial the m odem to connect.

Rgure 2·6:
The hierarchical Apple menu lets you aeate a
convenient program-launching bay composed entirely
of aliases to your favorite programs. (By preceding the
folder's name with a space, you make it appear at the
top of the menu for easier access.)
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There are as many different uses of aliases as there are Mac users. A few of the most
common, however, run along these lines:

Aliases: Icons in
Two Places at Once

• Put the alias of a file, folder, program, or disk you use frequently into your • menu.
(You'll find instructions on page 79.) Once the icon is listed there, you can open it
from within any program, because your • menu is always available.
• Put the aliases of your favorite programs into a single folder to serve as a handy
launching bay. Put that folder somewhere that's always convenient-in your •
menu, for example, so that you can launch any of your programs with the kind of
convenience illustrated in Figure 2-6.
Alternatively, you might consider turning that launching-bay folder into a popup window that's always accessible at the bottom edge of your screen, as described
in the previous chapter.
• Drop an alias of a document you're working on into your Macintosh HD~System
Folder~S tartup Items folder. When you turn on the computer each morning,
that document opens automatically, so that it's waiting on the screen when you
arrive at your machine. (If you use certain programs daily, such as your word
processor, email program, or Web browser, you may as well save yourself the
daily double-click by inserting aliases of these programs, too, into your Startup
Items folder.)
• You can use the alias feature to save you slogging through the muJtiple dialog
boxes required to access to another hard drive on the network. Details on this
trick in Chapter 16.
• Suppose you're deep in your Preferences folder on a cleaning binge one afternoon. Consider making an alias of the Trash and placing it directly inside the
Preferences window. This way, with each item you discard, you're saved the wristwearying cross-desk slide to the Trash icon. Anything you drop onto the alias is
automatically placed in the real Trash.
• Many of Mac OS 9's most useful built-in file-management features rely, behind
the scenes, on the automatic creation of aliases. These features include the
Launcher (Chapter 3), the • menu, the Favorites command, and the Recent Items
commands (all described in Chapter 5). If you're aware of these mechanisms,
mastering the corresponding features becomes much easier.

Flgun 2-1:
If the olios can't find the original file, you're
offered the chance to ossodote it with o different
file-or to delete the orphaned olios icon.

The alias "Accept11nce Speech all liS" could not
be opened, bee~~use the orlolnlllltem c11nnot
be found.

IIDelete Alias I I

Fix All liS...
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Broken Aliases
It's important to understand that an alias doesn't contain any of the information
you've typed or composed in the original. Don't copy an alias of your slide show to
a Zip disk and then depart for the airport, hoping to give the presentation in your
arrival city. When you double-click the alias, now separated from its original, you'll
be shown the dialog box in Figure 2-7.

If you're on a plane 6,000 miles away from the hard drive on which the original file
resides, click Delete Alias (to get rid of the orphaned alias you just double-clicked)
or OK (to do nothing, leaving the alias where it is).
In certain circumstances, however, the third button-Fix Alias-is the most useful
of all. Click it to summon a list of every jcon on your computer; if you click one and
then click Choose, you've just associated the orphan ed alias with a different original
ICOn.

Such techniques become handy when, for example, you click your AppleWorks icon
on the Launch er (described later in this chapter}, forgetting that you recently upgraded from AppleWorks 5 to AppleWorks 6. Instead of simply showing you an
error message that says "AppleWorks 5 can't be found;' the Mac sh ows you the box
that contains the Fix Alias button. By clicking it, thus re-associating it with the new
AppleWorks 6, you can save yourself the trouble of creating a new alias. From now
on, double-clicking your AppleWorks alias launches the new version of AppleWorks.

Using Labels
Here's a convenient Mac-only feature you can lord over your Windows-using friends:
icon labels. This feature lets you tag selected icons with on e of seven different labels,
each of which has both a name and a color associated with it. To do so, highlight the
icons and then choose File-7Label; choose one of the seven provided labels from
the submenu (such as Essential or In Progress). You can also apply a label by Control-clicking, as shown in Figure 2-8.

RgiiN2·B:

Use the File menu to apply a label tag to a highlighted
icon. You can also apply a label by Control-clicking an
icon and choosing a label from the contextual menu
that appears. If you first highlight several icons, the
Control-click trick still works-just Control-click any one
of the highlighted icons. The label you choose will be
applied to all highlighted icons.
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What Labels Are Good For

Using Labels

After you've applied labels to icons, you can perform useful file-management tasks
on all of them simultaneously, even if they're scattered across multiple hard drives.
For example:
· Use Sherlock (see Chapter 15) to find all icons with a particular label. As shown
in Figure 2-9, moving these icons en masse is a piece of cake.
Using labels in conjunction with Sherlock in this way is one of the most useful
and inexpensive backup schemes ever devised. Whe never you finish working on
a document that you'd like to back up, Control-dick it and apply a label called,
for example, Backup. At the end of each day, use Sherlock to round up all files
with the Backup label-and then drag them as a group onto your backup disk.

F/gure2-9:
If you search
your hard drive
for icons with a
particular label,
backing them
up as a group
becomes very
easy: Just choose
Edit-?Seled All,
and then drag
any one of the
highlighted icons
out of the
Sherlock window
and into the
target folder
or disk.
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The ability to sort by label is only available if the label column is
visible. Make it so by choosing View-? View Options and turning
on the Label checkbox.
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• Sort a list view by label. No other Mac sorting method lets you create an arbitrary
order for the icons in a window. When you sort by label, the Mac creates alphabetical clusters within each label grouping, as shown in Figure 2- 10.

Using Labels

This technique might be useful when, for example, your job is to process several
different folders of documents; for each folder, you're supposed to convert graphics
files, throw ou t old files, or whatever. As soon as you finish working your way through
one folder, flag it with a label called Done. The folder jumps to the top (or bottom)
of the window, safely marked for your reference pleasure, leaving the next unprocessed folder at your fingertips, ready to go.
• As described in Chapter 15, Mac OS 9's Sherlock program can search for words
inside your files, no matter what the files are actually na med. Before it can do so,
however, you're required to index your hard drive (see page 267)-an extremely
time-consuming feature.
You ca n use labels, however, to confine the indexing to folders that you actually
might want to search. Create a label called, for example, Index This. Apply it to
the folder icons for your e-mail, documents, and downloads. Then, when it comes
time to index, you can use Sherlock's Edit~ Preferences command to specify that
you want on ly those folders indexed. Sherlock will n ow ignore all other foldersthose containing no fil es worth searching, such as the System Folder, Application s folder, a nd so on. Both the indexing and the searching of your h ard drive
will b e dra ma tically faster.
• You can use labels to flag the contents of a newly installed System Folder. When
troubleshooting later, a glance will show you which icons h ave been added by the
various applications and shareware downloads you've used-and therefore which
items are li kely to be causing your computer problems. See page 432 for step-bystep instructions.
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RgJUe 2·11:
In the Labels tab of the Preferences dialog box, you can
change the predefined label text. Each label can be up to
31 characters and spaces long. You can olso click the calor
square to summon the Color Picker dialog box, which you
can use to specify a different label color. (The Color Picker
offers several different color-selection methods, from the
simple joy of the Crayons box to sdentific mixtures of the
primary colors by percentage.)

Tip: When you're finished using labels as described in the previous suggestions, you can un-label the
icons you've marked. Just highlight them and then choose File~Labei~None.

Using Labels

Changing Labels and Label Colors
When you first install Mac OS 9, the seven labels in the File~ Label menu are Essential, Hot, In Progress, Cool, and so on. Clearly, the label feature would be much
more useful if you could rewrite these labels, tailoring them to your purposes.
Doing so is easy: choose Edit~Preferences. Click the Labels tab. Now you see the
dialog box shown in Figure 2- 11, where you can edit the text of each label.
Tip: If the notion of tinting your icons with colored labels disturbs your esthetic sense, change the label color
to pure white. (fhe quickest way: in the Preferences dialog box. click the color swatch, click the Crayon Picker,
and then click the upper-left crayon-the white one.) From now on, applying that label to an icon leaves it
visually unchanged-but you still get the advantages of having placed the icon into that label category.

The Launcher
The concept of the Launcher is simple: any icon you drag onto the Launcher window, shown in Figure 2-12, is installed there as a large, pillowed button. A single
dick, not a double-dick, on tills button opens the corresponding icon. In other words,
the Launcher is an ideal parking lot for the icons of disks, folders, documents, and
programs you frequently access.
Partly because of the large button size, and partly because of the halved clicking
requirement, many Mac users don't respect the Launcher, considering it a tool for
kids. But here and there, even among sophisticated Mac users, you can find the
Launcher being used an essential software headquarters. As it turns out, you're not
limited to the large button size; nor is your icon installation limited to the visible
area of the Launcher.

Setting Up Your Launcher
To bring the Launcher onto your screen, choose ·~Control Panels~Lau.ncher. (If
you find it peculiar that the Launcher is listed as a control panel, when it's actually
just a special window with no controls to change whatsoever, you're not alone.) The
first time you open the Launcher, it contains only two icons, neither of which is
especially useful: Script Editor and SimpleText. Feel free to remove these icons as
described in the next section.
Tip: If you find the Launcher useful, you can set up the Mac to open the window each time you turn on
the computer. To do so, choose •~control Panels~General Controls. Turn on the checkbox called
"Show Launcher at system startup."

Doing so ensures that the Launcher window will be waiting for you at each startup, even if you had closed
it during the previous work session.

CHA PTER 2: ICON MANAGBMBNT
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The Launcher

In many respects, this Launcher is a standard window. You can move it elsewhere o n
the screen by dragging its title bar or edges, change its size an d shape by dragging
the lower-ri gh t corner, "windowshade" (collapse) the wi ndow by clicking the u pper-right tiny square, use scroll bars when they appea r, and so on. But the Launcher
window has two special talents:

lnstolling o new icon
To add the icon of a favorite file, folder, or disk to your La uncher, just drag it into the
Launcher wi ndow. After a momen t, the fully formed Launcher button appears, bearing the icon and name of the file you dragged. Note tl1at you haven't actually moved
the original file-when you release the mouse, it remains exactly where it was. What
yo u've actually done is to install an alias of iliat file onto your Launcher, as described below.
Tip: You can install many icons at once onto the Launcher-just drag them as a group, as described on
page 33.

Removing icons from the Launcher window
Beca use a single click on a Launcher button opens the corresponding icon, you can't
remove a button fro m the Launcher just by dragging. Instead, press the Optio n key.
While the Option key down, you can successfull y d rag Launcher buttons off the
window and directly into ilie Trash. After a momen t, the icon button disappears
fro m the Launcher. (If it doesn't-an occasional occurrence-repeat the Optiondrag. The second time is always successful.)

Changing the button size
Depending on your screen size and sophisticati on level, you may prefer smaller o r
larger Launcher buttons. Switching is easy: while pressing ilie 00 key, click in a blank
area of the Launcher window and keep ilie m ouse b utton d epressed. A small contextual menu appears at your cursor tip, listing a cho ice of iliree icon sizes: Small,
Medium, an d Large.
The small size accommodates a lot of icons within a limited-size Launcher window,
but cl ips off lo ng file names. The large size, on ilie other hand, can be seen from
outer space, and the file names are actually enlarged au tomatically, on the premise
that anyone who need s three-story b uttons will probably appreciate la rger text, too.

Creating Launcher Pages
One of the Launcher's most useful (and most often overlooked) features is its multiple"pages" function. With just a minute of setup, you can create different Launcher
screens, each offering a d ifferen t set of icon buttons. You m igh t create one set for
you, anoilier fo r your child, and so on--or di fferen t pages for d ifferent categories,
such as applications, documents, and games.
Setting up such an arrangemen t offers another pleasant benefit: it teaches you exactly how the Laun cher works.
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1. Open the Macintosh HD-7System Folder-7Launcher Items folder.

The Launcher

Here, in the Launcher Items window, are aliases of the items that show up on the
Launcher as buttons. In other words, whenever you drag an icon onto the Launcher
window to create a button, Mac OS 9 actually places an alias of it into the System
Folder-7Launcher Items folder.
Another way to remove an alias from your Launcher window, in other words, is
simply to drag its alias out of this Launcher Items folder. You can now see how
easy it is to rename a Launcher button-just rename its alias in this window.
2. Make a new folder by choosing File-7New Folder.
The new, untitled folder appears.
3. Give the new folder the name of the "topic button" you'll want it to have in your
Launcher. Precede the name with a bullet.
To create a bullet symbol, hold down the Option key, and then type the number 8.
Figure 2-12 illustrates the relationship you're building-any folder in the Launcher
Items window whose name begins with a bullet turns into a new page full of
buttons on the Launcher.
4. Create up to six more topic buttons by creating bullet-named folders in this way.
The Launcher can show up to eight topic page buttons. Any icon in the Launcher
Items window that isn't inside one of these bulleted folders appears on a special,
default Launcher page called Applications. If you'd rather use that eighth slot for a
topic button of your own, create eight bulleted folders-and remove all other icons
from the Launcher Items window. (Place them all into the bulleted folders.)

Rgure 2-12:
Any bullet-named folders
you create in the System
Folder's Launcher Items
folder (left) become
topic buttons in the
Launcher (right).
Anything in the Launcher
Items folder that isn't in
a bullet-named folder
winds up on a Launcher
page called Applications.
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The Laun(her

5. Close the Launcher Items window and the System Folder window. Install icons
onto your various Launcher "pages" by dragging them onto the topic buttons.
Alternatively, of course, you can click a topic button to view its empty page, and
then drag icons onto that page to install them.

Tip: You can move any Launcher button from one "page" to another by Option-dragging it onto the
corresponding topic button at the top of the window.
As time goes by, you may want to rename or rearrange the icons on a particular
Launcher page. To do so, you could double-click your way into Macintosh HD-7System
Folder-7Launcher Items, as you did the first time. Fortunately, there's a faster way:
Option-click one of the topic buttons. You jump instantly into the corresponding
bulleted folder, deep within your System Folder-?Launcher Items ·window.

The Trash Icon
No single element of the Macintosh interface is as recognizable or famous as the
Trash can in the lower-right corner of the screen. In many of the Mac's Hollywood
movie appearances, for example, the producers have taken pains to disguise the tl
menu logo to make the on-screen computer seem less recognizable-but the Trash
can is a dead giveaway every time.
You can discard almost any icon on your screen by dragging it onto the Trash icon.
When the tip of your arrow cursor touches the center of the Trash icon, the little can
turns black. When you release the mouse, you've succeeded in discarding whatever
it was you dragged. (If you dragged files or folders-as opposed to a disk icon-the
lid of the Trash-can icon pops off to the ground, displaced by the bulging refuse that
peeks out of the top of the can.)
1/p: Learn the keyboard alternative to dragging something to the Trash: highlight the icon and then press
3€-Delete. This technique is not only far faster than dragging, but requires far less precision, especially if
you have a large screen. Mac OS 9 does all the Trash-targeting for you.

FREQUENTLY ASI<ED QUESTION

The Case of the Vanishing Trash
11elp! My Trash can has disappeared. How can I get it back?

Hate to disappoint you, but the Trash can can't disappear.
You may have accidentally dragged it most of the way off
the screen, but irs peeking out from the edge of the screen
somewhere.
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To find it, close all desktop windows and then press the Tab
key, over and over again. Doing so highlights each desktop
icon in alphabetical order-until you highlight whatever corner of the Trash can the Mac has left visible.

Rescuing Files and Folders from the Trash

The Trash Icon

Icons that represent folders and files of any kind (such as programs and documents)
sit in the Trash forever-or until you choose Special~ Empty Trash, whichever comes
first.
If you haven't yet emptied the Trash, you can double-dick the Trash icon to review
its contents-icons that you've placed on the waiting list for extinction. If you change
your mind, you can rescue any of these items by dragging them out of the Trash
window. (Or, more efficiently, highlight them and then press 3€-Y-the keyboard
shortcut of the File~ Put Away command-which not only removes them from the
Trash, but also puts them back into the folders from whence they came. )

Emptying the Trash
If you're confident that the items in the Trash window are worth deleting, choose
The Macintosh asks you to confirm your decision, reminding you in the process of how many items are in the Trash (see Figure 2-13). When
you click OK, those files are deleted from your hard drive. {In cases of desperation,
a program like Norton Utilities can resurrect deleted files, if used promptly after the
deletion. In even more dire cases, companies like DriveSavers, www.drivesavers.com,
can use sophisticated clean-room techniques to recover crucial information-for
several hundred dollars.)
Special~Empty Trash.

RguTe 2·1J:
Top: Your lost warning. Bottom: The Get Info
window for a locked file. Locking a file in this way
isn't military-level security by any stretch-any
passing evildoer con unlock the file in the some
way. But it does trigger the Trash-emptying
warning, bringing to your attention some
important file you may hove put into the Trash by
occident.

The Trash contains 31tems, which use 364 K
or disk space. Are you sure you want to
remove these Items permanently?
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The Trash J[on

Lo(ked Files and Folders
You may r un in to a complication when emptying the trash: You may be told that
some of the items in the Trash are locked. This message merely means that someone, probably you, once highlighted one of the icons in the Trash, chose File~Get
Info, and then turned on the Locked checkbox (see Figure 2-13, bottom).
POWER USERS' CLI NIC

Turning Off the Trash Warning
The "Are you sure?" message that appears whenever you
try to empty the Trash is, for the novice, a useful safety net.
But after you've become a proficient Mac user, you may
eventually develop a safety-net habit of your own: becoming sure about a file's trash-worthiness before placing it into
the Trash. Thereafter, you'd probably just as soon have the
Trash empty promptly at your command, without bothering
you for confirmation.
By pressing Option as you choose Speciai~Empty Trash,
you can suppress this confirmation box each time you empty

the trash. But even that trick is one step too many for the
power user.
Fortunately, you can also instruct the Mac to suppress its
confirmation box permanently. To do so, click the Trash icon,
and then choose File~Get Info (or press l!C-1). (Alternatively, Control-click the Trash icon and then choose Get
lnfo->Generaltnforrnation from the contextual rnenu.) The
resulting window offers acheckbox called "Warn before emptying." Turn off this checkbox, close the window, and savor
the resulting time savings.

If you're told that a locked file is in the trash, you have two alternatives. First, you
can open the Trash window to scan the contents for the presence of a tiny padlock
stamped onto the lower-left corner of locked icons. By highlighting each locked
icon, choosing File~Get Info, and then unchecking the Locked checkbox, you can
unlock these files, rendering them trashable.
It's far faster, however, to simply press the Option key as yo u choose Special~Empty
Trash. Doing so empties the trash, locked files and all, suppressing any warnings.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QU ESTION

Rescued Items
Sometimes when I tum on my Mac, I find a folder in the
Trash called Rescued Items From Macintosh HO. What is it?
Can I delete it?
Every self-respecting Macintosh program offers an Undo command that lets you undo the last step you took while working-or even the last several steps. Behind the scenes, this
feature works because the program keeps multiple copies of
your work in progress in an invisible folder on the hard drive
called Temporary Items. When you quit the program, these
invisible temporary files are deleted automatically.
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But what happens if the Mac freezes, crashes, or "unexpectedly
quits" before you've a chance to quit the program properly?
The temporary files are stranded, orphaned, yet still in exist·
ence. When you turn the Mac on again, the operating system
places them into the Trash in a new Rescued Items folder. Its
thinking: Maybe you didn't have a chance to save your work
before the freeze or crash-these temporary files might contain
some of the typing you had done before the crash.
In practice. the rescued files are very rarely useful-but it's
the thought that counts.

Tip: In Mac OS 9, for the first time, you can lock a folder, not just a file. To do so, highlight the folder.
Choose File~Get lnfo~Sharing. In the resulting dialog box. you'll see the checkbox called "Can't move,
rename, or delete this item (locked)"; check it to protect the folder.

The Trash Icon

On the other hand, you'll never be told that the Trash can't be emptied because it contains a locked
folder-a locked folder can't even be moved, so nobody can move it into the Trash to begin with!

uln Use" Messages
The other Trash-emptying complication arises when you're told that one of the items
in the Trash is "in use." This message generally indicates that you're trying to delete
an application or document that's still open, an extension (see Chapter 12), or a
critical preference file. The solution is easy enough: close the offending application
or document, if you can identify it-or just restart the computer with the Shift key
pressed. Doing so turns off all extensions and closes all files, releasing all of Mac OS
9's claims on whatever is in the Trash.

Password Protedion
For the first time in Macintosh history, you can protect a file from prying eyes in ten
seconds, without having to buy any add-on software. Mac OS 9 introduces password protection (encryption) of files, saving you the expense of buying commercial
security software.
To secure a file in this way, follow these steps:
1. Control-click the file icon. From the pop-up menu, choose Encrypt.

Alternatively, highlight the icon, and then choose File~Encrypt. Note that you
can password-protect only files, not folders. (You can apply the Encrypt command to several highlighted icons at once-but you'll be asked to make up a
password for each one individually.)
The first time you try this experiment, a message appears, warning you that nobody, not even Apple, can open the protected file if you forget your password.
That's true, by the way. If you ever hope to see your file again, don't forget your
password! Click OK if you feel duly intimidated.
Now the Apple File Security box appears, as shown in Figure 2- 14.
2. Type a password that's at least five characters long. Press Tab (or click in the
second box), and type it again.
That ritual of typing the password twice is designed to protect you from making
a typo that you'll never be able to reproduce.
If you'd prefer not to have to remember and type out these passwords while you
are seated at your Mac, leave the "Add to Keychain" box checked. (See details on
the Keychain at the end of Chapter 16. For now, note that the Keychain is a Macwide, master password. You type it in once- as you sit down at your machine for
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a work session-and all of your password-protected files become openable. When
you leave yo ur Mac and "lock the Keychain;' individual passwords become necessary o nce again for each protected file.)

Password
Protection

3. Click Encrypt (or press Return).
Now a tiny key icon appears on the file icon you protected (as shown by the lowerleft icon in Figure 2-1 4). When anyone double-clicks this file, one of three things
may happen:

·-· ·-·

Apple File Security

Enter a passphrase to encrypt
"Employee Salaries 2001":

~
~
rmpl~e S.lerles

Get Info
..
Label
..
Duplicate
MakeAIIIIS
PutAway
Add To Favorites

......

I····

Confirm your passphrase:

l•uoj
Iii Add to Keychnin

Find Similar Flies
Index selection•.

Figure 2-14:

Password-protecting
a file is as easy as
Control-clicking it
(left) and then
making up a
password for it
(right). You don't
actually see what
you're typing: the
Mac translates your
typing into bullets
(•••••), as a
precaution against
snoopers looking over
your shoulder.

• If you've " unlocked your Keychain" (see Chapter 16), the file opens promp tly, as
though it were never protected at all. (Only a one-second delay lets you know
that anything's different.)
• If you've set up your Keychain, but haven't yet unlocked it by typing your master
password, the Mac first asks you for the Keychain password. If you click Cancel
(because you don' t want to unlock the Keychain and make everything unprotected) , the Apple File Security box asks you for this file's password.
• If you don' t use the Keychain feature, or didn't use the "Add to Keychain" featu re
when encryp ting this file, the Apple File Security box appears. If you correctly
type the protected file's password and then click Decrypt, you're in; the file opens.
If you type the wrong password, the Mac lets you try two more times before
depositing you back in the Finder. You can double-dick the icon to try again; but
if you still can't produce the correct password, the contents of that juicy file will
remain forever beyond yo ur reach.
Ct1ution: When you successfully open a protected file, you've just unprotected it After working with that
document and closing it again, you must re-protect it if you still consider it confidential.
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The Desktop Database: Where Icons Live

The Desktop
Database

One of the most important features of Mac icons is completely invisible. The vast
majority of Mac users aren't even aware of its existence-but knowing about your
invisible Desktop database can be extremely useful, especially in times of troubleshooting.

As you may have noticed (and taken for granted), when you double-dick the icon
for a letter you've written, your word processor opens automaticaJiy. Moreover, every document you create bears the same matching document icon, visually related
to the program that created it.
Both of these relationships are maintained by a database o n your hard drive, composed of two invisible files called the Desktop files. (If you become handy with
Sherlock, as described in Chapter 15, you can actually see these invisible files-they're
called Desktop DB and Desktop OF.) These files store the relationships between
your applications, aliases, documents, and their icons, along with the information
that appears when you highlight an icon and choose File--7Get Info.
Knowing about the Desktop database is primarily useful when you're trying to
troubleshoot these two problems:

• Your Mac has been getting slower over time. As it turns out, the Desktop database
must store the color graphic for every icon that crosses your hard drive's path.
Every program you install, every shareware game you download, inserts into your
Desktop database a set of color icons. Even if you subsequently delete those programs, their icons remain in your Desktop database.
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The Desl1top
Database

If you've worked in graphics, you know that color images can take up a lot of disk
space. Over time, therefore, all of these icons, many of which are no longer needed,
inflate the size of your Desktop database. Windows and programs may open more
slowly as a result, and the computer may take longer to start up.

• Icons appear on the screen with a blank, or "generic," look. These plain white icons
indicate that the Desktop database has become confused; it's unable to supply
the correct images for the icons based on its knowledge of the program that created them. (A confused Desktop database is only one cause of the blank-whiteicon syndrome, however. Blank icons may also appear if the Desktop database
never did know what program created the files. Downloaded graphic files from
the Internet, for example, almost always appear blank. Your Mac has no idea of
what graphics program was used to create them.)
In both cases, the solution is simple: force the Mac to rebuild the Desktop database,
flushing out orphaned and unused icon images, and updating the program/document relationships based on what's on your hard drive at this moment.
To rebuild the Desktop files, restart the computer. Near the end of the extensionloading process (the appearance of icons at the bottom of your screen), press and
hold the 3€ and Option keys until you see the words "Rebuild the Desktop file on
Macintosh HD?" (You'll be asked about each of your disks, if you have more than
one, separately.) If you answer in the affirmative, Mac OS 9 takes a moment to survey the icons on your hard drive, and builds a clean, fresh Desktop database as a
result.
Tip: If you're using the Multiple Users feature described in Chapter 17, you don't have to restart the Mac
to rebuild the desktop. Instead, just log out Press the 3€ and Option keys just after you enter your password and click OK. (Only people with Owner and Normal accounts can perform this stunt, however.)
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Interior
Decoration

rom the day it was born, the Macintosh was the computer for the individualist. To this day, corporations purchase thousands of Windows PCs- but when
they go home at night, the executives often keep Macs for their personal use.

F

In other words, when you bought a Macintosh, you already made a dramatic act of
self-expression. But that's only the beginning: now it's time to bend the computer
screen itself to your personal sense of design and fashion.

Designing Your Desktop
Cosmetically speaking, the greatest contribution of Mac OS 9 is its collection of
full-screen desktop pictures. These swirling 3-D images manage to be visually interesting; yet they're neither as distracting as the nature photos, nor as commercial as
the Mac OS logos, provided as desktop pictures in previous Mac OS versions.

Desktop Patterns and Pictures
The command center for dressing up your Desktop-the backdrop of your screenis the Appearance control panel (see Figure 3-l).
Although the design of this window may not make it clear, you can actually perform
two different functions here: You can paste a full-screen photo over your entire desktop backdrop, or you can choose to have a smaller image tiled (repeated) until it fills
the entire screen.

Applying o photo to your desktop
If a full-screen picture already appears on your desktop-as it does when you first
install Mac OS 9-you must first click the Remove Picture button before you can
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Your Desktop

select a different picture. (Doing so doesn' t actually remove the picture file from
your hard drive; it simply stops using that file as your desktop picture.)
At this point, the button in the lower-right corner of the Appearance window says
Place Picture. Now you're ready to choose a new graphics file-in ]PEG, GIF,
Photoshop, or PICT format-to hang on the wall of your computer screen. You can
do so in either of these two ways:

~P~att
~er~n~s~=----------~-,~
Candy ear Azul
Candy ear Pl3tachio
Candy Bar Sunny
Diagonals Bondi
Diagonals Bondi Dark
Dlogonal s Poppy
Flat Peonuts
Flet Peanuts Poppy

Pattern: Unti tled Pattern
16X 16,2K
Picture: Grape G~vlty
800X600, 121K
1.0, C1lpyrlght Apple Computer, inc.
1999

FigureJ·I:
The Desktop tab of the
Appearance control panel
controls the pattern or pidure
that fills the background of your
Mac screen. Open it by choosing
fl -?Control Panels-?
Appearance. When the
Appearance program opens, click
the Desktop tab, as shown here.

Picture:
Remove Picture
If

I Posttlon Automatically

Lj). The pattern may be covered by the picture.

[ Set Desktop

I

• Click Place Picture. The standard Open File dialog box appears, as described in
Chapter 8; you're shown the contents of the Macintosh HD~System
Folder~Appearance~Desktop Pictures folder. Here you'll find several folders
filled with ready-made full-screen pictures. These Mac OS 9-provided folders are
named as follows: 3-D Graphics (various computer-generated images of alien
vehicles on the march); Convergency (several blurry, colorful graphics that look
like som eone's camera went off by accident); Ensemble Pictures (com putergenerated illustrations, in iMac color schemes, that look like electron microscope
photos); and Photos (of bottles, flowers, and window shutters).
By all means, click Show Preview; single-dick each of these graphics in turn; and
consider how each would affect your personality if you had to look at it all day,
every day. You may find one that you like-or you may decide that a photo of
your own would be a superior choice.
If so, click the Desktop Pictures pop-up menu above tl1e list; choose Desktop;
and then double-click your way into whatever folder contains your desired graphics file. Double-click the one you want.
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• You can also drag any graphics file directly onto the miniature desktop of the
Appearance control panel, as shown in Figure 3-2.

Designing
Your Desktop

In either case, the Appearance control panel now shows you a miniature version of
what your desktop will look like whe n you click the Set Desktop button, also shown
in Figure 3-2.

Figure J-2:
You con drag the graphics file
directly into the miniature
desktop to install it (If the picture
is smaller than 128 pixels square,
the Moe treats it as a pattern that
repeats, not as a picture.)

Unless you're a graphics expert or a very lucky person, the photo file you chose in
the previous steps probably isn't exactly the same size as your screen. Fortunately,
the Mac offers a number of solutions to this problem. Using the pop-up menu just
above the Set Desktop button (see Figure 3-2), you can choose any of these options:
• Tile on Screen: If yo ur graphic is smaller than the screen, this option makes it
repeat over and over until the multiple images fill the entire monitor. (If your
picture is larger than the screen, no such tiling takes place- you see only the
upper-left corner of the graphic.)
• Center on Screen: This command centers the photo neatly on the screen. If the
picture is smaller than the screen, it doesn't fill the entire background; whatever
desktop pattern you've chosen, as described ''A picture and a pattern;' below,
provides a frame for the picture. If the picture is larger than the screen, you see
only the middle-the edges of the picture are chopped off as they extend beyond
your screen.
• Scale to Screen: This choice, among the most useful, makes your picture fit the
screen as closely as possible without distortion. In other words, a small picture
gets enlarged, and a large picture gets reduced, so that its largest dimension
stretches from edge to edge of your screen. Of course, most graphics aren't exactly the same shape as your screen, so you'll probably see gaps on both sides ofor above and below-the picture. These gaps are filled in by the desktop pattern,
as described in "A picture and a pattern," on the next page.
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• Fill Screen: Use this one at your peril. It makes your graphic file fill every inch of
the desktop, even if it must reduce, enlarge, and distort the graphic to do so.
• Position Automatically: This option behaves the same as Scale to Screen, described on the previous page.
Tip: The novelty of any desktop picture, no matter how interesting, is likely to fade after several months of
all·day viewing. That's why the randomizing function of the Appearance control panel is so delightful.
Here's how it works: Create a folder filled with images you'd like to use as desktop pictures. (A group of
scanned photos, for example, works well. This folder must reside on your startup hard drive-if irs on aZip
disk, for example, Mac OS 9 won't be able to find the images at startup time, and the randomizing won't
work.) Drag this folder directly into the miniature desktop of the Appearance control panel, exactly as
shown in Figure 3-2.
Now, each time you turn on your Mac, its desktop will be automatically filled with a different selection
from the folder you dragged, saving you from death by boredom.

After you've selected a picture and adjusted its settings to your taste, click Set Desktop--or double-click the miniature screen in the control panel-to apply it to your
real desktop.

Applying a pattern to your desktop
There's nothing like personalizing your Mac by filling the screen with a single photo
of your favorite person, place, or thing. But detailed full-screen photos can make it
harder to spot icons you've left out on the desktop. It's sometimes more useful to
cover your screen with a tiled, repeating rectangle-of a solid color, for example.
Selecting a pattern to cover your screen is easy: just click one of the named patterns
in the list at the right side of the Appearance control panel. The miniature desktop
to their left instantly illustrates the effect. If you approve, click Set Desktop (or doubleclick the miniature desktop) to apply the pattern to your actual desktop.

A pidure and a pattern
You can have both a pattern and a picture, by the way; the pattern lies behind the
picture, filling in any gaps between your selected picture and the edges of the screen.
(On the other hand, if you've selected the Fill Screen option for the picture, it covers
up any pattern you've selected-a phenomenon that confuses many a Mac fan, who
wonders why the pattern controls don't seem to work.)

Adding to the list of patterns
Although you can't delete any of the built-in patterns, you can add, delete, and rename patterns of your own.
To add a new pattern, copy a picture out of a graphics program or from a Web page.
Open the Appearance control panel, click the Desktop tab, click the Patterns list,
and then choose Edit~Paste. (The pattern can be as large as you like, but when you
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apply it to your desktop, it will shrink to 128 pixels [screen dots] square, or less.)
Your newly pasted pattern shows up with the name Untitled Pattern; while it's still
highlighted, you can Edit~Pattern Name to give it a more descriptive name. You
can also delete it from the list by choosing Edit~Ciear.

Designing
Your Desktop

Fonts, Sounds, and Colors
Although the desktop is certainly the most prominent visual element of your screen,
it's not the only way you can interior-decorate your Mac. Using the Appearance
control panel, you can also specify the typefaces, colors, and even sound effects you
want to make part of your Mac experience.

Changing the system fonts
Using the Fonts tab of the Appearance control panel (til ~Control Panels~Appear
ance), you can specify the typefaces you prefer for use in the menus, windows, and
icons of Mac OS 9.
• Large System Font: This first pop-up menu offers a choice of seven superbly
designed fonts for use in your menus and window titles. Most people use Charcoal, the factory-installed typeface, and the one most often associated with the
Mac-but you may find that Gadget gives the Mac a fresher look, or that Textile
or Capitals makes menus easier to read from a distance.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION
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• Small System Font: This pop-up menu controls which typeface is used inside
dialog boxes for explanatory text-such as, ironically, the words "for explanatory
text and labels" underneath the pop-up menu itself. You can choose any typeface
you'd like, as long as it's Geneva.
• Views Font and Size: Using the much more generous selection of fonts in this
pop-up menu (see Figure 3-3), you can specify what typeface you want used for
your icons in Finder windows (see Chapter 1). Better yet, using the Size pop-up
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menu, you can also specify a different type size-a terrific feature if your eyesight
is going, or if you're giving a Mac lesson to several people clustered around your
screen.

Designing
Your Desktop

The checkbox at the bottom of the Fonts tab may be the most powerful click you
can make here: it turns on anti-aliasing, or edge-smoothing, for all text, anywhere it
appears on your Mac: in word processing documents, email m essages, Web pages,
and so on (see Figure 3-4).
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Lorge type on the screen looks less jagged
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The result is smoother, more commerciallooking type, especially at larger type sizes and
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RgureJ·J:
Using the Fonts tab
(left), you con specify o
typeface for your
menus and icons
(right). (Note to
producers of alieninvasion movies: You
con make MoeOS 9
look like the OS from a
distant galaxy by
changing the Views
Font to a nonalphabetic font like
Symbol or Wingdings,
as shown here.)
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At smaller type sizes, such as 12-point and smaller, you might find that text is actually less readable with font smoothing turned on. For that reason, the Size pop-up
. menu lets you choose a minimum point size for anti-aliasing. If you choose 14 from
this pop-up menu, for example, then 12-point (and smaller) type, like that in m ost
word-processing and email text, still appears crisp and sharp; only larger type, such
as headlines, displays the graceful edge smoothing.
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Sound effects
If you click the Sound tab of the Appearance control panel, you can unlock the
single most polarizing featu re of the entire Mac OS, one that either thrills or disgusts everyone who enco unters it: sound effe cts. When yo u choose Sound
track~ Platinum Sounds, Mac OS 9 produces tiny, subtle sounds to accompany every mouse movement, including pulling down menus, clicking, scrolling, dragging
icons and windows, emptying the Trash, and so on. (The checkboxes below the popup menu give you control over exactly which categor ies of sounds play.)
Some people enjoy the effects, savoring the psycho-acoustic sense of precision that
the little chirps and squeaks lend to everyday computing activities. Other peopleparticularly those who work in libraries, operating rooms, and churches-find the
sounds annoying, and keep them turned off.
(Both groups may well wonder why the Sound track pop-up menu lists only a single
option, called Platinum Sounds. During early testing of Mac OS 8.5, in which this
feature made its debut, this pop-up menu listed several different"soundtracks," each
offering a different collection of sound effects. At the eleventh hour, however, Apple
decided that the wackier soundtracks risked damaging the Mac's reputation for elegance and class-and that one soundtrack was enough.)

Changing the highlighting color
When you d rag your cursor across it, text changes color to indicate that you've selected it. Likewise, when your mo use slides down a menu, each comm and changes
color as the tip of the cursor touches it.
Exactly which color the text and menus become is up to you. Open the Appearance
control panel (tt~Control Panels~Appearance) and then click the Appearance
tab. There you'll find these three pop-up menus:
• Appearance: This, the most pointless pop-up menu in the history of computerdam, is a remnant of a never-released version of the Appearance control panel, in
which you could choose dramatically different looks for the entire Mac interface.
Ultimately, Apple chose not to release any of these alternate Appearance schemes,
afraid that it might do too much damage to the Mac's recognizable look (and crash
too many programs)-and so left in this control panel a pop-up menu containing
only a single choice. (The shareware hit Kaleidoscope, described at the end of this
chapter, picks up where the abandoned Appearance feature left off.)
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• Highlight Color and Variation: The Highlight Color pop-up menu governs the
highlighting colo r for text; the Variat ion pop- up menu determines th e color of
menu selections, progress bars, the scroll-bar box, and other Mac OS accents. (If
none of the te>..'t- highlight choices appeals you, choose Other; the Color Picker
dialog box appears, from which you can choose any color in the rainbow.)

Designing
Your Desktop

The Options tab
The rightmost tab would have been better named "A coupla settings we had nowhere else to stick." It o ffers these two choices:
·Smart Scrolling. Turn this option on if you'd like both scroll arrows at the same
end of your scroll bars, as shown at right in Figure 3-5, instead of at opposite
ends.
• Double-click title bar to collapse windows. You ca n already collapse a Mac window, windowshade-like, in to just a title bar: just click the collapse box in the
upper-right corner, as described on page 13. But if you'd like a broader target,
turn on this optio n; now yo u ca n cl ick anywhere in the entire title bar to
"windowshade" the window.
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Rgure 1·5:
When you turn on Smart
Sao/ling, both sao//
arrows appear at the
same end of each scroll
bar. Furthermore, the
box (or handle, or
thumb) of the sao// bar
changes size to reflect
the visible window's
proportion to the entire
document At right: the
scroll box consumes half
the vertical scroll bar, so
you're seeing half the
window contents.

Saving your Schemes as Themes
After spending several hours adjusting your desktop picture, fo nts, sounds, and colors into a glorious, unified, harmonio us whole, the artistically incljned Mac user
may want to save all these pa rameters under a single name so that you ca n recall the
entire suite of settings later with a single click. That's the purpose of the first tab in
the Appeara nce co ntrol panel, the one called Themes.
When you click it, you'll see that you can scroll through about a dozen ready- made
themes, each with a different combination of backgro und pattern, fo nt choices, highlighting colors, and sounds. You can apply one of these themes to your desktop just
by double-clicking it.
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To create your own theme that will subsequently appear in this scrolling list, begin
by setting up the other tabs of this control panel-Appearance, Fonts, Desktop, and
so on-to create a look and feel (and sound) you like. Then, on the Theme tab,
you'll see a new option, reflecting your choices, called Custom Theme.

Designing
Your Desktop

Figure:J-6:

Click Save Theme to name a
collection of settings you've
created. You con remove any of
your homemade themes by
clicking its representation here
and then choosing Edit--?Ciear.
(You can't remove any of the
themes that come pre-installed in
Mac0S9.)

Current Theme: Custom Theme
To create a nev theme, modify the 8ettt~ in the following sections.
( Save Theme... J

To save this masterpiece, click Save Theme (see Figure 3-6). Now you're asked to
name the theme; do so, and then click OK. From now on, you can summon this
overall Mac design scheme by double-clicking your newly named theme on the
Themes tab.
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Controlling
Your Desktop

s in any modern operating system, you control your Macintosh using menuslists of commands that pertain to the task at hand. In Mac OS 9, however,
menus lurk in some une>..-pected places. The menu bar at the top of the screen
is only half the story: Contextual (Control-key) menus and the pop-up menus of
the Control Strip are sometimes even more useful.

A

The Menu Bar
In the early days of Macintosh, you could open Mac menus-the words File, Edit,
View, and Special above the desktop- only by keeping the mouse button pressed
continuously as you dragged down the list of commands.
Today, you can still drag continuously down Mac menus. But you may find it more
efficient, and less conducive to muscle strain, simply to click the name o.f a menu
(File, for example). The menu drops down by itself and remains open for 15 seconds. During that interval, you have two choices: either make a menu selection by
clicking one of the commands, or dismiss the menu by pressing a key or clicking
anywhere else on the screen.

Submenu Tactics
Many of to day's Mac menu commands offer submenus, as shown in Figure 4-1 . Lists
of submenu commands appear automatically when you drag onto them-you don't
have to click to make the sub-commands appear. You do, however, have to click one
of these sub-commands to activate it.
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Keyboard Shortcut Symbols
As experienced Mac fans know, the symbols that appear down the right side of a
typical menu indicate keyboard alternatives to usin g the menu commands. Suppose
you notice that the New Folder command, in the File menu, bears the legend 3C-N.
That notation tells you that instead of using the mouse to click File~ New Folder,
you can instead type the letter N while pressing the 3C key (which is next to the
Space bar).In theory, the keyboard equivalents for menu commands make work go
faster by eliminating the need to use the mouse.

Rgure 4--1:
Two specialized Moe submenus offer o
special, undocumented feature: they let you
choose either the primary menu command or
one of its submenu commands. Both the •
menu and the Get Info command offer this
feature.

In practice, however, most Mac fans' good intentions to start mastering keyboard
shortcuts hit a wall when they encounter less recognizable menu symbols. What
keys, for example, should you press when you see 3C-"\:-0 -T? Other than the 3C
logo, none of these symbols actually appears on your keyboard, and no translation
key is readily available.
You can interpret such menu symbols according to this cheat sheet:
o

":

The Control key, usually found in the lower-left corner of your keyboard.

o

0: The Shift key.

o

"\::The Option key, which is on the bottom row of keys, on the left side.

o

"A: The Enter key, which you'll find on the far right side of your keyboard, usually on the numeric keypad. (On laptops, it's just to the right of the Space bar
instead.)

Contextual (Control-key) Menus
As useful as the menu-bar menus are, Mac OS 9's vast set of invisible menus can be
even more powerful. You summon these hidden menus one at a time-by Controlclicking various places on the screen.
In slow motion, the process works Like this:
1. Press and hold the Control key at the lower-left corner of your keyboard.

The cursor changes shape, as shown in Figure 4-2.
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2. While the Control key is down, use the mouse to click an object on your screen;
keep the button pressed.

Contextual
( "' -key) Menus

At this point, a list of commands springs out of your cursor tip, and remains
available as long as you keep the button pressed (Figure 4-2, right). This miniature menu is known as a contextual menu, because the commands in it change
depending on the context. If you click an icon, you're offered commands like
Move To Trash and Duplicate. If you click an empty space in a window, the contextual menu offers Sort List and View Options. And if you click the desktop
itself, you get commands like New Folder and Change Desktop Background.

Rgure4-2:

~lb!

With the Control key pressed, a tiny menu icon
sprouts on your cursor, indicating that a
contextual menu will appear when you click.
(The cursor moy not change shape in all
programs, however.) At right: the commands
that appear depend on what you're clicking.

Top I 0 Teclics

Get Info
Label
Duplicate
MakeAIIIIS
Put Away
Add To Favorites
Find Similar Files
Index selection •.•

Other useful contextual menus appear when you click the Trash, window title
bars, disk icons, and folder icons. The beauty of contextual menus is that, unlike
menu-bar menus, they never, ever display dimmed (unavailable) commands. After all, by definition , a contextual menu shows only commands that make sense
in this context- at this time and when clicking this object.

Exclusive Contextual-Menu Commands
Most of the commands in a contextual menu are also in the traditional menu bar.
When you Control-click a document icon, for example, you get commands like Open,
Get Info, Label, Make Alias, and Add To Favorites-all of which are also listed in the
File menu. The primary benefits of contextual menus, in other words, are a savings
in mouse travel and a savings in menu-bar hunting. (Because contextual commands
are collected into one pop-up menu, you don't have to read several menus to find
the command you want.)
A few commands, however, appear only in contextual menus-functions unavailable to the masses who haven't yet discovered contextual menus. The primary examples include:
• Find Similar Files: This command appears only when you Control-click a document icon. It launches Sherlock (see Chapter 15), which proceeds to scour your
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hard drive for a list of documents that do indeed resemble the one you Controlclicked. If you Control-click, say, a contract wr itten in Microsoft Word, Sherlock
shows you a list of other Microsoft Word contracts on your hard drive.

Contextual
("'-key) Menus

This impressive feature works only if you have first indexed your hard drive using
Sherlock, as described in Chapter 15. It also works best if your expectations aren't
sky-high: If you Control-click a graphics file that shows Wayne Newton, don't
expect Sherlock to locate other photos ofVegas lounge acts. Sherlock can identify
documents only by the words inside them.
• Index Selection: Use this contextual command to force Sherlock to index the
folder or disk you're clicking.
This conte>..'tuaJ command can be very powerful. Most people aren't, in fact, in
the habit of letting Sherlock index their entire hard drives. But almost everyone
occasionally needs to search for a document whose name and location they can't
remember. Using this feature, you can force Sherlock to index only a single folder,
so that you can then search for the words inside the files it contains.
• Attach a Folder Action: A folder action is a software robot that processes a document automatically when it's dropped into a particular folder, courtesy of the
built-in Mac OS automation program called AppleScript. You'll find details of
folder actions in Chapter 10; for now, notice that this folder-only contextual menu
is the mechanism you use to attach an AppleScript to a certain folder.
• Change Desktop Background: You get this command when you Control-click
the desktop itself-the colored backdrop of your screen. It takes you directly to
the Desktop tab of tl1e Appearance control panel, described in the previous chapter,
where you can change the color, photograph, or pattern that fills the background
of your screen.

D

Figure 4-J:
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Use the Summarize
Text to Oipboord
command to aeate a
summary (right) of a
longer document (left).
For even more fun, you
can even summarize
the summary-just
Control-click the
Clipboard window
(right) and choose the
same command again,
ad infinitum.

This command, too, is worth using; it's much more direct than opening the'* menu,
sliding down to the Control Panels command, opening Appearance, and so on.

Contextual
("-key) Menus

• Summarize Text to Clipboard. Few secret commands are as secret, or as intriguing, as this one. It appears o nly under certain circumstances-namely, when you've
highlighted some text in te>-.1:-processing programs like Claris Emailer, America
Online, and the Clipboard window itself (choose Edit~Show Clipboard).
Wh en you choose Summarize Text to Clipboard, the Mac analyzes the sentences
you've highlighted, and instantly produces a much shorter summary. (It doesn't
ac tually do any creative rewriting; instead, it chooses the most statistically significant sentences to include in tl1e summary.) This summary appears in the Clipboard window, which opens automatically (see Figure 4-3).

Adding to Contextual Menus
As useful as contextual menus are, the built-in Mac OS 9 set is o nly the beginning.
It's very easy to add new commands to these menus (and, if you're a programmer, to
write new modu les for them).
You can get these additional contextual-menu commands at www.control-click or
www.missingmanual.com, among other places; Figure 4-4 shows a few of them in
action.
Some of the add-ons come with their own installers; others require you to place the
new contextual-menu module yourself. To do so, open Macintosh HD~System
Folder, and then drag the downloaded module into the Contextual Menu Item s folder.
When you restart the computer, you'll find new commands listed in the appropriate
contextual menus. (Removing commands from yo ur contextual menus is just as
easy: Drag the corresponding modules out of your Contextual Menu Items folder,
and then restart the computer.)

Figure 4-4:

~lp

FinderPop is a shareware contextual-menu add·on that lets you see what's inside the folder
without having to open it-just by clicking. It also lets you manage programs-switching to
another program, hiding or showing all programs, listing all Finder windows, and so on:
Stufflt Deluxe and Documents to Go are examples of commercial programs that also add
commands to the contextual menu.
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The Control Strip

The Control Strip
The Control Strip (see Figure 4-5) is a clever enhancement, built into Mac OS 9,
that lets you change Macintosh settings directly, without going to the trouble of
opening the corresponding control panels. With a couple of deft clicks, you can
change your speaker volume, choose a different track to play on a music CD, disconnect from the Internet, and so on. In general, each Control Strip tile duplicates the
functions of the control-panel programs found in your 4i-tControl Panels folder,
offering a quick way to adjust key settings without having to open th ose corresponding programs.

~

Figure 4-5:
The Control Strip spends most of its time
as a subtle gray tab hugging the left edge
of your screen (top). It expands to full
width (bottom) when you click the tab,
and collapses again when you click the
tab a second time.

lli~

How the Control Strip Works
To open the Control Strip, which normally hugs the edge of your screen in its timid
way, click the gray tab as shown in Figure 4-5. Once it's open, you can see that it's
composed of individual tiles, each of which is a pop-up menu that controls a specific aspect of your Mac.
Tip: The beauty of the Control Strip is that it's always available, no matter what you're doing on the
Macintosh. When open, it lies in front of any other programs. The downside, however, is that its very
collapsibility makes many Mac fans avoid it After all, you have to fi nd, and then click, the tab to open it
before accessing any of its goodies-and then click the tab again when you're finished.
You don't have to use the tab to summon and dismiss the Control Strip, however. Using the 31:-Controi-S
keystroke, you can make the fully open Control Strip appear and disappear at your command. (You can
choose adifferent key combination in 4i ~control Panels~Control Strip. When the control panel opens,
click "Hot key to show/hide," and then click "Define hot key.")

Adjusting and moving the Control Strip
Most Mac fans suffer in silence, convinced that the Control Strip is locked forever in
the lower-left corner of the screen. Fortunately, it's easy enough to move the Control
Strip up or down on the screen- just Option-drag the tab. In fact, you can even
drag the Control Strip all the way to the right side of the screen, provided you're
holding down the Option key as you drag.
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Similarly, you can rearrange the order of the individual tiles on the Control Strip.
The trick, once again, is to hold down the Option key as you drag. The cursor turns
into a tiny cartoon hand to signal that it's ready for the hard labor of moving tiles.

The Control Strip

Adding ond removing Control Strip tiles
Behind the scenes, each tile on the Control Strip is represented by an icon in the
System Folder~Control Strip Modules folder. You can add Control Sqip items that
you've downloaded from the Internet simply by dropping them into this Control
Strip Modules folder-or, easier still, by dropping them onto the System Folder icon
itself. (The Mac offers to file them into the proper inner folder automatically.)
Likewise, you can remove tiles from your Control Strip by dragging them out of this
folder. (If you're familiar with other Mac OS 9 quick-access mechanisms, including
the Launcher, ti m enu, Favorites, and contextual menus, you may be recognizing a
pattern. The choices offered by these features, too, are represented by icons in corresponding folders inside the System Folder.)
Fortunately, you don't have to burrow into your System Folder every time you want
to add or remove Control Strip tiles. You can drag new Control Strip modules directly from the desktop onto the open Control Strip, where the new tile immediately
appears. (Behind the scenes, a copy has actually been placed into the System
Folder~Control Strip Modules folder.)
·
Similarly, you can remove tiles just by dragging them from the Control Strip directly into the Trash-provided you remember to hold down the Option key as you
drag.
Tip: Just installing a Control Strip module into your System Folder~Control Strip Modules folder doesn't
necessarily mean that it will show up on your Control Strip. The Mac is smart enough to hide modules that
wouldn't work on your Mac model anyway. For example, a standard Mac OS 9 installation dumps modules
for TV Mirroring into your Control Strip Modules folder-but no such tile appears on your Control Strip
unless your model has TV output jacks on the back panel.

The Standard Mac OS 9 Control Strip Tiles
When you first install Mac OS 9, your Control Strip has about 14 tiles, depending
on whether your Mac is a laptop or desktop model. Not all of them are equally
useful, however; it's well worth removing the ones you don't use. After all, the fewer
tiles, the quicker you can find the one you're actually looking for.
In this discussion, the modules are listed alphabetically, as they appear in your System Folder~Control Strip Modules folder. The commands in each module are described here from bottom to top of each tile's pop-up menu. That's because the Control Strip's pop-up menus are cleverly designed with the most important commands
closest to your initial mouse click- that is, at the bottom of the pop-up menu. (If
you move your Control Strip to the top of your screen by Option-dragging its tab,
the software is smart enough to flip these pop-up menus upside-down, once again
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placing the important commands closest to your cursor-which is now at the top of
the flipped Control Strip menus.)
The following descriptions omit the self-explanatory commands like "Open File
Sharing Control Panel." Each such command opens the Control Strip tile's corresponding program in the •~control Panels folder.

Tip: To identify the tiles on your Control Strip, turn on Balloon Help. (To do so, choose Help~ Show
Balloons.) Now, as your cursor passes over each Control Strip tile, a pop-up balloon identifies the tile by
name and hints at how to use it.

AirPort Control Strip
If you have this Control Strip item, you'd remember having paid $100 for an AirPort
card, which lets any modern Mac model communicate, like a cordless phone, with
an AirPort base station up to 150 feet away. Doing so lets you surf the Web from
your laptop in the TV room, for example, or to share files with someone across the
dormitory from you.
This meter shows your signal strength (which decreases the farther you move from
the base station). Its popup commands include:
• Turn AirPort Off. You'd do this to save laptop battery power, for example.
• [Base Station Names.] Choose one of the names here to specify which base station you want to use for connecting to the Internet or local network. (It's intended for school or office situations, where you may have several base stations
to choose from. )
• Computer to Computer. If you'd rather hook into another AirPort-equipped Mac
than to the Internet, choose this command. Now you can use the Network Browser
or Chooser to access other Macs' hard drives, exactly as described in Chapter
15-except this time, you're not wired to anything.
• Open AirPort. This command opens the AirPort application (which also appears
in your • m enu), for more detailed administration of your AirPort setup.

AppleTolk Switch
AppleTalk is the Mac's networking software. If your Mac is connected to another
Mac or to a laser printer, AppleTalk must be active (turned on). (AppleTalk doesn't
affect your ability to connect to the Internet.)
If you're not on an office network, however, you can save memory, startup time, and
(on a laptop) battery power by turning AppleTalk off. This tile, when clicked, offers
a choice of two commands: AppleTalk Active and AppleTalk Inactive. There are two
other ways to turn AppleTalk on and off-in the ·~Chooser, and in tl1e •~control
Panels~AppleTalk control panel-but the Control Strip tile is by far the most direct route.
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Tip: When considering whether or not to remove the AppleTalk Switch Control Strip module, the primary
consideration isn't whether or not you want AppleTalk to be on. Irs whether or not you frequently need to
switch it on and off. Anyone whose Mac is amember of anetwork probably never turns AppleTalk off, and so
should consider removing this Control Strip module altogether. Likewise, if your Mac isn't connected to any
other Macs, you probably never turn AppleTalk on, and so can safely remove the AppleTalk Switch module.

The Control Strip

Battery Monitor
You'll see this tile only when using a laptop, such as a Power Book or iBook; it's your
battery gauge. It offers three commands: Hide/Show Time Remaining, Hide/Show
Battery Consumption, and Hide/Show Battery Level. Figure 4-6 details how these
controls govern the appearance of the Control Strip tile itself.

Rgure 4·6:
Use the Battery Level command to hide or show a battery-charge
bar graph. The Battery Consumption command controls the
presence of an alternate graph-a little fuel gauge. The Time
Remaining command hides or shows the hours and minutes left in
the current charge.

COStrip
In addition to computer CDs, your Mac's CD-ROM player can also play music CDs,
so that you can listen to music as you work. The primary "front panel" for your
virtual CD player is the AppleCD Audio Player program, as described in the n ext
chapter.
When you'd rather not launch an entire application just to control your music CDs,
however, this Control Strip tile suffices. Its commands include:
• Track 1, Track 2...: At the bottom of the menu is a list of the tracks on the CD
that's currently inserted, if any. Choose a track name to start playing that song.
Obviously, the names of these tracks aren't very helpful; at very few parties do
people say, "Hey, have you heard track 11 of the new Elton John CD?" Fortunately, you can replace these designations with the actual song nam es by using
AppleCD Audio Player.
• Stop, Eject: Use these commands exactly as you might ex-pect. The Stop command halts playback-but unlike the Pause command, it doesn't remember where
you stopped. When yo u play again, the music begins at the beginning of the CD.
And the Eject command, of course, spits the CD out of your Mac.
• Skip Track, Back Track: These two commands jump to the next or previous song
on the CD, respectively.
• Pause/Play: The wording of this command changes from moment to moment.
Before the music has begun to play, or after you've used the Stop command, this
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command says Play; when playback resumes, you'll hear the track indicated by a
dot. If a music CD is playing, the command says Pause [Playing], which makes
playback freeze in its tracks. After you've used this Pause command, it changes to
say Play [Paused], which makes playback resume at the same spot in the music.
• Normal/Shuffle: To the frustration of many unsuspecting Mac fans, this command is never available; it appears dimmed in the pop-up menu. It's an indicator,
not a command. Its purpose is to show you the current playback mode for the
CD that's playing-Normal mode, where the tracks play in sequence, or Shuffle,
in which the tracks play in a random order. You can't switch between modes
using the Control Strip; you must use the AppleCD Audio Player program, described in the next chapter.
• 3D Stereo: This command appears only if your Mac model offers 3D stereo simulation, such as an iMac or an iBook with connected headphones. When the dot
appears beside this command's name, the 3D effect is turned on, making it sound
as though there are speakers not only to your left and right, but also behind you.
• Repeat: This option is available only when a music CD is actually inserted. When
Repeat is selected (so that a dot appears), the CD plays again from the beginning
after reaching the end; otherwise, the music simply stops when the CD reaches
its conclusion.
• Auto Play: When this option is turned on, as indicated by a dot next to its name,
any music CD you insert begins playing automatically, saving you the effort of
having to use the Play command. (To turn this option off, choose its name so
that the dot disappears.)
• ATAPI CD-ROM [Name of your CD-ROM drive]: At the top of this tile's pop-up
menu, above the first light gray line, is a list of all your CD-ROM drives. Of course,
yo u probably have only one, and its name is probably ATAPI CD-ROM.
If you were a particularly wealthy individual, however, with multiple CD-ROM
drives attached to your Mac, you'd see each of them listed here. By choosing a
drive's name, you could indicate which drive the other Control Strip commands
should control. (The currently selected CD-ROM drive displays a dot beside its
name.)

Energy Settings
You can think of this tile as the representative of the Energy Saver control panel,
described in Chapter 12. It is primarily useful for controlling the trade-off between
speed and battery savings on Apple laptops, although the same tile is inexplicably
available on iMacs, as well.
The Sleep Now command puts your laptop or desktop computer promptly to sleep,
darkening the screen and putting the computer into a low-power, dormant state.
(You might think of this function as tl1e Mac's built-in screen saver.) Press a key, or
click the mouse, to wake it up again.
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The next command in this pop-up menu, Spin Down Hard Disk, immobilizes what
may be the biggest battery guzzler on a laptop: the hard drive. (The disadvantage of
halting the hard drive's spinning is that you'll experience a 10-second delay the next
time you use the mouse or keyboard to do almost anything-the time it takes for
the bard drive to begin spinning again.)

The Control Strip

Behind the scenes, the next commands, Better Conservation and Better Performance,
move the sliders in the Energy Saver control panel that govern how quickly your
screen, hard drive, and processor "go to sleep" to save energy.
Tip: When you're running on battery power, Better Conservation is the factory·selected choice-a terrible
handicap when you're trying to play QuickTime movies, give a presentation, or crunch numbers on a
deadline. When speed counts, Better Performance is by far the better choice.

File Shoring Strip
If your Mac is connected to other computers in the office, you can use the File Sharing feature to make certain folders on your hard drive available to other people on
the network. (See Chapter l6 for details on Mac networking.) If your Mac isn't connected to other Macs, by all means remove this tile from your Control Strip.
It offers three sets of commands. Turn File Sharing On/Off is a shortcut for opening

the Control Panels~File Sharing control panel and then clicking the Start button
(which is the master switch for sharing folders on your hard drive).
At the top of the pop-up menu, you see a list of other people on the network who
are at this moment connected to your Mac and looking through your folders. (If
anyone is, in fact, connected, the File Sharing Strip tile itself changes its look; a tiny
pair of stylized heads on the tile let you know that your Mac is being visited.) The
names of connected Mac users in this list can be confusing, because they're not
actually commands; they're listed purely for your information. In other words, choosing a name from this list does absolutely nothing.
Tip: As many frustrated Mac fans have discovered, you can't eject or rename a disk while File Sharing is
turned on. One of the most frequent uses of this Control Strip tile, therefore, is to turn off File Sharing long
enough for you to rename a Zip disk, for example, or eject a CD.

Keychoin Strip
New to Mac OS 9, this module will grow in usefulness as more Internet programs
recognize the Mac OS 9 Keychain feature, which is described in Chapter 16. (In
brief: the Keychain is a master password that automatically enters all other passwords required for network Macs, Internet FTP sites, and-someday-Web sites,
saving you an immense amount of typing and memorization. The idea is that you
"unlock your keychain" when you sit down at the Mac, thus proving that you are
you. When you leave the Mac, you can lock the keychain again, so that individual
passwords are once again required by all of those various network elements.)
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By far the most useful command here is Unlock Keychain, which summons the
master password dialog box. (Once you've entered your password, the icon of this
Control Strip tile changes from a padlock to a key, making it easy to spot the fact
that your Mac is now in password-free, unlocked condition. At this point, a new
Lock command appears at the bottom of the pop-up menu.)
The Show Available Keychains command opens the System Folder-7Preferences-7
Keychains folder, so that you can see and manipulate the icons representing each of
your keychains. Finally, the Open Keychain Access command opens the Keychain
Access control panel, which is described in Chapter 12.

Location Manager Controls
You can read about the Location Manager in detail in Chapter 12. It's a powerful but
very complex control panel that can change many location-related Mac settings with
a single click. It was originally designed to accommodate laptop owners who use
their machines at two or more different locations, each with a different network
setup and local Internet phone number. Using the Location Manager-and, in particular, this Control Strip module-you can choose the name of a particular location, such as Downtown Office, to switch many such settings at once. ·
At the bottom of the pop-up menu are the names of any Locations you've set up
using the Location Manager control panel. The None (Off) command returns your
Mac to whatever control panel settings were in force before you switched to any of
your defined Locations. Finally, the Open"Location Manager command opens the
Location Manager control panel itself, where you can set up new Locations and
perform other administrative duties.

Media Bay
PowerBook owners are the target audience for this indicator, which shows, at a glance,
what equipment is currently inserted into each of the laptop's two side compartments. (Zip drives, CD-ROM drives, floppy drives, and extra batteries are some of
the gadgets PowerBook owners can insert into these two matching bays.)

Monitor BitDepth
Today's Mac monitors offer different bit depth settings, each of which permits the
screen to display a different number of colors simultan eously. This tile duplicates
tl1e functions of the Monitors control panel (see Chapter 12), offering such settings
as 256, Thousands, Millions, and so on. On a few machines, such as the iBook, you're
even offered a 256 Grays option, which produces a grayscale image that resembles
an old black-and-white TV show.
In the early days of Macintosh, higher color settings required a sacrifice in speed;
the Mac took time to compute the color for each of thousands of individual dots
that make up the screen image. Today, however, there's very little downside to leaving your screen at its maximum bit depth setting ("Millions of Colors"). Photos, in
particular, look best when your monitor is set to higher bit depth settings. The "256
Colors" option, on the other hand, makes photos look blotchy; it's useful only for
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certain computer games that, having been designed to run on ancient Macs, require
the lower color setting.

The Control Strip

Monitor Resolution
All desktop screens today, and even some Mac laptop screens, can make the screen
picture larger or smaller, thus accommodating different kinds of work. You do this
magnification or reduction by switching among different resolutions (the number
of dots that compose the screen) . This pop-up menu lists the various possible resolution settings for your screen: 640 x 480, 800 x 600, and so on. (You can use the
Monitors control panel, described in Chapter 12, to access the same choices-but
the Control Strip is quicker.)
When you use a low resolution setting, such as 640 x 480, the dots that make up your
screen image get larger, thus enlarging (zooming in on) the picture-but showing a
smaller slice of the page. Use this setting when, for example, playing a small
QuickTime movie, so that it fills more of the screen. At higher resolutions (such as
800 x 600) , the screen dots get smaller, making your windows and icons smaller, but
showing more overall area. Use this kind of setting when you want to see as much
screen area as possible: when working on two-page spreads in a page-Jaycmt program, for example.

Printer Seledor
Using this Control Strip tile, you can specify which office laser printer you want to
use for your next printout.
If you don't have multiple laser printers at your disposal, throw away this tile; it does
you no good. (It doesn't, for example, list or let you switch among inkjet printers,
such as the popular and inexpensive printers from Epson, Canon, and HewlettPackard.)

Remote Access Control Strip
Remote Access is the program that controls your modem connection to the Internet.
It's where you record the phone number your Mac dials, your name and password,
and other Internet settings. (If you connect by cable modem, DSL line, T -1 line, or
any other method, you don't need the Remote Access control panel-or this tile.)
• Connect [Disconnect]:As described in Chapter 14, the Mac does two things when
you launch, say, your Web browser. First, it dials into the Internet, opening a
phone-line connection; second, it actually launches your Web browser and allows it to communicate with the Internet over the open phone connection.
But when you then quit your Web browser, the phone connection doesn't stop.
The Mac remains online, assuming that you may now want to run a different
Internet program (your email program, for example). The computer doesn't actually hang up its phone call until10 minutes after your last online activity.
The Control Strip's Disconnect command lets you hang up the phone on command, without having to wait. The Connect command, on the other hand, places
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that call to the Internet, opening up a connection so that you can use your Internet
software.
• Default, [other Internet setups): Between the light gray lines in the Remote Access tile is a List of Internet settings you've created in the Remote Access control
panel. Most people have only one Internet account (usually called Default), and
have no need for this flexibility. Some people, however, switch regularly between,
say, America Online and an Internet (ISP) account. Laptop owners may travel
between two hub cities, each requiring a different local Internet phone number.
Using these commands, you can switch to an appropriate account or phone number without having to open the Remote Access control panel.
• Status Display: When you choose this command, a dialog box appears, offering
three kinds of information you can opt to have displayed on the Control Strip .
tile's icon itself. Icon Only means that only the telephone-pole icon appears. Time
connected shows how long you've been online-a relic of an era before unlimited Internet account plans (but a useful indicator if you're a surfaholic). And
Time remaining shows how many minutes remain until you're automatically disconnected (an obsolete setting, as modern Internet access companies don't limit
the length of each Internet session).
·Remote Access Status: Idle [Coru1ected]: This final pop-up menu item isn't a
command; it's a status indicator that lets you know, at a glance, whether or not
your modem is still connected to the Internet.

Sound Volume
Use this sLider to control your Mac's speaker volume. The changes you make here
correspond to those in the •~control Panels~Sound control panel.

SoundSource Strip
When you use one of the Mac's sound-recording programs, such as SimpleSound
(see Chapter 20), you have a choice of what to record. You may decide to record a
sound from a music CD you're playing, the built-in microphone of an iMac or
PowerBook, an external mike you've plugged ·i nto your iBook or Power Mac, and so
on. This pop-up menu lists all available sound sources, and lets you specify which
one you want to record. (The current selection is indicated in italics at the top of the
pop-up menu.)

Speakable Uems
This tile appears only if you've installed the Mac's speech-recognition software (called
PlainTalk, and described in Chapter 21). Its sole function: To turn the Speakable
Items function on or off-in other words, to make your Mac start and stop listening
to your voice commands.

TVMi"oring
Throughout Mac history, occasional models have offered a unique feature: the ability to view the Mac's image on a TV connected to the Mac's back panel. (Power Mac
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towers with the AN card option and bronze-keyboard PowerBook G3 models, among
others, have included this feature.) You use this module to control various aspects
of this setup.

The Control Strip

The commands in this module differ by Mac module, but the essence is the same.
Using the TV Mirroring On command, you can make the same screen picture appear on both the Mac's monitor and the attached TV. Such an arrangement can be
usefuJ when, for example, you're presenting a slide show for an audience. (As shovm
in Figure 4-7, the TV Mirroring icon smiles to indicate that a TV is connected.)
The Use NTSC Standard and Use PAL Standard commands let you specify whether
you're using American or European TV equipment, respectively; Overscan enlarges
the output image to fill the TV screen, sometimes clipping the edges of the picture
(including the menu bar) in the process; Best for Graphics/Best for Video may improve the TV picture when you're showing, say, a PowerPoint slide show ("Graphics") or a QuickTime movie ("Video"); and Leave Monitor On means that the Mac's
screen works, too. (A few, especially cruddy monitors show distortion or snow when
you're using TV Mirroring. That's when you'd want to turn off the Leave Monitor
On option.)

Video Mirroring
A few, specially blessed Macs (including the bronze-keyboard PowerBook G3) let
you attach an external monitor or TV-but not just to display a duplicate image of
the Mac's own screen, but instead to extend it, as though you've tacked a two-foot
addition onto the right of your built-in Mac screen. Such an arrangement is fantastically useful when (a) working in palette-crazed programs like Photoshop and Premiere, or (b) trying to make your Windows-using friends feel inferior.
As shown in Figure 4-7, this Control Strip module lets you turn Mirroring on (Mac
and external screen show the same thing) or off (external screen acts as additional
real estate).

Rgure4-7:

When Video Mirroring is turned off (top), the external screen acts as an
extension of the built-in screen. When Mirroring is on (bottom), the Mac
and external screen show the same image, and the icon shows a double
face (bottom).

Web Sharing CS
Web Sharing is the curious little feature that lets you designate a Web-page folder
tl1at you want to make available to other Macs on your network. (Chapter 14 offers
detailed instructions.) If yo ur Mac doesn't have a full-time Internet connection or
network, you have no use for Web Sharing (or this tile).
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Like the File Sharing feature, Web Sharing comes with a Control Strip tile-this
one-that lets you turn the sharing on and off. This tile also shows your Mac's current IP address, which, as far as your potential dial-in guests are concerned, is your
Mac's Internet address.

Other Control Strip Tiles Worth Installing
Some programs, such as EditDV (from Digital Origin) and Conflict Catcher (from
Casady & Greene), install their own tiles onto your Control Strip as part of their
regular installation process. Others are the free or shareware programs that make
Mac life more enjoyable. A few (available from www.missingmanual.com) are these:
• BunchOApps: Despite having been written in 1994, this application-manager
Control Strip tile works like a champ. It lists and launches recently opened programs plus any other favorites that you designate.
• Quit CSM: Shows a graph of your Mac's free memory, right there in the Control
Strip. (CSM stands for Control Strip Module.) When you click the tile, you're
offered Quit commands for each running program, a Quit All command, various
Hide and Show commands, and other useful functions.
• EasyFontPreview: Shows a list of the fonts on your Mac-and lets you see the
alphabet in that typeface.
• StripBandit: A smile-inducing representative of a specialized class of Control Strip
modules-those designed for pure entertainment. This one is for vacationers just
back from Vegas: dick the tile to roll the "slot machine" dials (see Figure 4-8).

Rgure4-B:
At left: BunchOApps, a quick and
easy way to launch favorite
programs. At right, StripBandit: a
slot machine on the Control Strip.
(Disclaimer: No actual money
pours out of your CO-ROM slot
when you win.)
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Mastering the
Apple Menu

njoy the fact that your ti menu icon displays the six colored stripes of the
original Apple logo-it's the last surviving memory of the logo's glory days,
before Steve Jobs retook control of Apple and redid the logo in pure white. It's
also a holdover from the very first color Macintosh, almost unchanged in look and
function.

E

That function, of course, is to serve as the North Star of menus. Below ~e "About
this Program" command and the light gray line, the ti menu commands make up a
reliable and permanent listing that never varies, no matter what program you're
using. Unlike your other menus, this one's contents never changes, making the ti
menu an excellent place for listings of programs and documents that you frequently
launch.
\Nhen you first install Mac OS 9, the ti menu comes equipped lvith several useful
utility programs, such as the Calculator; you'll find these programs documented in
this chapter. It's much more important, however, for you to recognize that you can
easily change the contents of the ti menu, adding items you often open and deleting
things you never use.

How to Modify the tl Menu
Every item in the ti menu is represen ted by a corresponding icon in the System
Folder-7Apple Menu Items folder. Figure 5-l should make this relationship clear.
By placing it into the System Folder-7Apple Menu [terns folder, you can install virtually any kind of icon (or alias thereof) into the ti menu. Each kind of icon offers
its own payoff:
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• A document: Suppose there's some spreadsheet of part numbers that you frequently need to consult. By installing it into your ti menu, you never again have
to rummage through your hard drive looking for it. The same trick works for
frequently used applications, of course-if you haven' t installed aliases of your
word processing program, email program, and Web browser into your ti m enu,
you're wasting time every time you need them.
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Rgures-1:
Any icon placed into the Apple Menu
Items folder instantly appears listed in
the menu. Most often, however,
people put aliases of their favorite files
and programs here, not the original
items-that way, favorite documents
and folders can remain on the hard
drive in their original home folders,
yet still appear in the menu. (See
Chapter 2 for details on aliases.)
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Rgures-2:
When a folder or disk is listed in the
menu, you can choose its name to
open the corresponding window.
Instead, however, you may often find it
more useful to slide your cursor onto
its name, revealing a submenu-or
even a sub-submenu, up to five levels
deep-that lists its contents. Using this
trick, you can launch an individual
document from within a folder or disk.
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Tip: Items in the • menu appear alphabetically. If you'd like some item listed at the top of the menu,
therefore, precede its name (in the System Folder~Apple Menu Items folder) with a space. Additional
spaces make the item appear even higher on the list.
• A folder: In its effort to be your time-saving slave, the ti menu not only lists
folders, but turns them into submenus that let you access their contents, as shown
in Figure 5-2.
Tip: If your • menu doesn't offer folder submenus like the ones in Figure 5·2, somebody must have
turned this feature off. The on/off switch is in the Apple Menu Options control panel (choose •~control
Panels to see this control panel).

• Your hard drive: Following the trick proposed in Figure 5-2 to its logical conclusion, many Mac fans place an alias of the hard drive icon itself into the ti menu.
Thereafter, they have complete access to every single item on the hard drivesimply by choosing it from this menu. You may have to burrow through several
submenus (representing folders within folders on your hard drive) to find a particular document, but at least you won't have to open and then close numerous
windows.
·
• The Trash: A few people even put an alias of the Trash can into the ti menu.
Doing so provides a quick way to open the Trash window to survey its contents
before emptying the Trash, even if you're not working in the Finder.
• Automated Tasks: In the Macintosh HD-7Apple Extras-7AppleScripts folder is
the often-overlooked folder called Automated Tasks. Inside this folder are five
AppleScripts-tiny programs that perform a single, very specific task when doubleclicked (see Chapter 10) . (Three more such AppleScripts lurk in the Apple
Extras-7AppleScripts-7More Automated Tasks folder.)
Among these marginally useful scripts is one fantastically useful.one, called Add
Alias to Apple Menu. Place this icon into your Apple Menu Items folder, so that it
now appears in ti menu, as shown in Figure 5-3. From now on, adding a new
Figure S·J:
If you put the Add AHas

to Apple Menu icon
into your menu, it
becomes very easy to
add other items to the
• menu. Just highlight
any icon on your
screen, choose the
command from your •
menu (left), click OK,
and enjoy the results
(right).
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icon to your '* menu doesn't require the usual hassle of opening your System
Folder, then opening the Apple Menu Items folder, and so on. Instead, adding
something to the'* menu is a matter of a single step; Figure 5-3 offers the detai ls.
Moving this particular AppleScript into your '* menu is an excellent idea.
• The Apple Menu Items folder: In a strange twist o f recursive logic, many Mac
fans open the System Folder, make an alias of the Apple Menu Items folder, and
insert that alias into the Apple Men u Items folder from which it came! The result:
the Apple Menu Items folder is now listed in your '* menu.
This arrangement makes it much more co nvenient to make changes to your '*
men u; whenever yo u want to add or remove so mething from the menu, choose
th e name of the Apple Menu Items folder. The Apple Menu Items window opens,
giving easy access to the icons inside, which you can now trash, rename, or oth erwise manipulate.

About This Computer
The first com mand in the '* menu is the only one that's not represented on your
hard drive by its own icon. It's About This Computer, which produ ces the d ialog
box shown in Figure 5-4, a display teeming with information about your system
software a nd memory usage.
Tip: Ironically, the About This Computer window doesn't reveal a shred of information that's actually
about this computer, such as its model name or processor specs. For that information, choose the next
command in the • menu, Apple System Profiler.
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Among the most useful bits of information provided here: Built-in Memory (how
much RAM your Mac has), Largest Unused Block (how much free memory remains),
a nd the Jist of cur rently open progra ms. To find out how to interpret and capitalize
on these statistics, see Chapter 7.

Figure S-4:
The highlights of the About This
Computer window include
memory statistics, the version of
the Mac OS you're running (in
the upper-right), and a list of all
running programs. The memory
bars indicate how much memory
each program has set aside for
itself; the colored portion
indicates how much of that
memory it's actually using.
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The Standard ti Menu Items
Altho ugh you get the most mileage out of the II m enu when you tailor it to you r
tastes, several useful programs come pre-installed there. Here's a rundown.

Apple System Profiler
Si nce th is program debuted in January 1997, Apple System Profiler has a rrived into
the hom es and offices of 15 million people. Yet only a tiny handful of Mac users have
ever actually opened Apple System Pro filer, let alone understood it.
That's as it should be: the program 's primary function is to serve as a spy, a mole
placed inside your Maci11tosh by Apple's tech -support staff. When you call the App le
help line, the technicians on the other end no lo nger need to pull ou t their hair by
the clump, unable to determine your Mac configuration. Instead, they can calmly
ask you to choose ~~~Apple System Profiler and read the statistics it reveals about
your system. Apple System Pro filer puts every conceivable shred of information about
your Mac, disks, control panels and extension s, applications, and other details into a
single centralized location, suitable for rattling off over the phone to somebody who's
trying to help you. (Using the File~New Repor t command, you can also save the
same informa tion into a text file or compact Apple System Profiler document, which
you ca n then send by email.)
The program's display screen is broken down into tabs. They are:
• System Profile: This scree n indicates your Mac OS version, memory and virtual
m emory statistics, and other hardwa re details. Hunt lo ng enough, and you'll find
out whether your Mac has a built-in modem, the name of your Mac model, what
chip is inside (and its speed), and so on.

Figure s-s:
Gick the tiny triangles to
expose the details about the
corresponding aspects of your
machine. Most of these
morsels ore extremely
technical, of value primarily to
technidans trying to help you
troubleshoot. You can switch
from one screen of information
to another either by clicking
the tabs, choosing from the
Commands menu, or pressing
3C-T through 3C-6.
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• Devices and Volumes: Think of this screen as Disk Central (see Figure 5-5). It
specifies exactly what disks are attached to your Mac, both inside and outside,
including hard drives, Zip drives, CD-ROM drives, and so on. The primary horizontal branches of the "tree" (such as "Internal ATA 2" and "USB 0") represent
your Mac's buses-chains of sequential circuitry through which information flows
inside your Mac.

The Standard
It Menu Items

• Control Panels and Extensions: These two screens list and identify every control
panel and extension in your System Folder. The vast majority of Mac problems
:1re, in fact, softvvare problems, and most are in troduced by old, buggy, or nonApple control panels and extensions. Tha t's why this listing of such files can be so
useful to a troubleshooter. (Click an item in the list to read a short description of
its purpose.)
• Applications: Here you can read an alphabetical list of every program on your
Mac. This listing makes it easy to spot duplicates and outdated versions. (How
many copies of SimpleText do you have? E.x:tra credit if you have fewer than seven.)

Calculator
This humble, black-and-white, four-function calculator is the oldest surviving piece
of the Mac OS, lingering in the tl menu almost unchanged since 1984. It works
exactly like a pocket calculato r, except that it has far fewer functions and no CE
button. Three of its idiosyncrasies:
• You don't have to click the tiny buttons with your mouse. Instead, you can control the Calculator by pressing the keys on the number pad of your keyboard,
whose layout matches that of the Calculator. You can press the Enter key as a
substitute for the= key.
• As on most computers, yo u use the I and* buttons (or keys on the keyboard) to
represent division and multiplication, respectively.
• The Calculator doesn't have a memory function; if you make a typo while entering a long string of numbers, your only recourse is to click the C button (or press
the letter Con your keyboard) to erase everything you've entered and star t over.
Fortunately, you can also type o ut the long string of calculations in a word processor, or even a program like Stickies. Highlight the calculation you've typed,
choose Edit-?Copy, switch to the Calculator, and then choose Edit-? Paste. The
previously typed numbers fly into the Calcul ator in sequence, finally producing
the grand total on its little screen. (You can then use the Edit-?Copy command
to copy the result back out of the Calculator, ready for pasting into another program.)

Caution: When solving a long calculation, the Calculator doesn't observe parentheses. In other words, it
doesn't resolve multiplication and division before addition and subtraction, as isstandard in mathematics.
It simply crunches the numbers from left to right, regardless of the operators.
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Once considered the most useful • menu item, the Chooser is rapidly fading in
importance. This little program was originally designed to be the Grand Central
Station for administering gadgets that plugged into the Mac's serial ports (the modem and printer port)-such as printers, modems, and network cables.
Today's modern Mac, however, doesn't even have modem and printer ports. USB,
FireWire, and Ethernet ports have replaced them. Moreover, the Network Browser
program described later in this chapter supplants the network-navigation features
of the Chooser. Still, for many veteran Mac users, the Chooser is a reassuringly familiar piece of software, still admirably performing these function s:
• Choosing a printer. If your Mac has more than one printer attached-this means
you, people who work in large offices-the Chooser window lets you specify which
one you want to use for the next printout (see Figure 5-6). (If you work on a
network whose printers are primarily laser printers, you may prefer the Desktop
Printing feature, described in Chapter 19-a much more convenient method of
switching printers.)
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Rgures-6:

The left side of the Chooser
window reveals icons for various
printer drivers, which are
described in Chapter 19. Click the
one that corresponds to the printer
you want to use. If the printer is
correctly connected to your Mac,
its name (if it's a laser or other
networkable printer) or other
identifying information (if it's an
inkjet) shows up on the right side
of the screen.

7.6.2

• Turning AppleTalk on and off. AppleTalk is the Mac's networking circuitry; when
it's off, your Mac can't communicate with any other machines on a network. (You
can read more about AppleTalk in Chapter 16.) The Chooser offers buttons called
AppleTalk Active and AppleTalk Inactive; unfortunately, in some circumstances,
they don't actually work, thanks to a strange incompatibility with the underlying
and much more modern Open Transport netvmrking software. A much more reliable method of turning AppleTalk on and off is the AppleTalk control panel (see
Chapter 12) or the AppleTalk Control Strip tile (see Chapter 4).
• Connecting to another Mac on the network. If your Mac is part of a network,
you can access the contents of another Mac's hard drive by clicking the AppleShare
icon in the Chooser. The names of other netw'orked Macs show up on the right
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side of the window; you can double-click one of their names as the first step in
connecting to it. (See Chapter 16 for details on networking.)
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If you're an old-timer on the Mac, used to connecting to networked Macs this
way, feel free to continue using this method. (In fact, here's a tip: you can control
the entire process from the keyboard. After opening the Chooser, type A to highlight the AppleShare icon, press Tab to highlight your network zones list-if anyor the right side of the window, press Return or Enter to open the highlighted
Mac in the list, and so on.)
But today, using the Chooser to connect to your network requires an unnecessary number of steps, and the interface needs streamlining. Using the Network
Browser program described later in this chapter is far more satisfying.
• Switching to your fax modem. If your Mac has a fax modem attached, an icon in
the Chooser window represents it. By clicking that icon, you ensure that the next
time you use the File~ Print command in one of your programs, you send the
document as a fax instead of printing it.
Virtually every fax softw·are package today, however, offers a far more direct route
to sending a document via fax. For example, in Global Village and FaxSTF fax
programs, you generate a fax just by holding down specified keys, such as 3€ and
Shift, as you choose File~ Print, bypassing the Chooser business altogether.
Thanks to such shortcuts, modern replacements like the Network Browser, and
the well-known contempt for the Chooser harbored by Apple's Steve Jobs, it's a
safe bet that this humble desk accessory will disappear completely in Mac OS X.

Control Panels
This item is nothing more than an alias in your ti menu, placed there for your
convenience by Apple. It gives you direct access to the contents of the System
Folder~Control Panels folder, so that you can open one of the control panels with
a single menu selection.

Favorites
After years of watching Microsoft pilfer great ideas from the Mac OS, Apple decided
that two could play that game-and it stole a feature right back. The Add to Favorites command (in the Mac OS 9 File menu) places the names of icons you've highlighted into the ti menu~Favorites command, as shown in Figure 5-6. In other
words, this Favorites scheme is yet another mechanism that lists your favorite files
for quick access-much like the Launcher, pop-up windows, and the ti menu itself.
Also like those other mechanisms, this one relies on a special folder inside your
System Folder; it's called, reasonably enough, Favorites. Every time you use the Add
to Favorites command as illustrated in Figure 5-7, the Mac puts an alias of the highlighted icon into this Favorites folder.
This behind-the-scenes transaction is worth knowing about, if only because it offers the sole method of removing or renaming something from the · ~Favorites
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listing. That is, choose ti~Favorites to open the Favorites window; throw away or
rename any of the aliases in it; and then close the window. The ti~Favorites submenu
updates itself instantly.
Tip: Instead of using the Add to Favorites command in the File menu, you can also add an icon to the
Favorites submenu by Control·clicking it. Choose Add to Favorites from the contextual menu that appears.
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Figure S-7:
Suppose there's some
program or a couple
documents to which
you'd like quick access.
Highlight their icons.
Next, choose
File-?Add to Favorites
(left). From now on,
those items appear in
your menu-?
Favorites submenu
(right).
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Key Caps
The Mac is capable of creating hundreds of di fferen t typographical symbols-the currency symbols for the Yen and British pound, diacritical markings for French and
Spanish, various scientific symbols, trademark and copyright signs, and so o n. Obviously, these symbols don't appear on your keyboard; to provide enough keys for all of
the symbols, your keyboard would have to be the width ofWyoming. Fortunately, you
can indeed type the symbols-but they're hidden behind the keys you do see.
The treasure map that reveals their locations is Key Caps. When you first open this
progra m, you see a d iagram of your keyboard. Use the Key Caps menu to specify the
font you wan t to use (because every font con tains a different set of symbols). As you
press the various modifier keys at the bottom of you r keyboa rd-Optio n, 3€, and
Control, for example-the Mac shows you what symbols will be produced by pressing the corresponding letter keys. Figure 5-8 should make the process clear.
After having fo und the symbo l on the Key Caps map, you can proceed in one o f two
ways. First, you can note which keys you're supposed to hold down to produce a
certain symbol, as described in Figure 5-8, and then type it into whatever document
you're working on.
Second, you can simply click the symbol on the Key Caps map, thus typing the symbol
into tl1e box at the top of the window. You can then high light the typed symb ol with
your mouse, choose Edit~Copy, switch to your word processor, and tl1en ch oose
Edit~Paste. The symbol you copied now appea rs in wha tever you've been typing, an d
you've been saved from having to memorize tl1e key combination that produces it.
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Tip: As many unhappy Mac fans have discovered, the key squares in Key Caps are too small to show
much detail in some elaborate fonts. But if you click the Zoom box in the upper-right corner of the window, Key Caps becomes Super Key Caps, jumping to double size-and providing more than enough
headroom for the juiciest typefaces.

tl Menu Items

RgureS-8:

Suppose you're trying to find
out what key combination
produces the yen symbol.
Experiment by holding down
various combinations of the
Shift, Option, 3€, and Control
keys until you see the ¥
symbol. In this example, the
blackened key on the bottom
row corresponds to the Option
key that's being held down at
this moment (top). When you
release the key, you can see
that the Yen symbol is assigned
to the Ykey (bottom). You con
now return to your document
and press Option-Yto produce
the symbol.
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After receiving one too many emails from corporate customers irritated with having to connect to networked Macs using the Chooser, Apple's designers got serious.
In Mac OS 8.5, they created the Network Browser, an ingeniously simple program
that displays an icon for every disk on every computer in every zone of the network.
Then, in Mac OS 9, they enhanced the Network Browser with the ability to display
the icons of certain Web sites and other Internet entities. (The tutorials in Chapter
16 cover this program in more depth.)

RgureS·9:

-

The Network Browser is a map of the network to
which your Mac is connected. The leftmost icons are
called "neighborhoods"-your office network is one of
them. Within a neighborhood is a list of the
computers in that network-if you have a Iorge office
that uses network routers, each zone has its own
icon. By double-dicking, you con burrow down all the
way to on individual hard drive whose files you wont
to access.

411ems

Configuring the Network Browser to display th e network nodes and Internet sites to
which you want access is a task for the professional netvmrk administrator; fortunately, using the Network Browser once the network is operational is extremely easy.

Using the Network Browser
When you launch Network Browser, the icons that appear depend on whether o r
not you're on a network, and whether or not you're connected to the Internet.
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No matter what icons yo u see, however, the process of accessing the contents of the
computers that show up is always the same: just double-click icon after icon, burrowing ever closer, until the fold er or hard drive you seek appears on your desktop.
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For example, suppose you're on a small network-a handful of Macs, all connected by
Ethernet (see Chapter 16). The Network Browser first shows you an icon called
AppleTalk. (AppleTalk is one of what Apple calls "neighborhoods"-the highest level
of icons that shows up in the Network Browser.) Double-click the AppleTalk icon (or
click its flippy triangle button) to view the names of other Macs on your network.
Double-dick one of them (or click their flippy triangles), to access their contents.
Along the way, you may be asked for yow- name and password, thus proving that
you're authorized to meddle with the contents of the computer you're breaking into. If
you're smart, you'll take this opportunity to check the Add to Keychain checkbox (see
page 301), so that you won't have to enter them again the next time you connect.
Finally, an icon for the actual shared hard drive or folder appears, which you can doubleclick to open. (For m ore detail on networking and shar ing files, see Chapter 16.)
If you've been burrowing toward yo ur goal by double-clicking icons in the Network
Browser (instead of using the triangle buttons), you ca n use the arrow buttons at the
top o f the window to re-trace your steps, exactly as in a Web browser. Click the Back
arrow enough times, and you finally arrive at the original overview of your network.

What to do when you get there
As you navigate the Network Browser, it's useful to remember that all of the Finder
list-view keystrokes and shortcuts described in Chapter 1 work in this window, too.
You can type the first letter of an icon to highlight it, move up and down the list by
pressing the arrow keys, reverse the sorting order by clicking the tiny pyramid button above the right scroll bar, and rotate a Hippy-triangle button by pressing l*lri ght arrow, and so on.

Figure S· 10:

The three cryptic icons at the top of the Network Browser
window are actually pop-up menus. The first, called
Shortcuts, lists your Neighborhoods (network zones or
Internet domains); the middle one is your list of
Favorites, separated into clusters of Neighborhoods,
zones, and servers; on the right is the list of Recent
items-servers you've most recently accessed
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You'll also recognize the Favorites mechanism, represented here by the middle icon
(see Figure 5-10). When a hard drive, computer, zone, or network icon is highlighted
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in the List, you can click that icon and, from the pop-up menu, choose Add To Favorites, making it more conveniently accessible the next time you wan t to connect. (Anything you add to this Favorites pop-up menu is simultaneously added to the
ti..-,Favorites submenu, by the way.)
np: Instead of using the Add To Favorites command, you may find it more direct to drag an icon from the
Network Browser window directly onto the Favorites icon (which looks like a folder with a ribbon on it).
The result is the same- the icon you dragged nowappears in the Favorites icon's pop-up menu.

If you know you' ll want access to some server again, but would rather not fuss with
the Favorites command, you can also drag an icon out of the Netvvork Browser window to your desktop. There it becomes an alias that, henceforth, you can doubleclick to open the corresponding hard drive or server-without involving the Network Browser at all.

Recent Applications, Recent Documents
As you open and close your va rious programs and files, Mac OS 9 tracks them. It

maintaim a list of the most recent programs you've used in the ti..-,Recent Applications submenu, and a list of the most recent documents you've had open in the
ti~Recent Documents submenu. By choosing its name, you can conveniently launch
one of these files, without having to hunt down the actual icon on your hard drive.
Tip: Behind the scenes, Mac OS 9 creates aliases of the programs and documents you use, and stores
them in special System Folder folders. Recent programs are maintained in the System Folder-+Apple
Menu ltems-+Recent Applications folder; recent documents, meanwhile, are tracked in the System
Folder-+Apple Menu Items-+ Recent Documents folder. You're free to throw away these alias icons whenever you like, thus eliminating the Recent Applications and Recent Documents submenus temporarily.
Doingso can be useful when, for example, you go out for lunch, leaving your Mac available for inspection
by your boss, and would rather not leave behind tracks that show what you've been doing all day.

You control how many programs Mac OS 9 tracks using, of all things, the Apple
Menu Options control panel (see page 188). There's no downside to increasing this
number- many power users let the Recent Applications command track the most
recently used 30 or 40 programs, eventually turning the command into the virtual
launching bay for every application on the hard drive.
On the other hand, if you type a zero into the Applications or Documents box, you
turn off the recent-file-tracking feature. In fact, doing so eliminates the Recent Applications or Recent Documents command from the ti menu altogether.

Recent Servers
This command is u~eful exclusively for people whose Macs are on an office network.
It Lists the Macs to which you have most recently connected.
For a detailed explanation of how this mechanism works (by placing aliases into the
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System Folder-7Apple Menu Items-7Recent Servers folder), consult the previous
paragraphs. The same process for eliminating this command from your '* menu
applies-open '*-?Control Panels-7Apple Menu Options program, and then type
a zero into the Servers box.
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Remote Access Status
If you have an Internet account (as opposed to an America Online account), by now
you're probably aware that when you open your Web browser or e-mail program,
your Mac dials. But when you quit that program, the Mac doesn't hang up-it holds
the line, on the premise that you might want to use another Internet program while
the connection is still open.
Mac OS 9 is crawling with features that let yo u hang up that phone connection on
demand. You can use the Disconnect button in the Remote Access control panel.
You can use the same control panel's Options button to specify an auto-disconnect
time interval {15 minutes, for example). You can also use the Disconnect command
in the Remote Access Control Strip tile (described in the previous chapter). (More
on this topic in Chapter 14.)
This little program, Remote Access Status, is yet another method. Its streamlined,
compact window offers a single feature-a big, fat Disconnect button. (When you're
not online, the button says Connect.) You might prefer this method if you connect
and disconnect from the Internet several times a day; in that situation, you can park
tl1e Remote Access Status window in a corner of yo ur screen, where it's more accessible than any of the other hangup methods. And while you're online, the little display window indicates your connection speed; li ttle phony "status lights" show when
you're sending or receiving data.
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Remote Access
Status

Tip: You can set up Remote Access Status to open by itself whenever your modem dials the Internet. To
do so, choose • ~control Panels-+Remote Access. Click Options, then Connection. Turn on "Launch
Status application when connecting." Click OK.
The next time the Mac dials, it opens the Remote Access Status window automatically.

Scrapbook
When you use the Edit~Copy command in any program, you place a co py of the
highlighted text, graphics, music, o r sound onto the invisible Macin tosh Clipboard.
Yo u're now free to paste that material (using Edit~ Paste) as many times as you like,
in to the same program or into di fferent programs. T he problem with the Clipboard,
however, is that it only holds a single copied blob of materia l, which is erased forever when you turn off the computer.
The Scrapbook program solves both problems. It ca n perman ently store graphics,
te:\:t , sounds, m ovies, spreadsh eet data, and almost anything else that can b e copied.
To tra nsfer ma terial into the Scrapbook, first copy it out of another program (using
th e Edit ~Copy comma nd ), then op en the Scrapbo o k and paste it ( using
Edit~Pas te ). ( A more di rec t m e thod : in many Mac programs -Word 98,
AppleWo rks, the deskto p itself, and so on- you ca n drag highlighted m aterial directly into the Scrapbook window.)
T he Scrapbook auto ma tically crea tes a new "page" to hold material you've pasted
or dragged. Using the scroll bar (or by pressin g yo ur keyboa rd's arrow keys), you
can view the vari o us pages of the Scrapbook. Use the Edit~Copy command to retrieve so mething from the Scrapbook at a later date- yo u might, for example, keep
yo ur logo in tl1e Scrapbook, so that you can grab it for pasting into yo ur word processor at will.
To rem ove a page from the Scrapbook, use the

Edi t~Ciea r

command.

C11uUon: The Scrapbook understands many kinds of data, but not all. For example, if you paste Word 98
text into the Scrapbook, you lose style-sheet information (but not text-formatting information). The Scrapbook doesn't take kindly to EPSgraphics, either.

Sherlock l
Sherlock 2, by fa r the m ost useful new feature in Mac OS 9, is a glo rified Find command. It helps you locate files o n your hard drive, words in your files, o r Web sites
on the Internet. The program is so flexi ble and powerfu l, in fact, that it gets a chapter of its own-Chapter 15.
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Stickies

Stickies

When choosing a computer, many people agonize over which kind to get: Macintosh or
Windows. But after spending weeks weighing the pros and cons, considering price and
sim plicity, software a nd hardware, service and support, many a soul winds up choosing
Macintosh beca use o f this delightful, yet almost microscopic, piece of software: Stickies.
Sti cki es puts electronic sticky no tes o nto your screen, in your choice of pastel colors,
each wi th yo ur choice of typeface (see Figure 5-1 1). To create a n ew n o te, choose
File~ New Note, and then just type th e note-a to-do List, brainstorm, Web address
you wan t to visit later, o r what have you.

Figure s-11:

When you click the close
box of a sticky note (shown
by the cursor at left), the
Mac reminds you that
you're about eliminate it
forever, and offers you the
opportunity to save it as a
text file on your desktop.
Double-click a title bar to
collapse a note into just its
top line (right).
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Yo u can make the m ost of Stickl es by getting used to its hidden fea tu res:
• Instead of typing into a n ote, you ca n also p aste text into it. You can also drag text
into it, either from a d rag-and-d rop word processor like SimpleText, AppleWo rks,
or Word 98, or by dropping the icon of a text-clip ping file (see page 138) into a
note window.
• To change the typeface of a note, use the Note~Te>..'t Style com mand. (You can't
change the font within a no te, bu t each note can h ave its ovrn typeface.) After
setting up a colo r (by using t he Color menu), position (by dragging the title bar),
and typeface that you li ke, you can make Stickles memorize the look o f this custom ized note by choosing Edit~Use As Default. Subsequent new notes w ill match
the one you've set up.
Tip: Setting a default note size and style is all well and good. But man does not live on yellow Helvetica
alone. Wouldn't it be useful to be able to set up, say, five or six different Stickies note styles-one each for
Internet information, shopping lists, journal-keeping, and so on?
You can. After adjusting a note's color, font, size, and even starter text (such as "URL To Check Out"), choose
File~Close; click Save; type the name for this standard Sticky style; click Desktop; and then click Save. You
wind up with aspecial icon on your desktop (whichyou can move to, for example, your ti menu). Every time
you double-click this icon, you get a new blank note that looks exactly like the one you saved.
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• A sticky has no scroll bars. To navigate, press the arrow keys to m ove up and
down, or the Home or End keys (or 3€-up arrow and 3€-down arrow) to jump to
the top and bottom of the note.
• When you choose File-?Quit, Stickies asks if you want it to launch automatically
every time you tum on the computer. If you say yes, Mac OS 9 places an alias of
the Stickies program in your system folder-?Startup Items folder, so that your
Stickies are waiting and ready on the screen every time the Mac turns on.
• The Zoom box (at the upper-right of the current note) m akes the note snap back
to its previous size and shape-or, when Option-clicked, makes it collapse into a
thin ho rizontal bar. The resize box (lower right of each note) lets you change the
shape and size of the window.
• You can collapse a note so that only its first line is visible in a narrow, floating
strip. To do so, Option-dick its zoom box, as shown on the right in Figure 5-ll.
Actually, doing so is even easier if you open the •-?Control Panels-?Appearance
-?Options tab and turn on "Double-click title bar to collapse windows." From
now on, you can collapse a stich.} ' note just by double-clicking its tiny title bar.
Tip: If you have aMac model with programmable function keys, such asthe iMac DV, PowerBook, or another
USB-equipped model (see page 105), consider assigning Stickies to one of these keys. Because it launches
quickly, Stickies then becomes an extremely useful note-taking element in your life; whenever inspiration
strikes, you can just slap, say, the FlO key. Your Stickies appear, ready for typing, in less than a second.
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Part Two:

Applications in Mac OS 9
Chapter 6: Using Programs in Mac OS 9
Chapter 7: Managing Your Mac's Memory
Chapter 8: The Save and Open Dialog Boxes
Chapter 9: Moving Data
Chapter 10: An Introduction to AppleScript

CHAPTER

6

Using Programs
inMacOS9

hat is an operating system, anyway? When you get right down to it, an OS
is nothing more than a home base from which to launch applications
(software programs) . The world is filled with modern, beautifully written operating systems that almost nobody uses because few programs run on themthe Be OS, for example.

W

Not only do tens of thousands of programs run on the Mac OS, but in these days of
64 or 128-megabyte RAM installations, it's the rare Mac user who doesn't regularly
run several programs simultaneously. Just turning on the computer, in fact, launches
several programs automatically, including the Finder.
When you run applications simultaneously, however, the road gets bumpy. Now
you must become aware of memory management-after all, each program you
launch chips away at the finite memory pool available in your machine. You have a
screen-management problem, too, because each program occupies its own windows,
covering up your desktop and sometimes making it difficult to understand what
program you're actually in. Finally, you som etimes have a stability problem. Operating systems like the Mac and Windows 98 maintain a single bubble of memory for
all open programs-if one of them crashes or freezes, it can wipe out the entire
bubble, usua!Jy forcing you to restart the machine.
In the upcoming Mac OS X, every program will open into its own memory bubble,
eliminating the stability hassle of multitasking. This chapter provides help with the
remaining problems.
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Launthing Mac
Programs

Launching Mac Programs
You can launch (open) a Macintosh program in any of several ways:
• Double-click an a pplication's icon in the Finder.
• High ligh t an applica tion icon and then press 3€-0 (the equivalent of the File-?
Open command ) or 3€-down arrow.
• Choose a program's name from the li menu, if you've installed it there (see the
previous chap ter). Or use the submenus of the tl menu's Recent Applications or
favorites commands.
• On Mac models with programmable Fkeys (current iMacs, PowerBooks, and
iBooks, for example), press the correspond ing key. (Chapter 12 has details on
assigning applica tions to your Fkeys.)
Tip: If you press Option asyou open an application icon in the Finder, you automatically closethewindow
that contains the icon. Later, when you quit the program and return to the Finder, you'll find a neat, clean
desktop, free of loitering windows.
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The Application menu conveys a wealth of
information, including which programs are
running, which one in the background needs
your attention (A), which programs are
currently hidden, as indicated by their
dimmed icons (such as 8), and the name of
the current program you're using (C).
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When you launch a program, the Mac reads its computer code, which lies on your
hard drive surface, and feeds it quickly into RAM (m emory) . During this brief interval, any menu-bar menus (File, Edit, and so on) disappear, replaced by a blank
white bar that names the program you're opening.
You're free to change your mind about opening the program, by the way, if yo u do
so within abo ut one second of lau nching it: Just press the keystroke 3€-peri od, several times in succession .

If you don't in terrupt the launch in this way, however, the program completes its startup
sequen ce. What happens next depends on the program you're using. Most prese nt you
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with a new, blank, untitled document. Some, such as FileMaker and PowerPoint, welcome you instead \vith a question: Do you want to open an ·existing document or
create a new one? In App leWorks, tl1e welcome screen may ask you to specify what
kind of new document you want to create. And a few o ddball programs, such as
Photoshop, don't open any window at all when first launched. The appearance of tool
palettes is you r only evidence that you've opened a program at all.

Launching Mac
Programs

Switching Programs: the Application Menu
Mac OS 9 includes an elegan t solution to tracking the p rograms you've opened: the
Application menu.
Beginners who read Mac books and articles may be confused by references to the
Application men u, since ilie word Application d oesn't actually appear anywhere on
the screen. Instead, ilie Application menu is represen ted by an ico n, as shown in
Figure 6-1.

Switching Programs
The primary purpose of the Application menu is simple: it lists all open programs.
Only one- the one with a checkmark beside its name-can be in front, or active, at
a time.
You can also identify the curren t program simply by reading its name in t he upperright corn er of the screen. (If this strikes you as an unremarkable feature, you probably don't remember the days wh en the current program's name didn't appear on
the screen. Many a novice called for help in a panic, unable to find, for example, the
Finder's Shut Down or Empty Trash commands-because iliey had no way of knowing that th ey were still in, for example, ClarisWorks. Now a glance at the upper-right
corner of the screen identifies ilie currently active program.)
Tip: If the upper-right corner of your screen shows only the icon, but not the name, of the current program, then one of two things has happened.lf you're usinga program with lots of menus, such as Microsoft
Word, then Mac OS 9 may have run out of menu-bar space to show the actual words Microsoft Word. It
hides the application name to make more room for Word's own menus.
Second, irs possible that you hid the name. The tiny ribbed bar just to the left of the Application menu
icon (see Figure 6- 1) is a button. Clicking it hides the program's name; clicking again shows the name.
And if you seek some happy medium, you can drag this ribbed bar horizontally, revealing only as much of
the application name as you want.

To make a different program active, you can repeat whatever technique you used to
launch the program to begin with: choose its name from the tl menu, double-click
its icon, press its Fkey, a nd so o n.
Most people, however, switch to a d iffere nt program by choosing its name fro m the
Application menu. Doing so makes the program, along with any of its open windows and toolbars, pop to the fron t.
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Switching
Programs

Tip: You can also bring a different program to the front without using the mouse. Press 31:-Tab repeatedly
to cycle through all open programs, in alphabetical order, until you arrive at the one you want. (Watch the
current application's name change at the upper-right corner of your screen as you press 31:-Tab.)
To move backward through the open programs, press Shift-3€-Tab.

Hiding Programs
Suppose that when you try to save an enormous Photoshop file, an error message
tells you that your hard disk is full. Using the Application menu, you could switch to
the Finder to make room by discarding files. But you'd quickly discover the difficulty
of the task: the Photoshop picture would still be filling your screen, blocking your
access to the files you're trying to discard-and covering up the Trash icon itself.
If the open programs on your Mac are like overlapping sheets of paper on a messy
desk, then hiding a program makes its sheet of paper transparent. In the Photoshop
example, you could switch to the Finder and then use the Application menu's Hide
Others command (see Figure 6-1 ), thus making the windows of all other programs
disappear. When a program is hidden, its icon appears dimmed in the Application
menu (see Figure 6-1 again), and all of its windows, tool palettes, and button bars
disappear. You can bring them back only by bringing the program to the front again
(by choosing its name from the Application menu, or by doing anything you'd do to
launch the program, such as double-clicking its icon).
The Application menu also offers a Hide command that applies only to the currently active program ("Hide AppleWorks," for example). But if your aim is to hide
only the program you're using at this moment, the Option key provides an easier,
faster method. For example:
• Option-click any visible portion of the desktop. The program you were in vanishes.
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• With the Option key pressed, choose any othe( program's name from the Application menu. You switch to that program and hide the one you were using.

Switching
Programs

• Option-dick another program's tile on the Application palette, described in the
next section. Once again, you switch programs, hiding the one you were using at
the time.
POWER USERS' CLINIC

The Best Macro You Can Write
::;;suppose you're word processing-and now you want to

!:·.· ihrow away some files, open a program, make a backup,

i: eject a CD, or perform some other housekeeping function.

~ ~t For any of these tasks, you need to get back to the desk-

~:~: top~andhide all other programs. Unfortunately, doing so

;ii

then assign your AppleScript to a keystroke using a program like QuickPop (available at w~t·w.missingmanuol.com)
or, more conveniently, using the programmable Fkey feature of recent iBook. iMac, or PowerBook models, as described at the end of this chapter.

is a cumbersome two-step process on the Mac-switch to
~;1 Finder, then use the Hide Others command in the Applica,;i1tion menu-and no keyboard shortcuts are available. What
:fj the Mac OS really needs is a single keystroke that lets you
- :·: jump to the Finder and hide all other programs.

If you use amacro program like QuicKeys (CE Software) or
OneCiick (Westcode). on the other hand, creating a switchand-hide macro (and assigning it to a keyboard combination) is easier still.

.;:lit'~. e~sy enough to create an AppleScript to perform this
:;iltur.~tion (see Chapter 10 for AppleScript .basics). You can

All of this sounds like a lot of work, but it's well worth the
trouble. You'll find yourself using your jump-to-desktop keystroke more often than you can imagine.

f

~

:.-. .

.:

;hi':;o;: ..

~;~rr..·k~.~7i ~! . ·

The Application Palette
When you're doing a lot of switching between two programs-when writing a report in Word that requires you to refer, once per paragraph, to a graph in Excel, for
example-you'll soon discover the dark side of the Application menu. Using the
mouse to switch between two programs listed in the Applicatj on menu over and
over again can drive you quietly mad.
Nor is the 3€- Tab keystroke practical for this situation. If you're running several
other programs, you have to press the keystroke many times in succession to cycle
all the way from Excel to Word.
It's for just such cases that Apple created the Application palette. To make it appear
on your screen, see Figure 6-2.
Once the palette appears, you can jump dir ectly to any of the listed programs with a
single click. The tile you click darkens to indicate the newly crowned active program. (As noted earlier, you can Option-click to hide the windows of the previous
program in the process.)
Because everyo ne's monitor and eyesight are differe nt, Apple designed this palette
to be the single most customizable interface element of Mac OS 9. You can twist,
drag, and tweak this palette beyond recognition. For example, you can change its:
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• Position: Move the palette by dragging either its thin edges or its narrow title bar
(which, if th e palette is wide enough, says Applications). Or just drag anywhere

Switching

Programs

inside the palette while pressing the 38 key.

6:54PM
Hide Finder
Hide Other s
~Tu"""'"

o.

,.

.

l

6:54PM

Cl

R :Kii@Qil

::H! App!h:atlona '!ll'o t;!ll!l

II Adobe® Photo shop

II Adobe® Pho\~hop®

~ anris Emniler

[1 Clarls Emaller

.,/~Find er

l(}flndtr

@ FreeHilnd 0.0.1
1l.Y Microsoft Word

'i f reeHand 8.0.1

~ Netscape Communicator""

1D" Ml cr~ft Word

<$' Stickles

Figure 6·2:
To create the Application palette,
drag down past the bottom of the
Application menu (left). When you
release the mouse, the floating
palette appears (right). You can
tailor the look of the palette in an
almost infinite number of ways
(bottom) by tugging in various
special places or clicking the zoom or
collapse boxes.

~j Nctecape Communicator"'
~Stickles
~

• Width: Carefu lly position your cursor just inside the right border of the palette.
When it chan ges to a double-headed arrow, drag horizontally to make the palette
wider or n ar rov<er.
o

Identifying labels: If you'd prefer to see only the icons o f your running programs,
but not the names, click the zoom box (the second of the three tiny squares in the
title bar). The result is a tall, skinny Applications palette that you can drag to the
very edge o f your monitor, where it's less likely to get in the way of your document windows.

• Icon size: Option-click the zoom box to enlarge the icons (and the tiles of the
palette itself). Option-dick again to restore the o riginal small icons.
o

Orientation: If you'd prefer a horizon tal layout o f the palette tiles, Shift-Option click the zoom box. You ca n then drag the resulting wide, short bar to the very
bottom of the screen, where it resembles the Taskbar in Windows.

• Anythi11g else: Using a free program like AppSwitcher Control (available at
www.missingmanual.com), you can go to prepostero us extremes in chan ging additional characteristics of the palette. Instead of alphabetical order, you can make
your icons appear in the order in which they we re launched- or reverse order.
You can hide the lvindow edges and title bar, making the strip even more compact; specify a default position for the palette; and change the default width for
the program names.
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Using the Application Palette for Drag-and-drop

Switching
Programs

As described on page 107, the Mac is savvy when it comes to th e relationship between documents and applications. If you double-click an AppleWorks document
icon, for example, the AppleWorks program la un ches automatically and shows you
the document.
But these days, it's occasionally useful to o pen a document using a program 'other
than the one that created it. Perhaps, as is often the case with downloaded Internet
graphics, you don't have the program that created it, or you don't know which one
was used. This technique is also useful when you want to open a Read Me file in to
your word processor, such as \1\'ord, instead of the usual SimpleText program.
In such cases, the application palette is handy: just drag the mystery document onto
one of the palette's tiles, as shown in Figure 6-3. Doing so forces the program to
open the docum ent (if it can).

Figure 6-J:

0 Jj;!!:· A llcatlons

To open a document using a program that didn't create it drag
the document icon from the desktop onto the corresponding tile
of the Application palette.

~

l:!l&J

El Adobe~ Photoshop ..•
ltJ f inder

Launching Applications from the Keyboard
Every Maci ntosh is born lvith a row of keys across the top row of the keyboard
labeled Fl, F2, and so on. In most p rograms, these Fkeys, or function keys, do absolutely nothing. The vast majority of Mac users never even touch these keys, having
been tra ined to consider them useless.
But these keys can be fantastically useful. It's true that they genera Uy have no predetermined fun ctions-but that's by design. The keys are provided so that you ca n
d efine your own fu nctions for them, and chief among these uses is la unching your
favorite programs. You can map Fl to your email program, F2 to Netscape Navigator, F3 to Sherlock, and so on.
Assigning these keys to launch your favorite programs once required a m acro p rogram, such as the commercial QuicKeys or OneClick, or the shareware QuickPop.
Fortunately, the designers at Apple were recently inspired to build this feature right
into the Mac OS. If you have a Macin tosh that came wi th a USB (translucent) keyboard, you ca n use the Keyboard con trol panel to assign each Fkey to a different
favorite application.
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Opening the Keyboard Control Panel

Launching from
the Keyboard

When you press a n Fkey whose function you haven't yet assigned, you get the message that says, in effect, "That key hasn' t been assigned; want to set it up?" Click
Open. Alternatively, you can choose .-7Control Panels-7Keyboard; when the Keyboard con trol panel opens, click Function Keys. Either way, you wind up in the
Function Keys dialog box. See Figure 6-4 for instructions in using this dialog box to
assign Fkeys to your favorite programs.

r Function Key Mappings

~

___

Click e butlon lo chooseon 11em for the key to open or drOll tho llem Into the box.

Ft_ I* OecreasE! Btlglltneu

l!i!2JI IlothlngAoolqned

~

FZ

~~Increase Brightness

I ~ ~1!:111 Extenslono

FS

lc<J'

f4 J

l c<J~ lnr re!lse Volume

I 8 1~ Hetoce pe Communicotor..
I §] Cl Dwnlool!o

Decrease Volume

!.:.J I& Nltm Lock
F6

ll.q

Mute

MenaQer

J

I ![!] ~~M=,.=,.,=,=fl=w=,,=d=====:l
I~
F
l

Io...:•=--Qul_ck_DE_X..
_II- - - - - '

Cleotr

0

J

U.e f I through f 12 •• Function Keys
(When this lo eeleotod, hOld do"'n thO Function Key to use Hot t;eyo,)

I Cancel l

OK

ij

Figure6·4:
Deep within the
Keyboard control panel
lies this Fkey-assignment
screen. Here, you can
map your favorite
programs to any of your
othe!Wise unused Fkeys
at the top of your
keyboard. Do so by
dragging the icon of a
program directly onto
the corresponding Fkey
slot, as shown here, or
by clicking the button to
the left of a slot and then
choosing a program
from the list of your hard
drive contents. (To
unassign an Fkey, click
its slot and then click
Clear, or simply assign a
different program to it.)

You're not limited to assigning programs to your Fkeys, however, you can also assign
documents, control pa nels, servers on the netv,rork (by assigning an Fkey to open its
alias), and even folders and disks. For most people, however, applications are the
most useful targets.
Tip: Launching a program isn't the only useful task for which you can use an Fkey. After the program is
already running, you can bring it to the front by pressing the same Fkey again.

Once you've set up your Fkeys to launch favorite files and programs, your only remaining task is to remember which Fkey launches which program. If you bought an
iBook, your iBook accessories included a set of small whi te stickers e>.:pressly for this
purpose. (They go above the Fkeys, on the surface of the iBook, not on the keys
themselves.) If you have any other Mac model, labeling the Fkeys is left to yo u; Scotch
tape and a felt-tip marker constitute a freq uently used arrangem en t.
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Type and Creator Codes

Type and
Creator Codes

Every operating system, including Mac OS and Windows, needs a mechanism to
a~sociate documents with the applications that created them. When you doubleclick a Microsoft Word document icon, for example, you want Microsoft Word to
launch and open the document. (The ancient operating system known as DOS didn't
have such a system. To open a documen t, you had to type out the name of the program you wanted to open! )

In Windows, every document bears a file- name suffix, usually three letters long-if
you double-dick something called memo.doc, it opens in Microsoft Word; if you
double-dick memo. wri, it opens in Microsoft Write; and so o n.
The Mac uses a similar system, except that you never see the identifying codes. Mac
creator codes, as they're known, are invisible. Apple carefully monitors and tracks
these four-letter codes in conjunction with the various Mac software companies so
that no two codes are alike.
It's possible to live a long and happy life without knowing anything about these
codes; indeed, the vast majority of Mac fans have never hea rd of them. But understanding how to see and change creator codes-and their siblings, type codes---can
be useful in troubleshooting, keeping you r files private, and appreciating how Mac
OS 9 works.

Figure 6-S:
Drag any icon from the
desktop directly into the
Sherlock More Search
Options screen to view the
icon's creator code. As a
little experimentation will
soon show you, the creator
code for a program and
the documents it creates
are identicai- MSWD for
Microsoft Word, FMPJ for
FileMaker Pro, and so on.
That's the entire point-the
creator code tells Mac OS
9 which program to open
when you double-click a
document. (Capitalization
and spaces count-if you
see a creator code that
appears to have only three
letters, then a space is also
part of the code.)
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Type and
Creator Codes

Discovering a Program's Creator Code
To see the creator code for a particular fi le, choose ti-?Sherlock; dick Edit (the
button just below the search blank); and then drag the icon in question anywhere
onto the Sherlock screen, as shown in Figure 6-5. Sherlock instantly shows you the
creator code, among many other statistics.

The Type Code
When you use the drag-and-drop procedure shown in Figure 6-5, Sherlock also reveals
the second four-letter code in the DNA of every Macintosh icon-the type code. This
code doesn't identify what program created the file; instead, it specifies the document's
file format. Photoshop, for example, can create graphics in any of dozens of different
formats: GIF, JPEG, TIFF, and so on. If you inspect your Photoshop documents, you'll
discover that they all share the same creator code (8BIM)-but have a wide variety of
type codes. Same thing with Microsoft Word or AppleWorks: each can create many d ifferent kinds of documents, such as plain text files, Rich Text Format files, and so onbut they always bear the creator code of Microsoft Word or AppleWorks.
Tip: If the type code is supposed to identify the fileformat of adocument, does an application have atype
code?
It does: APPL.

How Type and Creator Codes Work
When you double-click a document, Mac OS 9 studies its creator code. It then consults the desktop file, the invisible database of icons and codes described on page 51.
This desktop file is the master index that lists the correspondence between creator
codes and the applications that generate them.

Tip: Together, the type and creator codes also specify whatpidure appears on a particular icon. When you
see an icon that looks like a plain white piece of paper with a dog-eared corner, the Mac can't find an entry
for its type and creator codes in your desktop database.
Usually a blank document icon indicates that the parent program isn't on your Mac Occasionally, however, it meansthat your desktop database has become corrupted or confused. Appendix Cshows you how
to rebuild your desktop file, eliminating any such corruption.

If the desktop file discovers a match- if, say, you double-clicked a document with
creator code BOBO, which corresponds to the AppleWorks entry in yo ur desktop
database-then the co rresponding program opens the documen t, which now ap pears on your screen.
If the desktop file discovers no match, however, the situation is much more interesting. The Mac believes that the program needed to open yo ur document isn't on the
hard drive. (This situation happens more often than you might think-graphics or
word processing files you down load from the Internet, for example, were created on
somebody else's computer, perhaps using programs you don't own.)
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For many years, double-clicking such an orphaned document produced nothing
more than an error box-the dreaded "Application not found" message. But in more
modern Mac versions, including Mac OS 9, a clever piece of software called File
Exchange intervenes. As shown in Figure 6-6, this control panel's purpose is to say:
"I couldn't find the program that created this document, but that doesn't mean you
can't look at it. Here are the programs on your hard drive that can open it. Choose
the one you want to use."

Figure 6-6:
When Ale Exchange appears, choose the
program that you think will open fastest.
When you just want to open (but not
edit) a graphics file, for example, choose
PidureViewer (a fast and stable Apple
graphics viewer), not Photoshop (which
takes 30 seconds or more-and many
megabytes of RAM-to open).

ill

Type and
Creator Codes

Could not find the application program that created
the document named "Photo.jpg".
To open the document, se lect an alternate program,
w ith or without trans l ation:

...

€f FreeHand 8.0.1
~ Med i a Cleaner Pro 3.0with Quicklime translation

(ID MoviePiayerwith Quicklime translation

r-;;;

Iii Photo shop

t=

~ PictureViewer
~ SimpleSound with Quicklime translation

0

r-

t;:

Show only recommend ed choices

I Cancel J ~I

Open

~

How does File Exchange work its magic? By studying the type code of the icon you
double-clicked. File Exchange then compares that type code with the desktop database file, searching for programs that claim to be able to open files of that type.
Here's a common real-world example of the entire process:
1. You download a picture from the Web.

For example, suppose you're in Microsoft Internet Explorer. You hold the mouse
button down while pointing to a picture of a body builder, and choose Save Image to Disk from the pop-up menu. You save the graphic file onto your desktop,
where it appears as a plain blank icon.
The plain blank icon tells you immediately that your Mac doesn't recognize the
downloaded graphics file's creator code. Translation: You don't have the program
that was used to generate it.
2. You double-click the blank icon on your desktop.
You hear the hard drive rustling as File Exchange searches your desktop database
for programs that can open the graphics file. (If you've turned off File Exchange,
using the Extensions Manager program described in Chapter 12, you get an "application not found" message instead, and the story ends.)
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In th is example, suppose that the graphics file you saved off the Web is a GIF
(graphics interchange format) file, one of the most popular graphics formats
used on Web pages. The type code for every GIF file is GIFf.

Type and
Creator Codes

3. The File Exchange window opens, showing a list of every program on your hard
drive that can open files with type code GIFf.
Every program on your hard drive, when installed, informed your deskto p database what kinds of document it can open. File Exchange consults th is listing now.
As you ca n see in Figure 6-6, you're asked to make a selection from the list of
progra ms. (Tip: To scroll this list, you can type the first letter of the program you
want.)
4. Double-click the program you want to open. The graphics file opens at last, using the program you selected.
That's usually wha't happens, anyway. In practice, certain characteristics of the fi le
you double-dick sometimes confuse either File Exchange or the desktop database.
The result is that the File Exchange list so metimes contains programs that cannot,
in fact, open the d ocument you double-clicked. (AppleWorks, for example, thinks
that it can open almost anything-it sometimes can't.)
POWER USERS"CLINIC
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CHAPTER

7

Managing Your
Mac's Memory

n an ideal world, you would never have to think about how your Mac uses
memory (RAM). Apple wouldn't sell computers that run out of memory, and
the operating system would be smart enough to assign just the right amount of
memory to each program you use.

I

Unfortunately, Macs in the rea l world are more complicated. Some Mac models,
such as first-generation iMacs and iBooks, came with only 32 MB (megabytes) of
memory installed-barely enough to turn on and run a single program. ·worse, even
on machines with enormous amounts of installed RAM, the occasional "out of
memory" message still makes its unwelcome appearance.
When everything is working smoothly, you never need to think about memory. Put
another way, this chapter is a glorified troubleshooting co urse. Fortunately, as you'll
soon find out, there's no voodoo invo lved i11 understanding memory. A few simple
rules govern Mac OS 9's memory usage.

Where Your Memory Goes
When you turn on the computer, Mac OS 9 itself uses about 20MB of m emory. In
other words, before you've launched a single program, over half of the standard
original iBook's or iMac's 32 MB of memory is already used up. (That memory is
dedicated to all the standard Mac functions, including the Finder program, turning
on all the Internet and networking functions, preparing your CD-ROM drive for
use, and so on. )
Now you begin to open the programs you'll be using, keeping in mind that each
comes pre-assigned with a certain memory appet ite: Microsoft Word (9 MB),
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Quicken Deluxe (5 MB), a Web browser (4MB or more), AppleWorks or Palm Desktop (2 MB each ), and so on. The total appetites can't exceed the free memory you
have left. Clearly, on a 32-MB Mac, Mac OS 9 doesn't leave you much room for
opening more than a couple of useful programs.
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Of course, you can always quit one program befo re using the next, so that your 12
free megabytes are used by only one program at a time. That is, you could lau nch
Microsoft Word, work for a while, and t hen choose File4Quit before opening your
email program. But that quitting business wastes time-each time you launch or
quit a program, you must wait for 15 seconds or so. Furthermore, having to quit one
program before laun ching the next makes it much more djfficult to copy information betv; een the two programs, or to refer to the information in one program while
writing about it in ano ther. Clearly, a Mac runs faster and muc~ m ore comfortably
when this quitting-and-relaunching routine isn't necessary.
Installing more RAM is always an attractive option, especially on Macs with o nly 32
MB of RAM preinstalled. Today's Mac models are extremely easy to open-you can
install one of the little RAM expansion boards just by lifting the keyboard (on iBooks),
folding down the side (Power Macs), or p ulling out a little drawer (modern iMac
models). A typical 64-MB RAM upgrade costs, at this writing, about $100. Before
making that extra expenditure, make sure you're maximizing the use of tl1e RAM
you already have.
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Getting More Mileage from Your Memory

Where Your

It's easy to see where all your memory is going. In the Finder, choose ·~About
This Computer. As shown in Figure 7-1, you're shown a graph that reveals a wealth
of information about the memory on your machine.

Rgure 1-1:
The About This Computer
command shows you the
current status of your
memory situation. A
horizontal bar represents
each open program. In fact, if
you leave this window open
as you launch and quit
programs on your Mac, you
can watch these bars appear
and disappear accordingly.
(For more specific statistics
about a particular program's
memory usage, choose
Help-·Show Balloons. Then
point to each bar, as shown
here, for additional detail.)
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This Grand Central station for memory statistics includes this information:
• Version: This line indicates what version of the Mac operating system you're running-Mac OS 9, Mac OS 9.0.2, or whatever.
• Built-in Memory: This critical statistic indicates how m uch actual RAM is installed in your Mac.
• Virtual Memory: As described later in this chapter, virtual memory is a special
computer trick tha t fools your Mac into believing that it has more RAM than it
does. This line tells you whether or not this feature is turned on, and how much
fake memory it's buying you.
• Largest Unused Block: You might expect this number to show the total amount
of free memory remaining on your Mac. Instead, however, it shows you only a
part of that amoun t-the largest unused block. Other, smaller blocks may also be
available, which you can use to run programs with smaller memory appetites.
(For details, see the sidebar "When To Care about Memory Fragmentation.")
• Bar Graphs: These colored memory bars show you, at a glance, which of your
open programs are memory hogs. The longer the bar, the more RAM a program
is consuming.
Of special interest: the relative size of the blue and gray areas of each bar. The
blue portion shows what portion of a program's RAM appetite it's actually using.
(It's possible for a program, when launched, to claim more RAM than it needs.)
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Where Your
Memory Coes

If you see just a bi t of gray at the right end o f the memory bar, you're in good
shape. If more than half of the bar is gray, however, it's likely that one of your
programs has reserved more RAM for itself than necessary. See "Adjusting a
Program's Memory Allotment" in the following section.

np: If, upon surveying the memory graphs of your open programs, you decidethat you'd like to quit one of
them in order to make more memory available, just Control-click its graph bar. Then, from the contextual
menu that appears at your cursor tip, choose Open. You've just switched into the program in question. Now
choose File~Quit (or press ag.Q) to close down the program, thus freeing up the memory it was using.

Decreasing Mac OS 9's Memory Appetite
If 18 or 20MB strikes you as an excessive am ount of memory to give up just in the act
of turning the computer on, you're not alone. Fortunately, depending on how many
Mac OS 9 features you're wiJ(jng to give up, you can shave about 5MB from that tab.
Although the following exercise might be a lot of work for 5 MB RAM refund, it can
be useful in certain occasional si tuations when you need every shred of memory you
can get-and it constitutes an excellen t lesson in how the Mac OS works.
As it turns out, almost every memory-eating feature of the Mac OS-the ability to
send faxes, play CD-ROMs, use the Internet, and so on-is represented by an icon
on your hard drive. You'll find them in your System Folder, in subfolders called
Extensions and Control Panels. (Chapter 12 describes each of these items.) Because
Apple equips every Macintosh to be ready for every possible feature, your Mac is
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probably running far more of these extensions and control panels than necessary
for your individual purposes.

Where Your
Memory Goes

Fortunately, you can selectively turn them on and off. If you're not connected to an
office network, for example, you can turn off almost a dozen of these miniature programs; if you don't do any color printing, you can turn off another six; and so on.
The master switch for the control panels and extensions is Extensions Manager. You
open this program by choosing 4i--7Control Panels-? Extensions Manager. (You can
also open Extensions Manager by pressing the space bar while the computer is starting up.) For details on using Extensions Manager, plus a guide to the various control
panels and extensions you can turn off, see Chapter 12.
There are two other ways you can control the amount of memory Mac OS 9 itself
consumes: by adjusting the disk cache, and by using virtual memory. You can read
about both of these advanced features later in this chapter.

Changing a Program's Memory Allotment
Every application comes from the software company with a predetermined memory
appetite-an amount of RAM that the program claims for itself when you doubleclick its icon. In a number of situations, however, you can make your Mac and yourself happier by adjusting this number. For example:
• ·w hen you use a program, you get out-of-memory messages. This situation is by
far the most frequently encountered Mac-related memory problem. You need to
allow the program to use more memory.
• A program behaves slowly or strangely. You might see strange visual anomalieshalf of a toolbar floating where it shouldn't be, for example-or maybe you can't
get some dialog box to appear. These are classic indications that your program is
gasping for RAM.
• 'When you look at your About This Computer display (see Figure 7-1), you see
that a large percentage of the bar is gray instead of blue. In this instance, you
might consider giving the program a smaller memory appetite, in order to make
more memory available to your other programs. (On the other hand, remember
that some programs-such as Photoshop-don't use memory at all when no
document is open. Check the memory bars, in other words, when you've got a
typical document open.)
As you read the following instructions for changing a program's memory allotment,
don't feel that you're doing something unauthorized or dangerous. When you allow
a program more memory, you may actually be making things right-the marketing
departments of modern software companies often pressure their programmers to
set a low memory requirement. After all, memory is expensive, and RAM-greedy
software decreases sales. By increasing the memory requirement, you may, in fact,
be restoring your software to the memory setting it was born to have.
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Step 1: Highlight the Application Icon

Changing the
Memory Allotment

To adjust the memory size for a program, highlight its icon. This step frequently
throws beginners, because the icon you highlight must meet the following three
requirements:
• You can't adjust the memory appetite for a program that's currently running.
Check your Application menu (see page 101) . Do you see the name of the program you're adjusting? If so, choose its name, and then choose File~Quit.
• You can't adjust the memory appetite for a folder. Most programs sit o n your
hard drive inside a folder of the same name. For example, your copy of America
Online is inside a folder called America Online. Be sure you've opened that folder
and highlighted the application icon inside it. (The actual America Online icon
is triangular.)
• You can't adjust the memory appetite for an alias. You can read about aliases on
page 37. For now, it's enough to note the typography of an icon's name. Is it
italicized? If so, you're looking at the alias of the application, not the application
itself. Fortunately, it's easy eno ugh to track down the actual application icon:
after highlighting the alias, choose File~Show Original. The Mac instantly opens
whatever window contains the original application icon, which shows up highlighted. Now you can proceed with step two.
• You can't adjust memory in Simple Finder mode. You can read about this peculiar, stark desktop mode at the end of Chapter 17; but if the File menu doesn't
contain a Get Info command at all, switch out of Simple Finder mode using the
Edi t~ Preferences command.
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Figure 1-2:
You can adjust the memory
allotment for a particular program
using the Get lnfo~Memory
command that appears when you
Control·click an application icon
(left). You see three different
memory statistics: Suggested Size
(the software company's recommendation), the Minimum Size (below
which the program won't even run),
and the Preferred Size. This final
number is the one you should feel
free to adjust as necessary.

Step 2: Open the Get Info Memory Panel
Next, open the Get Info/Memory window for the highlighted icon. You can do so by
choosing File~Get Info~ Memory, or by using the application's contextual menu,
as shown in Figure 7-2. (You ca n also press the keystroke ~-1, and then choose
Memory from the pop-up menu in the middle of the resulting dialog box.)

Changing the
Memory Allotment

Edi t the number in the bottom box- the Preferred Size. If you've been having trouble
with the program or getting memory error messages, increase this number by 10
percent. (If the problems persist, increase it another 10 percent.) If you'd like to
d ecrease this number, you can do that, too, taking care not to set it below the number shown in the Minimum Size box. In fact, you'd rarely want to set this number
below th e Suggested Size statistic (see Figure 7-2), unless you're convinced that the
program is setting aside much more RAM for itself than necessary for the projects
you're doing.
After changing the Preferred Size number, close the Get Info window. The job is
done.
Tip: You're most likely to encounter out-of-memory messages when using graphics-intensive programs
like Photoshop, PowerPoint, the AppleWorks graphics modules, and-especially-Web browsers. (Web
browsers also run out of RAM because they attempt to run such auxiliary software as Java applications and
plug-ins that let your Web browser play video, audio, and animations.) When such programs give you
trouble, increasing their memory allotments should be your first resort.

Virtual Memory: Trading Speed for RAM
As the beginning of this chapter makes clear, your Mac has two different areas that
ca n hold information: the hard drive and the memory. But because it's so slow, the
hard drive is unsuitable for holding documents and programs while you're working
on them.
In the ea rly days of personal computing, however, RAM was astrono mically expensive. People whose Macs had limited RAM-which is to say, all Mac owners-were
willing to sacrifice some speed in order to be able to run more than one program
simultaneously. Accordingly, App le engineers came up with a technical scheme called
virtual memory, which tricks th e Mac OS into treating an area o f the hard drive as
extra RAM. If your Mac had four megabytes of RAM, but you wanted to launch two
3 MB programs simultaneously, virtual memory was yo ur savior.

Using Virtual Memory as Extra RAM
To this day, some people use virtual memory for its original intended purpose. If
yo u're running Mac OS 9 on a Mac with only 32 MB of RA!'vl, you can simulate
havin g, say, 40 MB by choosing 41 ~Control Panel s~ Memory, setting virtual
memory to 40, and then restarting the computer (Figure 7-3). The Mac always dedicates all of its available RAM to whichever program is in front, so you probably
won't notice any slowdown whi le working in any one program . \Vhen you switch
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Virtual Memory

from one program to another, however, the Mac must shuffle information from the
hard drive into RAM, which makes the switch take longer. It's this sluggishness while
switching that gives virtual memory its reputation for slowing down the Mac.
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Using Virtual Memory to Save RAM and Launch Time
Except for the iBook, every Mac model sold today comes with at least 64 MB o f
memory. Few people, in other words, still need to use virtual memory just to keep a
couple of programs open at the same time. Yet strangely enough, Apple recommends
keeping virtual memory turned on-and turns it on at the factory-no matter how
much RAM you have. (See Figure 7-3 for a typical example.)
The reason is extremely technical, but it boils down to this: when virtual memory is
turned on, you gain two benefits. First, most programs use up less RAM than when
virtual memory is off; the fine print at the bottom of the Get Info screen, as shown
in Figure 7-2, tallies the savings for you. Microsoft Word, for example, requires 9
MB of RAM when virtual memory is on, but 13.5 MB when it's off. Second, programs launch faster when virtual memory is on, because not all of their computer
code must be copied into RAM from the hard drive.
To gain these benefits, virtual memory must be turned on-but only slightly. As
shown in Figure 7-3, if your Mac has plenty of RAM, the best setting for virtual
memory is one megabyte more than the amount of actual RAM your Mac has.

The Disk Cache: Trading RAM for Speed
When perusing the Memory control panel (see Figure 7-3), you may have wondered
about tl1e first set of controls in that window, called Disk Cache. This is another
memory-related feat ure that Apple sets at the factory, and that you'll rarely need to
adjust.
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The disk cache (pronounced cash) is a speed trick. Mac OS 9 sets aside a small amount
of your Mac's RAM as a temporary high-speed storage shelf for information your
Mac has just used, and is likely to use again shortly. Suppose, for example, that you
highligh t some text in your word processor and apply the Times font. To find out
what this typeface looks like, the Mac must read some information from your hard
drive, which takes a full second. Moments later, you highlight another passage of
text, and again apply the Times font. This time, the typeface changes instantly, because the letter shapes in the Times font are already in the disk cache. The Mac
doesn't have to consult the hard drive a second time.

The Disk Cache

Tip: The best way to see the disk cache in action is on your desktop. Just after turning on the computer,
open a large list-view folder that contains lots of icons- your System Folder, for example. Even on the
fastest Mac, it takes a moment or two for all the icons to appear.
Now close the window and open it again. This time, the icons inside appear instantly-because the picture
of that open window had already been stored in the disk cache. The disk cache works by speeding up
almost anything you do the second time you do it (and thereafter-or until more recent information
displaces it in the disk cache).

Unless you fiddle with the Memory cont rol panel, the Mac reserves about three
percent of its RAM for use by the disk cache-one m egabyte for every 32 installed
in yo ur machine. That's the ''Default setting," as identified in the Memory control
panel. Par t of the 20MB of memory consumed by Mac OS 9 when you turn on the
computer is the RAM dedicated to the disk cache.
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The Disk Ca(he

If, in desperate times, you need a little more free RAM for running programs, you
can click "Custom setting," click Custom in the warning dialog b ox, and reset the
"Size after restart" to a lower number (by clicking the down arrow button). When
you restart the computer, the memory that had been reserved for the disk cache is
returned to th e pot available to yo ur programs-but you may discover that the Mac
doesn't run quite as quickly as before.
On the other hand, if your Mac has seve ral thousand gal.lons of RAM to sp are, you
might be tempted to increase the disk cache in hopes of speeding up your machine.
In fact, you probably won't notice any speedup; there isn't much more the disk cache
can store for subsequent use during a given work session. Meanwhile, you're taking
away RAM that might have been used by the programs themselves.

RAM Disk: The Ultimate Speed Trick
For the last several pages, you've been reading about methods of trading RAM for
speed. The most radical and often overlooked trick of this kind is the RAM diska Mac OS feature that creates the icon of a virtual hard drive on your screen. But this
hard drive is made of RAM-and therefore, anything you put on it runs I 00 times
faster than it would from your hard drive. Here are some of the ways a RAM disk
can speed up your life:
• When you surf the Web, you can direct the cache files to be stored on the RAM
disk. (Cache files are the tiny snippe ts of graphics a nd text that compose each
Web page you visit, which are normaJly stored on your hard drive as you surf.)
Now each Web page loads more quickly, because the Mac requires less time to
store the cache files. And recalling a Web page to the screen (when you click the
Back button in your browser, for example) is instantaneo us, because those cach e
files are dished up to your screen 100 times faster. (RAM required: abou t 5MB.)
• If you use a particular gigantic program every day, one that normal.ly requires 30
seconds or so to launch, copy it onto the RAM disk. The RAM-based copy opens
in a fraction of the time. (RAM required: the size of the program.)
• On some older PowerBooks, you can easily double the amount of working time
provided by each battery charge. Doing so entails turning the RAM disk into a
startup disk. (Create the smallest System Folder possible, copy it on to the RAM
disk, and then use the Startup Disk control panel to designate the RAM d isk as
the startup disk.) Not only does the comp uter start up astonishingly fast in such
a con figuration, but because the hard drive is one of the largest consumers of
laptop power, your battery seems to last forever. As a bonus, the computer is
utterly silent. (RAM required: 50 MB or more, depending on how m uch you
strip down your System Folder. This trick doesn't work, alas, on current Apple
laptop models.)
Before salivating over the potential acceleration a RAM disk can provide, be warned:
any space you allot to your RAM disk is subtracted directly from your available
memory. If you create a tO -megabyte RAM disk, a 64MB Mac has only 54 megs left
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to use for the Mac OS and your programs. The RAM disk is a luxury exclusively for
Macs with plenty of RAM.

RAM Disk

Creating a RAM Disk
From the tl menu, choose Control Panels-? Memory. Create the RAM disk as shown
in Figure 7-4, and then restart the computer.

Figure 7·4:
To create o RAM disk, click the On button (A).
Next, drag the slider (B) to the right until the
RAM Disk Size (C) is as Iorge as you wont your
virtual disk to be. On some Moe models, you're
also offered the Save on Shut Down checkbox
(D). When this option is selected, the Moe bocks
up the contents of your RAM disk onto the hard
drive when you turn off the Moe. When you turn
it on again, you'll find your RAM disk magically
intact, complete with those files.
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When the machine comes to, yo u'll find, at the right side of your screen, the icon for
·what appears to be a brand-new hard drive called RAM Disk. Try dragging an application onto it; you'll be astounded at the copying speed. Then try double-clicking
the program you copied onto it. The program launches with freakish speed.

How Fragile is the RAM Disk?
The RAM disk itself is almost indestructible. You have to go to considerable effort,
as described in the next section, to get its icon off your screen.
The contents of the RAM disk, however-the. files on it-are another story. You can
safely restart the computer without losing them. Even if the computer freezes or
crashes, the contents of the RAM disk survive as long as you restart the computer
(by pressing 38-Control-power button).
When you shut down the computer, however, all the files on the RAM disk are obliterated. (When you use the Shut Down command, the Mac shows you a warning to
this effect.)
On the other hand, if yo u turn on the Save on Shut Down option in the Memory
control panel, using the Shut Down command is perfectly safe; the Mac copies your
fil es onto the hard drive before shutting down, and then restores them to the RAM
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RAM Disk

disk the next time you turn the machine on. If yo u're using a laptop, and your battery runs out of power, you' re still okay, because a battery too weak to keep yo ur
laptop running still has the juice to preserve the contents of RAM for several weeks.
The greatest threat to the files on your RAM disk, therefore, is tl1e sudden and complete loss of power, as when a blackout cuts electricity to your outlets, o r when you
deprive yo ur laptop of both its battery and its power cord.

Deleting or Resizing a RAM Disk
You can resize or delete a RAM disk only when it's completely empty. The steps go
like this:
1. After confirming that you no longer need any of the files on your RAM disk,
highlight the RAM disk icon. Choose Special~ Erase Disk.

You're asked to confirm the erasure. Click Erase, if that's yo ur intention.
2. Choose ti ~Control Panels~ Memory. Drag the slider to change the RAM disk's
slider, or click Off to eliminate the RAM disk.
3. Restart the computer.
Tip: As with almost any built-in feature of the Mac OS, the shareware world offers a better alternative.
AppDisk, available at www.missingmanual.com, creates aRAM disk, exactly likethe Memory control panel.
But you create the RAM disk just by double-clicking the AppOisk icon; you resize the RAM disk just by
changing thememory size in AppDisk's Get Info box; and you quit the RAM disk just by choosing File~Quit
from the AppDisk menu. No restarting is necessary for any of these tasks. The shareware programs
ShrinkWrap ('>vww.aladdinsys.com) and Apple's free DiskCopy (www.apple.com) aren't quite so straightforward, but also let you create, resize, and quit RAM disks without having to restart the computer.

Using a RAM Disk for Web-Browsing Acceleration
One way to use you r RAM disk is simply to copy applications and documents on to
it th at you'd like to open and save especially q uickly. The more popular use, however, is using it to store the cache files that yo ur Web browser generates as you surf
the Internet, which speeds up both the appea rance of Web pages and their reappearance when you click th e Back button in your browser.
For this technique, create a RAM disk of about 5 or 10MB, depending on tl1e length
of your browsing sessions. O nce yo u see the RAM disk icon alive and well at the
right side of your screen, proceed Like this:
1. In your Web browser, choose Ed it~ Preferences. Click the Advanced icon.

The next step depends on which Web browser you're using.
2. In Microsoft Internet Explorer, click Change Location. In Netscape Communicator, click Cache, then Choose.
The standard Open File box appears (see Chapter 8).
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3. Click th e Desktop button. Click your RAM disk icon, and then click the Select
button below the list.

RAM Disk

Close the Preferences window. Ne>.."t time you launch your Web browser, yo ur cache
files will collect on the RAM disk, not the hard disk, and you'll feel a noticeable
surge in speed-especially on slower Macs using a modem connection.
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CHAP TER

8.

The Save and
Open Dialog Boxes

T

he least satisfying mo ment in using a computer m ay be the first time you
save a newly typed document. Yoo open the File menu, and then you choose
Save or Save As. The computer responds by showing you a dialog box, in which
you're supposed to type a name for, and specify the file format for, the file you're saving.
To the beginner, these specifications are confusing and unnatural. They bear no resemblance to any real-world process-nobody asks you to name cookies you've just
baked, or what file forma t you'd like them to assume as they come out of the oven.
But it gets worse. In the Save dialog box, you're also asked where on yo ur hard drive
yo u want the new document stored. Filing a document away in a folder does have a
real-world equivalent; that's why it's so easy to understand the folder icons on the
Mac d esktop. Unfortunately, compared with the Finder's self-explanatory folder display, the Save d ialog box's presentatio n of your hard drive's contents is about as
friendly as a tax form, as Figure 8-1 illustrates.

FigureS· I:
The Save dialog box, an
inevitable part of Moe
computing, displays a map
of the folders on your hard
drive (left). Because it
shows you only the
contents of one folder at a
time, however, it's not
nearly as easy to figure out
as the desktop itself (right).
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The Save File

DialogBox .

All of these factors conspire to make the Save dialog box- and its sibling, the Open
file dialog box-among the most challenging parts of the Mac operating system.
With the dawn of Mac OS 8.S,Apple made a noble attempt to address the deficiencies
of these troublesome dialog boxes. It created replacement dialog boxes that behave
much more like Finder list-view windows (see Figure 8-4). At first, you didn't see
much of these new Open and Save dialog boxes (which Apple calls Navigation Services); Mac programs must be specifically rewritten to take advantage of them. Still,
over time, more Mac programs will incorpo rate these friendlier dialog boxes; th is chapter covers both the older a nd, starting on page 13 1, the newer Open and Save versions.

The Save File Dialog Box
To view the Save File dialog box, launch almost any program that has a Save or
Export command in the File menu: your word processor, email program, or
SimpleText, for example. Type a couple of words, if necessary, and then choose
File-?Save. The Save dialog box appears.
In essence, this dialog box provides a list of folders on your hard drive. By n avigating this list, you can specify exactly where you want to file you r newly created document. (For your reference, the names of your documents also appear in this list. But
since you can't save a document into another document, their names appear dimmed .
Only folder names appear b lack and thus available.)

Saving Onto the Desktop
If you prefer simplicity to complexity, you ca n easily avoid confronting the teeming
swarms of features presented by this box. Just type a name for the file, click the
Desktop button, and then click Save.
Using the Desktop button ensures that your file won't fall accidentally into some
deeply nested folder where you'll never see it again (a common occurrence a mong
first- time computer users). Instead, the newly minted document will be wa iting for
you on tl1e desktop itself- not in any folder at all- when you quit your program or
close its window. From th ere, you can drag it manually into an y folder you like.
Novices aren't the only Mac fans who have embraced this foolproof tech nique. Power
users appreciate the fact that a newly crea ted document is one that they're likely to
want to open again soon. The desktop, which doesn't require opening any windows
at all, is the most exposed and conveni ent place for such documents.
Tip: For even more efficiency, you can use the saving-onto-the-desktop method without ever takingyour
hands off the keyboard, thanks to the Mac's copious keyboard shortcuts. Suppose you've just typed a
paragraph in your word processor. Press 00-S (the equivalent of File~ save) to open theSave dialog box;
type a name for the document; press 3€-D (the equivalent for the Desktop button); and then press either
3€-S, the Return key, or the Enter key (all of which are equivalents for the Save button). After several
hundred repetitions, this keyboard sequence becomes second nature, reducing the intrusion of the Save
dialog box to a fleeting three-second appearance.
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Navigating in the Save File Dialog Box

The Save File
Dialog Box

If the saving-onto-the-desktop method doesn't strike your fancy, you can use the
Save dialog box's various controls to navigate your way into any folder on your Mac.
The difficulty is that the Save dialog box shows the contents of only one folder at a
time.
Suppose you've just used the File---7Save command. The Save dialog box appears,
but you don't recognize the list of folders and files in the list. (It's generally the
folder that contains the program or document itself, or the folder in which you last
saved a document.) If you click Save n ow, you'll file your document away inside that
random folder, where you may have difficulty locating it again later. In times like
these, knowing how to navigate the folders on your hard drive from within this
narrow list becomes a crucial skill.
As noted above, clicking the Desktop button (or pressing 3€-D) is often a wise first
step. It takes you immediately to a recognizable landscape: the desktop, where your
hard drive, other disks, and Trash appear. From here, you can double-click your
hard drive icon to see its contents; then the Applications folder to see its contents;
and so on. In this way, you can double-dick your way into any folder on any disk
(see Figure 8-2).

Figure 8·2:
The cursor originally appeared in the NSove this
document os:N box at the bottom of the Save
File dialog box. But by pressing the Tab key, you
highlight the upper list (indicated by the fat
block border). At this point you con navigate
the list or highlight on icon by typing the keys
on your keyboard. At bottom: the pop-up menu
above the list shows where you are in the
hierarchy of folders on your hard drive.
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But backing out is more difficult. Once you're viewing the contents of the Applications folder, how do you backtrack so that you're once again viewing the contents of
the hard drive? A map is available: it's the pop-up m enu at the top of th e list (see
Figure 8-2, bottom). This pop-up menu strikes many people as confusing, because
it shows the path you've taken upside-down. The desktop, for example, is always
listed at the bottom. The hard drive name appears just above it. As you read up the
list, you see the names of the various folders you've opened. Choose any disk or
folder name in this list to view its contents.
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Save as:

Navigating Without the Mouse
When the Save dialog box first appears, the "Save file as:" box is generally highlighted, so that you can type a name for the newly created document. At first glance,
then, you might suppose that the Save di alog box isn't set up to be controlled without the mouse-after aU, if typing types the name of the new fi le, how can it control
the list of folders?
But in fact, this dialog box is elaborately rigged for keyboard con trol. The trick is to
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press the Tab key, which highli ghts the list. (Press it again to highlight the "Save file
as:" blank aga in.) A fat black border o utlines the list to indicate that you've now
en tered keyboard-navigation mode (see Figure 8-2).

The Save File

Dialog Box

Once the list is highlighted, yo u can type the following keys to naviga te:
• Press letter keys to highligh t the correspondi ng folder icons. To highlight the
System Folder, for example, you could type SY. (If you type too slowly, your key
presses will be interpreted as separate initiatives-highl ighting first the Stuff folder
and then the Youth folder, for example.)
• Press the Page Up or Page Down keys to scroll the list up or down. Press Home or
End to scroll to the top or bottom of the list. (Press the letter A or Z to highlight
the top or bottom folder in the list.)
• Press the arrow keys (up or down) to highlight successive folders in the list.
• When a folder is highlighted, you can open it by pressing the Return or Enter key
(th e equiva lent of cli cking th e Open button ). You ca n also press 3€-0 or
3€-down arrow to open it.

Coution: Press Return or Enter to open a folder only when the list bears the fat black "keyboard navigation" border. If you press Return or Enter when the cursor is in the "Save file as:" blank, you trigger the
Save button instead, which could save your half-named or untitled document into some random folder
where you'll have trouble finding it again.
• Here's the most useful, but hardest to remember tactic: After opening a folde r,
you can back out of it by pressing 3€-up arrow. Doing so takes you one step
closer to the desktop level. For exa mple, if you're viewing the contents of your
System Folder, 3€-up arrow shows yo u the list of folders (including the System
Folder ico n) in the hard drive window. (Clicking the name of your hard driveat the upper-right corner of the d ialog box-performs the same function.)
• Suppose you have several disks attached to your Mac: your hard drive, a Zip drive,
a CD-ROM, and so o n. You can press 3€ -right arrow or 3€ -left arrow to cycle
from disk to disk; the Save File dial og box list changes to reflect the contents of
each one.
• You can "click" the Desktop, Eject, New Folder, and Save buttons by pressing 3€D, -E, -N, or -S, respectively. To "click" the Cancel button, p ress the Esc key or 3€period.

The File Format Pop-up Menu
Although it's by no means universa l, the Save dialog box in many programs offers a
pop-up menu of file formats below the "Save file as:" blank. Use this pop-up menu
when you wan t to prepare a document for use by som eb ody else-som ebody whose
computer doesn't have t he same software. For example, if you've typed something
in AppleWorks, you can generate a document that can be opened by Microsoft Word
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by choosing the corresponding command from this pop-up menu. If you've used
Photoshop to prepare a photograph for use on the Web, this pop-up menu is where
you specify ]PEG format (the standard Web format for photos), and so on.

The Save File

Dialog Box

The Open File Dialog Box
The dialog box that appears when you choose File-70pen is almost identical to the
Save File dialog box-but simpler (see Figure 8-3). Because you encounter it only
when you're opening an existing file, this dialog box doesn't have a New Folder button, Save button, "Save file as:" field, and so on. Nor do you have to worry about
distinguishing between two areas where you can type. Because there is no "Save file
as:" field, any keys you press are for navigation.
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Most of the other Save File dialog box controls, however, are equally useful here.
Once again, you may find that beginning your navigation with a click on the Desktop button (or by pressing 8€-D) gives you a useful overview of your Mac when
you're beginning to search for a particular file. Once aga in, you can open a folder or
disk by double-clicking its name in the list, or navigate the list by pressing the keystrokes described in the previous section. And once again, you can use the pop-up
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menu above the list (or the 3€-up arrow keystroke) to back out of a fo lder that you've
opened.

The Open File

Dialog Box

When you've finally located the file you want to open, do so by double-clicking it or
by highlighting it (which you can do from the keyboard) and then pressing Return,
Enter, or 3€-0.
In general, most people don't encounter the Open File dialog box nearly as often as
they do the Save File dialog box. That's because the Mac offers many more convenient ways to open a fi le--double-clicking its icon in the Finder, choosing its name
from the ti~Recen t Documents command, and so on-but only a single way to
save a new file.

Navigation Services
After listening to their customers complain about the Save and Open dialog boxes
for over a decade, Apple's designers finally gave these critical Mac OS elements an
overhaul. The good news: the new look offers useful new features and feels a good
deal more modern.

Where to find Navigation Services
The bad news: you'll encounter these new boxes only occasionally; the majority of Mac
programs still offer the older Open and Save dialog boxes. Only a few software companies have begun rewriting their programs to take advantage of the new versions.
Even in Mac OS 9, only a few programs take advantage of the new look-such as
Sherlock 2, Apple System Profiler, and the Appearance, Internet, and File Exchange
control panels. All recent Apple software, such as AppleWorks 6 and i.Movie, capitalize
o n the new features; but many older programs in Mac OS 9, including E>..'tensions
Manager, Stickies, and Palm Desktop, have not yet been updated. Nor have most popular
commercial programs-Microsoft Office 98, Adobe Photoshop 5, and the like.
[n other words, in redesigning these dialog boxes, Apple intended to make life simpler for its fans, but wound up making it doubly complicated. For the next few years
at least, Mac fans must know how to operate both kinds of dialog boxes.

Whafs New in Navigation Services
It's easy to see the poten tial in the new dialog boxes, however. By far the most dramatic improvement is that-i n the Open box (Figure 8-3)-you see a flippy triangle (also known as a disclosure triangle) next to each folder, exactly as in a list view
in the Finder. Now, when you wan t to open a folder within a folder, you don't have
to double-click-you can just click th is li ttle triangle, as shown in Figures 8-3 and 84. The significance is that, for the first time, you can keep your folder-within-folder
path in sight at all times when navigating these dialog boxes.
That aid to keeping your place is only the beginning of the new features, however.
Also like Finder list-view windows, these dialog boxes let you change the way your
files and folders are sorted (see Figure 8-4). You can also move one of these windows
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(by dragging its title bar), resize it (by dragging the lower-right corner), or even
send it to the background (by clicking o utside its boundaries or by using th e App lication menu) .

Navigation
Services

Tip: When the new Open or Save dialog box is on the screen, you can drag the icon of any folder or disk
from your desktop diredly into the dialog box list. Mac OS 9 instantly shows you what's in that folder or
disk. Thisshortcut can save you time when you want to save afile into, or open a file from, a deeply nested
folder that's already visible in the Finder.
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Most of the same keyboard commands described on page 129 also work in these new
dialog boxes (including Tab, 00 -D, 00-up and down arrow keys, an d so on). The 00right and left arrow keys, however, no longer show you the contents of one d isk after
another. Instead, in the Open File dialog box, these keystrokes open and close the
flippy triangle of a highlighted folder. (In the Save File dialog box, they do nothing.)
The three icons at the upper-right corner of each dialog box are actual ly pop-up
menus (see Figure 8-4). Apple omitted text labels for these menus, leavin g you to
guess their fun ctions. Here's the cheat sheet:
• The first icon/pop-up menu is called Shortcuts. It lists every disk that's in or
connected to your Mac, so that you ca n immediately see what's on one disk or
an other. This menu also contains a Desktop command (the equivalent of the
Desktop button in the older boxes), a Connect to Server command (for use when
you know th e exact IP address of a particular Mac on the netvmrk), a nd a Network command, wh ich reveals the icons for any computers connected to yo urs
on the office net\vork (exactly like the Net\vork Browser, described in Cha pter 5).
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• The second icon/pop-up menu is caJled Favorites. Its purpose is to list the disks,
servers, folders, and other items yo u use frequently, so that you don't have to go
burrowing through your folders every time you want access. CWhatever is listed
here also shows up in the Favorites command in your tt menu, which is described in Chapter 5; here, however, you see only the Favorites that make sensethat is, only documents your program can actually open, for example.)

Navigation
Services

Tip: You can install a new item into this Favorites menu simply by dragging it from the list in this dialog
box directly onto the Favorites menu/icon. (You can also do so the obvious way: by highlighting an icon in
the list and then choosing Add to Favorites from the Favorites icon/pop-up menu.)

·The third pop-up menu, which bears a clock icon, lists the folders, disks, network
zones, and network servers you've opened most recently. (You can change the
number of items listed by changing the Servers setting in the tt -?Control
Panels-?Apple Menu Options control panel.) If you haven't, in fact, ever opened
a document from within the program you're now using, this icon appears dimmed
when using the Open command.
POWER USERS' CLINIC

k'··

Electronic Stationery

.'{,;in';the'lower:rightcorner of the Save File dialog box-or in
,jF ihdile Format pop-up menu-you may encounter an op. ~: lion called Stationery. When you sav~ a file using this op, ,, iion, you create a uniquely gifted document icon: When• ever you double-click it. Mac OS 9 instantly peels off a per-.
,.:,;-..:.<;··:
' feet,. new,. untitled
duplicate of the original file.
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You won't. Choose File->Save, click Desktop, name your
document, choose the Stationery file format, and clickSave.
When you exit your word processor, you'll see the resulting.
icon on your desktop.

When you double-click it, you won't open the original letterhead file, which is now protected. Instead, you'll open a ·
~~;, ~yfar. the most popular use of this feature is to store your perfed copy of it-but your word processor will treat it as a
·: let~erhead in one of your word-processing documents. Sup- . new, untitled document.
· pose, for example, that you've scanned in your logo and
At any time. you can turn your stationery document back
,.. pasted it into the header of an AppleWorks or Word 98 docuinto a normal, editable one. Highlight the icon, choose
' _,,. mimt. You've neatly typed in, and formatted, your return
File-7Get Info, and turn off the .Stationery Pad checkbox.
;:r:address beneath the logo. And you dearly hope that you
i r: l ~ ~· ;. ..
"
(Using the same method, you can convert an existing docu: · ·
:·· .won'tliave to repeat all this work the next time you need to
rnent into a Stationery document.)
... print out a letter on your new ''letterhead" paper.
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CHAPTER

9

Moving Data

he original 1984 Mac didn't make jaws drop because o f its speed, price, or
sleek looks. What amazed people most was the simplicity and elegance of the
user interface. At some point in every Apple demo, the presenter copied a
graphic drawn in a painting program (MacPaint) and pasted it directly into a word
processor (MacVhite), where it appea red nestled between typed paragraphs of text.

T

We take this example of d ata exchange for granted today; but in that pre-Windows,
pre-Macintosh era, that simple act struck people like a thunderbolt. After all, if this
little computer let you copy and pas te between different programs, it could probably do anything.
Today, the Mac is even better at helping you move and share your hard-won data.
Mac OS 9 offers several di fferent ways to move informatio n within a single document, between documents, between d ifferent programs, and even betw·een the Mac
and Windows computers. This chapter leads you through this broad range of dataexchange mechanisms.

Moving Data Between Documents
You can't paste a picture into your Web browser, and you can't paste MI DI music
info rmation into your word processor. But yo u can p ut graphics into your word
processor, paste movies into your database, insert text into Photoshop, and combine a surprising variety of seemingly dissimilar kinds of data.
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Moving Data
o
Between Documents.

Cut, Copy, and Paste
The original copy-and-paste procedure of 1984-putting a graphic into a word processor-has come a long way. Most experienced Mac users have learned to trigger the
Cut, Copy, and Paste commands from the keyboard, quickly and without even thinking. Here's how the process works in slow motion:
1. Highlight some material in the document before you.

In most cases, this means highlighting some text (by dragging through it) in a
word processor, layout program, Web-design program, or even a Web page in
your browser. You can also highlight graphics, music, movie, database, and spreadsheet information, depending on the program you're using.
2. Use the Cut or Copy command.
You can trigger these commands in one of three ways. First, you can choose the
Cut and Copy commands found in the Edit menu of almost every Mac program.
Second, you can press the keyboard shortcuts 3€-X (for Cut-think of the X as
representing a pair of scissors) or 3€-C (for Copy). Finally, you can press the F2
or F3 keys, respectively (at the top rmv of your keyboard).
Tip: Few people are aware that the first four Mac function keys, Fl through F4, trigger the Undo, Cut,
Copy, and Paste commands in the standard program's Edit menu. The order corresponds to the Z, X, C.
and V keys on the bottom row of your keyboard, which (when combined with the :)g key) perform the
same four functions.
But on the iBook and recent PowerBook models, the Fl through F4 keys govern screen brightness and
speaker volume. The function keys perform their Undo, Cut, Copy, and Paste functions only if you simultaneously press the Fn key at the lower-left corner of the keyboard.

When you do so, the Macintosh memo rizes the highlighted material, socking it
away on an invisible storage pad called the Clipboard. (If you chose Copy, nothing visible happens. If you chose Cut, th e highlighted material disappears from
the original document. )
At this point, most Mac fans take it on faith that the Cut or Copy command
actually worked-but if you're in doubt, switch to the Finder, using the Application menu, and then choose Edit~Show Clipboard. The Clipboard window appears, showing whatever you've copied.
3. Click the cursor to indicate where you ~ant to material to reappear.
This may entail switching to a different program, a different document in the
same program, or simply a different place in the same document. (Using the Cut
and Paste commands within a single document m ay be these commands' most
popular function; it lets you rearrange sentences or paragraphs in your word
processor.)
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4. Choose the Paste command.
Here again, you can do so either from a menu (choose Edit-? Paste) or from the
keyboard (press 31:-V, o r the F4 key on the top row of your keyboard). The copy
of the material you had originally highlighted now appears at your cursor-that
is, if you're pasting into a program that can accept that kind of information. (You
won't have much luck pasting, say, a paragraph of text into Quicken.)

Moving Data
Between Documents

The most recently cut or copied material remains on your Clipboard even after you
paste, making it possible to paste the same blob repeatedly. Such a trick can be useful when, for example, you've designed a business card in your drawing program
and want to duplicate it eno ugh times to fill a letter-sized printo ut. On the other
hand, whenever you next copy or cut som ething, whatever was already on the Clipboard is lost forever.
Tip: Most people manage to survive the Clipboard's one-item-at-a-time rule. But if you'd prefer a Clipboard that can store an unlimited amount of copied material, consider a sharewarealternative like EZNote,
available at www.missingmonual.com.

Drag-and-Drop
As useful and popular as it is, the Copy/Paste routine doesn't vvin any awards for
speed; after all, it requ ires four steps. In many cases, yo u can replace that routine
wi th the far more direct (and enjoyable) drag-and-drop method. Figure 9-1 shows
how it works.

Almost every component of Mac OS 9 itself works with the drag-and-drop technique, including the Note Pad, Stickies, Network Browser, Sherlock 2, the Appearance control panel, and the Scrapbook, alo ng with such utilities as SimpleText,
QuickTime Player, and Apple System Profiler. Most popular com mercial programs
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Moving Data
Between Documents

offer the drag-and-drop feature, too, including email programs and word processors, Microsoft applica tions, America Online, and so on.

When to use drag-and-drop
As shovm in Figure 9- 1, drag-and-drop is ideal for transferring material bet\'leen
windows or between programs. It's especially useful when you've already copied
something valuable to your Clipboard, beca use drag-and-drop doesn't involve (a nd
doesn't erase) the Clipboard.
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Highlight some material (left). Click in
the middle of the highlighted area;
drag to another place in the
document into a different window, or
into a different application. As your
cursor enters the target window, a
shaded outline appears inside the
window's boundaries-the Mac's way
ofletting you know that it understands your intention. When you
release the mouse, the highlighted
material appears in its new location.

Its most popular use, however, is rearranging th e text in a single document. In, say,
Word 98 or AppleWorks, you can rearrange entire sections, paragraphs, sen tences,
or even individual letters, just by dragging them-a terrific editing technique.
Tip: When you use drag-and-drop to move text within a document, the Mac moves the highlighted text,
deleting the highlighted material from its original location. If you press Option as you drag, however, you
make a copy of the highlighted text.

0
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Cross onr artifldallake , past man made walerfall.
Turn righl jusl pasl purebred stables.
Allow valet to park; wait for underground glass
elevator.
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Figure 9·2:

When you drag material out
of the document window and
onto the desktop, you get a
clipping file. Its icon depends
on the kind of material
contained within, as shown
here ot left (Mac OS 9
conveniently titles text
clippings with the first line of
the text contained inside for
easy identification.) You can
view a clipping just by doubleclicking it so that it opens into
its own window (right).

Using drag-and-drop to the desktop
You can also use drag-and-drop in the one program you use every single day: the
Finder itself. As shown in Figure 9-2, you can drag text, graphics, sounds, and even
movie dips out of your document windows and directly onto the desktop. There
your dragged material becomes an icon-a clipping file.

Moving Data
Between Documents

When you drag a clipping from your desktop back into an application window, the
material in that clipping reappears. Drag-and-drop, in otl1er words, is a convenient
and powerful feature; it lets you treat your desktop itself as a giant, computer-wide
pasteboard-an area where you can temporarily stash pieces of text or graphics as
you work.
Tip: When the material you drag to the desktop contains nothing but an Internet address, such as an
email address or Web page URL, Mac OS 9 gives it a special icon and a special function: you've created an
Internet location document. When you double·click one of these, it doesn't show you the text inside, like
anormal text clipping; instead, it actually launches your email program, FTP program, or Web browser and
fills in the Internet address automatically. You can read more about Internet location files in Chapter 14.

Publish and Subscribe
Here's yet another relative of the Copy and Paste duo: the Publish and Subscribe
commands. In this scenario, your pasted material is "live": When you edit the original source material, any copies of it-even if they're in other documents-update
themselves to reflect the changes. You might publish-and-subscribe your masthead,
for example, so that when you update it, all of your subscribed documents change
automatically.
Unfortunately, setting up a Publish/Subscribe relationship requires even more steps
than Copy/Paste. Furthermore, not every program offers this feature. As a result,
Publish and Subscribe is the Forgotten Feature, used by only a tiny number of Mac
fans in very specialized circumstances. With each successive release of new Mac software-including Apple's own AppleWorks 6-these commands continue to disappear from the Edit menus of the world.
If the idea of self-updating pasted material intrigues you, however, here's the procedure:
1. Create a document in a program that offers Publish and Subscribe features.

Some programs that do: Excel, Word, AppleWorks 5, WordPerfect, Photoshop,
PageMaker, and FreeHand.
2. Highlight some text or graphics. Choose Edit~Create Publisher.
The wording and placement of this command may vary. In Word 98, for example, it's in the Edit-)Publishing submenu; in FreeHand 8, it's in the
Edit~ Editions submenu.
Now the Save File dialog box appears, in which you're supposed to type a name
for the Edition file you're about to create. In other words, the Publish and Sub-
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scribe. mechanism requires that you generate a document on your hard drive that
serves as a tem porary holding tank fo r the stuff you'll be re- using.
3. Name and save the Edition file. Click Publish (or Save, or OK).
In most programs, a gray border now appears aro und the material you've just
p ublished, reminding you that other documents will soon be referring to it.
4. Save the document that contains the published material.
If you don't, the intermed iary Edi tion file will be orphaned and useless.
5. Open the destination document. Click to indicate where yo u want the published
material to appear.
You can open a different program altogether, a d iffere nt document in the same
p rogram, o r just a di ffe rent spot in the original document.
6. Choose Edit~Subscribe To.
The exact word ing and location of th is command, too, may vary by program.
Now an Open File dialog box appears; the Edition fi le yo u've most recently published is auto matically highlighted.
7. Open the Edition file you want.
The material in it appears in your documen t, once again surro unded by a gray,
nonprinting o utline. Beca use this text or graphic comes from another documen t,
you can't do much w ith it-you ca n't correct a typo, for example. Depending on
the program, however, you may be able to change its font or other fo rmatting.

Tip: You can subscribe to the same Editionfileover and over again in different documents (or even the same
document). When original source material changes, all of the "subscriber" documents update automatically.
Now the fun begins: you ca n make chan ges in the source material and watch the
revision appea r autom atically in any subscribed documents.
8. Open the original document from Step 1. Edit the published material an d t hen
choose File~Save.
Now return to the destina tion document. If you had used the automatic-update
optio n (instead of the manual-upd ate option offered in most programs), you'll
see that the subscribed material has indeed bee n magicaUy upda ted to reflect
your edits.

Export/Import
When it comes to transferring large chunks of information-especially address books,
spreadsheet cells, and da tabase records-from one program to another, none of the
data-transfer methods described so far in this chapter do the trick. For these purposes, use the Export and Import commands fo und in the File menu of almost every database, spreadsheet, email, and address-book p rogram .
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These Export/Import commands aren't part of Mac OS 9, so the manuals (if any) of
the applications in qu estion should be your source for instructions. For now, however, the power and convenience of this feature are worth noting-it means that
your four years' worth of collected names and addresses in, say, an o ld program like
Dynodex can find its way into a newer program, such as Palm Desktop, in a matter
of minutes.

Moving Data
Between Documents

Exchanging Data with Windows PCs
It's no surprise that the Mac is great at transferring information among Mac pro grams. The greater challenge is crossing platforms: t ransferring files between Macs
and Windows comp uters.
Fortunately, Apple has done a lot of work to make such transfers easy. Docum ents
these days usually take one of th ree roads between your Mac and a Windows machine: you transfer it on a disk (such as a floppy or Zip disk), over an Ethernet cable
(if you're on an office ne twork), or as an attachment to an email message.

Preparing the Document for Transfer
Without special adapters, you can't plug an American appliance into a European
power outlet, play a CD on a cassette deck, or open a Macintosh file in Windows.
Before sending a document to a colleague who uses Windows, you must be able to
answer "yes" to bot11 of these questions:
• Is ilie document in a file format Windows understands? Most popular program s
are sold in both Mac and Windows flavors, and tlle documents they create are
freely interchangeable. For example, documents created by AppleWorks, Word
98, Excel 98, PowerPoint 98, FileMaker, Photoshop, FreeHand, Illustrator, Finale,
and many oilier Mac programs do n't need an y conversion; tlle corresponding
Windows versions of those programs open such documents with nary a hiccup.
Files in one of tlle standard exchange formats don't need conversion, either. These
formats include JPEG (the photo format used on Web pages), GIF (the cartoon/
logo format used on Web pages), HTML (raw Web page documents before they're
posted on the Internet), Rich Text Format (a word processor exchange forma t
that maintains bold, italic, and other formatting), plain text (no formatting at
all), QIF (Quicken Interchange Format), MIDI files (for music), and so on.
But what about documents made by Mac programs that have no Windows equivalents? If you send such documents to your Windows comrades, you'll get nothing
in reply except a frustrated mutter. Do your recipien ts the favor of first saving
such documents in to one o f th e formats listed in the previous paragraphs.
Apple Works 5 is a good example. (It's available for Windows, but few Windows
users outside of th e world of edu cation have it.) To prepare an AppleWorks word
processor document for transmissio n to a Windows computer, choose File-?Save
As; from the File Type pop-up menu, choose WinWord; name this special version of tlle docum ent; and then dick Save. (AppleWorks 6 lacks this op tion. )
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• Have you added the correct three-letter file name suffix? As you can read in Chapter 6, every document on your hard drive has a pair of invisible four-letter codes.
These codes associate each document with the program that created it.
The correspo nding codes in Windows are not invisible, and they're not four letters long; instead, they're generally three-letter suffixes tacked on to the end of
your files' names. If you plan to send a document to a Windows user, you must
manually add this suffix. Here are some of the most common such codes:
Kind of document
Microsoft Word
Excel
PowerPoint
FileMaker Pro 3, 4
JPEG photo
GIF graphic
Web page

Suffix
.doc
.xls
.ppt
.fp3
.jpg
.gif
.htm

Example
Letter to Mom.doc
Profit Projection.x:ls
Slide Show.ppt
Recipe file.fp3
Baby Portrait.jpg
Logo.gif
Jndex.htm

By Disk
Once you've created a document destined for a Windows machine, your next challenge is to get it onto that machine. O ne of the most convenient methods is to put
the file on a disk-a floppy disk or Zip disk, for example-which you then hand to
the Windows user. (Modern Macs don't have built-in floppy drives, of course, but
millions of older Macs do, and any Mac can be equipped with an external, add-on
drive.)
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In theory, this kind of exchange shouldn't be possible, because Macs and PCs format disks differently. When you insert a Mac floppy disk into a PC, for example, an
error message declares it to be unreadable-and Windows offers to "correct" the
problem by erasing the disk.

Exchanging Data
with Windows PCs

How the Moe reads Windows disks
Fortunately, although Windows can't read Mac disks, the Mac can read Windows
disks. The control panel called File Exchange does the translation automatically;
when you insert a Windows-formatted floppy, Zip, Jaz, Super Disk, or CD into your
Mac, its icon shows up on the screen just like a Mac disk (see Figure 9-4). You can
drag files to and from this disk (or its window), rename files, delete files, and so on,
exactly as though you're working with a Mac djsk. (It doesn't operate nearly as quickly
as a Mac disk, however.)

Figure 9·1:

The special icon helps you understand why the PC disk seems so slow
when inserted into your Mac.

[6
PC Documenb

I

Creating o Windows disk on the Moe
You can even create a Windows disk on your Macintosh, as long as you're willing to
erase it in the process. Click a floppy disk icon, and then choose Special~Erase
Disk. In the resulting dialog box, use the pop-up menu to specify "DOS 1.4 MB"
format-and then click Erase. After the erasing process is over, you can insert the
floppy into both Macs and PCs with equal success.
Tip: The Speciai~Erase command can format floppy disks for use in Windows, but not Zip or Jaz disks. To
prej)are those disksfor use on a PC, launch the Iomega Tools program that came with your drive (or better
yet, the updated version that may await at w..vw.iomega.com). Click the Erase icon and then, in the resulting dialog box, choose DOS from the pop-up menu.

By Network
If you're willing to spend about $125 and a couple of hours in Software Configuration
Land, programs like DAVE and PC MacLan let Macs and PCs join the same Ethernet
network. From there, it's a simple matter to drag files from one machine's icon to
another, exactly as described in Chapter 16.

By Email Attachment
Among the most popular means of transferring files between Mac and Windows is
plain old emaiL When using Microsoft Outlook Express, for example, you can drag
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any icon from your desktop directly into the email message 'vindow-and the deed
is done. The fiJe you dragged wiiJ arrive within seconds in the email box of your
lucky recipient.
For many people, however, the email-attachment route is fraught with frustration.
At times, it seems as though half of all attachment files arrive at the other end in
unopenable condition.
In many cases, tl1e problem boils down to the issues described on page 141-142either you're sending a document that Windows can't open, or you failed to add the
three-letter suffix to the file's name. In many other cases, however, the problem is
the shrinki ng and encoding performed by every email program.
FREQUENTLY ASHED QUESTION
. 4~

What Are These Bizarre:Files?
Suppose you insert a PC disk into your Mac. When you then
insert the disk into a Windows PC, you may be alarmed to
· discover a .handful of files and folders that weren't there
,: when the disk was in the Mac. They have mysterious names
': ·like Finder.dat. TheFindByContentFolder, TheVolume·
·. ':. SettingsFolder, Desktop. and OpenFolderlistDF. You .can
~.i: throw these files away, if you like, but they reappear every
: time the disk visits another Macintosh.
;1:

Believe it or not, these files populate every Macintosh disk, too.but onthe Mac, they're invisible. They store .infonnation about
.· ihe·size, position, and look of the disk window and its files. The

Desktop file, for example, is part of the d~s~16pdatabase de- :;;
scribed on page 5t. In most cases, you can just ignore theSe 3;
-·
• "'1
files when usi~g !he disk on a.PC If yo~ don'tJ.I~n..t?.~in~rt , ·,:
the disk into your Mac,·.yousarith~owthi~Je? away.'.. ' .' • d
After discardin~ the 'm~sterious' files, .the~e's only~·ne viay ·':1
to prevent them irom reappearing upori'ihe.diSk;s·~extMac ~
insertion: ·lock·the.disk·first •(While :the .disk;is :in\ti~-i ! PG, ~-~
right-click its ·icon; ·click P~operties; click ·Re~d-Qnfy:(q( ··;
course, that means ~ou .~o~'t be able !9~ch_an~e .1iJ.~ ~?n- ~·:J
tents of thed1sk•....when
.1ts 1n the Mac"':'but
at __least you'II
•·JI
·· ···-··· -··l' _·,__ ,_·-:_.·:··:
_..
l'J_ -/•· ·"l
deprive the Mac ~f the.charice to spew'th~~e. iri~isi,b!e'fil~s. ~!
~-

- _ ·: , ,._,._,_"_~;~··· : · :

' +---.:~n:·

~--~ -~•. rl. ·~~· ~~-L·.!~ -. ~~~:~~[~~;:~:_J(-,&.r:l~~~t.~-~i:

File compression and encoding
The technology behind email attachments is somewhat technical, but extremely useful
in understanding why some attachments don't make it through the Internet alive.
\"/hen you send an email attachment, your email program does two things. First, it
may compress the attached file so that it takes less time to send and receive.
The second process is more technical. Surprising as it may seem, the Internet cannot, in fact, transmit fiJes-only pure text. Your email program, therefore, takes an
additional moment to encode your file attachment, converting it into a stream of
text gibberish that will be reconstructed by your recipient's email program.
Each of these processes can foul up file attachments.
• File compression problems: Most Mac email programs compress outgoing fi les
using the Stufflt method-but Windows recipients can't open Stufflt files. When
sending files to Windows computers, therefore, you can turn off the Stufflt com-
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pression option in your email program. (AJternatively, you can bid your recipient to download Stufflt Expander for Wi11dows, available at www.aladdinsys.com,
which can indeed open Stufflt attachments. But unless your correspondent is
related to you by blood, don't expect a warm reception to this suggestion. )

Ex,hanging Data
with Windows PCs

America Online is a particular problem. When you attach multiple files to a single
email message, AOL uses Stufflt compression automatically-and you can't override this behavior. When sending files to Windows friends from AOL, therefore,
attach only a single file per email message.
• File encoding problems: Most email programs offer a choice of encoding schemes,
which bear such unfriendly names as Base64, uuencode, and AppleDouble. (Consult the Help command of your email program to find out how to set these preferences.) If you have a choice in your particular email program, use AppleDouble.
File attachments encoded using this method arrive intact on both Mac and Windows machines.

Problems receiving Windows files
vVhen your Mac receives Windows files by email, the problems aren't so severe. Most
of the time, your email program decompresses and decodes file attachments automatically. When it doesn't, you can drag the downloaded file onto the icon of the
free utility program Stufflt Expander (which is on the hard drive of every recent
Mac, in a folder called Internet). Stufflt Expa nder can convert almost an y Internet
file in existence back into human form.
It's worth noting once again, however, that not every file that came from Windows

can be opened on a Macintosh, and vice versa. A file whose name ends in .exe, fo r
example, is a double-clickable Windows application, which doesn't run on the Mac
(at least, not unless you've gone to the expense and trouble of installing a Windows
emulator program like VirtualPC or SoftWindows) . See the list on page 142 for some
examples of files that transfer well from Windows to Mac and don't need converters
or adapters of any kind.
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An lntrodudion
to AppleScript

A

sk a crowd of Mac users how many use AppleScript, and only a few hands are
likely to go up. After ail, AppleScript is a programming language; everyone
knows that it takes years to learn how to write comp uter code.

But even if you're not aware of it, you use AppleScript all the time-or, more
specifically, you use the software-to-software messages that AppleScript generates,
\vhich are called Apple events. Behind the scenes, numerous components of your
Mac communicate with o ne another by sending Apple-event messages. Wl1en you
click the Show Original button for an alias, or use the Get Info command in Sherlock,
or click any icon on your Launcher, it's an Apple event that tells the Finder how to
respond. Using AppleScript, you can send yo ur own Apple events to yo ur software.
That hypothetical survey of random Mac users is still revealing, however; it's true
that very few Mac users write their own AppleScript programs. That's too bad, because as programming languages go, AppleScript is easy to understand. For example,
here's a fragment of actua l AppleScript "code":
o pen the file "Energy Saver• of the folder "Control Panels" of
t he folder "System Folder" of the startup disk

You probably don't need a manual to tell you what this miniature program does. It
opens the Energy Saver con tro l panel (which is in your Control Panels folder, in the
System Folder of your hard drive) .
You ca n think of the AppleScript programs you write (which are often called scripts)
as au tomated software robots. A simple AppleScript might perform some simple
daily task for you: backing up your Documents folder before shutting down the
Mac, for example.
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A mo re complex script ca n be pages long; in professional printing and publishing,
where AppleScript enjoys its greatest popularity, a scri pt might connect to a
photographer's hard drive elsewhere on the Internet, download a photo from a predetermined folder, color-correct it in Photoshop, import it into a specified pagelayout document, print a proof copy, and send a notification email to the editorautomatically. A real-world example is similar: At TV Guide, AppleScripts automatically download, print, and convert (to TV Guide's preferred graphics format)
600 advertiser-submitted ad graphics a day, unattended. Clearly, in a business where
hundreds of documents must be processed in tediously repetitive ways, a software
slave like AppleScript is well worth the time it takes to master.
In Mac OS 9, AppleScript has been enhanced and expanded. The new features include the ability of a script to communicate with another Mac on the Internet. Other
new features include:
• Scriptable speech recognition. A new program called Speech Listener lets you
create scripts that listen for specifi c phrases, and even respond.
• Sherlock control. New commands in the AppleScript language let you manipulate the Sherlock search program- to specify a particular "channel" of Internet
sites you want to search, for example--by script.
• A more scriptable Apple System Profiler. As you can read in Chapter 5, Apple
System Profiler is the program th at lets troubleshooters and help-desk staffers
figure out your Mac's configuration. Now such people can find out the specs of
your Mac over a network, using AppleScript.
• A scriptable Memory control panel. An AppleScript can turn virtual memory on
or off, set up a RAM disk, or perform other manipulations of the Memory control panel..

Recording in ~~watch-Me" Mode
If you have no interest in learning to program, you're forgiven; you're not alone. But
almost every Mac user can benefit by understanding what AppleScript can do, why
it's important in certain industries, and how it may be useful in special situations.
Even skimming this chapter will give you an appreciation of AppleScript's powerand yet another reason to relish being a Mac user: Windows has no equivalen t of
AppleScript.
You can, if you wish, create a script by typing out the computer commands one at a
time, just as computer programmers do the world over. Details on this process later
in the chapter.
But if the task you want it to handle isn't especially complex, and involves only the
Finder, you can create a script just by doing the job manually-using menu commands, dragging icons, opening windows, and so on-as App leScript watches. As you
do so, AppleScript can type out its own instructions, building the script as you work.
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A Simple Auto-Recorded Script
Try this e.Kperiment, for example. It's a script that creates a brightly colored, can't-missit folder into which you can stuff your newly created documents each day for backup:

Recording in
"Watch-Me" Mode

1. Open Script Editor.

Script Editor, the heart of the AppleScript suite, is in your Apple Extras-?AppleScript folder. It looks like Figure 10-1 (except that the window appears empty
when it first opens). If you don't see an open window like the o ne illustrated,
choose File-? New Script.
Figure 10-1:
The Script Editor in action. Type a short description
into the top window, if you like-or eliminate the top
window by collapsing the "flippy triangle" button
beside it. This script appears already formatted with
boldface and indents because it was created using
"watch-me" mode.
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select folder ··untitled folder"
set neme of selection to "'Todey·s Backup·
set Iobei index of selection to 1
set position of selection to {896. 573}
end tell
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2. Click Record.
Script Editor is about to write out the AppleScript translation of each mouse
movement, click, and menu command you perform from now on. In this experiment, you'll create a new folder, name it, label it, and then move it to a convenient position on the desktop.
3. Click your desktop. Choose File-?New Folder. Type Today's Backup and then
press Return.
You've just made a new folder on your desktop. If you sneak a peek at your Script
Editor window, you'll see that it has begun to notate the computer commands
that represent what you've done so fa r. In the next section, you'll find out how to
interpret these commands.
So that you can't miss it when it's time to back up your work for the day, apply a
label to you r new folder:
4. Choose File-?Label-?Essential (or whichever label you prefer).
Finally, you should move this backup folder away from your hard drive, where
it's too easy to get lost:
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5. Drag the To day's Backup folder to a new position on the screen-just above the
Trash, for example.
That's all this modest AppleScript will do: Create a new folder, name and label it,
and th en drag it to a new spot.
6. Click in the Script Editor window, a nd then click Stop.
You r newly created script is complete, as shown in Figure 10-1.
To try out this masterful automation sequence, di ck your d esktop and then throw
away the Today's Backup folder, so th at you ca n start fresh. Once again, return to
Script Editor-but this time, click Run.
In rapid, ghost-driven sequence, you'll see AppleScript create another Today's Backup
folder, label it with a color, and drag it to precisely the spot on the screen where you
dragged the first one by hand-all in a fraction of a second. The script yo u've created
isn't the world's most useful, but it illustrates how powerful and fast AppleScript can be.

Understanding AppleSuipt Commands
Eventually, yo u'll discover that scripts you create in "watch-me" mode are fairly limited. Very few programs other than the Finder are "recordable" (let you create scripts
by performing tasks manually), and the scripts you create this way aren't very intelligent. If your AppleScrip t ambi tion extends beyond creating folders and d ragging them
around, you'll eventually have to learn to type out AppleScript codes of your own.
As a first step in understanding the AppleScript language, study the codes written by
Script Editor in the previo us example. As it turns out, much of this script consists of
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standard AppleScript jargon that appears in every script. The little folder-creating
script you just made includes these commands:

Re,ording in
"Wat(h-Me" Mode

tell applicat i o n " Finder•
act ivate
ma ke new fo lder a t d e sktop
selec t folder "untit l ed fo l der •
set name of select i on to "Today•s Backup•
set l abel index of selection to 1
set position of selection to {8 96 , 5 73}
end tell

Here's a line-by-line analysis of what they do:

tell application "Finder''
Every scrip t begins with a line like this. It specifies which Mac program is about to
be controlled by your script. It brings that program to attention.
Complex scrip ts can span several programs-grabbing information from FileMaker
and pasting it into PageMaker, for example. In those longer scripts, you'd see "tell
application 'FileMaker Pro'" at the beginning of the steps that involve the first program, and then "tell application 'PageMaker"' later in the script, where the steps
pertain to PageMaker.

adivote
This command means, "Bring the abovementioned program to the front." Technically, you don't have to make the Finder the active program to perform the simple
folder-creation steps in this script- AppleScript could create, name, label, and move
your Today's Backup fo lder even while the Finder is in the background. But Script
Editor inserted this step automatically because, when it recorded yo ur actions, you
made the Finder the active program (by clicking the desktop). You're welcome to
delete this step from yo ur Script Editor window.
(This is only the first of many exa~ples you'll find in which Script Editor records
wordier scripts than necessary. Hand-typed scripts, like those described later in this
chapter, are often more compact and faster in execution.)

make new folder at desktop
The beauty of AppleScript is that it's a lot like English. This command, of course,
tells the Finder to crea te a new folder at the d esktop level. If you had made th e new
folder in your hard drive window, this command would say, "make new folder at
startup disk;' and so on.

seled folder "untitled folder''
set name of seledion to '7oday's Backup"
These steps highlight the new folder, making it the selected item (" the selection")and then chan ge its name. Note that Script Editor leaves out words like "the," but if
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inserting such articles wou ld make AppleScript easier for you to understand, you're
welcome to use them. You could have written, for example, "Select the folder 'untitled folder'; set the name of the selection to 'Today's Backup."' The script would
work equally well.

set Iobel index of seledion to

1

The label index just means the label, as it appears in your File~Label menu. The
Mac doesn't refer to these labels as Essential, Hot, In Progress, and so on, because
you might change these labels at a later time. Instead, it refers to them by nu mber, I
th rough 7, as they're listed in the File~ Label menu.

If you wanted your script to apply the second label ("Hot;' for example) to your icon
instead, you could change the I in your script to a 2 (or some other number under 8).

set position of selection to {896, 573}
This is the script step that actually moves your icon to the specified position. The
numbers represen t coordinates as measured in pixels (screen dots) from the upperleft corner of your screen (vertically and horizontally, respectively). If the coordinates were {0, 0}, your icon would jump into the upper-left corner of the screen; if
they were {0, 800}, it would jump to the upper-right corner, and so on. (Don't move
an icon beyond your monitor's edges, as indicated by tl1e resolution n umber in your
Monitors control panel-you'll make it jump clear off the desktop into oblivio n! )
The icon's position is measured from its own upper-left corner.
Tip: On some lazy Sunday afternoon, try this: In Script Editor, click Record. Now return to your desktop and
drag the hard drive around the screen-over and over again, to a new position each time, perhaps 12 or 15
moves. Return to Script Editor, click Stop, and then Run. You'll see AppleScript duplicate your moves, so that the
hard drive icon appears to jump all over the monitor, rabbit-like-much to the bewilderment of any onlookers.

end tell
This command tells the Finder that it can stop paying attention to AppleScript, which
is finished having its way. "End tell" always accompanies the "tell" command that
begins a script; they form the bookends that delineate the instructions to the program in question. (AppleScripters call the entire chunk, beginning with "tell" and
ending with "end tell," a tell block.)
Tip: You can change the fonts and formatting Script Editor uses to write out your scripts. Choose
EdiHAppleScript Formatting, click a category of formatting, and then use Script Editor's Font and Style
menus to choose new type specs.

Another "Wat(h-Me" Example: Labeling a Clean System Folder
The "Today's Backup" script is high on instructional value, but low o n utility. If you
want to save it for future use, by all means choose File~Save (and see "Saving a
Script" in ilie next section). Otherwise, just close its window without saving.
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Here's a slightly more practical example. As Appendix B makes clear, one of the smartest steps you can take after installing a new, fresh System Folder is labeling aU of its
icons. That way, when you're having to troubleshoot a month later, a quick glance will
help you identify the suspect components-they'll be the 011ly extensions, control
panels, and other elements that aren't orange (or whatever label color you used). ·

Recording in
"Watch-Me" Mode

This script performs the labeling automatically.
1. In Script Editor, choose File-? New Script, and then click Record.

As before, you're about to perform the steps manually as Script Editor writes the
script for you.
2. Click your desktop. Open your hard drive, and then open your System Folder.
Open the Control Panels folder.
The files that can cause instability and crashes on your Mac are housed in the
Control Panels, Extensions, Preferences, and Fonts folders. These are the folders
whose contents yo u're abo ut to flag with a colored label.
3. Choose Edit-?Select All, and then choose File-7Label-7Essential. Close the
window.
You've just applied a colored label to all of the icons in the Control Panels folder.
Of course, you can use any of the provided labels instead of "Essential," or you
can (later) use the Edit-? Preferences command to rename "Essential" to, for example, "Clean Install Labels."
4. Open the Extensions folder, and then repeat step 3. Open the Fonts folder; repeat step 3. Open Preferences; repeat step 3.
All of the Apple-authorized, factory-installed icons in the Control Panels, Extensions, Fonts, an d Preferences folders are now colored with that label.
5. Close aU windows. Click the Script Editor window, and click Stop.
Your script is finished. If you click Run, you'll see your script fly into action; of
course, yo u' ll see it apply the same color to the already-colored icons, so the effect isn't terrifically spectacular. (To make it more impressive, edit the script.
Change every occurrence of "label index I " to "label index 2," fo r example, so
that the script applies a different label colo r in each of the affected folders.)
To preserve this script for future use, read o n.

Saving a Script
Before you save a script, let Script Edito r check its syntax-in other words, check for
programming errors. Do that by clicking th e Check Syntax button at the right side
of the window.
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Saving a Script

Note: The Check Syntax button won't find any errors if you created a script using the "watch-me" system;
after all, Script Editor itself wrote the script, so of course it's perfect. But when you begin to write scripts by
hand, as described later in this chapter, the Check Syntax button will become a useful tool.

If Script Editor finds your script to be correctly written, you'll get no reaction from
Script Editor except to see your script fo rmatted, as shown in Figure 10-2.
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Figure 10-2:
If you type on AppleScript manually, it appears
just as it would in a word processor (top left),
with no special formatting. After you've clicked
the Check Syntax button, however, and hove
been given Script Editor's seal of approval, the
tell block is indented, and certain commands
are set in bold or italic type (lower right).
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At this po int, you're ready to save your script. You start as you would in any Mac
program, by choosing File~Save. The Save Script As dialog box appears (using the
look and features of Navigation Services, described on page 131). Name your script
and choose a location for it, b y all mea ns-but the importa nt step to take h ere is to
choose a format for yo ur com pleted script (see Figure 10-3). Your choices are:
• Text. This option is usefu l only for studying purposes. It can't act ually run like a
normal script.
• Com piled script. This option is useful primarily if you p lan to let a nother pro g ram run yo ur finished script. Outlook Express, Claris Emailer, and Palm Desktop, among other programs, are known as attachable program s: they have an
AppleScript menu, which you can pop ulate with scripts of your own. A compiled
script is not do uble-clickable, like a Classic applet (desc ribed next).
• Classic applet. Choose this option if you want to create a stand-alone, doubleclickable, application-like script. This kind of self -runni ng scr ip t is, fo r most
people, by far the most attractive option. You can put the resulting script into
your tl men u, for example, so that you can trigger it whenever you like, just by
ch oosing its name. Or you can put the finished script into, say, your Startup Items
folder to run automati cally at startup (to play a welcome movie, for exam ple).
Many people create a scri pt that backs up their Documents folders-and th ey
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store this script in the System Fold er~Shutdown Items folder, so that it runs
automatically when they shut down the machine.

Saving a Script

When you choose this option, you're offered two additional checkboxes. If you
choose Stay Open, the "applet"you've created remains running after it's launched.
You'd use this setting when creating very complex scripts that remain open in
order to process commands from other scripts.
The other checkbox here is Never Show Startup Screen. In general, you'll want
this option turned off; see Figure 10-3 to see what happens if you turn it on.
Figure 10-1:
When you save a script, use the Format
pop-up menu (top) to specify its format,
which will have a lot to do with
determining how useful your script is.
(Use one of the Applet choices to create
a double-clickable application.) If you
turn off Never Show Startup Screen,
then whatever description you provided
for your script appears whenever the
script runs (bottom). You, or whoever is
using your script, must click either Run
or Quit after reading the welcome
message.
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down the mach ine each night. Put
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• Mac OS X applet. Creates a double-clickable, self-run ning script that can run on
Macs that have Mac OS X or Mac OS 9 with the extension called Carbon Lib
installed. (You're offered the same two checkboxes described in the previous pa ragraphs.)
• Stationery Options. If you plan to create several scripts, all variations of a single
script, choose this command and click Stationery. Thereafter, open ing your script
will crea te a new, untitled duplicate of the one you're saving now. (For more o n
Stationery, see page 133.)
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Writing Commands
by Hand

Using the "watch-me" mode described so far in this chapter, you can create only
very simple scripts. You can unleash the rea l power and utility of AppleScrip t only
by typing out the script steps one by one, testing your work, debugging it, rewo rking
it, and so on.

Scriptable Programs
Most o f the int roductory articles you'll read abou t AppleScript, and the examples
provided so far in this chapter, discuss scripts tha t perform useful tasks in the Finderthat is, scripts that manip ulate your files, folders, disks, and so on. That's because
the Finder is an extra ordinarily scriptable program: AppleScript can control almost
every element of it. It's also one of the few recordable programs-that is, applications that let Script Editor write scripts automatically in ''watch-me" mode.
Tip: Other Mac OS 9 programs and control panels that you can control with AppleScript scripts are Sherlock,
File Sharing. Remote Access, Web Sharing, the application switcher, the Help Viewer, Location Manager,
Appearance, Apple Menu Options, File Exchange, the Keyboard control panel, Apple System Profiler,
ColorSync, Mouse, Memory, and the Desktop Printing software (including the LaserWriter 8 printer driver).

The real beauty of AppleScript, however, is that it ca n control and communicate
with almost every pop ular Mac program: FileMaker, AppleWorks, Microsoft applications, some Adobe programs, and so on. Because of this convenient AppleScript
feature, you can create, for example, a scrip t that transfers selected messages in Outlook Express into a FileMaker database for permanent arch iving.
Every Mac program on earth understands four AppleScript commands: Open Application, Quit, Print, and Open Document. (These four commands constitute what
AppleScript gu rus call the Required Suite of commands.) Every decent Mac program, however, offers far more commands, thus tailoring AppleScript to the kind of
work you d o in that program.
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Figure ID-4:

The Dictionary for o program
lists the Apple events it
understands. If you click one
of the commands on the left
side of the window, you see
on explanation of how to use
it on the right side of the
window. Unfortunately. you
don't get any examples; it's
up to you to try each of the
commands to see what it
does and how it works.

But before yo u can write a script that manipulates, say, Palm Desktop, you need to
learn which co mmands Palm Desktop can understand. To do that, open Script Editor. Choose File-tOp en Dictionary. (The list of AppleScript commands a program
understands is called its dictionary.) Navigate to, and then double-click, the Palm
Desktop application ico n. You'll be shown an impressive split window that lists every AppleScript command (every App le event) Palm Desktop can respond to (see
Figure 10-4).

Writing Commands
by Hand

Tip: You can also open a dictionary by dragging a program's icon onto the Script Editor icon.

That's not to say, of course, that these commands make much sense to someone
who's never written a computer program before; these commands, and scripts that
incorporate them, still require study and experimentation. But a glance at a program's
AppleScript Dictionary is a good way to assess its scriptability-a nd therefore how
much the soft wa re company has embraced the Macintosh way.

Four Sample Scripts
In the following simple, hand-typed examples, you'll encounter new kinds of tell
blocks, scripts that control more than one program at a time, and scripts that do
things you can't even do manually. If you look over these examples carefully-and
type them up for yourself in Script Editor-you'll begin to see how English-like
AppleScript can be. (You may also wind up with some useful scripts that can make
your Macintosh life easier.)

Changing your Moe's scroll bar style
By opening the dictionary of the Appeara nce control panel, you'll discover that you
can actually script almost every aspect of your Mac's look. In fact, the Appearance
D ictionary (see Figure 10-4) reveals commands available to AppleScript that aren't
even ava ilable in the Appearance program itself!
Open Script Editor, choose File-t New Script, and type out this scrip t, for example:
tell app l ication "Appearan ce "
se t scro l l b ar

arro ~1

sc.yl e to bot:.h a t o ne end

end tell

When you click Run, you'll see that both of the scroll-bar arrow buttons appear at
the bottom of your verti cal scroll bars (and the right end of horizontal scroll bars).
By changing the phrase " both at one end" to "single" in the script above, your script
can restore them to opposite ends of the scroll bar.
What's the big deal? Doesn't the Smart Scrolling option in th e Appearance control
panel do exactly the same thing? Yes, but Smart Scrolling also chan ges the style of
the scroll box (the ribbed handle that you drag inside the scroll bar) . Only by using
AppleScript can you control each aspect of the scroll bars independently.
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For example, if you replace the middle line in the script on page 157 with this-

by Hand
set scroll box style to proporti onal

-then you've just changed the scroll box style without changing the scroll arrow style.

Auto-backup before shutting down
Suppose you'd like the Mac, just before it shuts down each night, to back up your
Documents folder to a Zip disk. AppleScript can do the job automatically. In Script
Editor, choose File~ New Script, and then type this:
tell application "Finder•
move folder "Document s" to di sk "Backup Zip" with r eplacing
end tell

In this example, your Zip disk is called Backup Zip; if it has a different name, change
the script above accordingly. This script also assumes that your Documents folder is
sitting on your desktop. If it's on your hard drive instead, the second line would look
like this:
move fo lder "Documents" of startup disk to disk "Backup Zip"
with repl acing

You may wonder, by the way, why the primary command here is move folder and not
copy folder. As it turns out, the Copy command in AppleScript isn't smart enough to
replace an existing folder of the same name. Because you probably plan to run this
auto-backup script every day, you'll want it to wipe out yesterday's Documents backup
each time you run it. That's why the "move" command-in conjunction with its
optional modifier phrase "with replacing"-is the one you want. It makes the Mac
copy the Documents folder to the Zip, replacing the Documents folder that's already
there, vfithout asking for confirmation or showing an error message. (If the Backup
Zip isn't in your Zip drive at the time you run the script, though, you will get an
error message.)
Once you've created this little script, save it as a Classic Applet or Mac OS X Applet
and put it into your System Folder~Shutdown Items folder, so that it runs automatically whenever you turn off the Mac.

Instant RAM disk
Among the Mac elite, one particular Web-browsing speed trick is passed from generation to generation: If you store your Web browser's cache files on a RAM disk (see
page 120), Web surfing goes much faster.
Chapter 7makes it clear that you can create a RAM disk very easily using an add-on
program like AppDisk or Shrin.kWrap. But if you'd rather use the built-in Apple
RAM disk feature described in that chapter, and you create such a RAM disk regularly, you may prefer this AppleScript. It turns on the RAM disk and then restarts
your Mac (which is required whenever you create or destroy a RAM disk).
You may find this script especially interesting because it controls two different pro-
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grams in the same script: first the Memory control panel, and then the Finder. TechnicaJly, you'd say that this script has two tell blocks:

Writing Commands
by Hand

tell application "Memory"
se t t h e state o f RAM disk to active after res t art
set the size of RAM di sk to 5242880
end tell
tell app lication "Finder "
rest art
end tell

The first steps turn on the RAM disk option in the Memory control panel, and then
set the RAM Disk Size slider to 5120K. (The third command in the script says
"5242880" because AppleScript m easures memory in bytes, of which there are 1,024
per kilobyte. You're welcome to change th is number in your script.) The second set
of steps restarts the Mac (after closing all your programs and asking if you'd like to
save unsaved documents).
If you save this script as a Classic Applet or Mac OS X Applet, yo u'll be able to create
a 5MB RAM disk just by double-clicking it. Creating a second script that eliminates
the RAM disk should be easy: Duplicate the script above, changing the second line
so that it ends inactive after restart and eliminating the third line.

Triple shutdown
Every now and then, you might find it useful to quit all running program s (except
the Finder). You might want to do so in order to defragment yo ur RAM (see page
114), for example, or to make RAM room for a very large program you're abo ut to
launch. Unfortunately, there's no one-step command that qui ts all of your open
programs-but you can create one yourself.
Every Mac program on earth understands the Q uit command when sent by AppleScript.
All you have to do, then, is to send that command to each of the programs you're likely
to have open. If you spend m ost of your time in AppleWorks, Outlook Express, and
Internet Explo rer, for example, your script might look like th is:
tell application "JI.ppleNorks"
quit
end tell
tell a ppl ica t ion "Out look Express "
quit
end tell
te l l app li cation " Inte rnet Explorer"
quit
end tell

If some of these programs aren't actually running at the time you run this script,
your Mac will just pause, puzzled , for about two seconds, as it tries to send the Quit
command to nonexistent applications; no harm done.
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Advanced AppleScript
No single chapter -in fact, no entire b ook- can ma ke you a master AppleScript
programmer. Ga ining that kind of skill requires weeks of experimen tat ion and study,
during which yo u'll ga in a lot of appreciatio n for what full- time software progra mmers endure every day. AppleScript, despite its friendly, English-like appea rance,
uses many of th e same structures and co nventions as "real" programming languages.
By far the best way to lea rn AppleScri pt is to study existing scripts, like the on es in
your App le Extras-7AppleScript folder, and to take the free online training courses
listed at th e end of this chap ter. Trying to figure out these scripts, running them
after making sma ll changes here and there, a nd emailin g the authors when you get
stuck are some o f the best ways to understand AppleScript.
Figure 10-5, fo r exam ple, is a scr ipt called Add Alias to Apple Menu. It's one of the
professionally written sa mple.scripts that come with Mac OS 9. To open it, open
Script Editor; ch oose File-70pen; navi gate to your Apple EA"tras-7AppleScript-7
Automated Tasks folder; a nd do uble-click Add Alias to Apple Menu . A qu ick glance
tells you a lot about the tri cks of p rofessio nal sc rip ters:
• Description. Carefu l scri pt writers document their work; th ey add lo ts of notes
and explana tory co mments for the benefi t of whoever might want to study o r
amend the scrip t later (whi ch is often themselves). Adding a description o f the
script's fu nction in the Descrip tion box (a t the top of the Scrip t Editor window)
is a good first step.
• Variables. Ever seen a legal con tract? It often begins, "This contract is between
John F. Grisham , Esquire, o f 2234 M ission Bell Lane, New Orlea ns, LA CADTHOR'), and Time Wa rner Publishi ng, Inc., 23 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY ('PUBLISHER')." The names Joh n Grisham and Time Warner never
appear again in the contract-instead, the lawyers refer only to AUTHOR a nd
PUBLISHER.
Those lawyers are using variables-m ade- up terms that serve as stand-ins fo r
more com plicated ideas, wh ich help to simplify the script, clarify its p urpose,
and save typing. In AppleScript, as in real progra mm ing, you can defi ne your
own va riables. In the third line of the Add Alias to Apple Menu script, for example, you can see th e com mand "set theList to selection." T hat com ma nd tells
AppleScript that yo u're defining your own variable called theList, which will h enceforth m ea n "whatever icon s a re cur re n tly selected." (Fo r so m e reason,
AppleScripters tend to use variable names where the first letter is lowercase, b ut
subsequent words appear wi th no spaces and cap ital letters, somethingLikeThis. )
No te that the res t o f the scrip t co nta ins many references to "th eList." Using
"theList" as sho rth and fo r " th e selection" saves the programmer some typing and
makes the m ea ning of th e scri pt clea rer.
• Subroutines. The twelfth line of the script says, "MakeAppleAliases(theList)." That
step tells the script not to proceed down the list of commands in seq uence, like
the sc ripts described so far in this chapter, but instead to jump to a subroutine-
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a separate set of commands that's been separated from the first batch for clarity.
In this case, th e subro utine begi ns several lines later ("on MakeApp leAliases
(theList)") .
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• Nested "if" statements. You might tell an underling, " If you have time this afternoon, would you please run to the store? If the steaks are still on sale, buy three
pounds; othenvise, buy just one pound :' That, believe it or not, is a nested "if"
statement. In o th er words, the steak-buying will take place o nly if th e underling
has time this afternoon .
The Add Alias to Apple Menu scri pt is filled with nested "if" statemen ts. For
example, the third line says, in essence, "If there's only one highlighted ico n" ; the
next line says, " ... and if it's an applicati on icon:' The script proceeds only if both
of those criteria are true.

Figure 10-s:
The Add Alias to Apple Menu
script is a classic AppleScript
example. It contains
variables, subroutines, nested
"if' statements, and many
other common elements of
professionally written scrip ts.
(After typing a description
into the box at the top of the
window, you can click the
flippy triangle to the left of
the Description box to hide
the entire thing, thus
maximizing your script·
writing space.)
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• Comments. Do you see the italicized commen t, "- -Initialize the flag"? That's the
programmer's note to herself, or to anyone else who studies the script. It's a comment; when AppleScript runs the program, it ignores co mments. You create one
by typing two hyphens ( --) ;when you click the Check Syn tax button, Script Editor automatically sets what follows in italics.
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Tip: If you want to type a out a longer comment-a whole paragraph between commands in your scriptjust precede and follow it with a parenthesis and asterisk (*like this*).

by Hand

• Looping. The paired commands "repeat" and "end repeat" create a loop-a set of
commands that AppleScript repeats over and over again until something (which
you've specified) interrupts it. In the case of the Add Alias to Apple Menu script,
the script loops until it's added all of the highlighted icons to the ti menuat whi ch point it displays either an error message or a success message.
• Dialog boxes and buttons. If you ever want to play programmer for a day, open
Script Editor and try creating dialog boxes and buttons of your own. The script
command "display dialog" (followed, in quotes, by whatever message you wan t
to appea r on the screen) is all you need, as shown in Figure 10-6.
Tip: Instead of a dialog box, you can also interact with the person using the computer by making the Mac

speak. (See Chapter 21 for more on speech.) Just use the "Say" command. lf your AppleScript contains the
line, say ·Hey! Pay some attention to mer using 7aNox, then the Mac speaks that line using the voice
N

called Zarvox.
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How would you like to stay owoke tonight?
NoDoz

II

Scary Movie

I n Mosstve Coffee n

Figure ID-6:

The script shown ot top
produces the dialog box shown
at bottom. The ubuttons"
command lets you create your
own buttons (up to three of
them, punduated exadly os
shown here); the udefault
button" command tells the
script which of your buttons
should have the fat black
border (which indicates the
default button, the one you can
"click" just by pressing the
Return key). "Default button J"
means that the third button is
the default button.

• Line breaks. When a line of AppleScript code gets too long, it's hard to readespecially if it's wider than the Script Editor window itself. AppleScript pros therefore insert a special continuation symbol that makes the text wrap to the ne>.'t line,
wh ich lets AppleScript continue to treat the en tire phrase as a single comm and.
You create this symbol by pressing Option-Retu rn. (Several of these line-break
characters appear in the scripts shown in Figures I 0-5 and I 0-6.)
C11uUon: Don't use a line-break character in the middle of a phrase that appears inside quotation marks;
such AppleScript commands must remain together on a single line.
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· Try ... On error ... End try. This suite of three commands appears frequently in
polished AppleScript scripts-including the one shown in Figure 10 -5. In essence, it tells the Macintosh: "Try to do this. If it d oesn't work out, show this error
message." Here's an example:

Writing Commands
by Hand

tell app l ication "Finder "
try
make new fol der at sta r t up di sk wi th p ropert i e s {n ame:
"Backup Fo l d e r"}
on error

display dial og "A fo lder already has that name."
end try
end te l l

This script tries to make a new folder on the startup disk named Backup Folder.
But if there's already a folder there by that name, the AppleScript gets an error and shows the error message you specify.

What Else AppleScript Can Do
In general, the online help provided with Mac OS 9 can be skimpy and scattershot;
you're lucky if you can find good, hard, specific information that goes beyond the
basics about a particul ar feature.
The online help provided with AppleScript, however, is a different story. It's still
terse and unfriendly, but it's seething with useful examples-and it's copious enough
to serve as a detailed overview of AppleScript's powers. There you'll find out, for
example, that simple scripts ca n:
• Manipulate specific files and folders (copy, delete, rename, or label them, fo r
example)
• Read, copy, or insert text into the Comments field of a certain icon's Get Info
window
• Use artificial intelligence to create a summarized version of a longer te}..1: document
• Use the Speech Listener program to create scripts that respond to spoken commands.

Folder, Network, and Internet Scripts
As noted earlier in this chapter, most people trigger scripts by saving them as Classic
App lets or Mac OS X Applets-and then d ouble-clicking the resulting script icons.
But AppleScript has become much more flexible in recent years; now a script can
co ntrol a program elsewhere on your network, even elsewhere on the Internet; you
can also set up a scri pt to run whenever somebody fiddles with a particular folder.
Here's how to work these special ized AppleScript fea tures:
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Folder Actions
A folder action is a script that the Mac triggers automatically whenever something
happens to a particular folder-such as when you open, close, move, resize, or change
the contents of a folder while its window is open.
Rgure

Help

D.

Open
Move To Trash

Subml ssloll$ for Editors

Get Info
Label
Duplicate
Make Alias
Put Away
Add To Favorites
Find Similar Files
Index selection ...
Attach 11 F lder Action ...

ID-7:

Control·click a folder (left), choose
Attach a Folder Action, and then select
the script you want to run whenever
somebody interacts with the folder.
When you're finished, a special tag
appears on the folder (right). You can
attach more than one script to a folder;
to remove one, Control-click it and
choose the Remove command.

To attach a script to a folder, follow the steps shown in Figure 10-7. For example, here's
one that notifies you whenever somebody has put new files into a particular folder:
o n opening fo lder this_folder
tell application "Finder "
set the folder_ name to t h e name of this folder
di splay dialog "Someone has put new file s into the f o l de r
called " & ,
the fo l der_name giving up af t er 30
end tell
end o p ening folder

This script incorporates several useful AppleScript techniques you haven't yet seen
in this chapter. For example:
• on opening. This phrase tells the Mac that the script sho uld run when the folder
is opened. It's related to the "on run" command, which always appears at the
beginning of a drag-and-drop script- that is, a script that runs when another
icon is dropped onto it in the Pinder. (The Add Alias to Apple Menu script described earlier in this chapter also begins with the "on run" command.)
• this_folder. All folder-action scripts refer to the folder in question as "this_folder."
It's no secret to the Mac which folder "this folder" refers to, because you told it
which folder when you Control-clicked (see Figure 10-7).
• folder_name. This term, on the other hand, isn't a standard AppleScript term; it's
a variable, as described earljer in this chapter. In order not to have to type the
name of thisJolder over and over again, the programmer uses the word
"folder_name" to represent that longer phrase.
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• &. When you're composing the message that you want to appear in a dialog box

(as indicated by the "display dialog" command above), you can attach facts and
figures to the text you typed. In this example, the fo urth line of the script creates
a dialog box that says, "New items have been placed in folder Fish Heads" (if
that's what the folder is called).

Folder, Network, &
Internet Scripts

• Giving up after 30. This optional modifier phrase affects the "display dialog" command. It means, "If nobody clicks this dialog box's OK button after 30 seconds,
then nobody's at the Mac. Just make the dialog box go away by itself."
After you've attached this script to a folder, nothing happens when you drop a new
file into the folder. But the next time you open the folder, a message appears, saying,
"Someone has put new files into the folder called 'Submissions,"' so that you can
keep tabs on (for example) what your network buddies have been submitting while
yo u were working on other things.
POWER USERS' CLINI C
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The AppleScript commands that folder actions can under-

stand are among those in the Standard Additions scripting
addition. There you'll discoverfive folder-action commands,
•
.
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Tip: If you'd like to be notified immediately when someone adds files to a folder, use the "add- new item
alert" script instead of the one listed above. You can find this useful script, along with a powerful assortment
of other ready-made folder-action scripts, in your System Folder~Scripts~Folder Action Scripts folder.

The "add - new item alert" script, however, requires that the folder be open when new icons are put into
it; no folder action can alert you immediately when someone puts new files into a closed folder.
For much more detail on folder actions, including many examples worth studying,
open Script Editor, choose Help~AppleScript Help, and search for folders.

Controlling Programs Over the Network or Internet
Thanks to a feature called program linking, a script can send AppleScript commands
to applications that aren't even on you r Mac, but on machines elsewhere on the
network-or elsewhere on the planet, thanks to the Internet. In high-horsepower
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AppleScript operations, this feature can come in handy in several circumstances:
when you want to install software onto, or back up, all the Macs on your network
(without having to run around to each machine), for example, or splitting up intensive computational duties among several Macs.

Setting

up the Mac you'll be controlling

The setup goes like this:
1. Visit (or contact the owner of) the Mac whose software you intend to control.

Make sure you've been assigned a name and password.
This setup works exactly like the one described on page 286. You set up the remote Mac as though you're going to connect to it over the standard office network; you use the same name and password.
2. On that sam e Mac, choose ti-7Control Panels-7File Sharing.
The File Sharing control panel opens. (If you're setting up a Mac that's running
some version of System 7.6, open the Sharing Setup control panel instead. )
3. If the bottom button says Start, click it.
You've just turned on th e master switch for program linking (which means "remote control by AppleScript").
If you'll be connecting to this machine via Internet, also turn on the "Enable
Program Linking clients to connect over TCP/IP" checkbox.
Now you have to specify who, on the network, has the power to control t11is Mac's
programs remotely.
4. While the File Sharing control panel is still open, click Users & Groups. Doubleclick the icon for each person to whom you're granting remote-control powers,
choose Show-7Sharing, and turn on "Allow guests to link to programs on this
computer."
For details on the Users & Groups system of setting up names and passwords for
your co-workers, see Chapter 16.
Tip: At this point, your network buddies can theoretically control any application on this Mac. If you'd like
to declare one of these programs off-limits to remote-control manipulation, quit the program (if it's running), highlight its icon, choose Fil e~Get lnfo~ Sharing, and turn off 'i'lllow remote program linking" in
the Get Info window that appears.

5. Close the control panel, saving changes if you're asked to do so.
Your setup of the Mac to be controlled is complete. Repeat th e steps for any other
Macs on the n etwork you' ll want your AppleScripts to control.
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Writing the remote-control script

Folder, Network, &
Internet Scripts

The key to making a remote-control AppleScript work is telling Script Editor which
application on which Mac you want to control. To do so, just write, in a new Script
Editor window, this humble, temporary script:
choose application

Then click the Run button. The all-important dialog box shown in Figure 10-8 appears. This is yo ur chance to specify which Mac, and which program on that Mac,
you want to control-even if you intend to send your script via the Internet.
After you follow the steps shown in Figure 10-8 and click OK, a new window appears in Script Editor: the Result window. It contains the precise text you'll need to
use, when wri ting your script, to specify the particular program on the particular
Mac you intend to control.
Then, instead of beginning your script with the usual "tell application 'Finder"' (or
whatever the application is), substitute the longer phrase shown in the Result window. You'll wind up with a step like this, in other words:
tell application " Finder• of machine "iMac DV"

Figure ID-8:
Click the name of the machine you
want to control from the list on the
left; click the name of the zone (if
any) and then the name of the
application from the list at right
(top). If you'll be sending this script
message over the Internet, click the
IP checkbox. In the resulting window
(bottom), type the IP address of the
Mac you want to control (which you
can find out by opening its File
Sharing control panelj, clicking Get
Applications, and then selecting the
program you want from the
resulting list.
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Then write your script as usuaL When you run the finished product, you'll be instructing programs o n that other Mac o n the network-or that other Mac on the
Internet-from the comfort of your own screen.
POWER USERS' CLINIC

AppleScript Ove~ the Internet
To control a Mac elsewhere on the Internet via AppleScript,
follow the steps described in this section. There's only one
difference: Instead of naming the machine on your network
(in the opening line "tell application 'Finder' of machine
'ilvlac DV,"' for example). substitute the code eppc.jj plus
the IP address of the machine you're controlling. Your opening line might, therefore, be: "tell application 'Finder' of
machine 'eppc://24.229.28.3."'

As you can read in Chapter 16, every Mac connected to the
Internet has an IP address (a numerical Internet address).
You can find out a Mac's IP address by opening the File

Sharing control panel; the number app~ars on the main
Start/Stop screen.
'
The trouble arises when you're setting·up a Mac that can
connect to the Internet only by modem. In that case. its IP
address changes every time it connects to the Internet. Furthermore, odds are good that that Mac won't be online when
you try to send your AppleScript command to it
In other words, you can send AppleScript.commands only
to Macs that have a full-time Internet connection, such as a
cable modem, OSL, or corporate networ~ .

A great example
Even if you don't manage a huge network of load-sharing Macs in a printing plant,
you can still get mileage out of the AppleScript network-control feature. Suppose,
for example, that your small office has three Macs; at the end of each day, you've
been wearily trudging over to each one to shut it down, in an effort to save power.
Now that you know the secret, a simple AppleScript can do the dirty work for you.
This is all it takes:
tell application "Finder" of machine "iMac DV"
beep
say "This machi ne wil l shu t d o wn fo r the night in 30 seco nds."
delay 30
shut down
end tell

Copy and paste this block over and over again, each time substituting the name of
another Mac on your network that you'll want to shut down with this single script.
The first line specifies which machine you want to control. The second beeps to get
the attention of any late worker who's still seated in front of it. The "say" command
uses the Macintalk speech voices (see Chapter 21) to utter a verbal warning; the
"delay" command makes the AppleSc ri pt pause for a number of seconds yo u
specify-in this case, to give that straggler a chance to wrap it up. And finally, the
"shut down" command turns off that Mac, wherever it may be in the world.
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Tip: When you run this script, you'll be prompted for your name and password. Storing that information
in the Keychain (see Chapter 16) neatly eliminates that inconvenient step.

Folder, Network, &
Internet Scripts

Where to Learn More
As noted earlier, AppleScript isn't something you can master in a day o r two. Fortunately, few Mac technologies have more arden t fans than AppleScript, and free beginners' (and experts') tutorials are available all over the Web.
Begin your quest at Apple's AppleScript Web site, www.apple.com/AppleScript. Unless it's changed since this writing, you'll find an excellent, step-by-step tutorial in
hand-coding scripts, as well as links to these outstanding o nline AppleScript guides:
• Bill Briggs' AppleScript Primers-Dozens of articulate, thoughtful tutorials for
the beginn ing scrip ter.
• AppleScript Guidebooks. Download and install these additions to yo ur
Help~ Help Center menu. Each adds, to your built-in Mac help system, detailed
instructions on va rious specialized AppleScript topics: Open Transport, subroutines, speech, program linking, and so on. Each includes several dozen sample
scrip ts for you to dissect.
• AppleScript mailing lists. Sign up for one of these free, email-based discussion
lists whose members are all AppleScript fans. Apple ru ns one; the MacScrip t list
is independent.
Other links take yo u to commercial AppleScript training course offerings, technical
encyclopedias that describe every single AppleScript command in detail, AppleScript
news sites, and so on.
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Part Three:
The Components of
Mac059
Chapter 11: Whafs in the System Folder
Chapter 12: Control Panels and Extensions
Chapter 13: Apple Leftovers, Apple Extras

CHAPTER

11

What's in the
System Folder

hen people talk about Mac OS 9, they're genera lly talking about the contents of one folder on your hard drive: the System Folder. If you've ever
had a hankering to see Mac OS 9, to survey its components arrayed before you like the pieces of a car engine, just double-click your System Folder icon.

W

Without the System Folder, a Macintosh can't even turn on. When you upgrade
from, say, Mac OS 9 to Mac OS 9.0.4, it's t he System Folder th at gets changed. And
when mysterious glitches begin to affect your Mac, so me component in the System
Folder is usually at fa ult.

What's in the Mac OS 9 System Folder
Every Mac OS 9 System Folder contains roughly the sa me sta ndard chunks of software, organized in the same set of System Folder sub-folders (see Figure 11-l ). Some
are more im portant than others, but aU are worth knowing about.

Appearance
This subfolder contains three fold ers, each of which pertai ns in some way to the
Appearance control panel (see Chapter 3 ): Desktop Pictures, Sound Sets, and Theme
Files.
• Desbop Pictures co ntains several folders full of picture (JPEG) files, each suitable for use as a full-screen desktop "waLlpaper" image. When yo u click the Place
Picture button in the Appearance control panel (see page 53), t his folder's contents appear.
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Tip: Whenever you drop certain kinds of graphics files (such as JPEG, GIF, or Photoshop images) onto the
System Folder icon, the Mac offers to file them away in the System Folder-?Appearance-?Desktop Pictures folder.
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Figure 11-1:
When named properly,
each folder in the
System Folder
automatically displays
a special folder icon
that hints at its
purpose. Except when
organizing your fonts
or your menu,
you'll have lfttle
reason to open or
meddle with these
folders in everyday
work. But being aware
of their functions and
contents can be useful
when you want to
customize or
troubleshoot your
computer.

~

• The Sound Sets folder contains a single item: Platinum Sounds. When designing
Mac OS 8.5, Apple planned to offer a variety of "sound tracks" to accompany
your mouse movements in the final version, Apple ripped out the option to change
soundtracks. Unfortunately, this last-min ute change left several orphaned features in the Mac OS, such as the Sound Track pop-up menu (page 59) and this
folder, which-unless you make new sound tracks yourself-will never contain
more than this single sound set.
Tip: Although Apple doesn't provide more than one "soundtrack" file, it's easy to make your own-if
you're handy with the free ResEdit program (available from www.missingmanual com, for example). Duplicate and rename the Platinum Sounds icon in your Sound Sets folder. Then open the new file with
ResEdit. By copying and pasting, you can replace the standard Mac OS 9 sounds with ones that you've
recorded. You can make your various mouse activities sound more comical, more musical, or more violent, depending on your mood.
After you've created additional sound-sets files, you can use the Appearance control panel's Sound tab to
switch amongyour newly created "soundtracks." You can also install thesoundtrack files onto another Mac
by drag-and-dropping them onto its System Folder.
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• A theme file, such as those in the Theme Files folder, stores a set of themescollections of saved preferences from the Appearance control panel. (See page 60
for more on themes.) If you've never created a theme of your own, the Theme
Files folder contains two icons: one containing the standard Apple Platinum theme
(which defines your gray-tinted menu bar, gray puffy window edges, and other
visual accents) and one containing Ensemble Themes (the various factoryinstalled themes shown in the Appearance control panel's Themes tab).
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If you decide to crea te a Theme of your own, as described on page 60, it gets
saved into a th ird theme file called Custom Themes. (This icon magically appears
in the Theme Files folder when you save a theme in the Appearance control panel.)
Al l subsequent themes you name and save, in fact, are then incorporated in to
this Custom Themes file.

What's in the Mac
OS 9 System Folder

Tip: Very few Mac fans make much of the Themes feature. But if you get a kick out of creating, naming,
and saving custom visual design schemes, note that you can transfer the Custom Themes file from Mac to
Mac, thus duplicating your saved settings on other machines. (You don't have to place the Custom Themes
file manually into the System Folder ~Appearance~ Theme Files folder; just drag it onto the System
Folder. The Mac offers to file it for you automatically.)

Apple Menu Items

'*

Each icon in this folder also appears in the menu. You'll find a complete discussion of this relationship, and of the standard items that come pre-installed here, in
Chapter 5.
POWER USERS' CLINIC

The Death of Desk Accessories

*

In early versions of the Mac OS, the
menu was exclusively the domain of tiny programs called desk accessories.
such as the Calculator and Note Pad. In the days when you
could run only a single Mac program at a time, desk acces·
sories were a big deal: you could open one even if a ··real''
program wasalready running.
Now that every Mac mullitasks as easily as you can blink
while breathing, Apple doesn't see much point to that old
software format. Why not, Apple reasons, just list regular
applications in the menu? Over the years. bodysnatcherlike, Apple has been quietly killing off the standard desk
accessories and replacing them with identical-looking applications with the same names. In Mac OS 9, only two true
desk accessories survive: the Chooser and the humble Calculator.

*

If you're a genuine power user. you might be challenging
the notion that today's menu applications behave ex·
actly like desk accessories once did. "Desk accessory icons,"
you might be frowning, "when dropped onto the System
Folder icon, got placed into the Apple Menu Items folder
automatically. Application icons don't."

*
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True enough, genui ne applications like Word and
AppleWorks don't fall into the AppleMenu Items folder when
you drop them onto the System Folder icon. That's because
the auto-filing feature of the System Folder is determined
by the drag-and-dropped icon's type and creator codes (see
page 107). For a desk accessory, the type code is always
dfif.· for an application, it's APPL. which the System Folder
doesn't recognize for auto-filing.
But Apple was sneaky on this one: It defined a special variant of application type code, APPD. which means, "This is
an application that should be filed in theApple Menu items
folder, like a desk accessory." When you drag the icons of
the Apple System Profiler or Key Caps onto the System Folder
icon, for example, the Mac offers to put them into the Apple
Menu Items folder.
Only one mystery then remains: Why don't such desk accessory-like Apple Menu Items as the Note Pad. Scrapbook,
and Stickies also have the APPD type code? When you drop
them onto the System Folder, they just land with a clunk in
the System Folder itself. Maybe Apple's been too busy to
get around to changing them.

Application Support

What's in the Mac

When you install a new program, it may require certain software components to be
in your System Folder for its own use. To prevent your System Folder from becoming randomly littered with such components, Apple created this special sub folder.
Yours may contain support files for programs from Adobe, the RealAudio plug-in,
and DataViz translation programs, for example.

OS 9 System Folder

The most important thing to know about Application Support is that its contents
are for the exclusive use of your programs. Don't waste time double-clicking a file in
Application Support; you'll get only an error message.

Claris
The Claris folder isn't actually part of Mac OS 9. But because it contains support
files for AppleWorks 4 and 5, however, which came with many iMacs and iBooks,
this folder is present on many Macs. (Why doesn't AppleWorks-Apple's own software-use the Application Support folder, which would be a more appropriate storage bin for these files? Because the AppleWorks program, once called ClarisWorks
and owned by Claris Corporation, predates the introduction of the Application Support folder. Meanwhile, AppleWorks 6 doesn't create a Claris folder; it keeps its junk
in its own folder.)

Clipboard
You can read more about the Clipboard on page 136. (Chapter 9) There you'll read
that when you use the Cut or Copy command, highlighted material is placed onto
an invisible Mac storage plate called the Clipboard. Behind the scenes, however, the
Clipboard isn't actually invisible-this file in your System Folder holds whatever
you've most recently cut or copied. By double-clicking this icon, you open a window
that shows tl1e most recently cut or copied material.

ColorSync Profiles
ColorSync is a sophisticated but easy-to-use technology that maintains color fidelity
when an image is scanned, viewed on your monitor, and printed-which is a surprisingly difficult task for a computer. For instructions on using ColorSync, see page 366.
This folder contains the profiles (color-display information) for dozens of printers
and monitors. (CSW stands for Color StyleWriter.) These are the choices that appear when you click the Color button in your Monitors control panel.
Tip: You can save considerable disk space, and simplify your life, by throwing away all of the profiles that

don't match equipment you actually use.
If you ever actually do need one of the profiles, you can always use the Custom option of your Mac OS 9
Installer (see Appendix B) to reinstall it.
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Contextual Menu Items
The software nuggets in this folder add features to your co ntex tual menus-the cursor-tip pop-up m enus that appear when you Control-click an object on your screen.
As described on page 67, you can add new commands to these contextual m enus by
adding appropriate modules to your System Folder.
But knowing about this folder is much more useful when you want to remove one of
the add-ons you've installed. Just open th is folder and drag the corresponding icon
out of the window (or to the Trash). The next time you turn on the Mac, the corresponding commands will be gone from your Control-key menus.

Control Panels
Here lurk dozens of control panels and control-panel-like applications that define
how your Mac works: whether its speakers are loud or soft, what color its screen
background should be, what Internet number you tell the Mac to dial, and so on.
These programs are so important that they merit their own chapter, Chapter 12.

Control Panels (Disabled)
See page 195 for a discussion of Extensions Manager, which lets you turn various
control panels on and off. When you turn one off, the Mac simply re-files the control panel into the Control Panels (Disabled) folder, where Mac OS 9 ignores it.
You can turn that control panel back on by using the Extensions Manager program
again-or by dragging it manually from the Control Panels (Disabled) folder into
the Control Panels folder.

Control Strip Modules
Chapter 4 describes the useful pop-out command center known as the Control Strip.
Each tile on the Strip controls a different Macintosh function: your speaker level,
network settings, and so on.
Each tile on the Strip is also represented by an icon in this Control Strip Modules
folder. As Chapter 4 points out, you can add tiles to, an d rem ove them from, the
Control Strip just by dragging them on and off the strip; but you can also do so by
dragging Control Strip modules into, or out of, this folder.

Extensions
An extension is a small software blob, housed in this folder, that adds one single
feature to your Mac. One extension lets you get onto the Internet; another lets you
print; another lets your Mac read CD-ROM discs; and so on. Chap ter 12 contains a
description of these items.
This folder is also the final resting place for the drivers your Mac needs-individual
software modules that communicate with the various hardware gadgets plugged
into your Mac, such as scanners, printers, and USB devices. (Each printer icon that
shows up in your Chooser, for example, corresponds to an icon in the Extensions
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folder.) This folder also houses shared libraries, which are chunks of software that
may be used by more than one of your applications, and which have therefore been
incarnated as detachable modules in your Extensions folder.
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Extensions (Disabled)
Using the Extensions Manager program described in Chapter 12, you can turn off
extensions- a common technique when you're troubleshooting or trying to save
memory. When you turn one off, it isn't actually deleted from your Mac-instead,
it's just moved into this folder, where the Mac ignores it. To restore it, you can either
drag an extension back into the regular Extensions folder- or just use Extensions
Manager to turn it back on.

Favorites
This folder contains the aliases of files, folders, disks, or netw·orked disks that you've
designated as your Favorites-a mechanism described in Chapter 5.
Tip: To remove something from your • menu--?Favorites command, you'resupposed to remove it from
this Favorites folder. To do so, start by choosing C--?Favorites to open the Favorites window quickly and
efficiently, ready for editing.

Finder
The Finder-the world of folders and icons that appears when you first turn on
your Mac-may not seem like an application, along the lines of AppleWorks or
Outlook fu..'Press. In fact, however, it is an application, and this is its icon. (Because
the Finder is always runn ing, you don't, and can't, double-click its icon.) Without
this icon in the System Folder, your Mac doesn't operate.

Fonts
Your Mac's collection of typefaces, or fonts, is represented not only in the Font menu
of your word processor, but also by icons inside this folder. Each suitcase-shaped file
in this folder may contain a handful-or dozens-of individual typefaces at different sizes. Chapter 19 covers the basics of font-file manipulation; for now, it's enough
to note that you install a new font by dropping it onto your System Folder icon, and
remove a font by dragging its icon out of this Fonts folder. In both cases, you must
quit any running programs before maki ng changes to the Fonts folder.

Help
This folder contains the text and graphics that appear when you choose Help-?Mac
Help-the only instruction manual Apple provides with Mac OS 9.
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Tip: Ordinarily, you view the contents of the Help folder using Mac OS 9's built-in Help command. As it
turns out, however, the Mac's Help program is actually a tiny Web browser, and the files in your Help
folder are Web-page documents and GIF graphics.
You can prove this to yourself by launchingyour Web browser, such as Navigator or Internet Explorer, and
then choosing File-tO pen. Navigate your way into the System Folder-tHelp folder, and open the Help
Center document. Now you're actually using the Mac Help system from within your Web browser, which
gives you several important features that are missing from the Mac's Help program-including copying
text, opening multiple help topics at once, and creating bookmarks.

Internet Search Sites
In Chapter 15, you can read about the Sherlock program's ability to search the Web
right from your desktop. To pull off that trick, Sherlock relies on the special files in
this folder, each of which teaches Sherlock how to search one specific Web site (Amazon, Apple, Infoseek, and so on).
If you become a real Sherlock maven, you may decide to enhance Sherlock with
additional search modules, which you can download from the Internet. To install
one, drag it onto the System Folder icon; the Mac automatically offers to place it
into this Internet Search Sites folder.

Language & Region Support
Although you may not realize it, Apple gave you several hundred dollars' worth of
free add-on software with Mac OS 9: its complete collection of language kits, each of
which cost $79 each before Mac OS 9. Each kit lets your Mac word process in a
different language, even if that language word processes from right to left across the
screen, proceeds from top to bottom, requires special fonts, and so on. Chapter 13
contains a full description of this feature; for now, it's enough to know that this
folder stores the various modules that teach your Mac how to word process in these
Roman and non-Roman languages. (Feel free to throw away the language modules
you don't use.)

Launcher Items
You can read about the Launcher in Chapter 2. There you'll discover that this folder
contains aliases for each item that appears on your Launcher-and folders for each
"page" of the Launcher.
Tip: You don't actually have to access this folder to add icons to, or remove icons from, the Launcher;
Chapter 2 reveals how you can simply drag items on or off the Launcher. Knowing about this folder is still
very useful, however: opening it and editing the names of the icons inside is still the only way to rename
a Launcher icon.

Login
. This miniature program is responsible for bypassing the Finder whenever you use
the Multiple Users feature described in Chapter 17. In other words, whenever you
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first turn on the Mac or use the Special~Log Off command, the Login application
shows you a list of every person who's been given an account on that machine.
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Mac OS ROM
In the early days of Macintosh, the ROM chip was a piece of silicon-part of the
Mac circuitry--etched with the permanent instructions that make a Mac a Mac: the
instructions for drawing windows, making menus, displaying the Trash can, and so
on. Eventually, Apple discovered that replacing this physical chip with a file in your
System Folder offered several advantages-for example, the software-based ROM is
much easier to update when bugs are discovered, and it also allows the Mac to start
up faster. Current Mac models, including the iMac and iBook, use this more modern scheme. Put another way, the Mac OS ROM file in your System Folder is astoundingly important-without it, the Mac can't start up at all.

MacTCP DNR
This file contains crucial behind-the-scenes software your Mac needs to connect to
the Internet.

Note Pad File
If you've experimented with the Note Pad, described in Chapter 13, you may have
discovered that this stripped-down word processor has no Save command. Instead,
anything you type there is auto-saved in this file (which doesn't exist unless you've
actually opened the Note Pad). In fact, you can double-click this file to open the
Note Pad to view its contents-one of the few System Folder elements that, when
double-clicked, gets you anything more than an error message.
Tip: You can duplicate this file, thus winding up with multiple Note Pad Files. You might store, for example, a different kind of information in each one. Double-click the one you want to open; the Note Pad
program opens automatically.

Panels
This file contains the software that creates the kid-friendly Panels screen described
in Chapter 17.

Preferences
Welcome to one of the busiest folders on the Mac. Every control panel, every application, every Web page you visit creates a tiny file in this folder. Each preference file
saves the settings you've made in that control panel, application, or Web page: the
font you prefer, the phone number your Mac dials for Internet access, your Web
browser's bookmarks list, and so on. In general, it's easy to figure out which preference file corresponds to which program-the preference files have names like Adobe
Photoshop Prefs, Control Strip Preferences, and FileMaker Prefs.
In general, you can ignore the contents of the Preferences folder. They should enter
your consciousness only in two circumstances: first, when you're troubleshooting a
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particular program (see Appendix C), and second, when you've performed a "clean
install" of your System Folder (see Appendix B).

PrintMonitor Documents
Thanks to a feature called background printing (see Chapter 19), while the computer is printing, you can continue using other programs. In the meantime, the Mac
processes the printouts in the background. This folder contains the printouts it's
working on-the ones it has yet to finish printing. That's why, most of the time, this
folder is empty.

Scrapbook File
Chapter 5 contains a description of the Scrapbook program; this file stores the various pictures, sounds, movies, and blocks of text that you paste into the Scrapbook.
You can double-click this file to open the Scrapbook.

Tip: By duplicating the Scrapbook file (choose File~Duplicate), you can actually create multiple Scrapbook files, each containing a different collection of pictures, sounds, and so on. Just double-click the one
you want to open. (For easier access, consider putting aliases of these Scrapbook files into your • menu,
as described in Chapter 5.)

Scripting Additions, Scripts
These folders contain support files for AppleScript, the Mac-automation feature
described in Chapter 10.

Servers
As described in Chapter 16, it's relatively easy to bring the hard drive of another
Mac in your office onto your desktop, thanks to the Mac's built-in networking software. If you do so using the Chooser-a technique also described in Chapter 16you're offered a checkbox that offers to bring that hard drive onto your screen every
time you turn on your computer.
Turning on that checkbox creates an alias in this Servers folder; that's how the Mac
remembers which hard drives you want to see again. (If you find aliases in this folder
for hard drives you no longer need every day, throw them away. Your Mac's quest for
these hard drives every morning makes your Mac take longer to start up.)

Shutdown Items, Shutdown Items (Disabled)
Not many Mac fans use this folder, but it's a useful feature in certain circumstances.
Any icon you put into this folder gets magically double-clicked every time you turn
off the computer. Some people put sound files into the Shutdown Items folder, so
that the Mac says, for example, ''I'm ... so ... c-c-c-cold-it's getting dark! ..." before
popping off. Others use this folder to store the alias of an automatic backup program, or an AppleScript (see Chapter 10) that performs some other end-of-day
cleanup procedure.
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Using Extensions Manager (see Chapter 12), you can control which of these Shutdown Items are triggered. Whenever you turn one off in Extensions Manager, the
Mac actually moves the shutdown item into the Shutdown Items (Disabled) folder,
where it gets ignored. When you turn that shutdown item on again in Extensions
Manager, the Mac moves it back into the regular Shutdown Items folder.

What's in the Ma(
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Startup Items, Startup Items (Disabled)
This folder is the flip side of the Shutdown Items feature: any icon or alias that you
put into this folder gets automatically double-clicked when you turn on the computer. This more popular feature is useful for auto-launching the programs you use
every day, saving you a couple of clicks and some waiting. For example, if you check
your email every morning and then start word processing, put the aliases of Outlook Express and AppleWorks into the System Folder-?Startup Items folder. Now
those two programs will launch themselves when you turn the computer on. Putting documents into this folder can be useful, too-store an alias of the chapter,
spreadsheet, or drawing you've been working on, for example, so that it's open and
waiting just after you turn on the computer.
Mastering the Startup Items entails learning three useful tricks:
• The items in the Startup Items folder open alphabetically. For example, if you
want the AppleWorks window waiting for you after all other startup items have
opened, make it launch last by adding the letter Z to the beginning of its name.
• Suppose that you know you'll want to use AppleWorks and Internet Explorer
each day, and would like them already running when you sit down at your Mac.
But suppose that you want your desktop windows-not AppleWorks or Internet
Explorer windows- to greet you when you arrive at the machine.
The secret: Put an alias of your hard drive into the Startup Items folder, too- and
name it to load last of all.
• If you're anxious to get to work just after your Mac has started up, you can prevent your startup items from launching at all. To do so, press and hold the Shift
key just as your extension icons are finished loading-during the interval when
the screen is blank, just before the Trash appears.
The (Disabled) folder contains the icons for any startup items you've turned off
using Extensions Manager (see Chapter 12).

System, System Resources
These crucial files, together with the Finder and Mac OS ROM files described earlier, are the Mac OS. These chunks of software control the Mac, allowing it to turn
on and function. If you move the System file out of the System Folder, for example,
all of the special folders described in this chapter-Apple Menu Items, Launcher
Items, and so on-lose their specially designed folder icons, which is your signal
that you've just incapacitated the computer.
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This is not to say, however, that you should never touch the System file. While it's
foolish to move this file, double-clicking it is harmless and sometimes useful, as shown
in Figure 11-2.
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Rgure 11-2:
It's important to
distinguish the
System Folder
from the System
file inside it. The
System file looks
like a tiny suitcase
with the two-faced
Mac OS logo on it
(left). It opens into
a window
containing two
categories of files:
beep sounds and
keyboard layouts
(see the next
chapter for a
discussion of the
Keyboard control
pane/and
keyboard layouts).

Text Encodings
This folder contains another set of files for Mac OS 9's multiple-language feature,
which lets you, for example, view both English and Japanese in the same word processing document (see Chapter 13). You're welcome to discard the icons for any languages you don't regularly use on your Mac.
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Control Panels
and Extensions

our Mac can run without any of the control panels and extensions in your
System Folder, but it wouldn't be much fun. These small software chunks
add dozens of useful features to the basic machine. They permit you to print,
go online, use CD-ROMs, connect over a network, change the look of your screen,
and much more. Without these add-ons, in fact, you wouldn't be able to do much
with your Mac beyond mindlessly dragging icons in and out of folders.

Y

Control panels and extensions sit in their own, similarly named folders within the
System Folder. Many of them-especially extensions-do their magic when you first
turn the computer on. The Mac loads them into its memory during the startup
process, after which they hover like ghosts in your Mac's memory, waiting for their
cue to perform. Virus checkers, screen savers, and Internet dialing software all fall
into this category.
It's worth knowing what these things are, if only for the purposes of troubleshooting; the fewer extensions and control panels you have running, the more stable your
computer will be, and the faster it starts up. As you'll see in the following discussion,
a few of these software nuggets are so important that they merit chapters of their
own; all the others are described in the following pages.

The Mac OS 9 Control Panels
Each Mac control panel changes the settings for a different aspect of your computer's
behavior. Because the Mac is marketed to the broadest possible audience, it includes
hundreds more options than any one person would ever need. Let this chapter be
your guide to adjusting the control panels that need adjusting, and-using Exten-
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sions Manager, described later in this section- turning off the ones yo u can't imagine ever needing.
Tip: Speaking of useless items, you can have a long and happy life without adjusting-or even reading
about-every single control panel described here. Only a few offer must·see features for every Mac user:
the control panels called Energy Saver, Date & Time, General Controls, Internet, and Extensions Manager.

POWER USERS' CLINIC

What's Really In Those Folders
Most items in your Extensions folder are standard system
extensions-tiny programs that load into memory when you
tu111 on the computer, and remain in the background.

automatically into the Control Panels folder when you drop
them onto your System Folder icon, which makes them seem
even more like standard control panels.

In the Control Panels folder, on the other hand, many of the
items-including Appearance, Keyboard, Monitors, and En·
ergy Saver- are actually applications. Unlike true control pan·
els (of type code CDEV, popular ten years ago), these new
"control panels" work correctly even when they're not in your
System Folder. And unlike true control panels, these programs'
names show up in your Application menu (see page 101)
when they're open. Still, most people think of them as con·
trol panels because they come in the Control Panels folder.
And thanks to aspecial type code (APP(), these programs fall

The Extensions folder contains many self-loading startup tid·
bits as described earlier. But it also houses Chooser icons
(the software that communicates with various printers) and
shared libraries (detachable chunks of code that several
ditferent programs may share-notably Microsoft Office pro·
grams). None of this should concern you-if anything. it
should make you relieved that not every item in your Ex·
tensions folder is using up memory and increasing the risk
of conflicts, as true extensions do. (Appendix C has more
on Mac extension troubleshooting.)

Appearance
Chapter 3 is a grand tour of this program, which is the command center for tailoring the look (and sound) of your desktop.

Apple Menu Options
This control panel has two functions. First, it contain s the on/off switch for submenus
in your ti menu (see Figure 12-1). Second, it lets you specify how many recent
documents, programs, and networked disks you want listed in the ti menu.
Tip: There's no reason not to list a very high number in the Documents and Applications blanks of the
Apple Menu Options control panel. It's very useful to have instant access to the most recent, say, 50
programs you've used.
On the other hand, if your Mac isn't connected to a network, you may as well put ointo the SeNers blank.
Doing so makes the SeNers command disappear entirely from the • menu, removing one more bit of
unnecessary clutter from your life.
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Using this control panel, you answer one simple question: how is your Mac connected to the office network? If your Mac is connected by an Ethernet cable (see
Chapter 16), choose Ethernet or Ethernet Built-in from the pop-up menu; if you
have an AirPort card for wireless networking, choose AirPort; if you have an older
Mac, one that has a printer port, and you're connected using the inexpensive but
slow LocalTalk cables, choose Printer Port. (The Remote Only option is useful only
if you plan to dial into your Mac from the road, a trick described in Chapter 16.)

If you're not connected to an office network (or laser printer), the setting here is
irrelevant. In fact, you can turn this control panel off using Extensions Manager,
described later in this section.
Rgure 12-1:
The number of Recent Documents, Recent
Applications, and Recent Servers fisted in the
menu are also governed by the Apple
Menu Options control panel (top right).
When Submenus are turned on, any folder
or disk fisted in your menu sprouts a
submenu listing its contents when you point
to it. You can even place an alias of the hard
drive into the menu, providing instant
access to everything on it (bottom left).
(Doing so can trigger a disturbing Jag when
you move folders around, however.)
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ColorSync
This control panel is part of the software suite that attempts to maintain color fidelity
throughout the life of a scanned image: from scanner to monitor and finally to color
printout. For details, see Chapter 19.

Control Strip
The Control Strip is a convenient shortcut to many of the control panels described
in this chapter. For complete details, see page 68.
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Your Mac's conception of what time it is can be very important. Every file you create
or save is stamped with this time; every email you send or receive is marked with
this time; and when you drag a document into a folder that contains a different
draft of the same thing, the Mac warns you that you're about to replace an older or
newer version-but only if your clock is set correctly.
The Date & Time control panel (see Figure 12-2) offers these settings:
• Current Date, Current Time. To specify the current date or time, click one of the
numbers in these boxes. Then adjust the corresponding number eitl1er by typing
the numbers, pressing your up or down arrow keys, or by clicldng the tiny up or
down arrow buttons. To jump to the next number for setting, press either the Tab
key or the right arrow key on your keyboard. (Of course, if you use the Use the
Network Time Server option described below, your Mac can set its own clock.)
• Date Formats, Time Formats. If you think that 7/4 means July 4, sldp this section. But if, as a European or Australian, you interpret it as April?, you can click
Date Format to summon the dialog box shown in Figure 12-2, where you can
rearrange the sequence of date elements. All of the options in this dialog box
affect how dates are displayed in list-view Finder windmvs.
The Time Formats button works similarly-it summ ons a dialog box where you
can specify how you want the time displayed on the Mac. For example, some
people prefer a 12-hour clock ("3:05PM''), and others prefer a military or European-style, 24-hour clock (" 1505"). A Region pop-up m enu lists 18 ready-made
settings for countries where the Mac is popular. If none of those suit your fancy,
use the Long Date pop-up menus to specify some radical new order for ilie elements of your dates.
Date &Time

Figure 12-2:
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Using the Date & Time
control panel (upper
left), you con set your
Mac's built-in clock and
specify how you'd like
the date and time to be
displayed. Click Date
Formats to view the
dialog box shown at
lower right, where you
can spedfy a new
sequence for the dote,
month, and year. (The
Region pop-up menu
lists the 18 most common
variations of these date
formats.)

• Set Daylight-Saving Time Automatically; Set Time Zone. You'd be surprised how
important it is to click Set Time Zone and then select, from the scrolling list, a
city in your current time zone. If you don't do so, the email and documents you
send out-and the Mac's conception of what documents are "older" and
"newer"-could be hopelessly skewed.

The Mac 05 9
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Once you've set your time zone, you can specify whether or not you want the
Mac to adjust its clock for daylight-saving time automatically-a terrific feature.
If you turn off the Set Daylight-Saving Time checkbox, then you must remember
to change your Mac's clock manually whenever daylight-saving time begins or
ends-which, fortunately, is as easy as checking the "Daylight-Saving Time is in
effect" checkbox. (This checkbox is unavailable if you've opted to have your Mac
adjust the clock automatically.)
• Use a Network Time Server. This option means, "Set the clock automatically by
consulting a scientific clock on the Internet." When turned on, the Mac will set its
own dock at regular intervals, adjusting it to within fractions of a second by
connecting to sophisticated atomic-dock Internet sites. You schedule this automatic updating by clicking the Server Options button.
• Menu Bar Clock. Use these On/Off buttons to specify whether or not you want
the current time and/or date to appear, at all times, at the top of your screen. By
clicking Clock Options, you summon an immense array of options that govern
this digital clock display: whether or not you want to include designations for
AM and PM, the day of the week, a blinking colon, a different color or typeface
for the digits, and so on. If you have a laptop, you can even choose to eliminate
the battery-charge gauge that appears next to the clock on your menu bar.
You can also specify that you want your Mac to chime (actually, beep) on the
hour, half-hour, and/or quarter hour, like some kind of high-tech grandfather
clock. (The Select Chimes pop-up menus let you specify which of your Mac's
built-in sounds you want to use for each of these chime sounds. The sounds
called Temple, Purr, Glass, and Submarine make not-too-annoying choices.)
Tip: Your menu-bar clock generally shows the current time. When you need to know today's date, just
click the clock. Click again, or just wait a few seconds, to view the time once again.

DiaiAssist
In Chapter 16, you can read about dialing into your home-base Mac while traveling
on the road. That's the only time this control panel is useful; it lets you specify complicated numbers to dial-credit-card numbers, long-distance prefixes, the 9 or 8
you may need to dial for an outside line, and so on-using simple pop-up menus.

Energy Saver
The Energy Saver program is good for you and your Mac in a number of different ways.
By blacking out the screen after a period of inactivity, like a screen saver, it prolongs the
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life of your monitor. By putting the Mac to sleep (or shutting it down) a half an hour
after you've stopped using it, Energy Saver cuts down electricity costs and pollution. By
turning the computer on ten minutes before you arrive at your desk each morning, it
saves you time. And if your Mac is a laptop, Energy Saver e>..'tends the length of the
battery charge by controlling the activity of the hard drive, screen, and processor.

Automatic sleep settings
When you first open Energy Saver, you're shown a slider that controls when the Mac
will automatically go to sleep: 30, 40, or 60 minutes after your last activity, for example. ("Activity" is mouse movement, keyboard action, or Internet data transfer;
Energy Saver will never put the Mac to sleep in the middle of a download, although
it may darken the screen.)
At that time, the screen goes dark, the hard drive stops spinning, and your processor
chip slows to a crawl. Your Mac is now in sleep mode, using only a fraction of its
usual electricity consumption. To wake it up when you return to your desk, press
any key; everything you were working on, including open programs and documents,
is still on the screen, exactly as it was. (To turn off this automatic sleep feature entirely, drag the slider to Never.)
np: The "Shut down instead of sleeping" checkbox makes the Mac shut itself down (instead of sleeping)
after the specified period of inactivity. If you're the kind of person who, when called away from the desk,
generally doesn't return for the rest of the day-because you're a paramedic, computer consultant, or
work-at·home parent, for example-you might prefer this option.
For more control over the sleeping process, click Show Details. Now you're offered
three sliders: one each for the computer itself, the monitor, and the hard drive. If you
turn on the "Separate timing" checkboxes, you can specify independent sleep settings for the screen and the hard drive.
np: If you find yourself impatient with the ten seconds it takes the Mac to wake up when you press a key,
consider putting your Mac into light sleep. To do so, turn on "Separate timing for display sleep," and drag
the slider so that the monitor (the middle slider) goes to sleep sooner than the Mac itself (the top slider).
Now the screen goes dark after its specified period, but awakens instantly when you touch a key or click
the mouse. This setup doesn't save as much electricity as regular sleep, but protects the screen equally
well, and spares you those ten-second wakeup periods.

Scheduled stortup ond shutdown
By clicking the second icon at the top of the Energy Saver window, you can set up
the Mac to shut itself down and turn itself back on automatically. If you work 9 to 5,
for example, set the Mac to turn itself on at 8:45 AM, and shut itself down at 5:30
PM-an arrangement that conserves electricity, saves money, and reduces pollution, but doesn't inconvenience you in the least. In fact, you may come to forget that
you've set up the Mac this way-you'Ll never actually see it turned off.
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Note: The Mac doesn't shut down automatically if you've left unsaved documents open on the screen.
Remember, too, that if you schedule the Mac to shut off at night, automatic middle-of-the-night tasks like
Sherlock's hard drive indexing (see Chapter 15) won't take place at all.
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Laptop options
If you have a PowerBook o r iBook, the Energy Saver has a few additional controls
and another function: to extend the life of each battery charge when you're traveling. First, above the sliders, it displays a new pop-up menu that offers two choices:
Power Adapter and Battery. In other words, you can create two separate slider settings-one for use when the laptop is plugged in, and another when you're running
off battery power. The theory is that when running from the battery, you'll want the
various laptop components to go to sleep after relatively short periods of inactivity,
thus conserving juice-but when you're plugged into a wall socket, you'd rather not
have those annoying lapses of service.
Tip: There's no downside to setting the laptop never to sleep when irs plugged in. Chances are, when
you're not using it, you'll close the lid anyway (which, of course, puts it to sleep). And by clicking Show
Details and dragging the top slider all the way to Never, you rule out the possibility that the laptop will
blink to sleep while you're in the middle of a presentation or reading a speech from its screen.

At the top of the Energy Saver window, laptop owners find a third icon button called
Advanced Settings. Clicking it summons a screen full of new checkboxes that offer
additional wake/sleep options for your laptop. Depending on your laptop m odel,
they may include:
o

Preserve memory contents on sleep. Whenever the laptop goes to sleep, this option makes it take 20 additional seconds to store, in a giant invisible file on your
hard drive, a copy of everything that's in memory, including unsaved open documents. Doing so is a safety net for a fai rly unusual situation: you put the laptop in
the closet for three weeks or more, so long that the battery eventually dies. In that
circumstance, the "Preserve memory contents" option could save your baconwhen power is restored and you turn the computer on again, you'll find all your
documents open on the screen, exactly as you had left them before the lights
went out. Otherwise, unsaved changes would have been lost forever.
Still, most people leave this option off-the 20-second delay before sleep is too
high a price to pay for that very hypothetical safety net.

o

o

Wake for network administrative access. This option and the next, Wake for other
network activity, are unavailable on most laptops. They exist exclusively for the
purchasers of the software suite called Apple Network Administrator, which lets
the network guru in an office control (and, with this checkbox, even wake up)
laptops tl1at are sleeping on the network.
Wake when the modem detects a ring. This checkbox can be useful in two circumsta nces: first, if you use your laptop as a fax machine that accepts incoming
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faxes (a function of the FaxSTF software that's included with most Apple laptops),
and second, if you diaJ into your Mac from the road (see Chapter 16). In either
case, when a phone call reaches the laptop's modem, the computer wakes up and
accepts the caJI-if this option is turned on.

The Mac OS 9
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• Wake when the computer is opened. Why did it take the laptop makers so long to
think of this? If you open a laptop's lid, of course you intend to use it, so why
shouldn' t it wake up from sleep automatically?
• Reconnect to servers on wakeup/Remember my passwords. If, at the moment
your laptop goes to sleep, you had brought the hard drives of other Macs on the
network onto your screen (see Chap ter 16), this option brings them back onto
the screen when the computer wakes up.
• Allow processor cycling. T his impor tant option perhaps shouldn' t be buried so
deeply in the Energy Saver control panel. When turned o n, it lets your main processor chip take infinitesimal catnaps between operations. The result is that your
battery charge lasts much longer-about another 25 minutes per charge-but
the computer is slower. Processor cycling is fine when you're reading email or
word processing, but it can dramatically slow down QuickTime m ovies,
Photoshop calculations, and other intensive operations.
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Rgure 12-:J:
The Extensions Manager
window is, in many respects,
like a standard Finder
window. You can sort the list
by clicking the column titles
(such as Size and Version),
adjust the column widths by
dragging the vertical dividers
(which works, for some
reason, only for the Name
and Package columns), sort
the list in reverse by clicking
the pyramid button above the
scroll bar, collapse one of the
folders by clicking the "f/ippy
triangle" to its left, and so on.
The "Package" column can be
especially useful- it often lets
you know what program
dumped these particular
items into your System folder.

Extensions Manager

The Mac OS 9

Each of the control panels and extensions described in this chapter adds a particular
enhancement to Mac OS 9. Unfortunately, each also makes your Mac take longer to
start up, uses up more memory, and decreases your Mac's stability. That's why Apple
has blessed us with Extensions Manager, a control panel that lets you turn other
control panels and extensions, as well as items in your Startup Items and Shutdown
Items folders, on or off.

Control Panels

You can open Extensions Manager as you would any control panel-by choosing its
name from the Apple menu-7Control Panels command. More often, however, you'll
want to open it during the startup process, so that you can turn some features on or
off in preparation for the computing session that's about to begin. To do so, press
the Space bar just after you turn the Mac on. Eventually, the Extensions Manager
window appears (see Figure 12-3).
Your principal activities in Extensions Manager will be (a) clicking the. checkboxes
at the left side to turn items on or off, and (b) finding out what these items are for.
Tip: You can jump to any item in the Extensions Manager list by typing the first letter or two of its name.

Turning extensions or control panels on and off
To turn something on or off, click the checkbox to the left of its name: The X means
on. If you summoned Extensions Manager by holding down the Space bar while the
computer was starting up, click Continue to finish starting up your computer. If you
opened £).:tensions Manager instead by choosing its name from the tl-7Control
Panels command, click Restart; the computer turns off, then on, with your newly
chosen set of control panels and extensions in effect.
And how are you supposed to know which ones to turn off? The basic rule is: for
best stability, greatest memory savings, and quickest startup time, turn off as many
as possible. Use this chapter as your guide; if you don't do scanning or color printing, for example, turn off all the ColorSync items. If you're not on an office network,
turn off File Sharing (cqntrol panel and extension), and so on. The Show Item Information command, described next, supplies more guidance.
Tip: When you open Extensions Manager by choosing lt-tControl Panels-tExtensions Manager (instead of by holding down the Space bar during startup), you get a bonus feature: a menu bar. It's loaded
with additional features that make Extensions Manager more useful.
For example, the File menu contains commands that let you duplicate, rename, delete, or create a text
report about one of your sets. When you've highlighted something in the list, the Edit menu offers the Find
Item command, which jumps to the actual icon in your System Folder, ready for deleting. opening, or
renaming. And the View menu lets you rearrange the list of control panels or extensions, making clusters
of them alphabetically, by the System Folder folder in which they sit, or by the package (software installer)
that gave them to you in the first place.
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Getting information
Extensions Manager makes a decent effort to explain the purpose of each control
panel and extension-an effort limited only by the abili ties of programmers to describe their creations in plain English.

The Mac OS 9
Control Panels

To view the description of any item, click it once, and then click the Show Item
Information triangle below the list. A new panel of the Extensions Manager screen
appears, revealing, in most cases, a description of the item you clicked. Sometimes
you get lucky: "Mouse: Use this control panel to set the tracking and double-click
speed of your mouse." Sometimes you don't: "ATI Resource Manager manages video
memory for ATI Components." Still, some verbiage is better than none.
Tip: If the Extensions Manager descriptions leave you wanting, download the program called Extensions
Overload, a shareware program available at www.missingmanual.com. Although it's not written by an
English major either, it exhibits the fruits of far more research and effort than the built-in Extensions
Manager descriptions.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION
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is normally Extensions Manager's job.
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'
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The Revert button operis Extensions Manager, but the list
now looks exactly as it did before you moved things around
in your System Folder. To make thislist reflect reality, Mac
OS 9 moves extensions and control panels in your System
Folder back.into the f~lders where they began. In the example of the previous paragraph, Mac OS 9 puts the Mouse
control panel back
. into
. the Control Panels folder.
Finally, if you die~ the Create f\lew Set button, you're asked
to name a new Ext,ensions Manager set- "My Settings 2,"
for example-that r~llects the new reality of your System
Folder items' locations.
You might also occasionally get a message that says, "There
~re extensions in tl1is set that are not installed in your computer." In lhiscase, somebody didn't just move extensions or
control panels between their folders and (Disabled) folderssomebody took them completely out of the System Folder.
Click Cnncel to open Extensions Manager and get on with
your life. or click.OK to save a SimpleText document onto
your desktop that. when opened, lists the missing icons.

Managing sets

The Ma[ OS 9

Using the pop-up men u above the list, you can create-and choose from amongdifferent canned sets of extensions and control panels. One might contain the full
set you use every day. Another might contain only the extensions necessary to run
Photoshop (so that you maximize the free memory on your machine) or to operate
your CD-ROM burner (so that you m inimize the potential of your extensions'
influence on the CDs that you create). A third-a standard one on everyone's copy
of Extensions Manager-is the "Mac OS 9.0 All" set, which includes only the original Apple extensions and nothing else.

Control Panels

To create a new set, click Duplicate Set. Type a name for your new set; click OK. Now
you can turn extensions and control panels on or off; the new set will remember the
status of these various checkboxes. At any time, you can reinstate some other set by
choosing its name from the Selected Set pop-up menu (and then restarting).

File Exchange
This very technical control panel helps the Mac cope with a very technical problem:
opening documents the Mac doesn't recognize, including those that were created
on Windows PCs. To be specific, it does three things:
• Lets your Mac read PC-(DOS or Windows) floppy disks, Zip disks, and other
removable disks, alo ng \'lith Apple II and Apple III floppies. (Without File Exchange, your Mac simply reports that these kinds of disks are "unreadable.")
• Intervenes when you double-dick a document icon whose parent program-the
one used to make it- isn't actually on your Mac. (A downloaded Internet graphic
is a common example.) File Exchange offers a list of programs that can open it.
See page 109 for details on this useful intrusion .
• Lets you establish relationships between certain kinds of PC files and the programs on your Mac that can open them. For example, when you double-click a
Windows file whose name ends in the suffix .aif, File Exchange is set up to recogni ze it as a sound file (AIFF)-and to open (and play) it using the Q uickTime
Player program on your Mac. The scrolling list (on the PC Exchange panel of this
control panel) lists several dozen of these relationships, and you can create your
own by clicking the Add button .
File Exchange offers several additional features, ali of which are fairly obscure, such
as the "Map PC extensions to Mac OS file types on PC disks" checkbox. If they
intrigue you, choose Help~Show Balloons, and then point the cursor at them; a
pop-up cartoon balloon appears to describe each item as you point at it.

File Sharing
This program is useful only if your Mac is connected to an office network. It lets you
specify whether or not other people on the network are allowed to see your filesand which people on the network. For complete instructions on setting up such a
network- and in using this control panel-see Chapter 16.
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File Synchronization
If you're running Mac OS 9 on a desktop computer, such as an iMac, you probably
don' t have this control panel. Mac OS 9 ordinarily installs it only on laptops. But
you can install it onto any Mac using the Custom installation option described on
page 428.
You may find installing it worthwhile, because File Synchronization is a clever and
nearly effortless backup program. It ensures that the contents of two particular folders
remain identical and up-to-date. For laptop owners, File Synchronization can copy
your important work onto the laptop before a trip, and move it back to your desktop
computer when you return. For desktop computer owners, File Synchronization
can safely and efficiently back up your important folders onto another disk-such
as a Zip disk, SuperDisk, or iDisk. (iDisk is described in Chapter 14).
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Figure 12-4:
To set up the File
Synchronization program,
drag the folder from your
main Moe onto the left side
of the synchronization pair,
as shown at left. Then drag
the backup folder (or
corresponding folder from
your laptop) onto the right
side. (If you prefer
choosing the folders in a
dialog box to dragging
their icons, double-click
one of the folder buttons
instead.)

Start by setting up the source and backup folders, as shown in Figure 12-4. (To keep
your head straight, create folders that have the same names on both sides.) And if
you'd like more than one folder backed up in this way, choose File~ New Pair, and
repeat the procedure.
When you open the File Synchronization control panel and then click Synchronize,
the Mac automatically compares the contents of tl1e two folders you designated, and
copies the most recent files both ways until both folders contain the identical materiaL For example, if you created a new document on your laptop, File Synchronization copies it into its mirror folder on the desktop Mac. If you updated a document
on the Mac, it replaces the older version on tl1e backup disk.
Caution: If, since the last time you synchronized the folders, a particular document was edited both on
the desktop Mac and on the laptop, File Synchronization gives you no warning. Instead, it simply gives you
the most recently edited document in both folders. Even if you had done seven hours of work on the
laptop copy, but more recently changed only a single punctuation mark in the desktop copy, the desktop
version wipes out the laptop draft.
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Apple might as well have named this one Miscellaneo us, because its settings and
options have nothing particular in common. Nevertheless, some can be useful:

Control Panels

• Show Desktop when in background. Ordinarily, when you launch, say, your word
processor, you can still see pieces of the Finder (such as the Trash icon) behind
the word processor's winqow. For beginners, this arrangement can be disconcerting; with one errant mouse click outside of the word processor window, the
Finder, and all of its windows, spring to the front. The word processor window
disappears, having been sen t to the background; many a novice has shrieked in
horror, assuming that the word processing document is gone forever.
When you turn off this checkbox, the Finder windows and icons become invisible
when you're using any other program. This arrangement prevents the kind of accidental clicks that might send a beginner tumbling into a different program.
O n the other hand, it also deprives the Mac user of a handy feature-the ability
to jump into another program by clicking any visible portion of its window.
Whenever "Show desktop" is turned off, the only way to switch from one open
program to another is to use the Application m enu or its equivalent keystroke
(see page 101 ).
• Show Launcher at system startup. Turning on this option puts an alias of the
Launcher (see page 43) into your System Folder-7Startup Items folder. As a result, the Launcher window appears automatically every time you turn on the
computer.
• Shut Down Warning. You're supposed to turn off the computer by using the
Special-7Shut Down command, or by pressing the Power button on your keyboard (and then clicking the Shut Down button). If the Mac turns off in any
other way- because of a system crash, power outage, or accidental unplugging,
for example-it doesn't have a chance to do its usual end-of-session house cleaning. The next time it's turned on, therefore, the Mac scolds you with an error
message that says, "Your computer did not shut down properly." The Mac then
runs its Disk First Aid program to insure that no damage occurred to your hard
drive as a result of the crash.
By turning off this checkbox, you tell the Mac not to show that message. But you
also prevent the Mac from performing that important disk-repair routine, which
often nips nascent problems in the bud. In other words, leave the Shut Down
Warning checkbox turned on.
• Folder Protection. In previous versions of the Mac OS, these two checkboxes
provided handy protection against the destructive acts of very young or very
mischievous people. These options prevented icons from being dragged into or
out of the System Folder o r Applications folder.
Apple decided, however, that the Multiple Users feature of Mac OS 9 (see Chapter 17) provides enough protection. As a result, Apple removed this feature from
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the General Controls box-but didn't even bother to remove th e checkboxes!
There they sit, dimmed and unava ilable. Just remember: It's not you. It's Apple.
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• Insertion Point Blinking. This control governs the blinking rate of the insertion
point (the cursor that shows where typ ing will begin when you're word processing). The option to change its speed is, no doubt, primarily a nostalgic gesture:
this was one of the few settings you could change on the very first 1984 Macintosh.
• Menu Blinking. When you click a menu command, it blinks several times before
executing the comm and. That's one second of your life wasted waiting for the
computer, several times per hour. If you believe that life is too short, click Off.
• Documents. The three cho ices here represent Apple's attempt to prevent you from
losing documents by inadvertently filing them, at the moment when they're first
saved, into some random folder. Instead, the first time you save any document,
the Save dialog box (see Chapter 8) appears, proposing one of three locations as
the location for the file you're about to save. "Folder that is set by the application"
refers to the home folder of whenever document you first double-clicked to launch
this program. "Last folder used in the application" refers to whatever folder you've
most recently opened while using the program you're currently in.
For novices and experts alike, the third option, "Documents folder;' can be a
perfect solution to the lost-documen ts syndrome; Figure 12-5 has the detai ls.
This feature also makes it very easy to back up your work, because all of your
documents are contained in a single folder.
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Figure 12-5:
Turn on the Documents
folder option (left). The next
time you save a new
document (middle), the
Mac proposes a spedal
location for it- the
Documents folder. As it
turns out the Mac has just
created this spedal folder
on your hard drive (right).
For now on, whenever you
open or save a document
you won't have to navigate
folders to find a locationyou'll always be shown the
Documents folder, so you'll
always know where your
files are.

Internet
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In the dark and time-consuming days of the early 1990s, the worst aspect of using
the Internet was having to set up your Internet programs: your email program, Web
browser, FTP client, and so on. Each required you to input several pounds of information about you, your Internet connection, and so on.

Control Panels

This control panel neatly solves the problem. It provides a central location where
you can record all of this information once. After you've done so, you don't need to
type these settings into your Internet programs; most of them can retrieve the information they need from the Internet control panel. (If America Online is your
road to the Internet, ignore this control panel entirely.)
The Internet control panel has five tabs: Personal, E-mail, Web, News, and Advanced.
Each screen contains blanks where you can record the kind of information required
by your email, Web, newsgroup, and other Internet software.
For most purposes, you don't need to fill in all of these fields; but filling in a few
choice ones can save you a lot of time down the road:
• PersonaL Fill in your name, email address, and signature (what you want to appear at the end of each email you send-just your name, for example, or perhaps
a witty quote from some book or movie).
• E-mail. Fill in all four blanks; if you're not sure what to type, contact your Internet
access company (or its Web page) for help. By far the most important setting
here, however, is the Default E-mail Application pop-up menu. Use this pop-up
menu to indicate which email program you use. From now on, whenever you
click a "Click here to send email" link on. a Web page, your favorite email program opens automatically.
• Web. Almost all of the settings on this panel are useful and important. Fill in the
Home Page (the Web page you want to open when you click the Home button in
your browser) and the Search Page (the Web page you want to open when you
click the Search button in your Web browser; try http://www.yahoo.com or
http://www.google.com ). Next, click Select to specify a Downloads folder-files
you download from the Internet will be stored here. (Many people create a Downloads folder on the desktop for tl1is purpose, or choose the Desktop itself. Either
method eliminates the frustration of not being able to find something that you
downloaded.)
The most important setting is the last one: Default Web Browser. Use it to indicate which browser-Internet Explorer or Netscape Communicator, for example-you prefer. This is the browser that will open automatically whenever
you double-click an Internet location file (see Chapter 14) or a Sherlock Internetsearch result (see Chapter 15), for example.
• News. If you're a fan of Internet newsgroups (electronic bulletin boards), you
can use this panel to specify your server, name, password, and preferred newsreader
program.
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• Advanced. The Advanced tab is ordinarily hidden- it's a little secret reserved for
Internet jocks who know what they're doing. To make it appear, choose Edit-?User
Mode, click Advanced, and then click OK. The Advanced tab that now materializes offers seven panels of its own. They let you specify your preferred FrP servers, the Mac programs you wan t to handle various kinds of Internet file transfers,
the fonts you prefer fo r email, firewall information (fo r people who work in a
corporation), and so on. Look over the options here; if you know what they are,
you're already q ualified to use them.
(The other advanced option in Edi t-?User Mode is called Administration. It's
exactly like Advanced, except that it requires a password before any of the Internet
control panel's settings ca n be changed. It's designed to keep mischievous little
hands o ut of your ca refull y constructed network settings when your Mac is in a
lab sit uation.)
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION

The Ignored Internet Control Panel
Hey! /spent 20 minutes setting up my Internet control panel.
but my Internetprograms are ignoring my settings. ~11Jat gives?

settings in the Internet control panel. You're not allowed to
type in anything here.)

After you've established your Internet control panel settings,
some Internet programs recognize them immediately. Outlook Express and Netscape Communicator, for example, suck
in their settings from the Internet control panel instantaneously. (This behavior can actually be contusing. When you
choose Edit-)Preferences in Netscape. for example, the
"home page location" field is dimmed and unavailablebecause Netscape is extracting this information from your

But in other programs, induding Internet Explorer, Eudora, and
Claris Emailer, you must use the preference commands to tell
the program to adopt the Internet control panel settings.
In some programs, flllthermore, the option to adopt the
Internet control panel settings iscalled "Use Internet Config."
That's areference to thefree program (Internet Config) from
which the Internet control panel is descended.

Tip: Not everybody uses the same set of Internet information all the time. For example, your laptop might
require one set of preferences when you're home, and another when you're on the road. That's why the
Internet control panel lets you create, and name independently, different sets of information. To name the
one you've just set up, choose File-? Rename Set. To create a new set of preferences, click Duplicate Set,
give your new set a name, and then visit each of the tabs to change the details that need changing.
Then, when you travel (or otherwise need to change the settings), use the Active Set pop-up menu.

Keyboard
This peculiar lit tle con trol panel has three uses. Two are practical and convenient,
and one is useful to o nly a tiny mino rity of Mac fa ns. H ere they are, in order of
appearance:
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As you can read in Chapter 13, the Mac is the world's most impressive polyglot: it
can handle many different languages on the screen at the same time. But the symbols you use when you're typing Swedish aren't the same as when you're typing
English. Apple solved this problem by creating different keyboard layouts, one for
each language. Each keyboard layout rearranges the letters that appear when you
press the keys. For example, when you use the Swedish layout and press the semicolon key, you don't get a semicolon (;)-you get an 6. (Apple even includes a Dvorak
layout-a scientific rearrangement of the standard layout that puts the most common letters directly under your fingertips on the home row. Fans of the Dvorak
layout claim greater accuracy, better speed, and less fatigue.)

Control Panels

Use the list in the Keyboard control panel to indicate which keyboard layout you
want to use. (To see what your new keyboard arrangement looks like, choose •~Key
Caps.) If you check off more than one keyboard layout, a tiny flag icon appears in
the upper-right corner of your screen-a keyboard menu that lets you switch from
one layout to another just by choosing its name.

Tip: Instead of using the keyboard menu, you can rotate through the different keyboard layouts you've
selected by pressing 3€-Space bar. If this keystroke already does something in one of the programs you
use, open theKeyboard control panel, click Options, and click the "Use Command+Option+Space" checkbox
to substitute this less-common keystroke.
The Keyboard control panel also includes a Script pop-up men~; yours probably lists
only a single command, Roman. For more on script systems, see page 235.

Keyboard behavior
You're probably too young to remember the antique once known as a typewriter. On
some electric versions of this machine, you could hold down the letter X key to type
a series ofXXXXXX.Xs-ideal for crossing something out in a contract, for example.
On the Mac, every key behaves this way. Hold down any key long enough, and it
starts spitting out repetitions, making it easy to type, for example, "No
WAAAAAAAY!" or "You go, girrrrrrrrrl!" The two sliders in the Keyboard control
panel govern this behavior. On the right: a slider that determines how long you
must hold down the key before it starts repeating (to prevent triggering repetitions
accidentally, in other words). On the left: a slider that governs how fast each key
spits out letters once the spitting has begun.

Fundion Keys
At this writing, the Function Keys button appears only if you have an iMac, recent
PowerBook, or iBook. That's too bad, because it offers a very useful feature: the
ability to assign functions to your othen'lise mostly function-less function keys (the
F-keys on the top row of your keyboard). For step-by-step instructions in making
these keys open your favorite programs and documents, see page 105.
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Keychain Access
This control panel represents one o f the biggest new features in Mac OS 9: the ability to define a single password that then u nlocks than dozens of other ones that you
used to have to remem ber. For deta ils, see Chap ter 16.

Launcher
The Launcher "control panel" is bizarre: when you open it, no control panel opens
up. Instead , you get the Launch er window, showing the icons of your favor ite programs, d ocuments, disks, folders, a nd so on. Chapter 2 contains a full description.

location Mllnager ii¥¥¥
Current Location:
V Edit LOC8tlo"'

Edit Location:

I~--~~--------~~
None (Off)
li ~ )

I Airplane Setup

SettlliCia
0 AppleTallc &TCPIIP
0Auto-Open Items
0 Default Printer
0Extenslon Set
0FIIe Sharing State
0 Internet Set
0 Quicklime Speed
0 Remote Access
!if Sound Level

Js:
~

-:- Values for • AppleTelk & TCP/IP"' ~
Applelel~ Is uslno the default
confiourstion nemed "Default". C llc~ tlls
<Gel Info> button for more I n(orrnatlon
about t his.

'-'
.;.

APJ!IV

l 1,

Edit

Figure 12·6:
The Location Manager isn't just for
laptops anymore. The ability to
establish canned sets of control·panel
settings (top) can also be useful on
desktop computers-for example,
when you want to switch from your
cable modem to your Mac's built-in
modem, or when you want to switch
from one printer to another. You can
switch from one "location" to another
just by choosing its name from the
corresponding Control Strip tile
(bottom).

II Get Info 1

~------------~~

Location Manager
If you travel with a Mac laptop, you kn ow the drill: at the office, you enjoy your
high-speed Internet connection by Ethernet. You keep your Mac's speaker volume
low, so you won't disturb the people in the surrounding cubicles. You print on the
high-speed laser printer down the hall. But when you return home every n ight, you
h ave to reconfigure your lap top. You set it to use the modem fo r In ternet connections, you turn up the volume so you can h ear it, and you open the Chooser to select
your family's color inkjet printer. The next m orning, you go to work and start all
over again.
If you' re willing to endure som e grueling setup, the complex but powerful Location
Manager can eliminate that treadmill of repetitive configuration. As Figure 12-6
shows, you just specify which control panels you want chan ged for each location
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you visit with your laptop. Thereafter, you can switch all of the control panels simultaneously to predefin ed settings-j ust by choosing your current location's name
from a pop-up menu on your Control Strip.
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Creating o new Location
Turn off the phone and cancel your appointments for the n ext 25 minutes; setting
up Location Manager isn't always simple.
To create a Location, which is nothing more than a set of memorized settings, get
every control panel exactly the way you like it first-and then open Location Manager, which wiiJ take a sn apshot of the current settings.
To make it do so, choose File-?Nev; Location. Type a name for the location you're
defining -"Home Office," for example. When you click OK, the list of Location
Manager-controllable control p anels appears, as shown at left in Figure 12-6. Here's
what they do:
• AppleTalk & TCP/IP. The AppleTalk and TCP/IP control panels define how your
Mac is connected-to an office network and to the Internet, respectively. (For
more on the AppleTalk control panel, see Chapter 16; for more on TCP/IP, see
Chapter 14.)
The AppleTalk & TCP/IP option in Location Manager can be extremely useful. If
you have an iBook, for example, yo u might create two "locations" -one that sets
TCP/IP to connect to the Internet using your ·wireless AirPort card, and anotl1er
(for use in hotel rooms) that makes it use the built-in modem.
But here's the peculiar thing about Location Manager: it can't m emorize your
AppleTalk and TCP/IP control panel setups if those settings are called Default in
their respective control panels. Open yo ur AppleTalk co ntrol p anel, choose
File-7Configurations, and check it out for yourself. If Default is the highlighted
list item, click Duplicate, type a m ore distinctive name, dick OK, and then click
Make Active. Repeat this process with the TCP/IP control panel.
Now, at last, you can open the Location Manager contr'ol panel to turn on the
AppleTalk & TCP/IP checkbox-and then click Apply. Location Manager has now
memorized your current network and Internet settings, and associated them with
the Home Office.
• Auto-Open Items. As described on page 183, any icon you put into your System
Folder-7Startup Items folder opens automatically when you turn the computer
on. But although you might like Excel to auto-open when you're at work, you
might want Tomb Raider to auto-open when you're at home. When you click this
checkbox, the standard Open File dialog box appears, as described in Chapter 8;
navigate to the first item you'd like to open automatically when you're in the
Home Office, highlight it, and then click Add Item. (You can ch oose programs,
documents, even folders and disks in this way.) Continue navigating to, selecting, and adding item s until you're satisfied with the arsenal of startup itemsand finally, click Apply.
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Whatever items you've chosen open immediately when you switch Locations;
you don't have to restart the machine.
• Default Printer. If you turn on this checkbox, the currently selected printer is
associated with the location you're defining. (The selected printer is the one highlighted in the Chooser, or the one indicated by a black outline on your desktopsee Chapter 19.)
• Extension Set. Earlier in this chapter, you read about Extensions Manager, the
program that lets you define groups of extensions and control panels that you
want turned on. You might want a stripped-down set when you're using a laptop
on the plane (for battery savings), but the whole enchilada when you're at your
office and plugged into an outlet; Location Manager can accommodate you. Just
turn on this checkbox; whatever set of extensions you're using at that moment
will be turned on again whenever you use this Location.
• File Sharing State. See Chapter 16 for details on file sharing; click this checkbox
if you want this Location to memorize the current on/off status of your File Sharing feature.
• Internet Set. This checkbox refers to the currently selected set of settings in the
Internet control panel, which is described earlier in this chapter. Each group of
Internet control panel settings can store the information for a differe nt Internet
account, email address, and so on; in other words, Location Manager gives you
an easy way to switch between accounts (such as Earthlink at home and the account your company provides at work) without having to fiddle around with
your control panels.
• QuickTirne Speed. As you can read in Chapter 20, the QuickTime feature of Mac
OS 9lets you watch TV and movie clips that reach your computer from the Internet.
They look good, however, only if the Q uickTirne software knows what kind of
Internet connection you have; movies that come to you via traditional modem are
much smaller and jerkier than movies that arrive by cable modem, for example.
When you check this checkbox, Location Manager memorizes the current setting
in the Connection Speed panel of the QuickTime Settings control panel.
• Remote Access. Meet the number one use of the Location Manager control panel:
the ability to switch Internet access phone numbers as you move your laptop
from city to city. Specifying the local Internet phone number is, after all, is the
primary purpose of the Remote Access control panel; if you travel regularly, you
can use Location Manager to build a long list of city locations, each of which
"knows" the local phone number for your Internet access company.
As described under "AppleTalk & TCP/IP;' however, the Location Manager refuses to memorize the current settings in tl1e Remote Access and Modem control
panels if they're set to Default. Open •~control Panels~ Remote Access, and
then choose File~Configurations; if Default is selected, click Duplicate, type a
more distinctive nam e, and then click Make Active. Repeat the process with the
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selected Internet phone number.
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• Sound Level. When you click this checkbox, Location Manager memorizes the
current volume setting for your Mac, which it records on a scale from 0 to 7.
• Time Zone. This option memorizes your current time zone, as it's selected in the
Date & Time control panel. Now, every time you travel coast to coast, for example, you won't have to reset your Mac's clock to reflect the new local timeinstead, you'Ll just choose, say, "LA Office" from the Location Manager tile on the
Control Strip. Your clock will be instantly adjusted.
Tip: Don't miss the options in the Edit~Preferences command. In the dialog box that appears, you can
set up Location Manager to offer the list of Locations you've defined as the Mac is starting up-every time,
or only when you're holding down, say, the Control key. This way, you won't forget to make the switch
when you arrive at your new real-world location.
The Preferences box also offers the option to ask you about each setting independently- first the sound
level, then the time zone, and so on-in case you want only some of the changes to kick in.

Memory
See Chapter 7 for complete instructions on using this important con trol panel, which
governs how your Mac uses memory.

Modem
For such a tiny program, the Modem control panel causes a lot of grief for people
trying in vain to get on to the Internet. You're supposed to choose, from its single
pop-up menu, the precise modem model your Mac uses. If you choose the wrong
model, you'll find yourself on a permanent truck stop of the information superhighway. (Fortunately, most m odern Mac models have a built-in modem-known
as the Apple Internal56K Modem or Power Book G3 Internal Modem, for exampleand the Modem control panel comes already set to the correct option.)
The items in this pop-up menu correspond to the modem script files in yo ur System
Folder~ Extensions~ Modem Scripts folder. If your modem model doesn't show
up here, it's your job to nag the manufactu rer of the modem until they provide one.
(The modem company's Web page should be your first stop on this quest-if you
can even get online.) Drop the script onto your System Folder icon, click OK, and
then open the Modem control panel again. At last, your modem's name shows in up
in the pop-up menu, where you can choose it to get on with your online life.

Monitors
The options in this useful program depend on your Mac model. Most Macs, however, offer at least two of these big buttons at the top of the window:
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This panel lets you make two settings: Color Depth and Resolution. Both settings
are discussed on page 75; for now, it's enough to know that the Color Depth affect
how many colors your screen can display at once, and Resolution lets you magnify
or reduce the screen image.
Tip: You can adjust the color depth and resolution of your monitor without having to use the Monitors
control panel. In most cases, using the Control Strip is quicker and easier (see page 68).

Color
If your ColorSync software is installed correctly (see Chapter 19), this icon appears.
When clicked, it summons a list of ColorSync profiles-files that identify the colordisplay characteristics of your monitor. ColorSync information is primarily useful
to people who use a scan ner and a color p rinter, but you d o no harm by clicking the
name of the monitor you're using in this list.
POWER USERS' CLINIC

Many Monitors, One Mac
From the dawn of the color-monitor era, Macs have had a monitor. By dragging them around each other, you can specify
terrific feature that Windows computers lacked for 10 years: how you want the second monitor's image ''attached" to the
the ability to exploit multiple monitors all plugged into the first. Most people position the second monitor immediately
Mac at the same time. You can choose to have every moni· to the right of the first, but you're also free to position it on
tor display the same thing-useful in aclassroom-or to have the left, above. below, or even directly on top of the first
one monitor act as an extension of the next. For example, monitor's icon (which produces avideo-mirroring setup). For
you might have your Photoshop image window on your big the least likelihood of going insane, consider placing the ac·
monitor, but keep all the Photoshop controls and tool pal· tual monitor into the corresponding position in the real worldettes on asmaller screen. Your cursor passes h·om one screen . to the right of your first monitor, for example.
to another as it crosses the boundary.
For deep·down multiple-monitor fanatics, the fun doesn't
To bring about this delicious arrangement, you need aPower stop there. See the microscopic menu bar on the first-moniMac with more than one video card installed, or a PowcrBook tor icon? You can drag that tiny strip onto a different moniG3 (bronze keyboard). (You can rig certain other PowerBook, tor icon. if you like. to tell Monitors where you'd like the
iBook, or iMac models with a second monitor, but these actual menu bar to appear. You can even control which
setups generally limit you to seeing the same picture on monitor gets the startup slide show (the Mac OS 91ogo, the
parade of extensions, and so on): turn on the "Identify the
both screens-an arrangement called video mirroni1g.)
startup screen" checkbox. Now the tiny smiling-Mac icon
When you open the ~·lonitors program on those Power Macs
appears on the startup monitor icon; you can drag this tiny
and PowerBook G3s, you see adifferent Monitors control-panel
smiling Mac to a different monitor icon, thus changing the
window on each screen.Using this control panel, you can change
stage for the startup slide show.
the color and resolution settings independently for each screen:
Finally, once you've got a multiple-monitor setup running,
II your 1\ilac can show different images on each screen, you
your Control Strip changes. The Resolution and Color Depth
get another icon at the top of your main screen, called Ar·
tiles (sec page 74) each show two sets of options, so that
range. TI1e Arrange window shows aminiature version of each
you can control each monitor independently.
'
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Tip:Theway your monitor displays colors can vary widely, depending on the lighting. the temperature, its
age, and its mood. On some rainy Saturday afternoon, therefore, you might enjoy calibrating (adjusting)
your monitor. To do so, open the Monitors control panel, click Color, and then click Calibrate. The Monitor
Calibration Assistant appears; by answering the question that appears on each screen, using the visual aids
the program presents, you can fine-tune the color display of your monitor until it's extremely accurate. At
the end of the process, you'll be asked to name and save the new ColorSync profile you've created. If you
care about color fidelity, repeat this entire procedure every couple of months.

Geometry
This button appears only if you're using certain monitors, such as the iMac's builtin monitor. Click this button to summon a new panel that offers fantastic control
over the way the screen image appears on the glass of your monitor. You can make it
larger, smaller, higher, lower, wider, shorter, puffier in the middle, and so on, just by
adjusting the corresponding controls.

Mouse
It may surprise you that the cursor doesn't move five inches when you move the
mouse five inches on the desk. Instead, the cursor moves farther when you move the
mouse faster. How much farther depends o n how you set the first slider in this control panel (see Figure 12-7). The Fast setting is nice if you have an enormous monitor, because it means that you don't need an equally large mouse pad to get from
one corner to another. The Very Slow setting, on the other hand, can be frustrating,
beca use it forces you to pick up and put down the mouse a lot as you scoot across
the screen; it offers no acceleration at all. Experimentation is the key.
The Double-Click Speed setting specifies how much time you have to complete a
do uble-click. If you click too slowly-beyond the time you've allotted yourself with
this slider-the Mac " hears" tvw single clicks instead.
Rgure 12-1:
On a PowerBook or iBook, the Mouse control panel offers additional options.
Mouse Tracks odds a special effed to your arrow cursor as it moves across the
screen-a trailing parade of duplicate cursors. (In the day of /ow-cost, slow-torespond laptop screens, this option could help you find a lost cursor; on
modern Mac laptops, it's just distracting.) The Thick /-Beam option fattens up
the vertical cursor when you're editing text.
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Multiple Users
One of Mac OS 9's most heavily hyped features is its ability to permit different people
in the same family, school, or office to use the same Mac. In OS 9, you can make it so
that each user sees only the appropriate set of folders, programs, and documents, and
benefits from a personalized set of settings for each program. This control panel is
where you set up these "accounts" for each person. You'll find details in Chapter 17.

Quicklime Settings
Most of the con trois in this control panel do nothing at all. They're remnants of an
age when Apple had high expectations for its QuickTime technology-expectations
that never materialized.'(Nobody enters passwords to unlock movies in the Media
Keys section of this control panel, for example.)
There are, however, two settings worth changing in this control panel. First, by choosing Registration from the pop-up menu, you can type in a password you've purchased for $30 from the Apple Web site that turns QuickTime into QuickTime Proa much more flexible movie kit described in Chapter 20.
Second, by choosing Au toPlay from the pop-up menu, you can turn off the option
called Enable CD-ROM Auto Play. In Apple's master plan, this feature would have
let you insert specially created CD-ROM game discs that would begin running instantly (without your having to double-click). As it turns out, however, only a single
programmer took advantage of this opportunity: the sociopath who wrote the Auto
Start virus, one of the few Mac viruses. Fortunately, by turning this checkbox off,
you ensure that your Mac will never catch that virus.
The other option on the screen, Enable Audio CD AutoPiay, is perfectly harmlessand, in fact, is handy. When turned on, this option plays music CDs automatically
when you insert them into the machine. (See Chapter 13 for more on playing music
CDs on your Mac.)

Remote Access
This control panel connects you to the Internet over a telephone line (as opposed to,
say, a cable modem or DSL modem). This control panel stores the phone number,
password, and other aspects of your Internet account. (It was called the PPP control
panel in some earlier versions of the Mac OS.) For more on this control panel and
its useful hidden options, see page 256.

Software Update
Few operating-system ideas are simpler or better than this one: whenever Apple
improves or fixes one of the 2,000 software pieces that make up Mac OS 9, the Software Update program can notify you, download the update, and install it into your
System Folder automatically. Figure 12-8 shows the procedure.
Software Update doesn't run rampant tluough your system software, however; it's
quietly respectful. For example, in the beginning, you must manually click the Update Now button when you want the program to dial the Internet for updates. Fur-
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thermore, unless you turn off the "Ask me" checkbox, Software Update doesn't actually download the new software without asking your permission first.
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For m aximum effortlessness, turn on the checkbox called "Update sofuvare automatically." Then click Set Schedule to specify how often the program is allowed to
hunt fo r new and improved software pieces. Even then, Software Update doesn't
actually dial the Internet on its own at these times; instead, it goes about its business
the ne:x:t time you connect to the Internet fo r any reason.
Figure 12-B:
Apple has always created
updated and bug-fixed
versions of its software
components. The Mac OS
9 difference: you no
longer have to scour Mac
news Web sites to find
out that one of these
components has been
released and then hunt
down the software itselt
When Software Update
(left) finds an appropriate software morsel, it
offers to install the thing
automatically (right).
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Sound
It's possible to go your who le life without visiting this little program, but you'll miss
out on a lot of Macintosh fun. Using the four control categories listed at the left side of
the window, you can configure the sound system of your Mac in the following ways:

Alert Sounds
"Alert Sound" m eans error beep-the sound you hear when the Mac wants your
attention, o r when you click someplace you shouldn't. (Want to hear your error
beep at this moment? Choose File~ Page Setup in one of your program s, or in the
Finder, and then click anywhere o utside of the dialog box.)
The big news in Mac OS 9 is the new set of choices in the list of alert sounds- the
firs t new so unds Apple has provided in a decade. A few of the old favorites are still
here, including Ind igo, Simple Beep, and the famous Sosumi (nam ed, the legend
goes, when Apple Records threatened to sue Apple Computer for adding sound-
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recording features to the Mac). But the newcomers, including Glass, Pong2003, and
Temple, add even more variety and wit to the collection. (If you've connected a
microphone to your Mac, you can record new error sounds of your own. See Chapter 20 for details.)
Tip: See the volume slider on the Alert Sounds panel? Some Mac users are confused by the fact that even
when they dragthis slider all theway to theleft, the soundfrom games and music CDs still plays at full volume.
The actual master volume slider for your Mac is on the Output panel of this control panel. (You can also
use the Control Strip for this purpose.) The slider on the Alert Sounds panel isjust for error beeps; Apple
was kind enough to let you adjust the volume of these error beeps independently.

Input
As Chapter 20 makes d ear, any Macintosh can record sound. The question is: What
would you like it to record? After all, several sources of sound are available to the
Mac, including the built-in mil<e (iMac and PowerBook models), the CD-ROM drive
(when you play music discs), an external microphone plugged into the microphone
jack, and so on.
To specify what you want recorded, click Input, and then choose from the list on the
right. (The Built-in choice, in this case, means, "All jacks on the outside of this computer." Depending on your model, this may refer to the Sound Input jack, the Microphone jack, the RCA audio input on AV m odels, and so on. Use the Input Source
pop-up menu to specify which source you want to record from.)
At the bottom of this panel lurks the "Play sound through output device" checkbox. In
English, it means, "Let me hear this sound while I'm recording it." When you're recording from a microphone, you usually don't want this box turned on-you'd get
feedb~ck from your Mac's speaker. But when you're recording from a CD, you do want
this box turned on. Otherwise, you wouldn't be able to hear what you're recording.

Output
"Output" means speakers. For 99 percent of the Mac-using community, this panel
offers nothing useful except the master volume sljder. The "Choose the device" wording seems to imply that you can choose which speakers you want to use for playback. But Built-in is generaJiy the only choice, even if you have external speakers.
(The Mac uses your external speakers automatically when they're plugged in.)
Tip: If you have a Mac with stereo speakers attached-you're in for a sonic treat. Using the Appearance
control panel (see Chapter 3), turn on the Platinum sound effects. As you drag items around your screen,
you'll hear sounds coming from the appropriate places in the stereo "field." Menus work the same waywhen you pull down the 4i menu, the sound comes from theleft speaker; when you open the Application
menu, the sound comes from the right. You've got to give Apple credit: somebody was actually paid to
come up with this idea.
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Speaker Setup

The Mac OS 9

Control Panels

Some Macs, like Power Books and iMacs, have built-in stereo speakers; other Macs
attain stereo-dam with the addition of external speakers. (Such special computer speakers
are inexpensive-under $50.) If your Mac is thus equipped, you'll get a kick out of the
Speaker Setup panel. By clicking Start Test and then dragging the sliders underneath
the pictures ofleft and right speakers, you can adjust the relative balance between them
(see Figure 12-9). That's useful if, for example, your desk is triangular, and you've been
forced to put the left speaker farther away from your head than the right one.
Figure 12-9:

The Speaker Setup screen lets
you adjust the relative
balance between your two
stereo speakers. If your Mac
has a headphone jack (this
means you, iMac owners),
something magical happens
when you plug in headphones: a picture of them
appears instantly beneath the
speakers in this window. Click
the headphone picture, and
then Start Test to perform
balance adjustment between
the two sides of your
headphones.

Sound
Selectwlllch spu~ersyou want to use. To adjust volumes,
click "Stortlest'' ond adjust the sliders until all speakers
sound equally loud.

[i1J

I Use l>i!fqulu I

II

Start Test

1

Speech
Despite the hundreds of dollars Apple must have spent developing the Mac's speech
capabilities, most people don't use it for anything serious. Sure, a few ultra-nerds
record their answering-machine greeting using the Mac's voice. But for most people,
the novelty of this feature wears off quickly.

If you're game to play around with it, however, using the Speech control panel is
easy enough. When the Options pop-up menu is set to Voice, you can use the Voice
pop-up menu to choose one of the Mac's 18 male, female, and alien voices.
The other choice in the Options pop-up menu can be marginally useful: Talking
Alerts. When the "Speak the alert text" option is checked, the Mac reads, out loud,
any error message that appears on the screen. This feature comes in handy on those
occasional days when the Mac is busy doing something time-consuming-compiling a QuickTime movie, installing new software, downloading something big-and
you go over to the couch to read a magazine while waiting. Instead of reading long
into the night, unaware that the Mac has finished the job, you'll now be alerted by
the sound of the Mac talking in its bizarre accent. When you get up to look at the
screen, you'll realize that the Mac was trying to tell you something.
For much more on Apple's speech features, see Chapter 21.
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Startup Disk
As noted in the previous chapter, your Mac can't start up without a System Folder.
However, the Mac generally doesn't care where it finds the System Folder; it doesn't
necessarily have to be on the built-in hard drive. You can start the Mac up instead
from a CD-ROM, Zip disk, external hard drive, and so on.
Advanced Mac users often capitalize on this feature by keeping a different version of
the system software on each disk. For example, they might have Mac OS 9 on the
hard drive, for example, but keep a slimmed-down copy of Mac OS 8.6 on a Zip disk
when they need to run software that's incompatible with Mac OS 9.
That's all fine with the Mac. It just wants to know: "The next time I start up, which
disk am I supposed to start up from?" This control panel lets you answer that question. It shows the icons of any System Folder-equipped disks currently inserted into
the Mac. Just click tl1e one you want, and then restart the machine.
Note: Not every kind of disk can start up your machine, even if its icon shows up in the Startup Disk
control panel. Many external FireWire drives can't start up the Mac; neither can a DVD-RAM disc. A RAM
disk can't start up any modern Mac model (but can start up most pre-G3 models).
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION

Network Disk: the Mystery Startup Icon
I've only got one startup disk: the hard drive built into my
iMoc. So how come my Startup Disk control panel shows
another hard drive called Network Disk?
Certain Macs, such as iiVlacs, iBooks, and recent Power Macs,
were designed to be net-boatable. That means that, in corporate or school situations, a bunch of these Macs can use,
as their startup disk, the hard drive of a single, central seJVer
machine (usually running a special networking operating
system called Mac OS XServer).
·
When your iMac starts up from a startup disk elsewhere on
•

,

the network in this way, you wait alot longer for the startup
process to finish. But for whoever has to run the network,
ihe payoffs are considerable: now there's only one System
Folder to configure, troubleshoot, maintain, and so on. As
long as the server's System Folder is running well, every
Mac connected to it runs well.
TI1at's why aspecia! icon called Network Disk appears in your
Startup Disk control panel: it's there for the day when your
Mac isconnected to acentral server disk, and you're instructed
to start up from it, instead of from your own hard drive.

_j

TCP/IP
This control panel is the heart of your Mac's Internet connections. The strings of
numbers and codes displayed here tell your Mac how to connect to the Net, whether
by phone line or a higher-speed connection (such as cable modem or DSL). Better
still, you can use the File~Configurations command to create several TCP!IP connection settings-a huge time-saver for anyone who must occasionally switch from,
say, America Online to a regular ISP acco unt, or from dial-up modem to cable modem. You can read more on this arrangement on page 256.
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Trackpad
If you have a desktop Mac, you won't see this one; it's exclusively for laptops. Its
Tracking Speed and Double-Click Speed controls correspond to those in the Mouse
control panel, described earlier in this chapter.

The Mac OS 9
Control Panels

Much more in teresting are the "Use Trackpad for:" controls. Under normal circumstances, you touch your laptop's trackpad exclusively to move the cursor. For clicking and dragging, yo u're supposed to use the clicking button beneath the trackpad.
Many people find, however, that it's more direct to tap and drag directly on the
trackpad- using the same finger that's been moving the cursor-instead of trying
to hit the clicker button with the thumb. You'll find this alternative method especially useful when your trackpad clicker stops working-a relatively common occurrence for elderly laptops (those more than one year old).
That's the purpose of these three checkboxes:
• Clicking. When this box is turned on, you can tap the trad.1Jad surface to register
a "mouse click" at the location of the cursor. Double-tap to double-click.
• Dragging. Turn on this option if you want to be able to move icons, highlight
text, or pull down menus-in other words, to be able to drag, not just clickusing the trackpad. Start by tapping twice on the trackpad-but immediately
after the second tap, begin dragging your finger. (If you don't start moving
promptly, the laptop assumes that you were double-clicking, which could wind
up opening some icon you didn't intend to open.) You can stroke the trackpad
repeatedly to continue your movement, as long as your finger never leaves the
trackpad surface for more than about one second. When you finally stop touching the pad, you "let go,'' and the drag is considered complete. (Fortunately, all of
this is much easier to do than to describe.)
• Drag lock. If the dragging maneuver described above makes you too nervous
that you're going to "drop" what you're dragging if you stop moving your finger,
consider this option instead. Once again, begin yo ur drag by double-clicking.
Once again, begin moving yo ur finger immediately after the second click.
When this option is on, however, you can take your sweet time about continuing
the movement. In between strokes of the trackpad, you can take your finger off
the laptop for as long as you like. You can take a phone call, a shower, or a vacation; the Mac still thinks that you're in the middle of a drag. Only when you tap
again does the laptop consider the drag a done deal.

The Extensions: What They're For
In your System Folder~Extensions folder, over 150 pieces of software wriggle,
squirm, and compete: your extensions. Each adds one feature or another to your
Mac. Many of them also use up memory, make the Mac take longer to start up, and
can increase the likelihood of crashes, freezes, and glitches (see Appendi.x C).
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In the Mac OS X, Apple has eliminated extensions, for these very reasons. In the
meantime, you can improve your Mac's health and speed by turning off the extensions (and, therefore, features) you don't need. You turn them off using Extensions
Manager, described earlier in this chapter.
One more point about extensions: Apple's programmers are fond of splitting them
up in to several e:x.'tensions per feature. Mac OS 9's password-protection feature requires five extensions; your Mac's ATI video card requires six; the collection of
QuickTime movie-playing extensions, seven. In the following discussion, your extension parade is presented, therefore, feature by feature.

Tip: Apple's programmers are also fond of assuming that you, the mere user, have no interest in what
lurks under the Mac hood. As a result, these Apple staffers tend to use their own shorthand naming
conventions. Do not, under any circumstances, feel inadequate because you're not quite sure what's
meant by, say, QD3DcustomEiements or OpenGLRendererATI.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION

The Missing Extensions in Extensions Manager
:·· I want to turn off some of my extensions, as you describe.
:. How come a lot of my Extensions folder items don't show
·.··up in the Extensions Manager list?

As noted earlier in this chapter, not everything in your Ex: 'tensions folder is, in fact, an extension. Things like shared
' libraries and printer drivers don't have any of the negative
effects of extensions (such as memory consumption, longer
'startup times, and conflicts). As aresult. Extensions Manager

doesn't bother listing them.
So how can you tell what's a real extension and what's just
hanging out in your Fxtensions folder? Open your System
Folder-'>Extensions folder. View it as a list In the Kind column, you'll see exactly what each item is: "document." "library," "Chooser extension," and so on. The only ones worth
worrying about are those labeled "system extension," which
you can turn off in Extensions Manager.

Extensions for Software Features
Most of your extensions are designed to offer one software feature or another. They
include:
• Basic Mac features. Many of the basic Mac features you've read about in other
chapters of this book rely upon software helpers in the Extensions folder. Such
features include the Control Strip (Control Strip Extension), tear-off Application
menu (Application Switcher), Control-key contextual menus (Contextual Menu
Extension, SOMobjects for Mac OS), the Location Manager (Location Manager
Extension, Location Manager Modules), Softwa re Update control panel (Software
Update Engine, Software Update Scheduler), automatic clock-setting by Internet
(Time Synchronizer), online help (HTMLRenderingLib), and, if you have a Zip
drive, the software that lets your Mac read Zip disks (Iomega Driver).
• Your Web browser. A few of the software chunks in your Extensions folder are
helper programs fo r your Web browser. For example, Microsoft Internet Explorer
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installs translators like ActiveX Controls, Indeo Video, and Intel Raw Video. (The
latter are for playing Windows-format movies you encounter on the Web.)
Macro media and MacromediaRuntimeLib let your Web browser interpret certain
kinds of animations online. And the MRJ Libraries (Macintosh Runtime for Java)
represent the Mac's interpretation of the famous Java language, which lets certain Web pages perform sophisticated, application-like tasks. Chances are good
that your favorite bank or investment Web site requires Java.

The Extensions:
What They're For

• Your Microsoft programs. If you use Microsoft Office 98, the world's largest software company has endowed your Extensions folder with Microsoft Hyperlink Li-

brary, Microsoft OLE Automatiotl, Microsoft OLE Library, Microsoft RPC Runtime
Library, Microsoft Structured Storage, MS Font Embed Library (PPC), MS Library
Folder, and Microsoft Component Library.
• Movies. QuickTime is the software that lets your Mac show movies, whether played
from your hard drive, from a CD, from the Internet, or from a camcorder (if your
Mac, like the iMac DV, has movie-making circuitry). The components that make
all of this work include QuickTime Extensions, QuickTime, QuickTime MPEG
Extension, QuickTime Musical Instruments, and QuickTime PowerPlug. A few are
more specialized: QuickTime VR lets your Mac display panoramic "virtual-reality" photos, as described in Chapter 20. You need the QuickTime Fire Wire DV
Support and Quick Time FireWire DV Enabler extensions only if your Mac has a
FireWire jack for connecting to your digital camcorder.
• Security. Mac OS 9 is the most secure, password-protectable operating system in
the Mac's history. The Multiple Users feature described in Chapter 17 requires
the extensions called Multi- User Startup and Voice Verification. Both that feature
and the password-protection feature described in Chapter 2 require the Security
Cert Module, Security Library, Security Manager, Security Policy Module, and Security Storage Module extensions.
• AppleScript. The extensions calledAppleScript, Folder Actions, andAppleScriptLib
make possible AppleScript, the software robot described in Chapter 10.
• Your fonts. The font extensions in your System Folder include Type 1 Scaler (helps
your Mac display special font categories, including Unicode and vertical-typing
languages) and the Type Libraries folder, which provides typographical information to yo ur Microsoft Office programs, if any.
• Your applications. Some of your eA1:ensions are designed to help the Mac run
prog rams-a function that occasionally comes in handy. The Shared Library
Manager and Shared Library Manager PPC extensions let your Mac use shared
libraries, which are described on page 188. The CarbonLib extension is a forward-looking bit of code that will let your Mac OS 9 machine run programs
written for Mac OS X. Finally, the Text Encoding Converter extension helps preven t you from seeing U's instead of apostrophes in your email. (That's the
simplified explanation. The technical one is that this extension helps the Mac
transla te between various text systems, such as ASCII and Unicode.)
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• Speech. As described in Chapter 21, your Mac can talk. The MacinTalk 3 extension, MacinTalk Pro, Speech Manager, and Voices folder make it possible.
• Sherlock. The Sherlock searching program gets Chapter 15 to itself. Among its
components are Find By Content (searches for the words inside your files), FBC
Indexing Scheduler (FBC stands for Find By Content-lets your Mac index your
hard drive at a time you specify), Find, plus the Internet-searching files LDAP
Client Library and LDAPPlugin.
• The Internet. The Internet Access e>..'tension lets you go online. The two Stufflt
Engine files, in conjunction with the Stufflt Expander program (in your Internet
folder), help you decompress and decode files you download from the Internet.
Tip: The rarely discussed Internet Config Extension adds a useful feature to every program you use: any
time you see aWeb or email address written in one of your programs, you can highlight and then 00-click
it to launch your Web browser or email program. You're taken directly to the address you clicked.

• Extensions Manager. Ironically, the Extensions Manager control panel requires an
extension- the one called EM Extension. Because Apple has preceded its name with
an invisible space, this item appears first in the alphabetical list of extensions-and
when you turn the Mac on, it therefore loads into memory first. That's why you can
press the Space bar at startup to summon Extensions Manager: this extension has
already loaded, preparing the Mac to watch for your Space bar-press.
• Apple Guide. Apple Guide is one of the Mac's built-in Help features, as described
in Appendix A. The various text and graphics that appear in these help screens
are stored in Guide files: Apple Guide, Location Manager Guide, Macintosh Guide,
SimpleText Guide, and so on.
• Your CD-ROM drive. The Apple CDIDVD Driver extension is the critical component here; without it, your Mac's CD drive is nonfunctional. Additional files-

Audio CD Access, Foreign File Access, High Sierra File Access, UDF Volume Access,
Apple Photo Access, and ISO 9660 Access-are plug-in files that let your Mac read
various specialized kinds of CDs, including music CDs, Kodak photo CDs, DVDs,
and hybrid Mac/Windows discs.
• Printing software. Your Extensions folder also contains the software the Mac needs
to print. These components include Desktop Printer Spooler, Desktop PrintMonitor,
PrintingLib, and PrintMonitor. (You can turn the first two off, if you like, as described in Chapter 19.) The Printer Descriptions folder contains individual files
for dozens of individual printer models, each of which describes to the Mac that
printer's specific features. You'd be well advised to throw away the Printer Description files for printers you don't use. Finally, you'll find the Printer Share extension, which lets you share an old Apple StyleWriter with other Macs on the
network-slowly. See Chapter 19 for much more on printing and these options.
• Network Browser. The extensions called SLPPiugin, NSL UI Library, URL Access,
and NBP Plugin DNSPlugin are associated with the Network Browser, described
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in Chapter 5. Each lets your Network Browser"see" a different kind of computer
on the Internet.

The Extensions:
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Extensions for Hardware Features
Fortunately, the software for such fundamental Mac elements as the mouse, keyboard, and basic monitor functions are invisible to you; they're embedded into the
system software itself. Most other hardware attachments, however, require special
software:
• Your video card. In its efforts to make the Mac an excellent computer for playing
video games, Apple and ATI, its video-card partner, have created numerous pieces
of software that control your video circuitry. They include ATI 3D Accelerator,
ATI Resource Manager, ATI Video Accelerator, ATI Video Accelerator Update, Apple
DOD Graphics Accelerator, Apple IX3D RAVE Engine, and Apple IX3D Video
Memory Manager.
• Your printer. Over the years, Apple has marketed dozens of printer models, all of
which have now been discontinued. For the benefit of Mac custom ers who still
use these old printers, however, Apple still clutters your Extensions folder with
the necessary printer software: Apple Color SW Pro CMM, Color SW 1500,
ImageWriter, CSW 6000 Series, LaserWriter 300/LS, and so on. (SW stands for
StyleWriter.) If you have one of the popular Epson or Hewlett-Packard inkjet
printers, you'll see files here in your Extensions folder with the word Epson or
HP in their names. Throw away or turn off all of them except the one that corresponds to the printers you actually use. (The one called LaserWriter 8 can control most laser printers, however, even if they aren't made by Apple.)
• Your network. A sprawling array of extensions is dedicated to a single purpose:
letting your Mac connect to other computers in your office over network wiring.
These include Network Setup Extension, Apple Enet (for Ethernet networks), and
Open Transport. Some of the files are specifically for use in sharing files with
other Mac users (File Sharing Library, File Sharing Extension), and still others are
for making your Mac available for sharing over the Internet (Web Sharing Extension, Share Way IP Personal Bgnd). For more on networking, see Chapter 16.
• ColorSync. Apple has put a lot of effort into its color-fidelity software, as you can
read in Chapter 19. In addition to the ColorSync control panel described earlier,
the ColorSync software suite includes such extensions as ColorSync Extension,
Color Picker, Default Calibrator, and Heidelberg CMM (color-matching module).
All of this helps keep colors consistent from scan to finished color printout.
• Video games. Many of your extensions are dedicated to providing special graphics features for computer games. They fall into three categories: sprocket libraries
(NetSprocketLib, InputSprocket Extension, DrawSprocketLib), QuickDraw 3D
(Apple QD3D HW Driver, Apple QD3D HW Plug-In, QD3DCustornElernents,
QuickDraw 3D, QuickDraw 3D IR, QuickDraw 3D RAVE, QuickDraw 3D Viewer),
and OpenGL software ( OpenGLEngine, OpenGLLibrary, OpenGLMernory,
OpenGLRenderer, OpenGLRendererATI, and OpenGLUtility).
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Sprocket libraries are primarily designed to let the Mac use external game-playing equipment, such as joysticks. QuickDraw 3D is a built-in software suite that
makes it easier for programmers to create three-dimensional characters in their
computer games. OpenGL, which stands for O pen Graphics Library, is a set of
standard programming tools, originally designed by Silicon Graphics and now
available on many different kinds of computers, that helps game programmers
create special effects like fog, shadows, three-dimensional scenes, and so on. If
you don't play computer games, you can turn all of these extensions off.
• Your speakers. Sound Manager, SoundSprocket Filter, and SoundSprocketLib are
all designed to help your Mac process sound, especially from games.
• Your modem. Even your humble modem requires software. The Modem Scripts
folder contains drivers for every conceivable modem brand; as noted earlier in
this book, feel free to open this folder and throw away the files corresponding to
all modems but your own. OpenTptModem, OpenTpt Remote Access, and OpenTpt
Serial Arbitrator are o ther extensio ns that help your Mac manage its modem and
modem port.
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CHAPTER

13

Apple Leftovers,
Apple Extras

T

he System Folder-described exhaustively in the preceding chapters- is the
heart, brains, and most abdominal organs of Mac OS 9, but it's not the only
component. The h a rd drive of even a brand-new Mac OS 9 Macintosh comes
with several add itional folders -Apple Extras, Assistants, Applications, and so onfilled with software both useful and frivo lous. And if even that's not eno ugh software for you, the custom installation option of the Mac OS 9 installer, described in
Appendi.x B, offers several hundred megabytes more.
This chapter guides you through these extras, add-ons, and accessories. It's not likely
that you'll use very m any of them-but here and there, among all the chaff, you
might find a surprisingly useful nugget.

The Apple Extras Folder
The folder name "Apple Extras" is Apple's cute way of saying, "Stuff we had no good
place to install." It contains an utterly random assortment of utility programs. By all
means, throw away the ones yo u don't in tend to use.

Apple LaserWriter Software
The only useful item in this folder is the Desktop Printer Utility. As you can read in
Ch apter 19, it lets you adjust various settings on your laser printer. (If you don't
have a laser p rinter, toss it.)

AppleScript
This folder is the home of AppleScript, the Macintosh automation software d escribed
in Chapter 10. It contains Script Editor, the program you use to write, inspect, and
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editAppleScripts, as well as two folders filled with useful, ready-made AppleScripts.
Here's a quick summary of the scripts Apple includes with Mac OS 9:

Automated Tasks
Inside this folder is a document called About Automated Tasks that, for a document
written by Apple, is fairly easily understood. It describes each of this folder's
AppleScripts-tiny double-clickable programs that perform tiny, one-shot functions-in detail. There you'll discover that four of these scripts are useful only to
people on a network who frequently turn File Sharing on and off, and so on.
One of these scripts, however, is fantastically useful, and belongs in the tt menu of
every Macintosh: Add Alias to Apple Menu. lf you've read the discussion on page 79,
you know how useful it can be to have your favorite icons in the '* menu-but how
annoying it is to install them there. You must make an alias of the icon, take the
word alias off the icon's name, open three folders, and so on.
But all that changes if you add this AppleScript to your'* menu. From now on, just
highlight any icon, and then choose Add Alias to Apple Menu from the ti menuinstantly, the highlighted icon appears in your '* menu.

More Automated Tasks
Why are these three additional scripts segregated into their own folder? Must be
office politics.
In any case, the one called Alert When Folder Changes is another tool for people on
networks-it checks a particular shared folder every 15 minutes. If anyone puts any
new files into that folder, a message appears to alert you. The one called Synchronize
Folders is a more confusing version of the File Synchronization program described
in the previous chapter.
The remaining script, Hide/Show Folder Sizes, is easy to overlook, but can save a lot
of time in certain situations. When you double-click it, the "Calculate Folder sizes"
option, described on page 26, is turned on for all open windows. Being able to switch
this option on or off so easily is helpful when you're comparing the contents of two
disks, when trying to find out whether or not you've prepared tl1e right amount of
material for a CD-ROM you're about to burn, and so on.

ColorSync Extras
If you've become handy with AppleScript (see Chapter 10), and you work in the
graphic design or printing industry, you may well find it worthwhile to get to know
the 21 AppleScripts included in this folder. As the accompanying Sample AppleScripts
ReadMe document makes clear, these are AppleScript examples that illustrate how
you might be able to automate the processing and ColorSync profiling of graphics
files in your publishing system. Very few of these scripts are meant to be used as is;
you're supposed to modify them so that they make sense for your own particular
equipment, learning volumes about AppleScript in the process.
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FireWire
As described in Chapter 18, FireWire is the high-speed jack on the side or back of
most current Mac models. This folder contains only a text file explaining as much.

The Apple
Extras Folder

Font Extras
The FontSync control panel, the primary document of this folder, is a noble Apple
attempt to solve an old problem for desktop publishers. You finish designing some
beautiful newsletter, you take it to the local printing shop for printing on a highquality press, and you have to throw out the entire batch- because the fonts didn't
come out right. The printing shop didn't have exactly the same fonts you had when
you prepared the document. Or, worse, it did have the same font-but from a different font company, with the same name but slightly different type characteristics.
FontSync could give you early warning for such disasters. When you double-dick
the Create FontSync Profile program, several minutes elapse-and then the Mac
generates a FontSync Profile document. This file contains staggering amounts of
information about the design, spacing, and curlicues of every font installed in your
system. When you hand that profile over to your print shop, they can drop it onto
the accompanying program, called Match FontSync Profile; Mac OS 9 will tell them
precisely what fonts are different on their Macs and yours.
The wishful-thinking aspect of this technology is, of course, that it assumes a lot:
that your print shop uses Mac OS 9, that the print shop knows how to use FontSync,
and that you remember to create the profile and submit it.

Iomega
This software contains the Tools program that lets you erase, format, or lock Zip
and Jaz disks.

Mac OS Runtime for Java
There's nothing useful in this folder-just Read Me documents. The actual Mac
Java software is in your Extensions folder, as described on page 217.

Map Control Panel
This handy little program lets you tell, at a glance, what time it is in any other country in the world. As shown in Figure 13-1, a click an}'\vhere on the map shows you
the current time at that spot, along with its longitude and latitude. Drag your cursor
over the edges of the picture to scroll the map. You can also type in the name of the
major city and then click Find to locate it (or the closest alphabetic match in the
Map database).
Tip: Repeatedly Option-click the Find button, or press Option·Return, to visit each of the cities in the Map
program's database in turn.
And if you're really bored, type Mid and press Return.
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To get the most use out of the Map, tell it where you are. To do so, click on the Map,
or search for a major city in your time zone; when the cursor is blinking in the
correct spot, click Set Now you can perform useful time and distance comparisons
w ith other cities, as shown in Figure 13-l. (The current time in the other city appears at the bottom of the window; the number of hours' difference is displayed in
the Time Zone boxes-the + symbol means that the d istan t city's clocks are set
ahead of yours.)

Figure 11-r:

After you've set your home city (by locating it on the mop and then
clicking Set), you con click any other Mop location to view your distance
from it, OS shown in the lower-left corner. Click that umi" readout
repeatedly to view your distance from the other city in kilometers or
degrees.

Until 1998, the Map was a staple of the Mac's Control Panels folder. It was finally
exiled to the Apple Extras folder because of one simple failing: it doesn't observe
Daylight Saving Time, which occasionally throws off its time calculations. The Date
& Time control panel has far su rpassed it in the time-keeping regard, but nothing
can match the Map's charm and usefulness in providing distance readouts-and a
sense of your world.
Tip: You can enlarge the Map picture, although blotchily, by pressing Shift just after double-clicking the
Map control panel icon (for 2000Al size), Option while double-clicking, (4QOO,b), or Shift and Option just
after double-clicking (SOOO,'o).

Monitors Extras Folder
The Digital Color Meter program in this folder is yet another Apple tool that helps
designers and publishers maintain consistent colors in the rough translation between screen and printout When this program is running, point the cursor to anything you see on your screen- in the design you're working on, on a Web page, and
so on. As you point, the color meter shows you what percent of the color at the
cursor tip is composed of red, green, and blue. (You can click any of the other buttons to view the colo r as expressed in various other technical ways.)
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If you have an Apple ColorSync or AppleVision monitor, an additional feature awaits.
If you press all -F, the program computes the corresponding Pan tone shade (a printing-industry standard color-matching system), so that you can figure out how to
reproduce a particular monitor-displayed color when printed.

The Apple
Extras Folder

Note Pad
Steve Jobs may have brought Apple back from the dead when be returned to run the
company in 1997, but he's one arbitrary fellow. Among the changes he made upon
his return: taking the Note Pad, a favorite • menu item since 1984, out of the •
menu.
The banishment to the Apple Extras folder is a shame, because the Note Pad is a
handy little storage center for phone numbers, to do lists, Web addresses, brainstorms, and other bits of tex1: you run across in your day-to-day activity. Here's what
you can do with the Note Pad:
• Resize or scroll the display-each page holds a maximum of 32 KB of text (several real-world pages' worth).
• Drag-and-drop text (see page 138, within the Note Pad page, to and from the
desk"top, or to and from other drag-and-drop programs.
• Create additional pages (choose File~ New Note).
• Change the typeface (choose Edit~Preferences).
·Search for text (choose Edit~Find).
·Jump to a specific page (click the page number at the bottom).
• Maintain multiple Note Pad files, as described on page 181.
Actually, the Sti ckies program in the • menu does everything the Note Pad does,
and more-for example, it lets you see all of the "pages" simultaneously. But for
nostalgia fans and neat freaks, there's som ething about the tiny, real-world feeling
of the Note Pad that screams out, "Move me back into the • menu!"

Tip: Have you ever wished you could edit or add to a "Read Me" file, but couldn't because the Read Me
was, of course, a read-only SimpleText file? (See "The Uneditable SimpleText File" on page 231.) The
solution: Open Note Pad and drag the Read Me icon into the Note Pad window. Now you have normal,
editable text in your Note Pad.

Register with Apple
This tiny program does nothing more than open your Web browser to the Apple
Registration Web page, where you can put yourself on Apple's junk-mail list. (Registering in this way is optional-you don't have to register to get technical and warranty support from Apple, for example.)
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On the Desktop
After you install Mac OS 9, or when you buy a computer that comes with Mac OS 9
on it, a few alias icons litter the right side of your screen. AI; you can tell from the
following descriptions, there's no real reason to leave them on your desktop-even
if you find them useful, the tl menu makes a better, and more often available, location for them. Here's what they do:

Browse the Internet
Double-click this icon to launch your Web browser; that's all this program does.

Tip: Mac OS 9, of course, comes with two Web browsers-Netscape Communicator and Internet Explorer.
Which one opens when you double-click the Browse the Internet icon?
The sneaky answer: whichever one you designated in the •~control Panels~lnternet control panel.
Details on page 201. {If you don't make a choice in the Internet control panel, you get Microsoft Internet
Explorer.)

Mail
Like the preceding item, this one does nothing more than launch an Internet program-in this case, your e-mail program. (As described in the previous tip, your
email program is Microsoft Outlook Express unless you specify a different one using the Internet control panel.)

Quicklime Player
You can read about the QuickTime Player program, which plays movies and sounds,
in Chapter 20.

Register with Apple
This alias launches the Register with Apple program, which is described in the previous section.

The Applications Folder
Apple gives you a few starter programs in this folder; as you download and buy
more programs of your own, you may find this folder a good place to store them.
Not only does it have a handsome custom icon that distinguishes it from mere mortal folders, but it appears near the top of the alphabet when you view your hard
drive window as a list.

AppleCD Audio Player
By a happy coincidence, the equipment your Mac uses to play CD-ROM discs is
exactly the same equipment found in a stereo-system music CD player. All you need
is a little bit of software-this program-to serve as the "front panel," and suddenly
your Mac is the world's best CD player.
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Put a music CD into your Mac, laun ch this program, and the music begins. You can
change the color scheme to your liking, using the Options menu. Adjust the volume
using the right-side slider, and then switch into whatever program you:re using for
work-the CD player program retreats into the background, but the music continues so that you can listen as you work.

The Applications
Folder

Tip: If you regularly listen to music as you work, you can bypass AppleCD Audio Player entirely. Choose
•~control Panels~QuickTime Settings,

choose AutoPiay from the pop-up menu, and make sure that
Enable Audio CD AutoPiay isturned on. Now music COs play as soon as they're inserted into the Mac-no
special action on your part is required.

Figure 13-2:
The AppleCD Audio
Player (top) is the front
panel to your Mac's
built-in CD player. If
you expand the list at
the bottom and turn on
Program mode, you
can drag the names of
your songs from the left
side (the order in which
they appear on the CD)
to the right side (your
customized playing
order-a ploylist in
other words). Once
you've input the names
of the songs, you con
bypass this program
altogether-its most
useful controls also
appear on your Control
Strip (bottom).

A.

B.

c.

D.

The controls in this program correspond to the labels in Figure 13-2.
A. Normal, Shuffle, Prog, [Arrow]. The first three buttons here determine how the
CD songs are played. "Normal" means in sequence, "Shuffle" means in a random
order, and the Frog (Program ) button means that you can rearrange the songs
manually, as shown in Figure 13-2.
The arrow button is the Repeat button. Click it to switch between Repeat mode
(the CD plays over and over again, as represented by the loop that appears on this
button) and Standard mode (the CD plays to the end and then stops, as represented by the straight arrow that appears on the button).
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B. Primary transport controls. The top row of buttons here mean Stop, Play/Pause,
and Eject; the bottom buttons mean Previous Track, Next Track, Rewind, and
Fast Forward. Above all this, where it says Audio CD, is a pop-up menu of the
tracks on the CD, so that you can jump immediately to a particular song.
C. Time display. This readout shows the total lengths of the songs on the CD (or, if
you're building a playlist, the total lengths of the songs you've selected).
Tip: Speaking of time: click the tiny clock at the upper-left corner of the window. You're offered a pop-up
menu that controls what the large time display shows-the elapsed time or remaining time, either for the
current track or the entire CD.

D. Track list. To make this part of the window appear, click the tiny triangle just
below the Normal button. At first glance, the track list doesn't appear to be terrifically helpful-the songs are called Track 1, Track 2, and so on. Fortunately,
you can click the name of a track and type in its name. (You can also click the
words "Audio CD" above the list and type in the name of the disc.) As you go,
press Return or Tab to move down to the next blank.
The information you type here is stored in your System Folder~ Preferences folder,
in a file called CD Remote Programs. As a result, whenever you insert this particular CD again, the Mac will remember its track names and title.

Graphing Calculator 1.1
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Figure I:J·:J:
Showing off is easy with the Graphing
calculator. Graphical equations like
z=x+y2 or y=7z+x3 produce the most
impressive results. For more examples
of the kinds equations the Mac OS 9
version can solve, choose Help-7
Types of Graphs. There you'll find out
that version 2.2, for sale at
www.PacificT.com, can graph dozens
of more complex equations, induding
spherical coordinates and contour
plots.

Tip: You're not condemned to typing the names of every track on every CD you own. The free program
NetCD Player (available at wvwv.missingmanual.com) automatically downloads the lists of tracks for each
of your CDs from one of the Internet's gigantic CD databases. The CD and track names show up in
AppleCD Audio Player automatically.

The Applications
Folder

Graphing calculator
If you work in math or the sciences, you may get actual use out of this dazzling
display of computer horsepower-otherwise, you can use it just to dazzle people.
You type an equation into the top window (one that begins withy= or z=) and press
Return; the Graphing Calculator solves the equation as a graphic in two or three
dimensions (see Figure 13-3).
Use the color swatch pop-up menu to specify a color for your graph; drag the horizontal divider bar up or down to adjust the size of the graph area; drag the graph
(not the background) to rotate it in a different direction; zoom in or zoom out by
clicking the mountain buttons at the lower-left corner; and adjust the resolution
(quality) of the graph by clicking the icon to the right of the mountains and dragging the slider. For truly mind-blowing demos of the commercial 2.0 version (for
which this 1.1 version is a glorified advertisement), choose Demo~Version 2.
In the meantime, once you've got a graph or animation of which you're particularly
proud, you can capture it. You can drag the graph background directly to the desktop, for example, to produce a picture clipping; you can choose Edit~Copy Graph;
or you can even save the animation as a QuickTime movie (see Chapter 20) by choosing File~Save as Movie.

Network Browser
For a complete discussion of this program, which also appears in your* menu, see
page 90.

Quicklime
This folder contains several components of the QuickTime movie, picture, and
sound-playing software described in more detail in Chapter 20. These items include:
• PictureViewer. The world hasn't given n early enough attention and glory to this
humble, versatile, powerful picture viewer. All those graphics that you download
from the Internet, every photo attachment someone sends you by emaiiPictureViewer opens them all, every standard graphics file type, in a fraction of a
second. In fact, PictureViewer does so much faster than, say, the $800 Photoshop
program. You can't edit pictures with this program, but for just looking at them,
nothing's better. (PictureViewer's Image menu contains commands that let you
enlarge or reduce the image, rotate it, and so on.)
Consider putting this icon, or an alias of it, right on your desktop; then, whenever a graphic arrives on your Mac, you can look at it by dragging its icon on top
of the PictureViewer icon.
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• QuickTime Player. This program plays digital movies, as described in Chapter 20.
• QuickTime Plugin . This software lets your Web browser view streaming
QuickTime movies-those that are transmitted to your Mac over the Internet.
(In fact, this file is just a backup-duplicate copies of this plug-in are already
installed in the two browsers that come with Mac OS 9.)
• QuickTime Updater. Like the Software Update control panel described in Chapter 12, this little program connects to the Internet to see if Apple has released a
newer version of the QuickTime software. If so, QuickTin1e Updater offers to
download and install it for you. (You can perform the same functio n from within
the QuickTime Player program, if you like. Just choose Help~Ch eck for
QuickTime Updates.)

Security
This folder contains the Apple File Security program, which is at the heart of the
icon password-protection scheme described on page 49. You can drag an icon that
you'd like to p~ssword-protect onto the Apple File Security icon-or, conversely,
you can unprotect a previously encrypted icon by dragging it onto Apple File Security. (Of course, you can also unprotect an encrypted icon by double-clicking it and
entering the correct password-but doing so also opens the file you double-clicked.
Dragging it onto the Apple File Security icon is the only way to decrypt a file without opening it.)
This folder also contains the Apple Verifier program. It detects the presence and
authenticity of digital signatures-codes that are embedded into certain files to prove
that they haven't been tampered with in transit over the Internet. If you receive a file
from a company that uses digital signatures, drag it onto Apple Verifier's icon. If
your Keychain (see Chapter 16) recognizes the digital signature, you can open the
file. If not, you can either teach your keychain that this particula r signature is legitimate-or worry that the file is bogus, and leave it unopened on your hard drive.

SimpleSound
SimpleSound is a small and useful sound-recording program; if your Mac has a
microphone, consider moving this one into your • menu. Instructions on using
SimpleSound are in Chapter 20; for now, note that SimpleSound's most useful feature is its ability to record extremely long sounds. It's not limited to 10-second snippets, like the Sound control panel.

SimpleText
SimpleText is a stripped-down word processor. Apple created it years ago to answer
this question: "If we want new Mac owners-who haven't yet bought a word processor-to read our Read Me files, how will they read 'em?" When you double-dick a
Read Me file, in other words, it launches this program.
SimpleText's greatest limitation is that it can't display a document containing more
than 32 K of text (a handful of pages long). It doesn't have any paragraph formatting features (like single-spaced vs. double-spaced)-in fact, the only fo rmatting
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you can do is to change the fonts, sizes, and styles of the text in a document you're
writing. You can't paste in graphics, either.

The Applications
Folder
'

Tip: Mac experts may suggest workarounds for the "no graphics in SimpleTexr rules, but these methods
are more trouble than they're worth. Instead, prepare your SimpleText-based Read Me file with the much
more powerful Tex-Edit, a shareware program available from www.missingmanual.com. It lets you paste
or drag graphics directly into your text document; when you save the resulting file as a SimpleText-Read
Only document, your work is done.

All of this is a long way of saying that while SimpleText isn't great at creating documents, it's terrific at showing them. SimpleText can play sounds or QuickTime movies,
open almost any kind of graphics file, or show any kind of text-only file. It can also,
by the way, read to you out loud-use the commands in the Sound menu. (Details
on using the Mac's speech capabilities are in Chapter 21.)
Tip: Because a Read Me file comes with almost every new program, the average Mac hard drive eventually gets littered with copies of SimpleText. There's nothing inherently wrong with having 36 copies of it
occupying various corners of your hard drive (unless you, like some Mac fans, believe that SimpleText
copies spontaneously reproduce while the computer is turned off). But if the thought bothers you, use
your Sherlock program to search for Simple Text-and throw away all but one copy.

The Assistants Folder
An Assistant, in Apple-ese, is an interview program. (In Microsoft-ese, it would be

called a Wizard.) It presents a series of screens, posing one question at a time; after
anslvering each question, you're supposed to click the r ight-arrow (or Next) button.
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At the end of the interview, the Assistant program incorporates your answers into
some finished product-such as configuring numerous control panels all at once.

Internet Setup Assistant
When you buy an iMac or iBook or first install Mac OS 9, you can't miss this one: it
walks you through the process of creating an Internet account. Type in your name,
address, and credit-card number, and you're in business. (Behind the scenes, the
Internet Setup Assistant fills in the necessary blanks in three control panels: Remote
Access, TCP/IP, and Modem; details are at the end of Chapter 14.)

Mac OS Setup Assistant
This program pokes up its obtrusive little head the first time you turn on any modern Macintosh. As you click yo ur way through its various question screens, you're
asked about your time zone, geographic location, and printer connection. Several of
the questions pertain to your network setup-you're asked to give your computer a
name and password, for example (you can't skip this question, even if you have no
intention of connecting your Mac to a network). Behind the scenes, the Setup Assistant makes the corresponding changes to your File Sharing, Apple Talk, and Date &
Time control panels.
Tip: There's nothing wrong with just choosing File~Quit as soon as the Setup Assistant appears. The Mac
works perfectly well without your slogging through this interview- the only crucial setting to make manually, in that case, is the time and time zone in the Date & Time control panel.

The lntemet Folder
In this folder, you'll find two folders of substance: Internet Applications and Internet
Utilities. You'll also find aliases to many of the contents inside.
The big-ticket items, of course, are the three Internet programs in Internet Applications: Internet Explorer (Web browser), Netscape Communicator (Web browser),
and Outlook Express (email program). The remaining folder, Microsoft Internet
Self-Repair, contains the auto-installing items that allow Microsoft's programs to
run the first time you double-click them, without even having to officially install
them first. (Microsoft's self-install scheme also means that if you turn off or move
one of its extensio ns, your Microsoft programs still run.)
The Internet Utilities folder, meanwhile, contains the Mail and Browse the Internet
programs (for which aliases appear on your desktop, as described in the previous
section), a folder oflnternetAssistants, and the Aladdin Folder. (The Aladdin Folder
contains Stufflt Expander, which translates compressed Internet downloads into
usable files, and DropStuff, which converts usable files into compressed Internet
uploads. For example, DropStuff can compress an entire folder into a single file
icon, which you can then email to somebody-that is, if your email program doesn't
do this automatically.)
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Tip: One of your first acts as a Mac OS 9 owner should beto open the Aladdin~Stufflt Expander folder,
and drag the Stufflt Expander icon onto your desktop. Almost everything you download from the Internet,
either from a Web page or as an email attachment, needs to be decoded and decompressed before you
can use it; you can do that by dragging the download onto the Stufflt Expander icon.

The Utilities Folder
This folder contains three disk-management programs that most people use once in
a blue moon, if ever: Disk Copy, Disk First Aid, and Drive Setup.

Disk Copy
This program creates disk images-electronic versions of disks or folders that you
can send electronically to somebody else. The world's largest disk-image fan is Apple
itself; the company often releases new software as a disk image. When you download
a disk image and double-click its icon, Disk Copy re-creates the original disk icon
on your screen (although most people never realize that Disk Copy was involved).
Figure 13-4 shows the routine.

Figure 1J-4:
The name of a downloaded
disk-image file ends in .img
or .smi (left). (The .smi code
means self-mounting imageDisk Copy isn't required to
open it.) When you doubleclick this icon, Disk Copy
creates a simulated new disk
(middle). When you doubleclick this icon, you see exactly
what the original creator of
the image wanted you to see
(right).
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You can also use Disk Copy to create disk images of your own-just drag a folder or
disk icon into the Disk Copy window.

Disk First Aid
Most people have encountered this disk-repair program without even being aware
of it. Disk First Aid is the software that runs automatically, behind the scenes, whenever yo u start the Mac up after a system crash.
If you double-click the program's icon in the Utilities Folder, you're shown the icons
of your hard drive and any other disks in your Mac at the moment. You're now
supposed to click the icon of a disk and then click either Verify (to get a report on
the disk's health) or Repair (which fixes whatever problems the program finds). In
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other words, Disk First Aid attempts to perform the same healing effects on a sick
hard d rive as, say, a commercial program Like Norton Utilities. It does a great job at
fixing many kinds of small disk problems; when you're troubleshooting, this free
program should always be your first resort.
If Disk First Aid repo rts that it's unable to fix the problem, then it's time to invest in
Norton Utilities or its r ival, TechTool Pro.
Tip: If Disk First Aid finds nothingwrongwith a disk, it reports: "The volume appearsto be OK." Don't be
alarmed at the wishy-washy, not-very-confident wording of that message-that's the strongest vote of
confidence Disk First Aid can give. Even a brand-new, perfectly healthy hard drive only appears to be OK
to Disk First Aid.

Drive Setup
Drive Setup is Apple's hard-drive erasing and partitioning program. If you make the
proper sacrifices to the software gods, your hard drive will never be so damaged that
it requires total erasure. As Appendix B should m ake clear, you can solve the vast
m ajority of Mac problems by replacing the ailing software, not wipin g it out.
Still, if you're determ ined to erase a disk completely- when you plan to sell your
Mac, for example- Drive Setup is your tool. Click the name of the drive you want to
erase, and then click Initialize.
Coutlon: Technically, the Initialize button only marks the hard drive as available for storing new filesit doesn't actually scrub the disk to remove all traces of your old files. In other words, if you're selling your
Mac, your buyer could theotically useaprogramlike Norton Utilitiesto resurrect someof thefiles you erased.
If you're concerned about security, choose Functions~lnitialization Options before clicking Initialize; turn
on the two checkboxes there, and then click OK. Erasing the hard drivewill now take much longer, but you
can be confident that every last scrap of information has been obliterated.

Custom Installation Options
As though all of the supplementary and utility software on your hard drive weren't
enough, the Mac OS CD comes wi th enormous gobs of software that doesn't get
automatically deposited on your Mac. You must specifically request this stuff by
performing a custom installation, as described in Appendix B. If you go through
with it, here's what you can request:

English Speech Recognition
Don't get excited- Mac OS 9 by itself doesn't take dictation. By "speech recognition:• Apple means executing commands-opening programs, printing, quitting,
shutting down, running AppleScripts, and so on- not typing out words. For details
on this speech-recognition feature, which is called PlainTalk, see Chapter 21.
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Language Kits
If you've scanned Chapters 11 and 12, you might have been struck by the quantity of
system-software components d edicated to displaying non-English alphabets on the
screen. So many control panels-Date & Time, Text, Numbers, Keyboard, and so
on-are designed to accommodate this feature.

Custom Installation
Options

If you work in only one language, this flexibility may seem like no big deal. You
probably bought your Mac with a localized operating system-that is, a version of
Mac OS 9 that already runs in your own language.
But if you need to switch between your Mac's native language and other languages, on
an occasional basis-when writing documents in both languages, when viewing Web
pages, and so on-then Apple's WorldScript software is just what you need. Each
WorldScript kit includes fonts, keyboard layouts, and software that helps the Mac word
process from right to left across the screen, or top to bottom, as necessary. (Such a kit
doesn't affect your actual OS language-the menus, dialog boxes, and so on.)
Before Mac OS 9, Apple sold these language kits for $79 apiece. Fortunately, all of
these kits are included in Mac OS 9 at no extra charge.

Installing a WorldScript Kit
To install a new language kit, run the Mac OS 9 installer on your Mac OS 9 CD. On
successive screens, click Continue, Select, Add/Remove, and Language Kits. From
the None Selected pop-up menu, choose Customized Installation.
Now you're offered a list of language kits, including Arabic, Gujarati, Punjabi, Hebrew, Japanese, Korean, Chinese sin1plified, and Chinese traditional. Some of the
other options listed here aren't immediately clear-each contains the necessary fonts
and alphabets for several languages:
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• Central European. With this kit, you can type in Polish, Hungarian, Czech, and
Slovak.

Custom Installation
Options

• Cyrillic. For Russian, Bulgarian, and Ukrainian.
• Devanagari. For typing in Hindi, Marathi, Nepali, Sanskrit, and o thers.
Click the checkboxes for the language kits you want to install. Click OK; Start, Continue, and-when the installation is complete-Restart.
Note: You can also install Persian-it's in the Language Kits CD Extras folder on your Mac OS 9 CD-but it's

incompatible with the Arabic kit. Install only one or the other.
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WorldScript language
kits don't affect the
language your Mac
uses-your menus,
control panels, and other
Mac OS 9 elements
remain in English (or
whatever your primary
language is). Instead,
language kits Jet the Mac
display other languages
on the screen, simulta·
neous with your primary
language, as shown on
this mixed-language
Web page. If you're
bilingual, this is a
fabulous feature.

II:T.

Using a Language Kit
When the installation is complete, a new menu appears at the upper-right corner of
your screen, resembling the flag of the currently selected language kit. Using this
menu, you can choose the newly insta!Jed language kit. (TechnicaJJy, you use this
menu to specify a new keyboard layout, as described on page 203, but doing so simultaneously switches to the appropriate language kit.)

Tip: If you're using Chinese, Japanese, or Korean, choose Help~ Mac Help and search for languages.
There you'll find instructions on using Mac OS 9's special ideogram-entry palette.
Unfortunately, having a globally aware operating system doesn't necessarily mean
that you have globally aware programs. In fact, relatively few programs sold in America
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can handle non-English language kits. Mac OS 9 comes with three: SimpleText,
Netscape Communicator, and Internet Explorer. (The latter pair let you visit foreign-language Web pages, as shown in Figure 13-5.) The NisusWriter word processor (www.nisus.com), ClockWork networkable calendar (www.centsoft.com), and
Statview math program (www.sas.com) are some examples of commercial programs
that are \"lorldScript-savvy.

Custom Installation
Options

Network Assistant Client
Apple sells a program called Apple Network Administrator that lets corporate networking pros control your Mac from over the network-but only if you've installed
this special "receiving-end" software at that person's request.
WORKAROUND WORKSHOP

Fixing Language-Kit Problems
'' As you can iiT1agine, the·challenges involved in making a
·· computer work smoothly in 30 different languages are con·
siderable. Glitches. therefore, are inevitable.
You can turn off all language kits by restarting the Mac; as
it's starting up again, press Option and the Space bar. Do so
•when, for example, the language kits are causing problems
. in some of your non-World Script compatible programs.
·If the names of your folders.:.and Sherlock resulls-show up
as gibberish, .it's because the Mac is still trying to use the
Geneva typeface to display characters that don't exist in the

English alphabet Choose ti->Control Panels---tAppearance,
click Fonts, and choose a font for folders belonging to the
script system you installed-Osaka. for example, if you installed Japanese.
Finally, if you're getting gibberish in your menus and dialog
boxes. drag the icon of the troublesome program onto the
icon of the Language Register program. (It's on your hard
drive in the Utilities folder.) You'll be offered the chance to
specify what language the menus and dialog boxes should
be showing in that program.

Rgure IJ-6:
Using the Easy Access control panel, you can turn each of three
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Easy A((ess and CloseView
Apple offers two control panels that may be of particular interest to people who
h ave trouble with their eyes or hands. Using the Easy Keys program, you can point,
click, and drag without using the mouse-a feature that's also handy when the mouse
is broken or missing. And using a control panel called CloseView, you can magnify
the screen image, which is useful if you're visually impaired.
To install these programs, open the CD Extras-7Universa1 Access folder on your
Mac OS 9 CD. Drag the Easy Access and CloseView control panels onto your System
Folder, click OK, and then restart the Mac. (Alternatively, run the Mac OS 9 installer
on your Mac OS 9 CD. On successive screen s, dick Continue, Select, Add/Remove,
and Mac OS 9. From the Recommended Installation pop- up menu, choose Customized Installa tion; on the next screen, turn off everything except Universal Access. Click OK, and proceed with the installation.)
When the Mac restarts, you'll be able to perform the following stunts:

Control the cursor without the mouse
The Easy Access control panel offers three features designed to help people wh o
can't use the mouse or who want more precision when working in graphics programs (see Figure 13-7):
• Mouse Keys. Using this feature, you can click, drag, and oth erwise manipulate
the cursor by pressing the keys on your numeric keypad.
To turn on this mode, click On in the Easy Access control panel-or just press
SC-Shift-Clear; a scientific-sounding ascending arpeggio chirp tells you that you've
turned the feature on. To turn this mode off, press the Clear key to alone; you'll
hear a descending arpeggio. (The Clear key is in the upper-left corner of your
numeric keypad.)
When Mouse Keys is turned on , the 5 key acts as the clicker-press it once to

"click the mouse," twice to double-click, and so on. Move the cursor around the
screen by pressing the eight keys that surround the 5 key. (For example, hold
down the 9 key to move the cursor diagonally up and to the right.) If you hold
one of these keys down continuously, the cursor, after a pause, begins to move
smoothly in that direction-according to the settings you've made for Initial Delay
and Maximum Speed into the Easy Access control panel.
Tip: Press the 0 key to lock down the mouse button, and the period key to unlock it.

• Slow Keys. This typing mode is designed for people who may sometimes press
keys by mistake. You can turn it on and off either by clicking the On or Off buttons in the Easy Access control panel, o r by holding the Return key down for 10
seconds or more. (A pair of b eeps lets you know that you've turned Slow Keys on
or off.)
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At this point, the Mac ignores any keystrokes unless you press a key for, say, a full
second or a second and a half, depending on the Acceptance Delay setting you've
made in the Easy Access control panel.

Custom Installation
Options

• Sticky Keys. This feature is designed to help people who have difficulty triggering complex keystrokes, such as 00-0ption-P; it lets you "press" such a combination by striking the keys one at a time instead of simultaneously. To turn this
mode on or off, press the Shift key five times in a row. (Another ascending or
descending series of notes lets you know you've been successful in turning the
feature on or off.)
Once this feature is turned on, a tiny symbol appears at the very upper-right
corner of your screen; it tells you what's going on, as shown at left in Figure 13-7.
Figure IJ·7:
When you press a modifier key (such as Shift Option, Control, or
a€), an arrow appears in the Sticky Keys special marker (middle),
telling you that Sticky Keys is waiting for a letter or number key to
complete the keystroke. If you press the modifier key twice, you lock
that key down; now, as you type letter keys, the Mac acts as though
you're holding down the modifier key continuously (right).
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Enlarging the screen image
If you have trouble seeing the screen, by far the best solution is to reduce your
monitor's resolution, thus magnifying the image, using the Monitors control panel
(see page 207). If you have a 17-inch or larger monitor set to, say, 640 x 480, the
result is a crisp, high-contrast, extremely magnified picture.

Figure I:S-8:
If you wish, Close View con invert the screen, blockfor·white (on effect that works better when you set
your monitor to grayscale instead of color). It can
also enlarge the screen picture-on effect that's
difficult to depict in on illustration, because the
resulting image is many times the size of this book.
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If even that magnification doesn't suffice, however, you may get some assistance
from the CloseView control panel. Its purpose is to enlarge the area surrounding
your cursor from 2 to 16 times-and, if you like, also to invert the colors of the
screen so that white is black, blue is yellow, and so on, as shown in Figure 13-8.
To make it work, turn CloseView on by clicking On in the CloseView control panelor by pressing 00-0ption-K. A rectangle appears, a few inches square, that follows
your cursor around the screen. It indicates the amount of screen area you'll see if
you now turn on the Magnification feature (or press 3€-0ption-X). When you do
so, the Mac will fill your screen with a gigantically enlarged screen picture that scrolls
as you move the mouse.
You can increase or d ecrease the magnification by pressing 3C -Option-plus or
-minus (or by clicking up or down arrow buttons in the CloseView control panel).
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Part Four:

Mac OS 9 Online
Chapter 14: Web Sharing, iTools, and Other Internet Integration
Chapter 15: Finding Files and Web Sites with Sherlock 2

CHAPTER

14

Web Sharing, iTools,
and Other Internet
Integration

nternet Copilot was an advertising slogan Apple dreamed up to emphasize the
new Internet features of its operating system. While no Web browser is built
directly into the OS (as it is in, say, Windows 98), Mac OS 9 does have several
surprising built-in Internet features. Some are quirky, others are important tin1e
savers-but all of them are hidden to the uninitiated.

I

These features include iTools: a set of powerful features hosted by Apple's Web page.
The various iTools let you send email greeting cards, sign up for a free email account, build a free Web page, back up your documents, and so on. (Without resorting to special tricks, iTools are available only to p eople running Mac OS 9.)
This chapter covers both ends of the Mac OS 9 Internet strategy: the features on
your Mac, and the features on Apple's end of the Internet. (Of course, Mac OS 9's
biggest new feature of all, Sherlock 2, is also an Internet feature, but it gets Chapter
15 to itself.)

Mac OS 9 Internet FeatureHes
Mac OS 9's scattershot collection oflnternet features fall into three categories: Internet
location files, Web sharing, and the Network Browser's ability to view FTP sites.

Internet Location Files
One of the least convenient aspects of using the Internet, whether email, Web, or the
software-library sites known as FTP, is having to remember the often cumbersome
addresses for these Internet locations. The Mac offers a clever way to manage and
m emorize these addresses: storing them as Internet location files. Figure 14-1 shows
the procedure for creating one of these special clipping files.
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The idea is simple: when you double-click an Internet location file, your Web browser
opens automatically to that page, or your email program launches and generates a
new, blank, pre-addressed outgoing message, or your FfP program opens to the specified site, and so on. In other words, an Internet location file is like a system-wide
Bookmarks feature. You might consider gatheri ng together the location files for Web
sites you frequently visit, put them into a folder, and put that folder into your tl m enu.
Do the same with addresses to which you frequently send email. Thereafter, you save a
step every time you want to jump to a particular Web page or send email to a particular person-just choose the appropriate name from the tl menu.

I

Thank you very much for y()Ur
inquiry ibout ApplE- 's stcret
produc t- plans databu t . Afttr
cartful cons ideoration, vt hav•
decidfd to let se l~ ted book au thors
havt acctss to this 'r'eb site ; you

Figure 14-1:
To create an Internet location fife,
highlight an Internet address in any
drog-and·droppabfe program (such as
Note Pad, SimpleText, Word 98,
AppfeWorks, Stickies, Outlook Express,
and so on). Drag the highlighted text
to your desktop (left), where it
becomes an Internet location file
(right).

~
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y~u~9f'ttmtn~~ you may no~ .....J..,

J

Tip: Rename your Internet location files. Doing so doesn't affect their original programming- they still
take you to the same Web pages or email addresses-but lets you substitute plain English names ("Bob
Smith" instead of bsmith@earthfink.net, for example).

Although Web and email addresses are by far the most popular uses of the Internet
location file feature, they're not the only ones. You can actually create seven different
kinds of Internet location files; each displays a distinctive icon and, when doubleclicked, launches a particular program. Here's the rundown:
·Web addresses (such as www.apple.com). Connects to the Internet and shows
the Web page in your defau lt Web browser-the one you selected on the Web tab
of the Internet control panel.
• Email addresses (such as john@apple.com). Creates a pre-addressed outgoing
email, using the email program you've selected in the Internet control panel's
Mail tab.
• Newsgroup addresses (such as news:news.apple.com). Shows you the specified
newsgroup (Internet bulletin board) in your favorite newsreader program, whi ch
once again you've selected in the Internet control panel (on tl1e News tab).
• FTP sites (such as ftp://ftp.apple.com). Shows you the software files sitting on a
particular Internet hard drive (FfP site), using your favorite FTP-access soft-
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ware. (Fetch, Anarchie, the Network Browser, and even your Web browser can
show you the contents of FTP sites.)

Ma' OS 9 Internet
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Specifying which FTP program you want to use requires several steps. First, open
the Internet control panel. Choose Edit~ User Mode; click Advanced; click OK;
click the Advanced tab; click Helper Apps; and, in the list, click ftp. Now click
Change. Finally, navigate to, and double-dick, the FTP program you want the
Mac to use when you double-dick an FTP Internet location file.
• AppleShare servers (such as afp://at/Engineering:IL5 3"1 Floor). Connects you to
a particular hard drive on your office network.
• AppleTalkzones (such as at://IL5 2"a Floor). Connects you to a particular zone of
your office network, from which you can then select a particular server.
• Web pages stored on your Mac (such as fi le:/1/Macintosh HD/Website Stuff/
home.html). When you double-dick one of these Internet location files, the particular HTML (Web-page) document opens in your chosen Web browser. The
slashes in the address show the file's path name-that is, the example above is a
fi le on the hard drive Macintosh HD, in a folder called Website Stuff; the document is called home.html. (Note the three slashes at the beginning of the address.
They specify a file on your hard drive, rather than a Web-page address.)
Tip: As far as your Mac is concerned, an Internet location file and a Favorite (or bookmark), as defined by
Internet Explorer, are the same thing. As Figure 14·2 illustrates, you can create one from the other just by
dragging.

Figure 14·2:
In Internet Explorer, choose
Fovorites~ Edit Favorites. Now,
impressively enough, you con
drag Internet location files from
the desktop directly into your
bookmarks list. Oddly enough,
this trick even works with email
location files: if you add one to
your Favorites menu, then
choosing it (from within Internet
Explorer) launches your email
program and pre-addresses an
outgoing message.
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Web Sharing
Using the Web Sharing control panel, you can turn your Mac into a tiny Web site (or
server) on the Internet. (This process assumes that you've already created some Web
pages-using a program like PageMill, GoLive, Home Page, or BBEdit.) After you
provide your friends and co-workers with your Mac's particular Web site address,
they can view your Web pages, graphics, and documents in their own Web browsers.
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Suddenly your Web site is on the Internet-but you haven't had to pay a penny to a
Web-hosting company.
You still may want to, however, when you realize the limitations of this feature. It only
works when your Mac is actually online, connected to the Internet. Worse, you can't
realistically use this feature if you connect to the Internet by modem; as it turns out,
your Mac's Web address changes every time you dial, making it in1practical to provide
its address to your friends and co-workers. (Unless you just want to fool around with
this feature, that is; for experimentation's sake, you could always connect by modem,
then call up a buddy to advertise your temporary address). In other words, the Web
Sharing feature is designed for people who are connected to the Internet full-time-by cable modem, DSL connection, or office network, for example.
Finally, the Web Sharing feature can't handle much traffic. In fact, Apple d idn't design it for posting Web pages to the Internet at large; instead, it had in mind intra nets,
small in-office connections. For example, a business might create its own private
Web site that's available only to people in the company.
Tip: Personal Web Sharing is an extremely easy and efficient way to share your Mac files with Windows PCs,
either those on your office network or those on the Internet. No special software or translation is required,
and posting your files on the Web page avoids all the usual complexities of sending files by email.

Here's how you turn your Mac into a low-budget Web site:
1. Put the HTML documents, graphics, and files you want to publish into the Web
Pages folder on your hard drive.

Mac OS 9 creates this Web Pages folder exactly for this purpose. You don't have to
use this folder to contain your mini-Web site; but doing so will save you a step, as
you'll see in a moment.
2. Choose •~Control Panels~ Web Sharing.
The Web Sharing control panel appears, as shown in Figure 14-3. If your Web
pages aren't in the Web Pages folder on your hard drive (see step I), take this
opportunity to tell Web Sharing where your pages are. To do so, click the top
Select button. Navigate to, and highlight, the folder that contains your Web pages;
click Select.
Now you must designate one of the Web pages in that folder as the home pagethe first one that appears when someone connects.
3. Click the lower Select button. Navigate to, and double-click, the home page in
your Web Pages folder.
If you don't specify a home page, your visitors won't see a Web page at all when
they connect to your Mac- they'll see a simple list of the files and folders in your
Web Pages folder. This arrangement, called Personal NetFinder, can be useful if the
purpose of your Web site is simply to make documents available in a central place.
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4. Click Start.
You've just made the contents of your Web Pages folder available to a nyone who
can connect to your Mac. If you prefer to limit who has access, however, click the
"Use File Sharing to control user access" button. Now you can use the File Sharing control panel to specify exactly who can access your private Web site. (You'll
find a complete description of the File Sharing control panel in Chapter 16.)

Mac 05 9 Internet
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5. Choose Edit-?Copy My Address. Paste your new Web address into an email to
your friends and co-workers.
In general, your Mac's Web address is based on its very unmemorable IP address,
which is a string of numbers separated by periods. Tell your friends to bookmark
it so they won't have to remember this number.
Figure 14-J:

Web Shoring

Use the Web Sharing control panel to
make one folder on your hard drive
available to anyone on tl1e Internet-or,
more realistically, on your office network.
(If your Mac isn't connected to the
Internet full-time, turn off this control
panel, and its corresponding extension,
using the Extensions Manager program
described in Chapter 12.)
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You've done it: you've put your folder-based Web page on the Internet for all to see-that is, all who know your secret Web address. (You can find out who's been visiting
you, and when, by using the Log feature in the Web Sharing control panel.) If you are
one of the lucky ones whose Mac is connected to the Internet around-the-clock, you'll
be amazed at how quick and satisfying this little-known feature turns out to be.
Tip: If your Web Sharing visitors complain that they're getting "not enough resources" error messages
when they try to open files on your mini-web site, your Mac isn't giving Web Sharing enough memory.
Choose '*-?Control Panels-?Web Sharing. Choose Edit-?Preferences, and use the lower-left pop-up
menu to increase the Memory Allocation number. (Increasing Web Sharing's memory allotment the usual
way, by using the Get Info command as described in Chapter 7, doesn't work to solve this problem.)
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FTPing with the Network Browser
FTP (file transfer protocol) sites are software libraries on the Internet. If you've heard
of FTP at all, it was probably under one of two circumstances-either you've downloaded software from an Internet FTP site, or you've created and maintained your
own Web site. (Popular shareware programs like Fetch and Anarchic Pro let Web
designers view a list of all the text and graphics documents, sitting there on some
Internet-connected computer somewhere, that make up their Web pages. V\7hen they
want to update one of those pages, they add it to this list; to delete a Web page, they
remove it from this list.)
In Mac OS 9, for the first time, you can access FTP sites using the Network Browser in
your ti menu. Because Mac OS 9's Keychain feature (see Chapter 16) eliminates your
having to type in your name and password each time you connect to an FTP site, the
Network Browser actually makes a fairly handy FTP program. (On the other hand,
Anarchic works with the Keychain, too, saving you the same step.)

Figure 14·4:
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0 lndex.shtml
!9\ jen.Jpeg

Iii Jennbooks.html
jenThumnell.olf
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To access an FTP site, open the
Network Browser (top). From the
first pop-up menu, choose
Conned To Server. In the dialog
box that appears, type the FTP
address you've been given (it
begins with ftp:fl), and then click
Connect. (Enter your Keychain
password, if asked.) You'll be
asked for your name and
password, which are also
generally provided by the host of
the FTP server. Finally-after
specifying whether or not you
want this password added to your
Keychain (see Chapter 16}-you
see the list of files on the FTP site
(bottom).

Figure 14-4 shows the step-by-step procedure for opening the list of software on an
FTP server. Once you're looking at the list, you can add items to it by dragging them
from your desktop into the list; copy them to your Mac by dragging them out of the
list onto your desktop; or open them by double-clicking (Network Browser copies
them to your own Mac first). (To rename or re-organize the files on the FTP site,
you still need a more powerful program-like Fetch.)

ilools @ Apple.com
In January 2000, Apple CEO Steve Jobs explained to the Macworld Expo crowds
that he and his team had had a mighty brainstorm based on the fact that Apple
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controls both ends of the connection between a Mac OS 9 computer and the Apple
Web site. As a result, he went on, Apple ought to be able to come up with some
pretty clever new Internet-based features as a reward to loyal Mac fans. And sure
enough, later that same day, the Apple Web site appeared with its completely new
look (see Figure 14-5).

iTools@
Apple.,om

Click the iTools tab to view the Mac OS 9-only features. Here's what you'll find:

Figure 14-S:
The current Apple Web site
features special tabs aaoss
the top; some of them are
available to anyone. For
example, the iReview
feature lets readers rate
popular Web sites, giving
first-time Internet fans a
useful list of good places to
go. The iCards feature lets
you send attractively
designed electronic
greeting cards by email to
anyone on the Internet
The four special features
on the iTools tab, however,
work only if you're running
Mac OS 9: Email, KidSafe,
iDisk, and HomePage.

Email
Apple offers a free email account to any Mac OS 9 user. Of course, anyone who's able
to get to the Apple Web site probably already has an email account, provided by
EarthLink, America Online, or whoever is providing the Internet service. Furthermore, the Apple Web site feature offers no way to read or write email-this particular iTool offers you only an email address (account). You're still expected to use O utlook Express, Eudora, Claris Emailer, or another email program to get and send
your Mac.com email.
Note: If America Online is your Internet company, you can't use the iTools email feature. AOL, alas, uses
a nonstandard email format that's incompatible with standard Internet email-and with services like iTools
email.

So why bother? The iTools advantage is, very simply, the clean and simple address:
YourName@mac.com. Furthermore, because iTools is a Macintosh-only service, un-
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trafficked by 200 million Windows users, the odds are good that you'll be able to
claim the name you want. Praise be: no longer must you be known as dpogue28514@
earth/ink. net (although your outgoing mail will still be stamped with that address,
because your ISP is still providing the actual mail-sending service).
UP TO SPEED

GeHing Ready -for iTools
The most complicated part of using the Apple iTools services is setting them up. To do so. you need a 1\.lac running
Mac OS 9 that already has an Internet account (America
Online is OK).
Go to Apple. com. Click the iTools tab at the top of the win·
dow. Click the big Start button. You'll be guided through the
process of downloading the iTools Installer. Eventually. you'll
see its icon appear on your desktop. It looks like ared toolbox;
if your Web browser window is covering up your desktop,
choose Hide Nctscape Communicator, or Hide Internet Explorer, from your Application menu.
Now double-click the ifools Installer and follow the instruc·
tions on screen. Switch back to your browser when the instal·
lation is over; you'll be asked to type in your name, address,
phone number, and so on. Click Continue, and then Accept.
Now you're supposed to make up amember name (such as

a/incoln orskibunny) and password.You're also asked to make
up a question and answer (such as, "First-grade teacher's
name?" and "Smithers") If you ever forget your password,
the iTools software will help you-but only if it knows that
you're you when you ilnswer this question correctly.
The next Web page asks whether you want to configure your
email program to get and send email for your new Mac.com
email account. An account summary screen now appears
(make sure to print it or save it). and then. finally, the system
offers to send an email message to your friends letting them
know about your new email address (which is whatever·
name-you-chose@moc.com).
From now on, when you visit the Apple Web page and click
the iTools tab, you'll see buttons for the four primary iTools
services, as described in this section: KidSafe, Email, iDisk,
and HornePage.

The Apple Web site gives you two additional featu res that help you process your
email. First, it offers a Forward function that ca n route any incoming Mac.com email
to another email address of your choice automaticaJly. Second, you can set up your
Mac.com email account to send automatic "I'm out-of-town" replies to anyone who
emails you. In this case, you still get you r email-or if you really are out-of- town, it
piles up until you check your email when you return- but each incoming message
gets the generic response you've created.
Of course, most email programs, including Outlook Express, Claris Emailer, and
Eudora, already offer these forwarding and auto-reply features-but for the beginner, the Apple Web site version is easier to set up.

KidSafe
If you're a parent who's concerned about your kid stumbling onto questio nable Web
sites while surfing, you have two alternatives. First, you can buy and install filtering
software, which doesn't let your child see any Web pages containing certain forbidden words. But as Apple points out, filtering software is a flawed solution. It unnecessarily blocks innocent sites (such as those containing chicken-breast recipes), but
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misses smut sites with innocent addresses (such as www.whitehouse.com, which is
not the White House).

iTools @
Apple.com

Your second alternative is to take the opposite tack: install software that specifies
which Web sites your kid can visit. That's how Apple's KidSafe works. A panel of
teachers and librarians helps Apple select and approve Web sites-55,000 at the outset,
and then 10,000 more per month, says Apple.
The drawback here is, of course, that your own home page--or mine-probably
isn't on the list. Fortunately, when you, the master account holder, are on the KidSafe
page, you can click the Edit Settings button to add new addresses that you'd like to
the list of approved sites. (Yo u'll also need to click that Edit Settings button if yo u
wan t your kid to be able to play games, access FTP softw·are sites, or chat; help for
this kind of editing procedure is available on the iTools Web pages.)
Using KidSafe requires that you dolvnload a special installer, just like the one that
you downloaded when you signed up for iTools. When the Mac "comes to," KidSafe
protection is automatically turned on for everybody except you, the owner of th e
Mac. In other words, KidSafe has no effect unless yo u turn on the Multiple Users
feature of Mac OS 9, which is described in Chapter 17.

iDisk
For many people, the crown jewel of the Apple Mac OS 9 Internet services is iDisk.
It creates a 20 MB phantom hard drive icon on your desktop. Anything you drag
into the folders on this gets copied-apparently onto this miniature Zip disk on
your desktop, but actually to Apple's secure servers on the Internet.
In other words, iDisk is a free backup disk. It's the clever solution for people whose
Macs don't have flop py drives o r Zip drives-and even a good idea for those who
do, because this backup disk is off-site. If a fire or thief destroys your office and your
backup disks, your iDisk is still safe. Furthermore, yo u can pull the iDisk onto any
Mac OS 9 computer's screen- at your office, at your home, at your friend's houseso you don't have to carry around a physical disk to transport important files.
The sole, and considerable, drawback to the iDisk system is its speed. Connecting to
it, and transferring files, over a standard phone-line modem is a procedure measured in minutes, not seconds.

Using iDisk
To pull the illisk onto your screen, follow the instructions in Figure 14-6 (or see the
following Tip ). At this point, using iDisk is exactly like using a very, very slow-but
very, very safe-floppy disk or Zip disk. You can drag files or folders from your hard
drive into o ne of the folders that appear on the iDisk. (You can't create your own
folders on the illisk. You must put your files and folders into one of the folders
already on the iDisk, such as Documents or Pictures. If you try to drag an icon directly into the iD isk window, or onto the iDisk icon, for example, you'll be told you
don't have enough "access privileges.") Because you're actually sending things over
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the Internet, this process is slow; feel free to switch into some other program to
continue working while the copying takes place.

ilools @
Appluom

Thereafter, you can retrieve or open whatever you copied to the iDisk. Open one of
the folders on it; you can now open, rename, throw away, or copy (to your hard
drive) whatever you find inside. Unfortunately, you can't leave your iDisk on the
screen all day; you're only allowed to keep it on your screen for an hour at a time.
(Warnings that you're soon to be disconnected appear ten minutes and then two
minutes before the actual disconnection.)

Rgure
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Opening }001" IDisk

To aa.'CSS your iDisk, dick
Open My !Disk and your
iDisk will automatically
appear on your desktop.
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14·6:

On the Apple Web page, click Open My
iDisk (top left). Now waft-even with a
high-speed Internet connection, it takes
about a minute for your iDisk icon to
appear on your desktop. At last however,
it does, bearing your member name (top
right). Double-dick ft-and wait-to see its
contents (bottom). Nate that you can't
create your own folders on this spedal
disk-you must drag your files directly into
one of the folders shown here.
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Tip: Once you've got your iDisk icon on the screen, make an alias of it (choose File~Make Alias). From
now on, whenever you want your iDisk, just double-click this alias icon. You don't have to launch your
browser, go to Apple.com, click iTools, or any of that jazz; when you double-click the alias, you connect to
the Internet (if you're not already on), type your password, wait a minute-and the iDisk icon appears.

The Public folder
In general, whatever you put onto your iDisk is private; nobody (except people who
know your name and password) can see what you've stored there. There's one exception, however: the Public folder on every iDisk. Anything you put into this folder
can be seen by any other iTools member-all they need is your member name. They
don 't need to know your password to open the Public folder.
The Public folder is a great mechanism. It's terrific for storing family photos, for
example, where anyone who's interested can look at them. It's also great when you're
working on some collaborative project (where security isn't an issue); you can post
the latest drafts of your work in the Public folder for your co-workers to review.
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Tip: To view som eone else's Public folder, visit the Apple Web site. Click iTools; click iDisk; and type the
member name of the person whose Public folder you want to look at into the Name: blank. Click Open
Public Folder. After a minute or so, a new iDisk icon appears on your desktop, bearing that member's
name. Double-click it to view the contents of that person's Public folder; you can copy these files to your
hard drive, or double-dick them to open them directly.

iTools@
Apple.com

HomePage
Creating a Web page isn't difficult; using a program like PageMill (which comes
with every iMac), Home Page, or even Word 98, you can design the text and graphics for a simple Web page in an afternoon. It's much more difficult, however, to
figure out how to post that Web page-to hang it on the Internet where the world
can see it. To d o that, you need special software, several passwords and codes, and a
lot of help from whoever is hosting your Web page (such as your Internet access
company).
The iTools HomePage feature eliminates all that hassle. All you have to do is drag
your Web-page documents and graphics into the Sites folder on your iDisk (which
is described in the previous section). Your Web page is instantly available for viewing by the 200 million people on the Internet.

Creating a Web page using your own tools
If you already know how to design Web pages, great; put the HTML documents and
graphics you've created into the Sites folder of your iDisk.
Then tell your friends its Web address. Suppose the Web page you designed is called
Index.html, and that your iTools member name is SkiBunny. In that case, your custom-designed Web address is http://homepage.mac.com/skibwmy/index.html.
Note: Unlike pages created by the HomePage tools described here, Web pages you design using your
own software don't show up when using the administrative tools on the Apple iTools Web site. Nonetheless, they're full-fledged, working Web pages the instant you put them into your iDisk's Sites folder.

Creating a simple Web page using HomePage
If you have no experience designing Web pages, you can use iTools itself to create
gorgeous, if si mple, Web pages. Sign into the Apple Web site's iTools screen; click
HomePage. Click Start on the welcome screen. You're offered several standard Web
page templates:
• Photo Album. Your Web page will look like a beautifully designed page full of
slides, each showing a miniature version of o ne of the pictures you've selected.
Your Web-page visitors can click one of the slides to view the picture at full size.
If this is th e kind ofWeb page you want, prepare by saving your graphics, photos,
or scans as ]PEG files (use File~Save As in your graphics, scanning, or digitalcamera software). (Unfortunately, iTools doesn't work with GIF files or the emerg-
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ing PNG graphics format. ) Create an iDisk, as described in the previo us section;
open your iDisk, and copy these graphics into the Pictures folder.
Tip: When editing the text of your photo-album page, be sure to add the words, "Click aslide to view the
full-sized photo," so that your Web page visitors will know that that option is available.

HomePage
Edit your image. Choose an image from your iDisk.
Se lect a new image or click Back To Edit Tbem& to leave your
pag& as is.
Click on an image name rrom your
iDisk

Preview your Image here.

RguTe 14· 7:
Where a pidure or movie is
called for, you'll beshown
miniature icons for any pidures
in the Pidures folder, or movies
in the Movies folder, of your
iDisk. (With luck, you remembered to put them there before
embarking on your Web-building
adventure.) Just dick the one you
want, and then click Apply.

Dr!lest~~1pq

Fi s birq Sbot. jpg
Cute S..ile
t'i&'s First Skis
Lauqbinq All the '1/ay

Click Apply to add
this mage to your

Have you added images
to your IDisk that you
don·tsee here? Click
Update Images.

~page.

• iMovie Theater. If you've ever tried to put digital movies on a Web page, you'll
fall over in a dead fa int to find out how easy it is using iTools.
Prepare for this project by saving your QuickTime movies in a Web-friendly format-that is, with a small window size and a low frames-per-second rate. If you're
using iMovie (the movie-editing software that comes with the iMac DV line of
Macs), do this by choosing File~ Export Movie, and t hen choosing "Web Movie
(small):'
Making your m ovies small in this way isn't just thoughtful for your Web site visitors, who must wait for the movie to download before it plays; it also acknowledges
that your iDisk is only 20MB in size, and bigger movies might not fit.
Put the resulting movies in the Movies folder of your iDisk.
• Invites. Use this option for Web-based invitations to parties and other events.
• Baby Announcements. You' ll be offered a choice of Boy or Girl announcement,
and given the chance to insert a digital photo.
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·Resume. This template may owe its existence to the high-turnover job market in
Silicon Valley, where Apple is based; in any case, it lets you post your resume
online for all headhunters to see.

iTools @
Apple.com

On the next screen, click the miniature image of the design you want. Finally, you
arrive at a full-size mock up of the finished Web page, filled with little Edit buttons
that let you change the chunks of dummy text. (For example, the Edit buttons let
you change what the baby-announcement template lists for height, weight, and date
of birth; on the invitation Web page, click the Edit buttons to specify the time, place,
and driving directions for your party; and so on.) Click Preview to see how the Web
page will look.

Tip: If you would like to omit one of the proposed pieces of information-if you don't have any particular
"additional message" to add to the baby announcement, for example-edit it anyway, if only to delete the
dummy text that appears there. Otherwise, your baby announcement will appear in final form with the
words "Your message here"!

When you finally dick the Publish button at the top of the screen, three things happen. First, new Web-page (HTML) documents appear in the Sites folder of your
iDisk; if you know how to use a Web-page creation program like PageMill, you can
make changes to your Web page just by editing these documents. Second, the URL
(Web address) for your Web page appears on your screen, which you can copy and
then email to anyone who'd be interested. (Unfortunately, it's not particularly catchy:
it's along the lines of http://homepage.mac.com/YourMemberName/baby.html).
And finally, your Web page is now available for anyone on the Internet to see. Corporations and professional Web designers m ay sniff at the simplicity of the resultbut it takes them a lot longer than ten minutes, and more than $0, to do th eir thing.
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Tip: You can create as many Web pages as you want (within the space constraints of your iDisk). When
you return to the HomePage screen, a list of your existing Web pages appears (complete with Edit Page
and Delete Page buttons). So does the Add A Page button, which you can click to start the process of
building another Web page.
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CHAPTER

15

Finding Files
and Web Sites
with Sherlock 2

herlock 2 is the most famous of Mac OS 9's new features. It's the one feature
newspaper reporters wrote about when Mac OS 9 debuted, and it's the Mac
OS 9-only feature with the widest appeal.

S

Sherlock 2 is Mac OS 9's Find command. Like its Mac OS 8.5 predecessor, called
simply Sherlock, version 2 can quickly find three kinds of things:
• Icons. Like the Find command of previous Mac OS versions, Sherlock can look
for a particular file or folder based on its description- by its name, size, date
stamp, and so on.
• Words. Sherlock can also look for the words inside your files. That's a powerful
feature if you remember having typed or read something, but can't remember
the file's name.
• Web sites. Most intriguingly of all, Sherlock can look for words that appear on
Web pages, exactly like such search engines as Yahoo.com or AltaVista.com. But
there's a difference: each of those Web-based search engines "knows about" only
a tiny subset-maybe 30 percent-of the world's Web pages. You'd need to search
several times witl1 different search engines to ensure iliat you've actually searched
most of the Internet.
But Sherlock can harness the power of several Internet search engines simultaneously-all right from your desktop, without even having to open your Web
browser. Sherlock 2 can even compare prices on shopping Web sites and track
bids on auction Web sites.
This chapter covers these three searching systems in sequence.
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Most people, most of the time, use Sherlock to search for files by nam e. Here's how
the process works:

Preparing to Search
To open Sherlock in readiness for searching for icons, choose Sherlock from the ti
menu. Or, if you're already in the Finder, choose File-7Find (or press SC-F).
The window that appears may take you by surprise. It's enormous, filled with unlabeled icons and blanks, and apparently made of stainless steel (see Figure 15-1). For
your purposes, yo u can ignore the row of icons at th e top of the screen; except for
the leftmost o ne, these icons are exclusively for searching the Internet.
The list in the middle of the window is importan t, however: it lets you specify where
you wan t Sherlock to do its searching. Every disk attached to your Mac at the moment-your hard drive, a Zip disk, a CD-ROM, a networked disk you've mounted,
and so on-shows up here with its own checkbox. Most of the time, you just want to
search your primary hard d rive; ensure that a checkmark appears next to its name,
and then proceed.

Rgure 15·1:

i

lcaiCUID
f) Al e Names

0

0

contents

I Custom-

; It Edit,.. I

To limit (and thereby speed up)
Sherlock's search, you can drag a
folder, or set of folders, directly
off the desktop and into the list of
disks. Their names appear there,
marked with checkboxes that you
can turn on or off. In fact, if the
items you place here have been
indexed, as described on page
267, they'l l still be listed here the
next time, and every time, you
open Sherlock-until you drag
them out of the window to the
Trash can, or highlight them and
then choose File--tMove To Trash
(3€-Delete).

'Rp: This window acts like a Finder list view: you can drag the dividers between the column names to make
the columns wider or narrower, and you can click the name of a column to sort the list by that criterion. (For
details on what the Index Status column represents, see "Finding Words" later in this chapter.)
It's worth noting, however, that you can greatly speed up the searching by telling
Sherlock which specific folders you wa nt it to search. Figure 15-1 shows how to do that.
To find a file whose nam e you know, just type a few letters of its name into the blank.
(Capitals d on't matter, and neither does the position of the letters you type-if you
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type fohn, Sherlock will find files with names Johnson, Peterjohn, and DiJohnson.)
Final.ly, click the magnifying-glass icon (or press Return).

Finding Icons

Tip: Although Sherlock isn't a program that opens quickly, it at least has the decency to memorize what-

ever you type while it's opening. That quirk lets keyboard fans type all of the following in rapid succession,
without ever having to use the mouse: 3€-F (to launch the program), Sweden (or whatever the name of
the file or folder you seek), and Return.
While the searching is going on, the magnifying-glass icon changes to become a stop
sign. To interrupt the search in progress, you can click the stop sign, press 00-period,
or press the Esc key.
WORKAROUND WORKSHOP

trt·u~;~~J4~tt~-::;~i-~~ i(~::~:;:,

i~~t;:.:.:cmJ'k'·.;S::·

~-

_ •

_
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.
Making Sherlock Thmk Less D1 eren
f~ifyh~,b~~~h:~d-~1et~l l~ok of Sherlock may look nifty and fu- this window isn't hard-you can drag any111here on the
~~ i~ri~ti(uMo~t~n~tely, italso deprives Mac_ fans of sev,eral
~ffstandard.vyindow controls of the sort descnbed In Chapter
flifJnf~ne~a~p}e,o_t.li~re are.'n? title-bar stripes that le~ you

'-~kno\v when thiswindow is Ill the foreground. Theres no

-~\icollaps~box in t~e upper right, for use in "windowshading"

f'tf[~bl~_~g~. -~o/ i_?.th'er,e a·ioon: box i~ the upper-ri~ht
~Jltcorner, which would make the w1ndow ]Ump to full s1ze.
::Jtrb~t~re!':t,even tra.d_itionalpuffy window edges by wh!ch

\vou:c?,y!?;.d.~ag trl~_rnng~w to move it although moving
d1.r;_ ~ ;-~ .:.--it~~ ijii:t.t.t:..r!;~ :nl ~' ·.
"

brushed metal.
Ifyou miss some ofthe standard window features that Apple
took out of Sherlock, help is at hand. The program called
Sherlock II Window Fixer neatly restores the missing win- ..
dow features to Sherlock's stainless-steel incarnation. The
title bar collapse box, and zoom box go back where the)' .
belong'. (You can download this program froiTi"
W'o'it"'.missingmanualcom.)

The Search Results
A couple of seconds after you've clicked the magnifying-glass icon, the Sherlock
screen changes. In place of the disk list, you now see a list of files whose names
contain what you typed in the blank. (Figure 15-2 shows this list. )
You can manipulate this list m uch the way you'd approach a Jist of files in a standard
Finder list-view window. You can highlight something in the list by typing the first
couple letters of its name, m ove up or down the list by pressing the arrow keys, and
so on. You can jump from place to place in the Sherlock window- from the list of
fou nd items to the "folder map" below them, and back to the blank at the top of the
window- by pressing the Tab key. You can also highlight multiple icons simultaneously, exactly as you would in a Finder list view: highlight all of them by choosing
Ed i t~Select All, highlight individual items by Shift-clicking them, drag diagonal.ly
to enclose a cluster of found items, and so on.
At th is point, you can proceed in many different ways:
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If you click once on any item in the results list, the bottom half of the window becomes a folder map that shows you where that item is. For example, in Figure 15-2,
the notation in the bottom half of the window (read from bottom to top) means:
"The Calculator icon you found is in the Apple Menu Items folder, which is in the
System Folder, which is on the hard drive called Macintosh HD."
If you want to get your hands on the actual icon, you don't have to do all of that
window-opening and folder-burrowing. Instead, you can just choose File~Open
Enclosing Folder. Sherlock instantly retreats to the background, as the Finder highlights the actual icon in question, sitting there in its window wherever it happens to
be on your hard drive.

Figure 15·2:
In the top half of the window:
the file Sherlock found. In the
bottom half: the path, or map,
that shows you exactly where
the highlighted found icon is
filed. You can drag the
horizontal divider between the
halves of this window upward
or downward to adjust the
relative sizes of the panes.
(You can also drag the lowerright corner of the window to
make it bigger or smaller.)

r

9

Maci ntosh HD

Qj

System Folder

~ 1\pple Menu Items

8

Colculetor

Open the file (or open one of the folders irs in)
If one of the found files is the one you were looking for, double-click it to open it.
This, in fact, is what most people do most of the time when using Sherlock. In many
cases, you'll never even know or care where the file was-you just want to get into it.
Tip: If you press Option while double·clicking one of the files that Sherlock finds, Sherlock itself closes.
When you're finished working on whatever you double·clicked, you won't have to manually quit the
Sherlock program.
It's less useful, but still worth noting, that you can also double-click to open any of
the folders that appear in "folder map" in the bottom half of the window. For ex-
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ample, in Figure 15-2, you could double-dick the System Folder icon to open it, or
the Apple Menu Items folder to open it, and so on.

Finding Icons

Move or delete the file
You can drag an item directly out of Sherlock's found-files list and into a different
folder, window, or disk, or onto the desktop. (The icon doesn't disappear from the
found-files list, but the folder map at the bottom of the window updates itself to
reflect the icon's new location.)
Print, trash, or Get Info
After highlighting an icon (or icons) in the list of found files, you can use any of the
commands in the File menu: Print Item, Move to Trash, Get Info, Label, and so on.
Adjust the list
By clicking the column headings, you can sort the list of found files in various ways:
by name, size, date, and so on. (You can reverse the order by clicking the tiny pyramid button above the vertical scroll bar.) You can also make the window bigger (by
dragging the lower-right corner handle) or adjust the relative widths of the columns
(by dragging the column-name dividers). All of this works exactly as it does in a
Finder list-view window.
Make an alias
You can make an alias for one of the found items exactly the way you'd do in a
Finder window: drag it out of the window while pressing 8€-0ption. The alias appears wherever you release the mouse (on the desktop, for example) .
Search for similar files
By Control-clicking one of the files in the list that Sherlock produces, you're offered
a contextual-menu command called Find Similar Files. If you choose it, Sherlock
does its best to round up other files on your hard drive that resemble the one you
Control-clicked. (It tries to find files that contain similar words, have a similar name,
have the same type and creator codes, and so on.) In general, Sherlock's fuzzy logic
in performing this kind of search may be a bit fuzzier than you'd like- it can pull up
some genuinely bizarre documents. But every now and then, the program will surprise you with its accu racy.
Summarize File to Clipboard
This command, too, appears when you Control-click one of Sherlock's found filesif the file you click is a plain text file. (In fact, this command appears only when you
click a text file. AppleWorks and Word files, for example, don't count, unless you'd
saved such documents as text-only files.)When you choose Summ arize File to Clipboard, Sherlock analyzes the text in that file, and produces-on the Clipboarda very short version of the same document. It doesn't do any rewriting to produce
its capsule version- now that would be an impressive feature. Instead it selects a
few whole sentences from the original document that seem to represent it.
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To view the summary, switch to the Finder, where you'll find the Clipboard window
open and waiting \vith the summary displayed. (Alternatively, switch into a word
processor and then choose Edit~ Paste.)
Here again, the Summarize feature is half useful and half gimmick. At the very least,
you can use it to provide a sneak peak at one of the files that Sherlock has rounded
up, so that you'll know whether or not it found the file you're looking for.

Index selection
When you Control-click a file in the found -file list, you get the option to add the
found file to Sherlock's index of all the documents on your hard drive. (You can read
about indexing later in this section. )

Save the search setup
By choosing File~Save Search Criteria (or by pressing 3C-S), you can immortalize
the search you've just set up. You might use this feature if you perform the same
search each day-if, for example, you like to scan the Internet each morning for
newly posted articles on Rosie O'Donnell, or round up all the documents you created yesterday for backing up.
The Save File dialog box appears, so that you can name (and choose a location for)
the Save Find File document you're abou t to create. This file describes the search
you've set up- what text was in the box at the top of the •vindow; what kind of
search it was (File Names, Contents, Custom, or one of the Internet searches described later in this chapter); and so on. (It does remember which disks or folders
you had selected for searching, even though all disk and folder checkboxes seem to
be checked when the Sherlock window first appears.)
The next time you want to repeat that search, just double-click the Save Find File
document you created. Sherlock launches automatically, instantly fills in the saved
search criteria, and begins searching.

Do another search
To start over with another search, choose Find~Find File (or press 3C -F). The list of
found files disappears, and the original Sherlock screen (showing yo ur list of disks)
reappears. (You can also start over lVith a different kind of search, such as the textcontents or Internet searches described in the rest of this chapter, using one of the
other commands in the Find menu.)
Tip: You can conduct multiple searches simultaneously, and you can leave the found-files results windows
of previous searches hanging around on your screen. The key to both techniques is the File~ New Win·
dow command; each time you use it, you get another Sherlock search screen that can contain, and con·
duct, an independent search.
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Adjust your search
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Instead of starting over with a blank Sherlock screen, you can also return to your
original search screen-an extremely useful feature if, for example, you made a typo
in the file nam e you were searching for. To return to the original screen, you might
click around in hopes of finding a Back button, but you won't find one.
Instead, the secret is to click the hard-drive icon at the upper-left corner of the
Sherlock window. You return instantly to your previous search setup.

Searching by Date, Size, and More
Searching for a file by typing in a few letters of its name is by far the most frequently
used Sherlock function. But in certain circumstances, you may not remember the
name you gave a file, or you want to narrow the search by confining it to, say, only
Microsoft Word files. Using the More Search Options dialog box-which opens when
you click the Edit button at the right side of the window-you can limit your search
to files that were created before or after a certain date, that are larger or smaller than
a certain size, that were created by a specific program, and so forth. Figure 15-3
shows exactly how detailed this kind of search can be.
Figure 15-J:
By clicking the Edit button
on the Sherlock screen, you
open this massive dialog
box. Turn on the checkboxes of as many criteria
as you'd like; each
additional checkbox further
narrows the search. This
example would find locked
folders larger than 900 K
to which you've applied the
label HBack Me Up."
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The checkboxes refer to the following details about your files:
• File name. When you turn on this checkbox, the pop-up menu becomes available-and you suddenly realize how this file-nan1e search differs from the one on
the main Sherlock screen. This time, Sherlock won't just find files whose names
contain the letters you type-it can find files whose names begin with those letters, end with those letters, don't contain those letters, and so on.
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• Content includes. This box lets yo u search for words within files, as described in
the next section.
• Date created, date modified. These options, along with the options in the corresponding pop-up m enus, let you search for files according to when you first created them or when you last saved them. Some of the fuzzy-logic commands on
these pop-up menus are particularly useful: options like "is \vithin 1 month of"
are exactly what you need when you only vaguely remember when you last worked
with the file.
• Comments. This blank lets you specify text that you'd like to search in the comments field of your files' Get Info boxes, as described on page 22.
• Size. Using this control, and its "is less than" /"is greater than" pop-up menu, you
can restrict your search to files of a certain size. (Remember that there are 1,024
K per megabyte; this field requires a number inK, or kilobytes.)
• Kind. These two pop- up m enus let you search for everything that is, or isn't, a
certain kin d of file-an alias, folder, e:x.1:ension, stationery file, and so on. Being
able to round up all your applications (program s) by using this option is especially useful if you want to create an application-launching \'Iindow, like one of
the pop-up windows described in Chapter 1.
• Label. You can read about icon labels on page 40; this checkbox and pop-up men u
let you round up all icons to which you've applied a particular label.
• Version. If you inspect the Get info 'vi ndow of the programs on your hard drive,
you'll discover that almost every application has a version number. So do many
extensions, shared libraries, and other system-software files. This option lets you
search fo r applications that have a particular version n umber.

Note: Most documents lack built-in version numbers, so don't turn this checkbox on except when looking
for applications and system files. If you specify a version number when searching for documents, Sherlock
will come up empty-handed every time.

• File/folder is locked/is unlocked. Use this option to find all files that you've locked
using the File~Get Info command- and the folders they're in, which are locked
as a result.
• Folder is/is not empty/shared/mounted. This checkbox is useful when you want
to round up all folders of a certain type. For example, it feels good, every now
and then, to find all em pty folders on your hard dr ive and throw them away.

Shared folders are those you've made available to other people on the network
using the File Sharing feature (see Chapter 16). Mou nted folders are those on
other Macs on the network that you've brought onto your screen using that same
File Shar ing feature.
• Is invisible/visible. Your hard drive is teeming \'lith invisible files, such as the
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enormous "swap file" that stores the contents of your Mac's virtual memory (see
Chapter 7). Using this command, you can take a look at them. (It's not wise to
move or throw away invisible files, however; Apple made them invisible expressly
so you wouldn't tamper with them.)

Finding Icons

• Has a custom icon/no custom icon. A custom icon is a replacement graphic that
you've pasted onto one of your icons, as described on page 32.
• Name/icon is locked/is not locked. This puzzling option lets you find two kinds
of icons. First, it turns up icons whose names are locked by Mac OS 9 itself (such
as the System Folder sub-folders, such as Control Panels and Fonts, that display
special folder icons).
Second, it finds folders you've locked using the File--tGet Info--tSharing command. (vVben you use the command, the dialog box that appears offers a checkbox
called "Can't move, rename, or delete this item (locked)" -that is, it prevents you
or other people on the network from messing with this particular folder.)
• File type, creator. The type and creator codes associate every file on your hard drive
with the programs that can open it; see page 107 for details. Technical as this option may sound, it's actually among the most useful in this entire boxby searching fo r a creator code, for example, you can tell Sherlock to find all documents that belong to a particular program (such as all AppleWorks files).

How to specify oil this information in hoff o second
Some of the information in this More Search Options window is easy to specifysuch as the Kind of file yo u're looking for. Other bits of information, particularly
the file and creator codes, are normally hidden from view. If you want to round up
all documents created by, say, BeeKeeper Pro, how are you supposed to know what
type codes to type?
By showing Sherlock. You can drag any icon directly from your desktop or any Finder
window right on top of the More Search Options window; Sherlock responds by
filling in all of the blanks described above with the information that describes the
file you dragged: its size, kind, label, type code, and so on, turning the More Search
Options window into the world's largest Get Info window. This doesn't mean that
you must now search for docum ents matching all of these criteria; just turn on the
checkboxes of the criteria you do want to match when searching.

Saving searches
After spending an hour or two inside the More Search Options dialog box setting up
elaborate search criteria, you may be relieved to learn that yo u can save a snapshot
of this search setup. vV:hen you need to search for this kind of file aga in, you'll be
able to restore this setup using a single pop-up menu. Figure 15-4 shows the steps.
(Behind the scenes, the Mac stores your saved criteria as individual documents in
the System Folder--tinternet Search Sites--tFiles folder.)
By the way: saving a More Search Options setup in this way isn't the same as using the
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File~Save Search Criteria command on the main Sherlock screen, as described earlier in this chapter. This Save button produces a saved search that (a) shows up in the
Custom pop-up m enu and (b) affects only the search criteria in the More Search Options dialog box. The Save Search Criteria option, on the other band, memorizes the
Custom setup you've selected and the list of disks you wan t to search. It also creates a
stand-alone file that, when double-clicked, launches Sherlock and begins searching.

tt

@ Save Custom Settings - -

Name new settings:

Figure 15-4:
After setting a search in the
More Search Options dialog
box, click Save. You'll be asked
to provide a short name for
the search you're preserving,
such as »Empty folders" or
"Lost 2 months, Word files"
(top). When you click Save
again, you're returned to the
main Sherlock window, where
your new search label shows
up in the pop-up menu next
to the Edit button (bottom).
(Several Apple-created custom
searches already appear in
this pop-up menu to show you
the ideo-but you con choose
Delete from thispop-up menu
to retire any you don't find
useful.)

Tip: When you're saving a Custom search that finds files by their dates (when you created or modified
them), be careful how you set up thesearch. For example, if you set up the dialog box to find files created
"within 1day of 11/1/2000," Sherlock will always find files created around November 1, 2000. But if your
search is set up to find files created "today" or "yesterday," Sherlock will always find files created the day,
or the day before, it's performing the search, even if that's years from now.

Adua/ly performing the search
After you've specified your complex search options, click OK. You return to the main
Sherlock window, where the Custom button now appea rs selected. More in1portant,
the bottom of the window shows, in plain English, what you're looking for: "Find
item s whose nam e contains 'fish', date created is within 2 months of 7/4/2000, file/
folder is locked;' fo r example.
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Tip: By typing into the text box at the top of the Sherlock window, you can specify letters to look for in
your file names in addition to whatever criteria you've selected using the Custom menu. For example,
suppose you've used the Custom pop-up menu to choose Applications (one ofthe pre-installed examples).
By typing Apple into the text box above it, you can limit your search to applications whose name contains
Apple.

Finding Icons

At last you're ready to perform the search-by pressing Return or clicking the magnifying-glass button.

Finding Text in Your Files
Sooner or later, it happens to everyone: a file's name doesn't match what's inside it.
Maybe a marauding toddler pressed the keys while playing KidPix, inadvertendy renaming your doctoral thesis "xggrjp0#$5%////." Maybe, in a Saturday afternoon organizing binge, your spouse helpfully changed the name of your "ATM Instructions"
document to "Cash Machine Info," litde realizing that it was a help file for Adobe Type
Manager. Or maybe you just can't remember what you called something.
For this purpose, Sherlock offers a powerful Contents button that lets you search for
words inside your files, regardless of their names. It performs this kind of search
with amazing speed, and has saved thousands of Mac fans hours of frustrated searching by hand.

The Indexing Catch
Left unaided, however, the Mac would take almost as lo ng·as you would to search
your files for a particular phrase. To eliminate that ago nizing delay, Apple programmed Sherlock to do something ingenious: like a kid cramming for an exam,
Sherlock reads, takes notes on, and memorizes the contents of all of your files. Doing all of this reading-called indexing -may take several hours, depending on how
much stuff is on your hard drive.
After having indexed your hard drive, however, Sherlock can produce sear ch results
in seconds.

The first index-and scheduling
When you first get your Mac, the hard drive has never been indexed. When you
open the Sherlock window for the first time, the Index Status column in the list of
hard drives tells you as much.
The first time you index your hard drive, Sherlock requires an hour or two, during
which you can continue working, but your Mac will feel drugged. That's why Apple
encourages you to be absent while the indexing goes on- instead, you should set up
a schedule for Sherlock, so that the indexing takes place in the middle of the night.
After the first indexing is over, Sherlock needs only a few minutes per day to update
its miniature card catalog of your hard drive, to bone up on any new documents
you've written. You can sched ule this actio n, too.
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Tip: This indexing concept explains the names of numerous files in your System Folder- the extensions
called Find By Content and FBC Indexing Schedule, for example. It also explains the huge, multi-megabyte
invisible file on your hard drive-theactual index itself-called TheFindByContentlndex (apparently named
by a programmer with a broken Space bar). To see thisfile, use the "is invisible" option in the More Search
Options dialog box described in the previous section.

Your Files

Scheduling unattended indexing
To set up yo ur indexing schedule, open Sherlock. Choose Find~ Index Volu mes. As
shown in Figure 15-5, you can click the checkbox for the hard drive you wan t to
schedule, and then click the Schedule butto n. Now you can specify on which days of
the week, and at what times, you want the indexing to take p lace.
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Avolume muot be lndoxod before find by Content u n be used. lndexiiV) prepares you r volumes eo content
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I c
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Rgure IS·S:
Top: Click the checkbox
for the disks for which
you wont Sherlock to
update the index
according to the schedule
you set up. (You con also
delete on index in times
of troubleshooting by
clicking Delete Index, or
manually trigger indexing
riglit now by clicking
Update Index or Create
Index.) Then dick the
Schedule button in the
lower-left corner of the
window. Specify the days
and time when you wont
the unattended indexing
to toke place (bottom),
ond then click OK.

I Cancel J [CKJI

Tip: You don't necessarily have to leave your Mac on all night long if you've scheduled an after-hours
indexing. First, remember that you can use the Energy Saver control panel to shut down the computer
automatically at a certain time-say, an hour after the scheduled indexing time.
Second, if you live by a regular schedule, you can set Sherlock up to begin its indexing at the end of your
workday. Then try to shut the Mac down- you'll be told that the indexing is underway, and you'll be
offered the option to have the Mac shut itself down automatically when the indexing is complete.
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What gets indexed

Finding Text in

Sherlock is smart enough to ignore files on your hard drive that don't actually contain
words, such as applications, pictures, movies, system files, and (unfortunately) databases. What it does index includes word processing files, text files, clipping files, HTML
(Web-page) documents, Acrobat (.pdf) files (created in Acrobat versions before 4.0),
and sometimes email, depending on the program you use. (Sherlock can find text in
Outlook Express messages, for example, but not Claris Emailer 2 m essages.)

Your Files

Sherlock can't index CDs or other hard drives on the network.

How to control the indexing
Unless you intervene, Sherlock indexes much more than it needs to. As a result, your
invisible index fi le takes up an unnecessary amount of hard-drive space, and the
indexing takes much longer than it should. Here's how to control the process:
First, open Sherlock. Choose Edit~ Preferences. Click Languages, and turn off the
checkboxes of every language except the ones you use in your documents. (Chances
are, the factory- installed set of languages to be indexed-Afrikaans, Catalan, Norwegian, and so on-is more inclusive than you actually need. ) If you plan to work
while the indexing goes on, you can also adjust the Responsiveness slider in this
dialog box. ("More responsive" means that the Mac won't act quite so distracted as
you work in other programs, but the indexing will take lo nger.)
Second, consider using icon labels (see page 40) to flag folders that you do, or·don't,
want indexed. You can then tell Sherlock to bypass them (or bypass all others). To
do so, open Sherlock, choose Edit~Preferences; turn on the "Don't index items
with this label" or "Only index items with this label" button, and use the pop-up
menu to specify which label. For example, if you apply a label called Search Me to
the three folders that actually contain yo ur work, and then tell Sherlock to index
only folders with that label, Sherlock's indexing and searching go like lightning.
Third, suppose you rarely use the find-by-content feature, having decided that you
would rather not dedicate 25 or 50MB of your hard drive to the invisible index file.
But then, one day, you need to find a particular document in a folder that contains 75
files. You can index only that single folder-or even a single document-by Controlclicking its icon and then choosing Index Selection from the conte>..-tual menu. The
Mac begins indexing that folder instantly. When you then want to use the Find By
Content feature, drag the indexed folder into the list of disks, as shown in Figure 15-1.
FinaJ!y, yo u can make th e indexing much faster-ten times faster or more, especially on large hard drives-by giving the indexing program more memory. To do
tl1at, open your System Folder~ Extensio ns~ Find folder. Highlight the icon called
Find by Content Indexing, and then choose File~Get In fo~ Memory. Set the Preferred Size number to a much higher number-as much memory as you can afford,
such as 7,000 K. The Mac's resulting indexing speed boost will be dramatic.
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How to Search for Text
After you've indexed your hard drive, you can begin to enjoy the payoff-searching
for words inside your files. If Sherlock is open, you can either click the Contents
button or press 00 -G to prepare for a content search; if Sherlock isn't open, and
you're in the Finder, you can summon Sherlock's contents-search screen by pressing
00-F, 00-G in rapid succession.
Now type the word or phrase you seek. Click the magnifying-glass icon (or press
Return ). Sherlock quickly produces a list of results, ranked by relevance, as shown in
Figure 15-6.
Figure IS-6:

When you search for the
words inside your files,
Sherlock odds a column
called Relevance to the
found-files Jist. Longer
bars indicate more
relevance; relevance is
defined OS uhow many
times the search term
appears relative to the
whole documents
length." In other words,
a four-word file
containing the search
term "monuscript"twice
has higher relevance
than one containing
"manuscript" three times
in a 500-word essay.

After the list appears, you can open, print, m ove, make an alias of, or otherwise handle
the resulting files exactly as described in "The Search Results;' earlier in this chapter.

When Sherlock Fails
If you find yourself frustrated by Sherlock's ability to find words inside your files, it
helps to understand the way it searches. For example:
• Sherlock indexes only the first 2,000 different words in each file. That's why
Sherlock might miss your book manuscript if the search term occurs late in the
document.
• Sherlock tries to find files containing any of the words you type into the search
blank. If you search for Steve Jobs, you'll turn up every document that contains
the word Steve, and every document that contains the word jobs. You can't tell
Sherlock to a search for a specific pair of words that occur together (as you can,
using quotation marks, when using Internet search pages).
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• Sherlock sometimes even tries to find files containing pieces of what you searched
for. If you search for Steven, Sherlock's roundup includes files containing just the
word Steve. That phenomenon partly explains why Sherlock sometimes finds
files that don't seem to contain the search term at all.

Finding Text in
Your Files

Searching the Internet
Any old computer can search for the files on its own hard drive. Sherlock's special
twist, however, is that you can use exactly the same program to search for information on the World Wide Web (if your Mac has an Internet account).
If Sherlock is open, you put it into search-the-Internet mode by clicking one of the
icons at the top of the window, or by choosing Find-?Search Internet. If Sherlock
isn't open, but you're in the Finder, you can open Sherlock directly to Internet mode
by choosing File-?Search Internet (or by pressing Sfl-H).
The large icons at the top of the Sherlock window represent different kinds of Web
sites that Sherlock can search (see Figure 15-6). When you click one, the screen
changes to show a list of checkboxes, each corresponding to a particular Web page
that you can search.

Figure 15-7:
The "channels"
(buttons) at the top of
the Sherlock screen
control which Web sites
you want to search.
Each button summons
a different list of Website search checkboxes,
which behave much like
the list of hard drives
that appears when
you're searching your
own hard drive for files.
You can move a site to
a different channel by
dragging its name onto
the appropriate icon at
the top of the screen.

Find files or
words in files

Internet search "channels"

,-------------------~

Search sites

Ad banner
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Here's what these channel buttons (as Apple calls them) represent. (To identify one
of these icons by name, point to it without clicking; a pop-up label appears.)
o

o

Internet. When you click this channel button, you see a list of checkboxes. Each
represents a popular search engine-a Web page, like Yahoo.com or AltaVista.com,
that searches part of the Internet. The benefits of having them listed in Sherlock
are that, first, you can search more than one simultaneously; and second, you can
perform this kind of search without actually having to launch your Web browser.
People. This tantalizing option lets you type in somebody's name; Sherlock then
consults any of three different "White Pages" Web sites in an attempt to track
down that person's email address and telephone number.
Unfortunately, the technology gods don't smile on this feature. It only rarely produces an entry for the person you're seeking. When you do get results, yo u're
usually shown only an email address (which is often out of date); a phone num ber shows up even less often.

o

Shopping. Now we're talking. The checkboxes on this screen represent shopping
and auction Web sites, such as Amazon, eBay, and Barnes & Noble. When you
search these sites, you type in the name of a product; Sherlock shows you a list of
matching items from those Web sites, sorted by price and including shippingdelay information.
Unless you don't buy anything on the Internet beyond bool<s and CDs, the included plug-ins for this screen may not seem very useful. But as you add new
plug-ins, as described later this chapter, the Shopping channel could emerge as a
powerful comparison-shopping feature.

o

News. These checkboxes let you search various Internet-based news, sports, and
financial-news services.

• Apple. Using the checkboxes, you can search the Apple Macintosh Products Guide,
a database of 14,000 programs for the Mac (to find out if, for example, there's an
interior-design program for the Mac); the Apple Tech Info Library, a huge collection of answers, troubleshooting tips, and feature explanations for every Mac
model ever made; and Apple.com (the rest of the Apple site, including press releases, programming tools, news blurbs, and so on).
o

o
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Reference. The three checkboxes on this screen may look sparse, but they represent a delicious Mac feature: what amounts to a built-in dictionary, thesaurus,
and encyclopedia. Type the term you're looking for, click the approp riate
checkboxes, and let Sherlock retrieve the definition, encyclopedia entry, or list of
synonyms from the corresponding Web sites.
My Channel. When you dick this Sherlock Holmes-cap icon, you get an empty
space where the checkboxes usually appear. This is your channel-actually, the
first of many that you can create-which is an empty screen to be filled with your
own personal selection of checkboxes. To add a checkbox to this screen, switch to
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one of the other screens (by clicking a different top- row icon) and then drag a
checkbox directly onto the Holmes-cap icon.

Seanhing the
Internet

More on creating your own channels, and managing plug-ins, in the next section.
• KidSafe. This channel icon shows up o nly if you've installed KidSafe, the childprotection software described on page 250. This channel shows you only the n ames
of Web pages that are on the approved list of 55,000 or more KidSafe pages. (Apple
intends to e.>..-pand this list month by month.)

Performing a Search
Searching the Web pages listed in one of the channel screens works just like searching your own Mac disks fo r particular files. Begin by switching to the appropriate
channel, either by clicking one of the icons or by using the Channels menu. Turn on
the checkboxes of the Web sites you want to search, type the text you wish to find,
and then click the magn ifying-glass icon (or press Return).

Tip: You can save a canned search setup when using the Internet search features, exactly as you can with
other kinds of searches (see page 265). When you double-click the saved search file, Sherlock launches,
connects to the Internet, and performs the predetermined search automatically.
If you're not already online, Sherlock now tells the Mac to d ial the Internet, sends your
search request to the selected Web p ages and, after a moment, shows you the results of
its search. Instead of seeing a list of files, however, this time, Sherlock shows you a list
of Web pages containing the te.>-.1: you typed. Figure 15-8 shows the idea.

Figure IS-8:

When you search the
Internet, you get a list of
Web sites that contain
the text you seek. As
with find-by-content
searches, many of these
results are sorted by
relevance. When you're
searching the Web, the
Sherlock window
sprouts a new element:
the advertising banner
at the bottom of the
screen-a concession to
the various Web-search
pages, such as Excite
and Lycos, whose Webpage ads are invisible to
people using Sherlock.

IHarold Edgerton
Name

a: Harold Edgerton - Reference Paqe
a: Harold Edger ton- Gal lerie• and Dealero
a: Harold Edger ton- Exhibition.

fi) I(IM®WfiM

00 Seeing the Unoeen Llnko
00 The Invention 01 menoion: Invention of the Week
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Tip: Sherlock shows you only the first 20 or 30 "hits" from each Web site you searched. This limit is built
into the Sherlock plug-in you're using. If you're technically sawy, however, you can tweak this number.
You'll find instructions in Apple's technical note at http//lil.info.app/e.com/techinfo.nsf/artnumjn58163.

Here's what you can do with one of these results:
• Read the first paragraph. Click one of the Web pages listed in the search results;
as shown in Figure 15-8, Sherlock shows you, just above the advertising panel,
the first paragraph or so of text that appears on that Web page. This blurb is a
very useful preview, one that can save you the effort of opening that Web page
o nly to find that it's not what you were looking for.
• Go to the Web page. Double-click one of the listings to launch your Web browser
and actually visit the corresponding page. (The Web browser that opens when
you double-click is determined by the •-?Control Panels-?lnternet control
panel's Web tab. ) If you double-d ick a name you found using one of the People
channels, your email program opens, and a new outgoing message appearspre-addressed.
Tip: If your Web browser is already open, you can drag one of the Sherlock results directly into its window
to switch to the corresponding new page.

• Create an Internet location file. If you think you might like to visit one of these
Web sites later, you can drag it out of the Jist and onto your desktop, where it
becomes an Internet location file (see page 244). You can also drag it directly into
the Internet Explorer Favorites list, where it becomes a bookmark for that browser.
• Repeat the search. Click the sam e channel button again to restore your original
search setup-to correct a typo, for example. Or click a differen t channel button
to search a different kind of Web page-or even your hard drive.

When Sherlock Fails on the Internet
If you find the Web pages that Sherlock locates inconsistent in quality, you're not
alone. Remember that, first of all, it's not Sherlock doing the searching- it's the
Web-search pages whose checkboxes you've selected. To understand what's going on
'1-vith Sherlock, you must understand what's going on with Internet search pages.
For example: Web pages sometimes turn up in Sherlock that don't, in fact, appear to
contain any of the words you searched for. When tl1is happens, it's probably because
the creator of that Web page buried you r search words invisibly on the page-in its
HTML keyword list, for example, exactly in hopes of being found by search engines
like yours. That technique may seem dishonest, but it's very popular on tl1e Internetespecially if you're searching for commonly sought terms.
Each Web-search page has different conventions, too, concerning punctuation m arks
in yo ur search phrase. For example, search engines like Yahoo rely on quotation
marks "like this" to indicate words that must be found together; othenvise, it turns
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up all Web pages containing either word, not necessarily together. Other Web sites
accept punctuation like+ and -,the words and and or, the excluding term not, and
so on. There's no way to find out exactly how to punctuate your search request for a
particular Web-search page except to visit that Web page and read its Help screen.

Searching the
Internet

Of Channels and Plug-ins
To get the most out of Sherlock, consider capitalizing on its expansion feature. By
downloading additional (free) plug-ins, you can take Sherlock's Internet searching
abilities far beyond Lycos and Amazon.com. By understanding how Mac OS 9 organizes these files in the System Folder, you can create and m anage your own channels,
stocked with your own plug-ins.
Tip: By studying a little bit of HTML (Web-page coding), you can actually create plug-ins of your own. If
you know how to write HTML code, visit Apple's "how to make Sherlock plug-ins" page at http//

developer. apple.comjmacosjsherlock.html
Getting more plug-ins
You can find additional Sherlock plug-ins all over the Internet. For example:
• Sherlock Resource Site. Here you'll find about 85 plug-ins ready to go, including
those for Yahoo, Time Daily (Time magazine), Onelist (a list of email-based discussion groups), MacCentral (Macintosh news and opinion), MP3.com (music
files to download), Internet Movie Database, Adobe, Deal Mac (a roundup of
Mac-product discount offers), U.S. Government, eToys, and so on. And if you're
really bored, th e Terminix plug- in searches the Terminix Pest Library.
www. macineurope. com/sherlocksite
• Apple-Donuts. Over 300 plug-ins are here, neatly organized by category (commerce, companies, entertainment, Internet search sites, and so on). Among the
useful: MacZone and Price Watch USA (to check prices for Mac goods), Computer Jargon, Palm Central (for PalmPilot software), Macworld, MacAddict, and
MacWeek magazines, and so on. You can even download all 300 in a single pass.
www.apple-donuts. com/sherlocksea rch!index. html
• Sherlock international plug-ins. These plug-in s are specifically geared toward
searching international-information databases: the U.S. State Department, Central Europe Online, Kennedy School of Government, and so on, plus French and
Spanish versions of the Lycos search engine. WWl-v.xenophone.com/sherlock

Installing plug-ins
When properly decompressed, a plug-in's name generally ends in the letters .src (for
"Sherlock resource"). You can install a new plug-in by dragging it to one of these
three locations:
• Directly onto one of the channel buttons. Sherlock installs the plug-in onto that
channel "page."
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• Straight into the list of plug-in/sites on any channel page.
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• Onto the System Folder icon; when the message appears that says, "Put this into
the Internet Search Sites folder?"-click OK. The next time you open Sherlock,
you'll see the new plug-in listed on the appropriate channel screen.
Usually, it shows up on the My Channel page. That's because the vast majority of
Sherlock plug-ins were written for the original Sherlock program-the one that
came with Mac OS 8.5-which didn't have channels. (Plug-ins designed specifically for the People, Shopping, News, or Reference channels of Mac OS 9 are less
common.) As a result, Sherlock doesn't know what to do with these plug-ins
except to file them on your My Channel screen.
To move a site plug-in to a different channel, drag its checkbox onto one of the
channel icons at the top of the Sherlock screen. And to remove one of these new
checkbox items from your Sherlock screen, drag its icon directly out of Sherlockonto the desktop, for example, or into the Trash.
Tip: To become a Sherlock master, try deleting, adding, or moving plug-in files around the manual way.
Open your System Folder~lntern et Search Sites folder. Inside, you'll find a folder corresponding to each
of your channels; inside each of these folders is the set of plug-ins that appears on that page. By dragging
these icons around, you can assign them to different channels.

Managing channels
To create a new channel, choose Channels~ New Channel. In the resulting dialog
box (see Figure 15-9), type a name for the channel, a description, if you like, and
then choose an icon from the scrolling list at the right side of the dialog box.

Figure 15·9:

_:;;;;;;;;d New Oum ne I
Name the channel:

Icon:

IMac Magazine Sites
Channel type:

[~,.;:s~e~an:~hl.:..:.no::.__ _....:(L..;~O.JJ

Description (optional):
MllcCentrol , Mllcworld, MocWeek, MllcAddlct, etc.
I-

....

1-:;
Cancel J

~

OK

D

Use this dialog box to set up a new channel,
or to edit on old one (but not Apple's conned
channels). You con choose on icon for the
channel either by using the saolling arrows at
right or by dragging any PICT-formot file (to
ovoid squishing, it should be about the size and
shape of the channel button) off the desktop
and directly onto the icon box shown here. (You
con also drag a PIG' file directly onto a channel
icon in the main Sherlock window-but again,
you can't change Apple's channel icons.)

You can return to this channel-customizing dialog box at any time-just click one
of your custom channels and then choose Channel~ Edit Channel. (You can't, alas,
edit any of the channels that come built into Sherlock. Despite the availability of
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several other people-heads in the bst of available icons, your People channel is stuck
with the twenty-something brunette forever.)

Searching the
Internet

You can also rearrange your channel icons-just drag them into any blank slots in
the channel palette. Doing so is easiest, of course, if there are some blank slots; you
can make blank ones show up by dragging the "grip strip" handle-centered just
below the channel icons-downward.
FREQUENTLY ASI<ED QUESTION

r. ~~2~' --ij ' ·- .

f~r/ :· .
It's Not Nice to Fool Mother Apple
Jr.tJ~~~· tr~1i1g to delete the People channel, which doesn't delete the channel by deleting its folder, reassign acheckbox
.~'·'"''

.

'i,'~:~m'.rl'I'Ork onxwoy But it keeps coming bock/ .

by dragging it to adifferent channel folder, and so on.

l

~f.q:~iJ[~ i~ ~eic·of11e to play around in the System
..... Folder~hlh~hiet Search Sites folder. Inside, each folderrep~!~si~~\>ne of your channels, and each plug-in inside these
:1 ~f61d_¢rs represe~ts the checkbox on the corresponding chan~~·~e[ page. You can rename achannel by renaming its folder,

You'll soon discover, however, that Apple doesn't want you
disturbing its original channel lineup-People, Shopping, and
so on. If you drag one of these folders out of the Internet
Search Sites folder, Sherlock will re-create it automatically.
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Networking in
Mac059

very Mac ever made is network-ready. Buy a few cables and adapters, and you
can wire all the Macs in your office together. Once that's done, you can copy
files from one machine to another just as you'd drag files between folders on
your own Mac. You can send little m essages to each other's screens. Everyone on the
net\vork can consult the same database or calendar. You can play games over the
network. You can share a single laser printer, cable modem, or fax modem among all
the Macs in the office. And in Mac OS 9, you can even connect to this network from
wherever you are in the world, using the Internet as the world's longest extension
cord back to your office.

E

Best of all, all the software you need to create such a network is built right into Mac
OS9.
As you read this chapter, remember the difficulty Apple faces: It must design a networking system simple enough for the laptop owner who just wants to copy things
to her desktop Mac when she gets home from a trip-and yet secure and flexible
enough for the network designer at a large corporation. The Mac OS 9 networking
software contai ns many different layers of password protection and security, which
you can apply independently to every folder on you r hard drive. Fortunately, you
can ignore all of this if the network is just you, your two Macs, and a printer.

Wiring the Network
These days, every Mac and laser printer has an Ethernet jack on the back panel (see
Figure 16-1). If you connect all of the Macs and Ethernet printers in your small
office to a central Ethernet hub-a compact $25 box with jacks for five or ten computers and printers-you've got yourself a very fas t, very reliable net\Vork. (Most
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people wind up trying to hide the Ethernet hub in the closet, and running the wiring either a.long the edges of the room or inside the walls.) You can buy Ethernet
cables, plus the Ethernet hub, in any computer store or, less expensively, from an
Internet-based mail-order house. (Hubs aren't Mac-specific.)
Tip: If you want to conned only two Macs-say, your laptop and your desktop machine-you don't need
an Ethernet hub at all. Instead, you just need an Ethernet aossover cable-about $8 from a computer store
or online mail-order supplier. Run it directly between the Ethernet jacks of the two computers.

Flglll'f!

1~1:

Every Mac sold today has an Ethernet jack. It looks
like an overweight telephone jack. It connects to an
Ethernet hub via Ethernet cable (also known as Rl45), which looks like an overweight telephone wire.
Some very old Macs, such as the Power Mac 6100,
have built-in Ethernet circuitry, but may require an
adapter to accommodate the adua/ Ethernet cable.

Ethernet

Ethernet is the best networking system for most offices; it's fast, easy, and cheap. You
may a.lso encounter one of these two other kinds of networks, however-one for
very old Macs, and the other for very new:
• Loca.ITallc. If you have very old Macs that don't have Ethernet jacks, you can plug
PhoneNet-style connectors into your printer ports. You can then connect one
PhoneNet connector to the next using ordinary telephone wire, in a continuous
chain. (You can buy PhoneNet connectors-about $10 apiece-on the Internet.
They're hard to find in computer stores these days.)
• AirPort. The latest Mac models let you install a $99 metal card, about the size of
a Visa card, that lets them connect to your network without any wires at all-as
long as they're within about 150 feet of a base station, which must in turn be
physically connected to your network. (If you think about it, the AirPort system
is a lot like a cordless phone; the Mac is the movable handset.)
The base station can either be the $300 AirPort Base Station-which looks like a
small silver flying saucer-or another AirPort-equipped Mac that you've configured, using the Air Port Setup Assistant, to serve as a software-based base station. You
can plug the flying-saucer base station into an Ethernet hub, thus permitting 10 or
20 AirPort-equipped Macs to join an existing Ethernet network without wiring.
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After having wired your network, all that remains is for you to tell each computer
which method you've used to connect it. Open the ti-7Control Panels-7AppleTalk
control panel; from the pop-up menu, choose the appropriate connection: Ethernet,
Printer port (for LocaiTalk), or AirPort. If the Mac informs you that AppleTalk is
inactive, make it active before proceeding.

Wiring the
Network

At this point, yo ur network is ready. Your Mac should "see" any Ethernet printers
that are turned on, in readiness to print (see Chapter 19). You can now play network
games or use a network calendar. And you can now turn on file sharing, one of the
most useful and most sophisticated features of the Mac OS.

File Sharing in Mac: OS 9
In file sharing, you can summon the icon for a folder or disk attached to any other
computer on the network, as long as the owner of that computer has given you
permission to do so. That folder or disk shows up on your screen underneath your
own hard drive, as shown in Figure 16-2. At this point, you can drag files in or out,
exactly as though the other Mac's folder or disk is a gigantic Zip disk you've inserted
into your own machine.
Figure 16-2:
The whole point of file sharing: to
bring icons for the hard drives or
folders from other Macs, such as the
Jenn's iMac HD icon, onto your own
screen. By dragging icons back and
forth, you can transfer your work from
your main Mac to your laptop; give
copies of your documents to other
people; create a "drop box" that
collects submissions from various
authors for, a publication; and so on.

a

Meclntosh HD

Network 1: Fast, Easy, and Password-Free
Because security is an important issue in corporations, the Mac's file-sharing feature comes with a dizzying array of password-related features. For each folder you
make available to the network, you can specify exactly which co-workers have access-and how much access.
But if you work alone, or with partners from whom you have nothing to hide, you
may consider all of tl1ese layers of security so much red tape. The following instructions guide you through setting up a streamlined file-sharing network that doesn't
require any passwords. Later in this chapter, you can read the more involved instructions for creating a full-blown, secure network.
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Both sets of guidelines assume, of course, that you've already wired the network
together, as described at the beginning of this chapter.

File Sharing in
Mac OS 9

Setting up Each Moe
Choose ·~Control Panels~ File Sharing. The File Sharing control panel opens (see
Figure 16-3).ln the Owner Name field (blank), type your nam e (or company name);
leave the password field empty; and in the Computer Name field , type a name for the
computer (such as Front Desk iMac). If you took the time to answer the questions of
the Macintosh Setup Assistant-the program that runs itself the first time you turn
on a new Mac-you may find that these fields are already filled in. Delete the password, in that case.
Click the Start button in the center of the dialog box. (While the feature "warms up,"
which can take up to a minute, the button says Cancel; when file sharing is fi na lly
on, the button says Stop.) Close the window.
Repeat this process on each Mac in your office--but enter the same Owner Name on
each machine. That's all the setup needed-you're ready to use your network.
Note to Rle Sh11rlng veter11ns: You don't have to share any disks or folders using the File-?Get
lnfo-?Sharing command. If every Mac has the same Owner Name, you, the Owner, can automatically
access every disk on every shared machine-without having to explicitly share them.
Figure 16-J:

lJ Start/Stop

1/ ActiVIty Monitor

This is the setup for a security-free,
high-convenience file-sharing
arrangement. You'll be able to
access any Mac on the network
without having to type in anythingno name, no password. If you work
alone with a couple of Macs, or with
co-workers you trust this is by far
the most efficient arrangement.

\1 Users & Groups}

~ Network Identity
Owner Name:
~~F~ragn:kO~r~lo~-.j~~~;::::::::::::!
Owner Pess...ord: I
J
Computer Name: Po
~...e==r~Ma:::c=.::G~
4 ==:...._-------.,
;::1

IP Address:

24.228.26 .3

Ale Sharing off

Stetus - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;1
r cllck Stert to turn on file s her lng. This ellws other
1 users to &cct$S she red folders.
IJ

II

0

Enable File Sher ltw,~ clients to connect over TCP/ IP

Accessing the other Moe
Suppose you're seated at your Power Mac G4, but you need a file that's on the iMac
DV down the hall. To bring its hard drive's icon onto your screen, follow these steps:
1. Open the Network Browser.

To do so, choose ·~Network Browser. (You can read more about this program
in Chapter 5.)
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2. Double-click AppleTalk to see the list of Macs on your network.

File Sharing in
o

As shown in Figure 16-4, the names of the other Macs on the network appear in
the list. (If they don't, then something's wrong with your netw·ork wiring, or you
haven't prepared those Macs as described in "Setting up Each Mac.")

Ma' OS 9

3. Double-click the name of the Mac you want to access.
Now the "Connect as:" box appears, where you're supposed to input your name
and password (Figure 16-4, center). The Owner Name already appears in the
Name field, as you specified it in the File Sharing field of every Mac. The Password field is empty.
Because you left the password empty, you can just click Connect, or press the
Return or Enter key, to get rid of this dialog box.

Tip: This "Connect as:" dialog box appears every time you try to connect to another Mac. To dismiss it, all you
have to do is press Enter or Return. Still, if you wish, you can even eliminate the appearance of this dialog box
itself, further streamlining the process of connecting to another Mac. Doing so requires your clicking the Add
to Keychain checkbox here, and reading the discussion of the Keychain later in this chapter.

Figure 16-4:
The sequence of connecting to another disk on
the network: Open the Network Browser (top);
double-click AppleTalk; double-click the name of
the Mac you want Specify your password-or, if
you didn't require one, leave the password field
blank. Click Conned (middle). Finally, double·click
the name of the shared folder or disk you actually
want to open (bottom). At any stage, you can
drag an icon from the Network Browser window
to your desktop to make an alias, saving you
some navigation the next time you want to
conned.
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4. Click Connect (or press Return or Enter).
Now a list of disks connected to that Mac appears (Figure 16-4, bottom).
5. Double-click the name of the disk you want to open.
At last, the hard drive you've connected to appears on the right side of your screen.
It usually appears just below your built-in hard drive icon. You can open this icon
to open, copy, move, rename, or delete the files on it, exactly as though the files
were on your own computer.
Tip: Make an alias of the hard-drive icon that you've just pulled onto your screen. The next time you want
to connect to it, just double-click its icon-you'll skip steps 1, 2, 3, and 5 of the connection process de·
scribed in this section.

Network 2: Complex, Se(ure, and Spedfi(
If security is an issue where you work, the Mac can accommodate you. Using a wide
range of built-in tools, you can specify exactly which folders on your hard drive are
accessible to which coworkers-and exactly what powers each person has over each
folder. Although setting up such a configuration involves a lot of steps, it isn't especially difficult.

Phose 7: Create accounts
In this first step, you'll tell your Mac about each person who may soon be visiting
over the network wires.
1. Choose li-7Control Panels-7File Sharing.

If your own name, favorite password, and computer name don't show up here
(see Figure 16-3), take the time to type them in. (You may find that these fields
have already been filled in by the Macintosh Setup Assistant, which queried you
for this information when you first installed Mac OS 9 or bought and turned on
the computer.)
Tip: One of Mac OS 9's most intriguing new features is its ability to let you connect to a Mac over the
Internet. To permit this kind of connection to your computer, turn on the "Enable File Sharing clients to
connect over TCP/IP" checkbox. (See page 293 to find out the procedure for connecting.)

2. Click the Users & Groups tab.
As shown in Figure 16-5, this window shows a list of everybody who may conceivably access your own hard drive.
The Guest icon appears here automatically. It represents a special, password-less
account that you can use for non-confidential folders to save your network comrades a few steps. (This advice will make more sense when you read Phase 3, later
in this discussion.)
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3. Click New User. Type a name and password for the first co-worker.

File Sharing in
Mac OS 9

You can invite each co-worker to come over to stand beside you as you do this, to
make up a favorite name and password.
On the other hand, you may prefer to use the "Allow user to change password"
checkbox (see Figure 16-5, bottom). It lets you make up a temporary password
for each co-worker when you're first creating the network-something easy, like
each person's last name. La ter, when you explain to your partners how they're
supposed to use the network, you can advise them to change their passwordto make up one of their own-at the first opportunity. (Instructions for doing so
appear below, in Phase 3.)
Figure 16·5:
Because you're the special
guest-the owner of this
particular Mac-your icon
already appears here,
designated by a special
clipboard-bearing icon (top).
If you double-click someone in
the list (or dick New User), the
window at bottom appears.
Here's where you specify the
user's name, password, and
ability to change the password
from across the network.
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i ~I

~

Name: fSheile M. Bezzler
PassYerd:

[

~M El

l••••n•oj

I

[2J Allw user to ch8nqe pe' svord

Tip: By choosing Sharing from the Show pop-up menu, you can also turn off the "Allow user to connect"
checkbox. This option is a master switch for a user's access to your Mac. The moment the memo arrives
saying that Sheila has been embezzling funds, you don't have to fiddle around with each disk and folder
you'veshared, trying to find out which ones Sheila has been given accessto. Instead, you can quickly shut
down all of her access to your computer by turning off this checkbox.

4. Close the window, and repeat step 3 for each co-worker on your network.
You can also click New Group to create a group of people-Marketing, for example. As shown in Figure 16-6, you can then drag the names of the various
individuals on top of these Group icons to copy them there. (You can also drag a
clump of selected individuals simultaneously into a group-select them by 00dicking their names, or Shift-dick to select a consecutive chunk of names, before
dragging onto a Group icon.) One person can belong to many different groups.
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Later, when you're specifying how much access various people have to various
folders, you can permit an entire group of people access to a particular folder in
one fell swoop. (This, too, will become clearer in Phase 3.)

File Sharing in
Ma( 05 9
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Rgure 16-6:
You con odd o person's nome to o
group in one of two ways: either by
dragging that nome onto o Group
icon, or by dragging o Group icon
onto the nome. To remove someone
from o group, double-click the
Group icon. The list of members
appears; drag someone's nome to
the Trash, or highlight the nome
and press the Delete key.
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llif Delete
network user
Fren~ Orlov
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As your list grows, you can sort it either by Name or by Kind (group, network
user, and so on) by clicking the column headings, exactly as in a Finder list-view
window. You can also click the pyramid button just above the scroll bar to reverse
the sorting order (another familiar Mac OS technique).
Tip: To see a list of people in a particular group, double-click the Group icon. Conversely, to see which
groups an individual belongs to, double-click that person's icon; from the Show pop-up menu, choose
Sharing. You'll see a scrolling list of groups to which this person belongs.
And one more Group tip: You can drag Group icons onto another Group icon, thus creating alarger group
made up of all the individuals who compose those smaller groups.

Phase 1 is complete when you've typed in the names and passwords of everyone on
your network who might want to access the files on your Mac. Close the File Sharing
control panel.

Phase 2: Sharing disks and folders
Now that you've identified who can visit your Mac, you m ust specify what they can
visit. In other words, you probably don't want everyone freely rooting around through
the stuff on your hard drive, reading whatever personal correspondence you have
there. Instead, you'll probably want to designate specific disks or folders for sharing
over the network; using the built-in file-sharing feature of Mac OS 9, you can make
up to ten folders on your hard drive available (not counting folders inside folders).
(If you need more flexibility-if you want to make more folders available, or you
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want to permit more than 10 simultaneous connections, or you need more speed,
buy a server-software suite like AppleShare IP or Mac OS X Server.)

File Sharing in
Ma[ OS 9

Note: You can't share a floppy disk. You can't share an individual file, either; it must be inside a folder or

on a disk that you've shared.

Here's how you identify such a folder.
l. Highlight a folder on your hard drive. Choose File~Get Info~Sharing.

The dialog box shown in Figure 16-7 appears.
Figure 16·7:
This window lets you establish who's
allowed to see or use the contents of
a particular folder or disk. Using the
Privilege pop-up menus (lower
right), you can spedfy how much
access the Owner, a selected user or
group, and everyone else has. As
elsewhere in the Mac 05, the drcled
question-mark icon brings up a help
screen, although its helpfulness may
not be immediately apparent.
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Everyone

_f Write only (Drop Box)
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•

None

cow these privileges to ell enolosed folders

2. Turn on "Share this item and its contents."
If you like, using the Owner pop-up menu, you can also designate somebody else
as the co-owner of this folder-a concept that requires some explanation.
This folder is on your hard drive; you, obviously, have complete control over it. In
file-sharing lingo, you are the owner of it. Only the owner is allowed to specify
access privileges to this folder, as you will in the next step-that is, to change who
can access this folder, and what they can do with it.
But in some work situations, you might want somebody else on the network to
have control over these access privileges. For example, you may be the graphic
designer who has to lay out the Arts section of the magazine, but you want the
editor of that section to have control over this Articles folder, too.
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If you decide to designate somebody else as the co-owner of this folder, use the
appropriate Privilege pop-up menu (see Figure 16-7) to specify how much access
the owner has to this folder. (You can read about the various degrees of access in
step 5.)
3. Turn on "Can't move, rename, or delete this item (locked)," if you like.
A folder you've protected in this way resists your co-workers' attempts to trash,
move, or rename the folder. They have full access over its contents, however ( unless you protect the contents in step 5). (You can't move or delete a folder you've
locked this way, either.)
4. Using the User/Group pop-up menu, indicate who can access this folder.
You can choose only one name. That's great if you want to share this folder with
only one other co-worker; if you want to share it with more than one person,
however, you must create a Group, as described in Phase 1. Then choose that
group's name from this pop-up menu.
POWER USERS' CLINIC

The Enclosed-Folder Conundrum
When you turn on File Sharing for a folder or disk, you also
share all of the folders inside of it. If you highlight one of
these inner fo lders and then choose File - >Get
l n!o~Shari ng, you'll see a checkbox called "Use enclosing
folder's privileges"-and it's turned on. The controls that let
you specify who has access to this folder. meanwhile, are
dimmed. After all, you've already specified who has access
to this folder-when you set up the outer folder's access
privileges.
In certain circumstances, however, you may want one of
the inner folders to be protected differently lmm those out-

side it. In that case, turn off the "Use enclosing folder's privileges" checkbox; now you can use the various privileges
pop-up menus in the bottom half of the window, as shown
in Figure 16-7.
Because you now know that every interior folder automatically inherits the sharing settings of the outer folder, then
you may wonder why there's a "Copy these privileges to all
enclosed folders" button (see Figure 16-7). You use it only
in one circumstance-when you change the access privileges for the outer folder. Click Copy to update the folders
inside it to match.

5. Using the Privilege pop-up menu, specify what the specified co-worker or group
can do with this folder.
If you choose None, then you're a network tease-your co-workers may be able
to see the folder, but its name will be dimmed and unavailable. Choose Write
only (Drop Box) if you wan't your network buddies to be able to see th.e folder,
but not open it; all they can do is deposit files into it. The Read only option lets
visitors open the folder, open the files inside, or copy th e files inside to their own
hard drives-but they can't put anything new into the folder, nor save changes to
files they find there.
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Finally, choose Read & Write if you'd like your networked colleagues to have full
access to the folder. They can do anything they want with the files inside, including trashing them.

File Sharing in
Mat OS 9

6. Specify how much access, if any, you want everyone else on the network to have.
In step 4, you gave specific folder access to a specific person or group. Using the
Everyone/Privilege pop-up menu at the bottom of the dialog box, you can specify
how much access everyone else gets, including people who sign on as Guests.
You can't give "Everyone" more access to the folder than you gave the User/Group
people-only the same degree of freedom, or less. For example, you can't give
Read &Write access to Everyone to a folder, but give the Marketing group (using
the User/Group pop-up menu) only drop-box access.
·
7. Close the window. Repeat steps 1 through 6 for up to nine other folders.

Phase J: Connecting to shored disks and folders
The previous section describes the steps involved in preparing your Mac for invasion by other people on the network. This section details how to be one of themthat is, how to connect to other Macs that have been set up for file sharing.
1. Choose *4Network Browser.

The Network Browser window appears, listing all Macs on the network that contain shared disks or files. (Ifyou, like many Mac old-timers, prefer to use the Chooser
instead of the Network Browser, choose * 4Chooser; click the AppleS hare iconor type the letter A; and then continue with the instructions as written here. See the
sidebar "The Secret Chooser Advantage" for more details.)
If you like, you can drag the icon of the Mac to which you're connecting onto the
desktop (or highlight its icon and then choose File4Make Alias; finally, click OK.
When you want to access this networked Mac in the future, you can skip steps 1
and 2 by just double-clicking this special network location alias on your desktop.
Tip: You can also access folders and disks on your network directly from within the Open File dialog box
described in Chapter 8-if the program you're using offers Navigation Services (the newer Open File box
design also described in Chapter 8). To do so, click the Shortcuts button (see Figure 8-4); from the pop-up
menu and choose Network. Then proceed with the instructions as written here.
2. Double-click the name of the Mac that contains what you want.
The dialog box shown in the middle of Figure 16-4 appears.
3. Specify whether you're a Guest or a Registered User.
You can click the appropriate button or press the keystrokes 00-G or 00-R, respectively. Although Guests access is more convenient because it doesn't require
a password, remember that the shared folder you want might not be fully accessible to guests, as described in step 6 of the preceding instructions.
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If you're a registered user, your name already appears here-at least Mac OS 9's
guess as to you r registered name. (It's whatever you've typed into the top field in
the File Sharing control panel, which may not necessarily match your account
name on the Mac you're invading.)

File Sharing in
Ma[ OS 9

4. Type your password.
This is the password that was set up for you in step 3 of Phase 1, several pages
back. Capitalization counts.
If you plan to access this particular folder or disk often, you might also decide to
add this password to your Keychain, a feature described at the end of this chapter.
At this point, you can change your password, if the owner of the shared Mac has
permitted doing so. Click Change Password. A small dialog box appears, in which
you can specify both the old password (to prove that you're legitimate) and the
new one before clicking OK.
5. Click Connect (or press Return).
Now you see the list of shared disks or folders on the Mac you're visiting. (If you
plan to use the file-sharing feature regularly, master the Favorites and Recent
Items pop-up menus in the Network Browser, as shown in Figure 16-8.)

0
2 1\oms

Ntme

Remove from Favorites".

I> . .IIDI!]
I> f@. I Mac ov
!> . IMac
!> ~lllolok

~ Jenn's IMnc HO

~ 16ook
IMac DV

Figure 16-8:
You con, if you wish, highlight one of the disks
or folders in this list and then choose Add to
Favorites, as shown here. (Alternatively, drag
the shored disk or folder icon directly onto the
Favorites menu icon.) The next time you wont to
connect to that particular shored item, you con
choose its nome from the Favorites pop·up
folder/icon, which eliminates o step in the usual
connection sequence. (You con also choose the
nome of the shored item from the Recent Items
pop-up menujicon, which looks like a clock.)

6. Double-click the name of the folder or disk you want to open.
Its icon now appears at the righ t side of your desktop, as shown in Figure 16-2.
You're now free to manipulate its contents as described in the next section.
As noted earlier, you'd be wise to make an alias of the folder or disk you've just
brought your desktop. The next time you want to connect, just double-dick the
alias icon- you get to skip steps 1, 2, and 6 of the procedure above.
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Conneding over the Internet

· File Sharing in

One of Mac OS 9's most interesting new features is its ability to let you connect to
your File Sharing network over the [nternet. If, in Phase 1 of the setup in the previous chapter, you turned on "Enable File Sharing clients to connect over TCP/IP,"
you're ready to roll.

Mac 05 9

This feature is practical only if the shared Mac has a permanent Internet connection-a cable modem, DSL line, or other high-speed, Ethernet-based connection to
the Net. That's because, when you want to connect from another location, you need
to know the shared Mac's IP address-its unique Internet computer number. Unfortunately, Macs that connect to the Internet by dialing with a modem (instead of a
permanent high-speed connection) get assigned a different IP address with each
connection, making it much less convenient for you to connect from afar.
To connect over the Internet, follow the steps on the next page.

Checked items will be opened at system
startup time
@) Save My Name Only
0 Save My Name and Password in the Keychaln
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Ma( OS 9

1. Open the Network Browser. From the Shortcuts menu, choose Connect to Server.
Figure 16-9 shows this step.
2. Type in the IP address of the Mac to which you want to connect, and then click
Connect (or press Enter).
If you don't kn ow the shared Mac's IP address, pick up the phone and call somebody in the office there. That person can find out the shared Mac's IP address in
any of several ways; the most convenient is to choose ·~File Sharing, where the
IP Address is prominently displayed, just beneath the name and password fields.

If your Mac isn't already online, its modem now dials and, after a while, connects
to the shared Mac.
3. Continue with step 3 of the previous instructions.
You may find that this kind of connection is slower than an Ethernet hookup in
the same building; but when you're in Hong Kong and need a document from
your Mac in Minneapolis, you may not care.
Rg11re 16-9:

From the Shortcuts menu (top), choose Conned
To Server. The Conned to Server dialog box
appears (bottom), into which you con type the IP
address for the shored Moe to which you want
access. (Ensuring that that Moe is turned on and
connected to the Internet is the network
administrator's problem.)
Ente r the networtc Address for the
server.
124.226.65.4

1m!

IL

Cancelj

n Connect I

What You Can Do Once You're Connected
After you've brought the icon of the shared folde r or disk onto your screen, whether
using the simple, password-free scenario or the more complex setup, what you can
do next depends on how much access you were given in Phase 2.
Whether or not you can put icons into it, open it, take files out of it, and so on
depends on how its owner set it up. Fortunately, special folder icons tell yo u at a
glance how much access you've been given, as shown in Figure 16-10. These special
icons correspond to the various options described in Phase 2 of the preceding section. For example, if somebody highlighted a folder, chose File~Get Info~Sharing,
and gave you Write Only privileges, the folder now appears on your screen- as viewed
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over the network-with the drop-box icon shown in Figure 16-10.

File Sharing in
MatOS9

Most people use the file-sharing feature to copy files between one Mac and another.
You can also open a document that's on a shared disk.

Figure Jti-10:
Special folder icons let you know what privileges
you've been given (top). For example, you con
deposit files into the Drop Box folder, but can't
open it. (If you try to open i~ you get the message
shown at bottom.) You can't open the Salary
Assignments folder at all You con use the contents
of the Important Stuff folder normally, but you
can't move or rename the folder itsell But you
hove full control over the Advertising folder,
exactly as though it were on your own Mac.

D , -·ict'"¥12¥! Cl Atlrnlnlstrattve Gun I: @4\k\':W 0 13
4 items, I . 13 GB avalleble

~

[11
Dr op Box

Selery Assignments

6:l

I mportent St uff

Cl

Adver t lsi ng I~
I';"

J . , . o/

The folder "Drop Box" could not be opened,
because you do not have enough access
privileges.

[t

OK

J]

Be careful, however-double-clicking, say, a Microsoft Word document on a shared
disk works fine if Microsoft Word is actually on your machine. But if it isn't, your
Mac will try to open the copy of Microsoft Word on the shared disk, elsewhere on
the network-a painfully slow procedure. You'll become aU too familiar with the
double-headed arrow at the upper-left corner of your screen that appears when the
Mac is frantically trying to copy information across the network wires.

Rgure 16-11:
When someone else on the network
is using one of your shored folders,
the stylized Moe OS people icon
appears superimposed on the
folder icon (top). Meanwhile, you
con see your visitors' names in the
File Shoring control panel (bottom),
provided you click the Activity
Monitor tab.

~
Books

Users & Groups
Sharing Activity
Idle

r

The computer tends to run more slovly
8$ $hering ectlvlty i ncr easeo.

Busy

Connected Us ers

@}

~ Bob Frenkel

It

~

I-;

I

Disconnect...
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Ma' OS 9

When you wont to disconnect
When you're finis hed using a shared d isk or folder, do yo ur network comrades a
favor by getting rid of it. To do so, drag its icon to the Trash, or highlight its icon and
then choose File---7Put Away; once it's gone, you no longer risk slowing the network
down by rema ining connected. (You can also disconnect from a shared folder or
djsk when you shut down your Mac or, if it's a laptop, p ut it to sleep.)

When you wont to disconnect others
When other people on the network are accessing your Mac, several visual cl ues let
you know. For example, the folder being visited ilisplays a special icon, as shown in
Figure 16-1 1. Furthermore, the File Sharing control panel offers several special treats.
Choose ti---7Control Panels---7File Sharing; when the control panel opens, click Activity Monitor. Here you'll see a list of everybody on the network who's currently
connected to your Mac. To boot somebody, just cHck a name in the Con necting
Users list, and then click Disconnect. You can also disconnect people by turning off
File Sharing or by shuttmg down you r Mac.
Tip: You can also use the File Sharing/Activity Monitor panel to send little messages to people who are
connected to your Mac. Figure 16-12 has the details.

Using any of these methods, the Mac asks you how much notice you want to give
your co-workers that they're about to be discon nected-10 m in utes to finish up
what they're doing, for example. (If you're feeling rushed or rude, type a 0-doing
so disconnects that person instantly, withou t warnillg.) Then click OK. (When you
disconnect people by closing your laptop lid, having a system crash, or un plugging
the network wires, your co-workers get no notice at all. A message appears on their
screens that says, "The server has unexpectedly shut down.")

~~ -~

=-""""""-'

Send message to

se l e~ted

--:;::;~ ¥§#ii

users:

Bob, I'm go in g t o be shutti ng down In 5
minutes. lfyou want your Quark fi les to
survive, I'd suggest you get offline
pronto. --Ma ura

I Cancel ] (1,

OK

Figure 16-12:

To send a message to someone who's connected to your Macto warn then that you're about to disconnect, far example, or to
request that they get you a beverage-Option-double-click a name
in the Connected Users list of the File Sharing control panel. A box
appears, in which you can type your message.

I]

Apple Remote Access (ARA)
As noted in Chapter 13, Mac OS 9 includes several hunks of software that used to be
sold separately-for example, the WorldScript language hlts. An even more useful
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example, for many, is Apple Remote Access, a software kit that lets you dial in to
your Mac from anywhere in the world.

Apple Remote
Access (ARA)

When to Use Which Remote-Connection Technology
If you've read this entire book so far, yo u might reasonably be confused at this point.
This is, after all, the third Mac OS 9 techn oiOf,'Y that purports to let yo u connect to
your Mac from a dista nt location. You might be wondering which of these three
technologies to use in wh ich situation. Here's a quick summary:
• File Sharing over the Internet. As described in the previous discussions, the folders you share using the file-sharing feature can be made available to anyone on
the Internet. You can use all the security features and access-privilege features of
standard file sharing. If your co-workers know the IP address of your Mac, they
can access its conten ts from anywhere in the world via the Internet. They must
have a Macintosh to do so, however.
If you travel, this is by far the most economical and convenient method of hooking up remotely. You have to pay only for a local caU from your laptop to the
nearest Internet access number, whether you're in LA, New York, or Paris, and
your home Mac doesn't have to have its own private phone line (unlike ARA,
described below). Unfortunately, this method does require th at your home Mac
have a full-time Internet connectio n.
• Web Sharing. As described in Chapter 12, this control panel lets you "publish" a
folder on your hard drive that anyone on the In ternet-Qr certain people you
specify-can access. (Once again, this feature requires that your Mac have a fulltime Internet connection.) Although this feature was designed to let you display
Web pages, the optional Personal NetFinder feature (also described in Chapter 12)
shows your visitors a tidy list of every file and folder in the shared folder. If, in the
Web Sharing control panel, you turn on the b utton called "Use File Sharing to
control user access," you can even control which people can access your folder, and
how much access, exactly like the file-sharing feature described in this chapter.
So how is Web Sharing different from standard file sharing over the Internet?
There are two key differences. First, you can share only one folder using Web Sharing (using File Sharing, you can share up to ten). Second, and more important,
people who yjsit yo ur Web Sharing folder do so using a standard Web browser.
As a result, anyone on the Internet, including Windows users, can access the material in your Web Sharing folder. (Without buying utility software, Windows users
can't otherwise access your Mac at all.)
• Apple Remote Access (ARA). This feature, too, relies on the various controls and
security features of standard Mac file shar ing. Here again , you can specify exactly
who has permission to connect to your Mac, and how much control they have
over each shared folder.
The big difference here: the Intern et isn't involved. Whereas standard file sharing
and Web Sharing require the shared Mac to have a high-speed, permanent Internet
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connection, ARA is ideal for connecting to Macs equipped only with a modem.
VVhen someone dials in, your Mac actually answers the phone, confirms the identity of the Mac calling in, and provides access to the corresponding folders.

Apple Remote
Access (ARA)

ARA, in other words, is perfect for the laptop-carrying Mac fan who occasionally
needs to dial home to check the calendar, grab a file, make a backup, and so onprovided the Mac back at home is connected to its own phone line, as described next.

Setting up Apple Remote Access
To make ARA work, you must provide the home-base Mac-the one you'll be calling-with a phone line of its own. Othen..,ise, when your laptop calls from the hotel
room, some family member or answering machine might pick up the phone, ruining your chances of connecting. (For about $99, you can also buy an electronic switch
box that detects which kind of call is coming in-voice or computer-and routes
the call accordingly.)
Then prepare the home-base Mac as follows:
I. Choose •~control panels~ Remote Access.

The Remote Access control panel appears. (See th e end of Chapter 14 for details
on this program.)
2. From the Remote Access menu, choose Answering.
The dialog box shown in Figure 16-13 appears.
3. Turn on "Answer calls."
As shown in Figure 16-13, you can control the incoming calls in various other ways.
4. Click OK. Choose ·~Control Panels--tFile Sharing. Click the Users & Groups tab.
The list of people to whom you've given access to your Mac appears. Create acco unts for anyone who might be dialing in by clicking New User. (Details on this
process are in Phase 1, earlier in this chapter. )

Figure IIHJ:
@f Ansvorco lls

13 M&x imum Connoot lon Tim•: ~ mlnutu
AlloY aeons to :
-

@) t ntfro notwork

0

P PP Server S•tup - - - - - - - - - - ,

0

Allow TCPIIP olltnt s to connoct usi><) PPP

Cancel
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To permit people to dial into your computer, turn on
i\nswer calls." If you're worried about tying up the phone
line, you can also limit the incoming calls using the
Maximum Connection Time option. If your home-base
Mac is part of a network, use the third control to specify
whether incoming callers can »see" only your Mac. or the
entire network. Finally, using the PPP Server Setup
controls, you can permit people to use your own Mac's
Internet services when connected to it from the road.

5. Double-click the name of someone who might be dialing in. From the Show popup menu, choose Remote Access. Turn on "Allow user to dial in to this computer:'

Apple Remote
Auess (ARA)

If you like, you can also turn on "Callback at #" and specify a callback number.
This option makes your Mac immediately hang up on anyone who calls in (after
identifying the calling Mac), and then dial the number you provide in this box.
(The calling Mac must also be set up to answer calls.) You can use this option as
a security measure-in other words, if you're being visited by some hacker in
Germany who's masquerading as one of your telecommuting co-workers, he'll
be deprived of a connection. The Mac will call the telecommuting co-worker at
home.

6. Close all the windows.
That's all there is to it; your Mac is ready for invasion by laptops and other Macs
outside the office.

Preparing to Dial
Now suppose that you're the laptop-carrying traveler. Suppose, furthermore, that
you want to use the calling-card number your company has provided, and that you're
in a hotel room somewhere that requires you to dial 9 for an outside line.
1. Choose ti-?Control Panels-?DialAssist.
The DialAssist control panel opens, as shown in Figure 16-14.
2. Configure DialAssist, as shown in Figure 16-14.
Using this control panel, you can let your Mac handle the dirty work of dialing
complicated phone numbers.

Figure 16-14:
In the City/Area Code box, type the area code for your
current location. Change the Country if appropriate. If you
need to diaiB or 9 for an outside line, use the Prefix pop-up
menu; to dial an BOO number for your calling card, use the
second pop·up menu; to specify your adual calling card
number, use the Suffix pop-up menu. (You can add more
choices to these pop·up menus by clicking the corresponding
buttons at the bottom of the window. Click Suffix and then
Add, for example, to input your calling card number.)

~ DiaiAss ist

0 ,<="""';:·

~p

C!ly /llrea Code: ~
Country :

I"'"""

Profix: ( Outs ldo Line - 9
Long Ols tanco Access: [ MCI (USA)
Suffix: ( ~ Callln2 Car d

0

Alw•y s Di•l

;I

;I
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Ar•• Cod•

l I Prefix...
! Long Distance .• l I ~ Suffix.-

I
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Apple Remote
Attess (ARA)

3. Close DialAssist. Choose • -7Control Panels-7Remote Access.
The Remote Access control panel appears, as described at the end of Chapter 14.
4. Choose File-7Configurations. Click Duplicate, type a name for th is configuration (such as Dial into office), and click OK. Click Make Active.
You've just saved this soon-to-be complex setup under its own name, so that you
can easily reuse it later.
5. Choose Edit-7User Mode. Click Advanced, and then click OK.
You just made a checkbox appear called Use DialAssist.
6. Turn on Use DialAssist. Use the Number, Area Code, and Country fields to specify
the phone number for your Mac at home.
The Preview shows you exactly what your laptop is about to dial.
7. Click Options. From the "Use protocol" pop-up menu, choose ARAP. Click OK.
Close the window; click Save.
At last, you're ready to connect.

Making the Connection
Having suffered through the configuration described in th e previous steps, it's time
to make the call. The Mac at home is configured, attached to its own phone line, and
awaiting your call.
You can place the actual call in one of two ways, as illustrated in Figure 16- 15.

Rltnk>/liAI~'<~~.~· /If/d

Open Remote Ac<:eaa
Stetua Olapley...
Cepe Houae
oereult
Sen f renclsco
Standard Eerthllnk

Figure

1~15:

To place the call, choose your configuration name
from the Remote Access tile of the Control Strip.
Alternatively, you con open the Remote Access
control panel (or the • ~Remote Access Status
program) and dick Connect When you're finished
with your connection, choose Disconnect from the
Control Strip tile, or click Disconnect in the control
panel or Remote Access Status window.

Now your laptop dials and connects; the process feels much like it does when yo u
connect to the Internet. Once yo u're connected, however, you won't be launching
your Web browser or email program- instead, choose • ~Network Browser.
Double-dick the AppleTalk icon, and continue exactly as described in Phase 3 earlier in this chapter.
You'll soon discover that connecting by modem is agonizi:ngly slow; remember that
even "56K" modems only receive data at 53K (and only r arely). They still transmit at
28.8K, which is therefore the maximum speed of your Remote Access connection.
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The Keychain: Forgettable Passwords

The Keylhain

The information explosion of the computer age may translate into bargains, power,
and efficiency, but it carries with it a coloss'al annoyance: the proliferation of passwords we have to memorize. Web sites, shared folders on the network, files encrypted
with Mac OS 9's password-protection feature, FTP sites on which we maintain our
Web pages- every single one requires another password to remember. Worse, we're
not allowed to use the same password over and over again, because each Web page,
file server, FTP site, or protected file requires a different form of password-"five to
seven digits, which must include both letters and numbers"; "six characters or more,
beginning with a letter"; and so on.
In Mac OS 9, Apple has done the world a mighty favor by inventing the Keychain.
The concept is brilliant: when you sit down to work on your Mac, you type in one
password-one master code that tells the computer: "It's really me. I'm at my computer now." The Mac responds by automatically filling in every password blank you
encounter. You can safely forget all of your passwords except the master one.
If you're not concerned about securi ty-that is, if you work at home, and you're the
only one who uses your Mac-great. Enter the Keychain master password one time,
and then forget the feature entirely-except to marvel now and then that you don't
seem to have to enter a lot of passwords anymore.

Figure 16-16:
If you click Create when first asked to create a
Keychain (top), the Create Keychain box
appears (bottom). This is where you name
your Keychain and make up the master
password-the only one you'll have to
remember. If your password is fewer than
six characters long-or empty-a warning
appears, scolding you for making up a
password that some hacker with a lot of time
on his hands could figure out. If you work at
home by yourself, you work with people you
trust, or the stuff you're protecting isn't
particularly private, just click Yes and ignore
the message.

Would you like to create a keychaln to store
your passwords and certificates?
A keycheln stores your certificates end pass'o'ords for
servers, Internet resources, end epplicetions. These items
ere retrioved eutometiceily when needed.

I Unlock Ofher.• J

I Cancel) [I Create lJ

Create Keychaln

Keychaln Name: M
_ i_k_eY
_ _~-;--=-:~:-:-----'
.
I _

Password:

Ll•_•_•·-----------'

---------J
I Cancel I [I Creat~ ij

Confirm: ..
I•_•_•_•
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If you're concerned about the security of your Mac when you're no t at your desk,
however, you can "lock the Keychain" when you leave the machine. Now, should the
evil hacker stroll by your desk, he'll find that every FTP site, shared network folder,
and protected file once again requires its own individual password.

Creating your Keychain
To create yo ur Keychain, choose ti---?Control Panels---?Keychain Access. The dialog
box shown in Figure 16- 16 appears. (The same window appears the first time you
turn on the Add to Keychain checkbox anywhere it appears-when you encrypt a
file, access a shared disk or folder on the network, or type the password for an FTP
site, for example.) In any case, click Create (or press Return) . As shown in Figure 1616, yo u're now asked to name your Keychain and assign its master password.

Locking and Unlocking the Keychain
When your Keychain is unlocked, you can open your password-protected files, visit
your password-pro tected FTP sites, and connect to password-protected shared disks
and folders on the network-without ever having to en ter a password. Remember:
if you work alone, leave your Keychain permanently unlocked. If you work in an
office where someone else might sit down at your Mac while you're getting a candy
bar, lock th e Keychain when you wander away. (To unlock the Keychain when you
return, you must enter your master password. Locking it requires no password.)
To unl ock or lock your Keychain, you can use the K~ychain Access control panel
described above. On the other hand, you might find it more convenient to use the
Control Strip, as shown in Figure 16-1 7.

Figure 16-17:

You can lock or unlock your Keychain using its Control Strip
icon, which looks like a padlock when locked, a key when
open. Or use a shareware program like Keychain Unlocker
(available at, for example, www.missingmanual.com) to open
your Keychain automatically when the Mac starts up.

Tip: By choosing File~New Keychain, you can use the Keychain Access control panel to create more than
one Keychain, each with its own master password. On one hand, this might defeat the simplicity goal of
the Keychain. On the other hand, it's conceivable that you might want to encrypt all of your business
documents with one master password, and all of your personal stuff with another, for example.

How to Use the Keychain
Unfortunately, when it co mes to password proliferation, we're not out of the woods
yet. The Keychain can' t store passwords in programs that haven't been rewritten to
be Keychain-aware. Notable among programs that ignore the Keychain are the two
popular Web browsers, Netscape Communicator and Internet Explorer (including
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version 5). In other words, the Keychain can't store passwords for secure Web pages,
such as those for your bank and online-brokerage accounts. (On the other hand,
Internet Explorer has its own built-in password-memorizing feature. It's not as convenient as the master Keychain password, but it's better than nothing.)

The Key,hain

The Keychain does store your passwords for password-protected files, file sharing
(as described in this chapter), and FTP sites. Here's how you might use the Keychain
in each of those situations:

Proteding a file
You can read about Mac OS 9's password-protection feature in Chapter 2. Just highlight any file icon, and then choose File~ Encrypt. A dialog box appears, in which
you're supposed to enter the password for this file. As shown in Figure 16-18 (top),
the Add to Keychain checkbox means that you can immediately fo rget whatever
password you type here.

Figure 16-18:
When you encrypt a file, turn on the Add to
Keychain button before clicking Enaypt (top).
The Mac stores the password you assigned to this
proteded file, so that you can forget it. The Add
to Keychain checkbox also appears when you
conned to an FTP (file transfer protocol) Internet
site using the Network Browser program built
into Mac OS 9 - or Anarchie, the popular
shareware program.
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From now on, when you double-click that file, you won't be asked for any password.
It will open au tomatically, with only a slight delay as the Mac consults your Keychain
to retrieve the password, which it uses to decrypt the file. (This automatic opening
feature assumes, of course, that your Keychain is unlocked. If not, you'll be asked to
unlock it-and if you decline, you'll have to remember the password you gave this
specific encrypted file.)
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Tip: If you've turned on the Platinum Sounds "soundtrack" in your •-?Control Panels-?Appearance-?
Sounds tab, as described in Chapter 3, asurprise awaits. Whenever the Keychain unlocks a password on your
behalf-although you get no visual indication-you hear the crunchy, clicky sound of a padlock opening.

Accessing on FTP site
If you frequently download software from a corporate hard drive somewhere, or if
you maintain a Web site, you may already be familiar with an FTP server. This is just
like a Web site, except that it exists solely for storing fi les. Many FTP sites, including
your Web page's FTP site, require a password.
At this writing, two FTP programs can work with the Keychain. One is the Network
Browser, described in Chapter 5. When you choose the Connect to Server command
from its Shortcuts pop-up menu/icon (see Figure 16-9), you can type in the address
of the FTP site you want to visit. When you click Connect, you're asked for your
name and password-here again, the Add to Keychain checkbox appears (see Figure
16-19, bottom). Click it before clicking Connect to avoid having to enter this password the next time you connect.
The other FTP program that's Keychain-aware is the popular shareware program
Anarchie, which is available from www. missingrnanual. corn, among other places. Here
again, the Add to Keychain checkbox appears automatically whenever you try to
connect to an FTP site. Click it to avoid having to remember your password for this
site in the future.

Accessing shored files and folders on the network
Finally, if your Mac is part of an office network, of th e sort described in the first part
of this chapter, the Keychain pays off every time you connect to another disk on the
network. It saves you the trouble of typing in your password each time-indeed,
you don't even see the name-and-password dialog box.
The Keychain's behavior is peculiar in this instance, however. It doesn't really save
you time until the third time you connect to a particular shared disk or folder. Here's
the drill:
• First connection. As instructed in "Phase 3," earlier in this chapter, you generally
connect to a shared Mac by choosing 4i -?Network Browser. Double-click
AppleTalk, and then the name of the Mac you want. As shown in Figure 16-9, you
must now type your password-for the last time. Click Add to Keychain before
clicking Connect.
The list of shared folders and disks appears; double-click the one you want to
open. (If you don't yet have a Keychain, you're asked to create one now.)
• Second connection. Open the Network Browser. Double-clickAppleTalk. Doubleclick the name of the Mac to which you want to connect.
Now, however, the Mac displays the message shown in Figure 16-19. The bottom
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option means: "Don't ask me for a password the ne:>..'t time I connect to this shared
item using the Network Browser." In other words, the Mac wants you to approve
Keychain power over each method you might use to open the password-memorized item. This message will appear again when you connect to this shared item
using the Chooser, for example; again when you double-click its alias (a shortcut
described earlier in this chapter); and so on.

The Keychain

The first checkbox avoids all of that red tape. It means, "Don't ever ask me for the
password, no m atter how I connect to this shared item."
If you turn on either checkbox, a confirmation box appears; click Yes, and then
click Allow.
Figure 16· 19:

The second time you conned
to a Keychoin·odded network
folder, this message appears.
It seeks final confirmation
that you wont to Keychoin to
automatically fill in your
password the next time you
conned to the shored item.
For the easiest existence, turn
on the top checkbox, click
Yes, and then click Allow.

The application "Network Browser" wants access to the Item
"iMac DV" In keychaln "Mikey''.
Do you want to allow access to your keychaln?
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Deny
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• Subsequent connections. The next time you connect to that particular shared
folder or disk, you connect instantly-without being asked for a password. As
long as your Keychain is unlocked, you can bring that other Mac's hard drive
onto your screen vrith very little effort. Provided you've selected the top checkbox
in Figure 16- 19, you can just double-click the shared item's alias or choose its
name from the ·~Recent Servers comm and, for example.

Managing Your Keychain
Keychains are represented by separate files in your System
Keychains folder.

Folder~Preferences~

Deleting a Keychain
You can delete a Keychai n if you like, but first make sure that:
• You remember all the individual passwords that this Keychain has memorized.
For example, su ppose you encrypted a file on your desktop, but didn't pay much
attention to the password you gave it, assuming that your Keychain would do the
memorizing. If yo u delete the Keychain file, you can open the encrypted file only
by typing the exact password you gave it. If you don't remember, the file remains
closed forever.
• You lock the Keychain first. You can't discard an open Keychain.
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If you've considered both of these points, then you can safely drag a Keychain file
out of your System Folder~Preferences~Keychain folder and into the Trash.

The Keychain

Renaming a Keychain
To rename a keychain, open the System Folder~Preferences~ Keychain folder. There
you'll find the icons representing any Keychains you've created; you can rename
them just as you'd rename any icon.

Copying a Keychoin
Knowing about this Keychain file is useful for another reason, too-you can copy it
into the corresponding location on another computer, such as your laptop. It carries
with it all the information concerning your FTP, network, and ftle passwords.

Viewing your Keychoin setup
At any time, you can see a list of the passwords the Keychain has memorized- and
even what those passwords are. To do so, choose ti ~Control Panels~Keychain
Access. The control panel opens, bearing a list of all the passwords it has memorized, as shown in Figure 16-20.
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Figure 16·20:
The Keychain Access
control panel shows
you a list of every
password your
Keychain has
memorized (top).
Double-click one to
view its Get Info
screen (bottom),
where (if you prove
that you're you by reentering your master
password) you can
view the corresponding memorized
password.

CHAPTER

17

One Mac,
Many Users

or years, teachers, parents, and computer-lab instructors have struggled to answer a difficult question: How do you rig one Mac so that several different
people can use it throughout the day, without interfering with one another's
files and settings? And how do you protect a Mac from getting fouled up by mischievous (or bumbling) students and employees?

F

Some schools, labs, families, and businesses just muddled through as best they could.
Others tried installing bal1.)' and sometimes destabilizing software like Apple's old
At Ease program. It wasn't until the release of Mac OS 9 that a solid, reliable, builtin solution to this traditional problem emerged: the Multiple Users control panel.

Introducing Multiple Users
This new program lets you create an account for each student, family member, or
employee. When you turn on the Mac, it doesn't start up as usual; instead, it asks
you to log in, as shown in Figure 17-I. It may even ask for a password, which you can
either type or speak; if your Mac has a microphone, Mac OS 9 can actually recognize
your "voice print" for security purposes.
When you identify yourself, you arrive at the Mac desktop in your own customized
world: your desktop picture fills the screen, the Web browser lists your bookmarks,
the ti menu lists your favorite documents, and so on. On the desktop is a folder
bearing your name, and all of your files are stored there.
Furthermore, you may find yourself with restricted access to some parts of the Macyou may not be allowed to print, use certain CD-ROMs, launch certain programs,
and so on. In other words, the Multiple Users feature has hvo components: first, a
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convenience element that hides everyone else's junk; and second, a security element
that protects both the Mac's system software and other people's work.

lntroduling
Multiple Users

In designing Multiple Users to be as flexible and secure as possible, Apple created a
very complex set of screens and options; that's why this is a long chapter. But as with
the networking software described in the previous chapter, setting up a multiple-user
Macintosh doesn't require any particular techn ical skill; it's just time-consuming.

Welcotne to Mac OS
Good morning, kids! Mittens and
PalmPilots in cubbies, please.

Rgure 11-1:
When you enable the Multiple Users featurethe successor to the old At Ease kid-proofing
software-you don't turn on the Mac so much
as sign in to it. A new command appears in
the Special menu called Log Ou~ too, which
also returns you to this sign-in screen. Doubleclick your own name, and type or speak your
password, to get past this box and into your
own stuff.

Middle School Bunch

Shutdown

Chanqe Pilssword

Login

Four Degrees of Freedom
The master control center for the Multiple Users feature is the Multiple Users control panel (choose ·~Control Panels~Multiple Users). Among other con trols, it
harbors the master on/off switch, as sho'vn in Figure 17-2.

In the next part of th is chapter, you can read about how to use this control panel to
create and configure accounts for each of your underlings. For now, however, it's
important to understand the four different kinds of accounts the control panel lets
you create. Each kind offers a different degree of security-and therefore, a differen t
degree of freedom over t he Mac itself. If you can understand this idea, most of the
Multiple Users concept should be easy to grasp.
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As the administrator of the Mac, yo u must describe each member of your crew as
one of these four kinds of people: Normal, Limited, or Panels. (The fourth account
type is Owner, and only one person has it: you.)

Figure 11-1:
The Multiple Users control panel
features the master onjoff switch for
this feature (at the bottom of the
window). Turning Multiple Users on
means that whenever you turn on the
Mac or use the Speciai~Log Out
command, the sign-in screen shown in
Figure 17·1 appears. Turning Multiple
Users off means that the Moe behoves
os it always has.

- ·&

=-a MultipleUsers =k"""x-

:t:

Jenn
limited user eccount
~

Four Degrees
of Freedom

New user

K-6 Gang
Open

Ii mlled ueer eccount

Duplicate

Kelly

panels user account

Delete

Middle School Bun ch
normal user eccount

Multiple User Accounts:® Or1

J

Options

0

()fl

The Owner
If you've specified your name in the File Sharing control panel, as described in the
previous chapter, your account in the Multiple Users control panel already exists. (It
also already exists if you tolerated the questions of the Mac OS Setup Assistant on
the day you first turned on the computer o r installed Mac OS 9.)
If you're the owner, life doesn't change much once you've turned on Multiple Users.
Every feature described in this book works exactly as it did before. In other words,
Multiple Users doesn't protect the Mac from you. In fact, you have several powers
that nobody else who uses this Mac can have: only you can install new programs,
configure printers, and turn the Multiple Users feature off.
Tip: Even if you don't share your Mac with anyone and don't create any other accounts, you might still be
tempted to use Multiple Users because of its ability to password-protect the entire computer. Open the
Multiple Users control panel, click the On button at the bottom of the window, double-click your own
name, and type a password. From now on, your Mac is protected against unauthorized visitors fiddling
with the computer when you're away from your desk.

"Normal" users
If responsible adults use your Mac- in the office, for example, or some other nokids environment-you'll probably want to create Normal accounts for them. When
someone you've designated as a Normal user signs in to use your Mac, it's almost as
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Four Degrees
of Freedom

th ough there's no Multiple Users feature at all. That person can use all the programs
and features of the Mac with just a couple of exceptions:
• Certain important control panels appear, but don't open. If you try to open the
AppleTalk, Memory, Modem, Remote Access, TCP/IP, or Multiple Users control
panel, for example, you get a message like the one shown in Figure 17-3.

Figure 17-J:

If you use the Multiple Users feature, those in your
The application program " Microsoft Word"
co uld not be opened, because you llo not
have enoug11 access privileges.

([

OK

I]

office, home, or school will quickly become
accustomed to seeing this message. It appears
whenever you double-dick something that the
owner of this Mac has declared off limits to you,
or whenever you try to use a control panel (or
some other feature) that's off-limits to Limited
account holders.

• The folders that contain the personal files of other account holders are invisible
to you. You see only your own stuff.

"Limited" users
This kind of account restricts much more of the Mac. When you, the owner, create
this kind of account, you get to choose from a list ofprograms on this Mac, specifying exactly which ones the Limited account holder can use. If you're setting up this
Mac for classroom use, for example, you might want to put AppleWorks onto the
"approved" list, but declare games and Kid Pix off-linuts. If, while you're trying to
teach, inattentive students try to distract themselves by launching a game, they'll get
another message of the kind shown in Figure 17-3.
Limited accoun t holders can't save documents into any folder except their own, which
makes it both easier for them to find their documents again later and more difficult
for them to scatter unidentifiable documents across your hard drive.
You can limit this kind of account in o ther ways, too-for example, a Limited user
generally can't open any control panels, Zip disks, or other removable disks. You can
prevent printing, using ti menu items, or accessing the network. You can even create a list of approved CD-ROMs and DVDs; if the Limited user tries to insert a disk
that isn't on the list, th~ Mac ejects it automatically.

"Panels" users
This kind of account is designed for young children or others who could do without
the complexity of the regul ar Mac in terface. It offers exactly the sam e kinds of freedoms and restrictions as the Limited type described above, with one giant difference: when a Panels user Jogs on, he doesn't see the standard Macintosh desktop at
all. Instead, he encounters the Panels screen shown in Figure 17-4. No disk or Trash
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icons appear-in fact, the hard drive icon itself is mjssing. O nly programs that you,
the owner, have approved even show up here, proviillng maximum protection against
any actidental messing up of your Mac.

Figure 17·4:
The Panels option
creates large, oneclick-to-launch icons
in one of two panels:
pre-approved
programs on the left,
and documents this
person has created
on the right.
(Fortunately, using
the menu commands, you can
adjust the size of the
icons, change the
typeface, and switch
to a Jist view, as
described later in
this chapter.)
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Setting up Accounts
To get going with the Multiple Users feature, start by opening * -7Control
Panels-7File Sharing. Confirm that your own name and (if you like) password appear here-these will be the settings for y our account, the owner account.
Now choose *-7Control Panels-7Multiple Users. As shown in Figure 17-2, the
Multiple Users wjndow appears. CHck On at the bottom of the window, and then
click New User to set up the first account (other than your own owner's account).
The window shown in Figure 17-5 appears, where you can type a person's name
and, if security is an issue, a password. If you're looking in to Multiple Users more
for convenience than for security, you can leave the password blank.
Tip: Behind the scenes, creating a new account also creates a Keychain for that person, as described at the
end of theprevious chapter. Whenever shesigns into theMac, Mac OS9 opens thecorresponding Keychain
automatically, so that she won't have to type in passwords for her protected files, network connections,
and so on. (If she deliberately changes her Keychain password in the Keychain Access control panel. of
course, she loses this convenience-she'll have to type the new password every time she signs on.)
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At this point, you could close the window. You'd return to the Multiple Users list,
having created a new, Normal-level account that now shows up in the list of users.
You could then click New User again to set up the next account, and so on, uatil you
had created 40 accounts (the maximum).

Setting up
Accounts

0

Figure 11-5:
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When you dick
Show Setup Details
(highlighted at top
left), the Multiple Users
window expands to
reveal its dizzying
array of options (lower
righV. In practice,
though, you'll rarely
need to click that
button; if you click the
large Limited or Panels
button, the window
expands automatically
and switches to the
Applications tab, where
you can specify which
programs you want
this user to hove
available.

Most of the juicy Multiple Users options, however, appear only if you expand the
window (see Figure 17-5). The raft of additional options is split among four separate tabbed windows called User Info, Applications, Privileges, and Alternate Password. Here's what they do:

The User Info Tab
You can use the options on this pane regardless of the kind of account you're creating (Normal, Limited, or Panels). (The other three tabs apply only to Limited and
Panels people-after all, the other restrictions don't apply to Normal people.)
• User Picture. As shown in Figure 17-l, each account holder on your Mac is represented, on the sign-in screen, by a small picture. If you click the tiny arrow
buttons (next to the duck in Figure 17-5), you can scroll through the 40 charming, if cutesy, images of fruits, baby animals, iMacs, and flowers included by Apple
for your selection pleasure.
It's much more fun, however, to drag a picture of your own, as represented by a
graphics file you've created, onto the little User Picture box, where it now appears
as one of the selections. (You can also paste a graphic onto the User Picture.)
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Tip: If you drag or paste avery large graphic, Multiple Users may give you an out-of-memory message. If
you're handy with Photoshop, AppleWorks, GraphicConverter, or another graphics program, reduce the
image to 64 pixels square before pasting or dragging it into the Multiple Users control panel.

Setting up
Accounts

• User can change password. When this option is turned on, the account holder
can change his own password when signing on. (A Change Password button appears there, as shown in Figure 17 - 1.) This feature makes it convenient for you to
set up accounts when your underlings aren't aroun d, assigning each a temporary
password. Later, when they arrive at the computer, each person can change the
temporar y password to a more difficult-to-guess, permanent o ne.
• Can log in. Turning off this checkbox, naturally, means that this account holder
can't sign in at alL Her name won't even appear in the list of users.
You're entitled to wonder: "Why provide this option? If I didn't want this person
accessing the Mac, I wouldn't have given her an account." Actually, though, you
might indeed enjoy this option for temporary suspension of an account. When that
Mac user returns from vacation, suspension, or sabbatical, yo u can turn this
checkbox back on again.All of her documents and settings are instantly reinstatedwhich they might not have been if, for example, you had deleted the account.

Tip: Many a Mac OS 9 parent has created two accounts for her child in the Multiple Users control panel:
one that includes free access to every program, including games, and another that omits games (for use
during homework time). Turning off the "Can log in" option for the games account is a means of cyber·
grounding the kid, too.
• Can manage user accounts. Under most circumstances, nobody except you, the
owner, can even open the Multiple Users control panel, let alone create or delete
accounts. Thanks to this checkbox, however, you can bless a Normal acco unt
holder with the ability to open the Multiple Users control panel. You might use
this feature if, fo r example, you want to give a teaching assistant the flexibility to
create a new account when you're not there (such as if another student joins the
class). Even then, however, a Normal account holder can't make any changes to
tl1e owner account. (This checkbox isn't available if you're creating a Limited or
Panels account. )
• Access by others to user's documents. This option was designed to answer an
intriguing question : If each acco unt holder sees only his own files-and everyone else's files are invisible-how then can people collaborate on a document?
As noted at the beginning of this chapter, one hallmark of the Multiple Users
feature is its creatio n of a special folder on the desktop named for the account
holder. If your account name is Bob, the desktop folder is called Bob, fo r example; it contains every document you create. (Figure 17-10 illustrates this folder.)
Excep t as noted later in this chapter, this folder is invisible to everyone else who
uses the Mac.
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If you turn on the "access by others" checkbox, however, other people can see
Bob's documents folder (by opening a folder called Other Users).

Tip: Technically, both the user-named folder on the desktop and the Shared Documents folder are aliases
(see Chapter 2), not real folders. If you'd like to find the actual corresponding folders-for backup purposes, for example-you'll find them in the Users folder on your hard drive, inside individual folders
named for each account.
After turning on this option, use the pop-up menu next to it to choose Write only
(other users can't open Bob's folder, but can deposit files into it), Read-only (others can open the folder and look at the files inside, b ut can't make changes and
can't put in anything new), or Read & Write (others can do whatever they want to
Bob's folder). You can find the discussions of these options in the preceding chapter- they correspond to the various degrees of folder protection you can use
when setting up a network.

The Applications Tab
When you create a limited or Panels account, you can specify exactly which programs each person can launch. If you're a parent, for example, you can set up an
account that permits your child to launch educational games, but not your copy of
Quicken or FileMaker Pro. (Then again, depending on the chi ld, you might want to
reverse that logic.)
When you click the Limited or Panels button for the first time, or when you click the
Applications tab, the Mac creates a massive list of every program on the hard drive,
including duplicates, AppleScripts (see Chapter 2), and strange background programs you've probably never even heard of. By turning on these checkboxes, you
can specify exactly which programs this account holder can open. (If you're creating
a Normal account, t his tab isn't available; a Normal account holder can open any
program on the hard drive.)
Tip: The list of programs includes applications on any Zip disks, SuperDisks, CO-ROMs, and other disks in
your Mac at the moment. As a result, the Applications list may show duplicates and programs that aren't
usually available. That's why it's a good idea to eject such disks before setting up accounts.

You can manage this enormous Applications list by using some of the buttons and
pop-up menus that surround it:
• Add Otl1er. Using the Privileges tab, described in the next section, you can choose
whether o r not each of your underlings can open control panels. But what if you
want someone to be able to open one specific control panel, or a handful? (Control panels don't generally show up in the scrolling list of applications.) In that
case, you can click Add Other. An Open File d ialog box appears, wh ich you can
use to add control panels, document templates, and other nonstandard programlike files to the Applications list.
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• Select All, Select None. Suppose the Applications list reveals that you have 384
programs on your hard drive-a nd th ere are only two that you want off-limits
for your kids. Obviously, if you had to turn on 382 checkboxes, you'd be sitting
there until next October.

Setting up
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Fortunately, you can click Select All to turn on all the checkboxes-and then
manually turn off the few that you don't want included. The Select None button
works the opposite way- it turns off all checkboxes, so that you can begin turning checkboxes on again from scratch.
• Show:. Using this pop-up menu, you can dramatically shorten the list, making the
application-selection process much easier. Choose all butAppleScripts, for example,
to hide all of the AppleScripts that make this list twice as long-now you see only
genuine programs. (Choose all applications again to make them return to the list.)
Finally, to review your approved list in progress, choose selected items only. The
Mac hides all programs whose checkboxes you haven't turned on.
After you've finished creating this person's account, the Mac makes it easy for that
person to see her list of approved programs. When the Limited account holder named
Sheila signs in, she'll see a folder on the desktop called Sheila's Items, containing
aliases for the list of programs you just selected. If she has a Panels account instead,
the programs you've selected will show up on her Items panel, as shown in Figure
17-4. (All of this will become clearer in "Signing In;' later in this chapter.)

The Privileges Tab
This panel of restrictions, too, is available when you're setting up a Limited or Panels account. (You can't open this pane when you create a Normal account, because
Normal users automatically have all of the options here turned on.)
• Allow access to: CD/DVD-ROMs. In som e situations-schools, for exampleyou might not want to permit your charges to use CD-ROMs or DVD-ROMs. If
that's the case, turn off the CD/DVD-ROMs checkbox.
If it's fine with you that your wards can use CDs (including music CDs), turn on
this checkbox and then click Any.
On the other hand, you might want to permit access to some CD-ROMs-just
not, say, the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit CD. In that case, turn on "List for restricted users." You can now create a master list of approved CD-ROMs for your
Limited account holders. (All of this is irrelevant to Panels users, who can't access any discs at all.) Unfortunately, you can't create a separate list fo r each useryou can create only one master CD-ROM list for everyone who uses this Mac.
To create the list, finish setting up this account using the options described in the
following sections. Then close the window. You return to th e Multiple Users window shown in Figure 17-2. Click Options, click CD/DVD-ROM Access, insert
the first disc you'd like to approve, wait until its name shows up in the "Inserted"
pop-up menu, and then click Add to List (see Figure 17-6) . Now its name appears in the "List for restricted users."
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When you're finished approving a disc and its contents, switch to the Finder,
where the disc's icon appears on the desktop; drag its icon to the Trash. Insert the
next disc, and repeat the process. Finally, click Save.
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Figure 17-6:
When you insert a CD or
DVD, its nome appears in the
"Inserted" pop-up menu until
you click Add to List. Once
you've done so, the actual files,
folders and programs on the disc
appear in the lower list. By
turning on and off these
checkboxes, you can specify
which individual items on each
CD-ROM or DVD-ROM you want
your underlings to be able to
open.

Select All
Select None

Content restr iction' epply even "'hen eny CD/ DVD-ROM
Is allowed for restricted user,,

If a Limited person tries to insert a CD that isn't on the list, the Mac ejects the
disc automatically. If he inserts an approved disc, but tries to open an unapproved icon o n it, he gets the "not enough privileges" message like the one in
Figure 17-3.
• Other removable medja, This item refers to Zip, Super-, floppy, and other cartridge-style disks. When you turn on this checkbox, this account holder can use
such disks; if not, the disks automatically pop out when inserted.
• Shared Folder. When you turned on the Multiple Users feature of your Mac, you
also created a Shared Documents folder. You (the owner) and all Normal account holders can see it and use the files inside.
Limited and Panels people see this folder only if you want them to, however (by
turning on this checkbox) . If you're creating a Limited account for, say, Harold,
and you turn off the Shared Folder option, th en when he Jogs in and opens the
Harold folder on the desktop, he won't even see the Shared Documents folder
that everybody else sees. (Figure 17-10 should make this clearer.)
• Chooser and Network Browser. Turn on this option only if you wan t to permit
access to other disks on the network, as described in the previous chapter. (Access to the Chooser also means that this acco unt ho lder can switch printersif you've permitted it, as described on the next page.)
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• Control Panels. Turn this checkbox on if you'd like the Control Panels command
to return to the ti menu, where it normally appears. Even then, your dependents
can open only certain control panels- the ones that let you change the Mac's
look and behavior, not the ones that let you configure your network, for example.
(Apple's rationale: Why should each user be able to specify different network settings? This Mac's network settings are the same no matter who's using it.)
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• Other Apple Menu Items. When yo u turn this checkbox off, the ti menu gets a
lot shorter. Your underling will find only six of the standard items in the ti menu:
the Chooser, Favorites, Network Browser, Recent Applications, Recent Documents,
and Recen t Servers. AU of the other goodies are absent, including the Calculator,
Scrapbook, and so on.
• User Can Print. If you turn this box on, then this account holder can make printouts. If more than one printer is available, you can even use the pop- up menu to
specify which printer is ava ilable. (If you leave the AU Printers setting in this popup menu, your account holders can switch to a different printer using the Chooser,
as described in Chapter 19.)
Complicated note: If you specify that this account holder can print only on a particular printer, he can still
select a different printer using the •~chooser program, just as described in Chapter 19. But the printing
process won't begin until he types in the owner's password-yours. In other words, in a classroom situation,
the student must to call you over to his desk to approve of the printout on the non-authorized printer.

Speaking Your Password: the Alternate Password Tab
One of Mac OS 9's most heavily hyped offerings is its voice-password feature. If
your Mac is equipped with a microphone, then .your wards don't have to type their
passwords when they sign into the machine-instead, they can speak them. This
pane of the Mttltiple Users control panel is where you set up this feat ure.

Figure 17-7:
If you can't operate the Voice
Verification pop-up menu, thors
normal- it's the only choice. (Apple
evidently hopes that someday, the
Multiple Users feature will offer
such more exotic outhenticalion
procedures as eyeball scanners
and thumbprint analyzers. Only
then will thispop-up menu be
useful.)

Global Multiple User Options g
Login
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However, the tab that lets you access this pane appears dimmed and unavailable
until you throw the master switch for permitting voice passwords. Here's the whole
process for turning on that master switch and then recording voice passwords:

Selling up
Ac<ounts

1. Sign in as the owner, if you haven't already. Open the Multiple Users control panel.
The window shown in Figure 17-2 appears.
2. Click Options.
Now the Login options screen appears, as shown in Figure 17-7.
3. Turn on Allow Alternate Password.
If you can't turn this checkbox on, it's because your Mac doesn't have a microphone.
4. Click Save. Double-click the name of the first person you want to be able to
sign in by speaking her password.
The Edit screen appears, as shown in Figure 17-5. Make sure that you've created an
actual typed password (in the Password blan k) for this customer; doin g so ensures
that she'll have a backup means of getting into the Mac if the speech-recognition
password doesn't work for some reason-such as when she gets a cold.

Volc~prtnt

Setup ror Kelly

Vclceprlnt"Set!IP forK• IIY
Complete each rccor~Jno, then try

To create ft voiceprint, you nee d to record yourself speaklno
your phrase four times.

yourvolc~J>rlni.

Completetl recordings: .

,- Your currentphrnse Is:

blf First Reconllno
blf Second flecordlno
blf Tltlrd Recording
0 Fourth RecordIno

"My voice Is my possword.''

I Chonoe Phrose- I

I

Cnncl!l

I I! ContJnuc !I

(hnnoe Phrase
Phr ase:

IYea h, baby, let me In!
0

~
0

lhe clerot.!lt pbru:

:mTl'lla

ph~ 1Muld

HIOI pJ~ru, t1101Jin

allovyou tocre.ate • ucure vo•ctprlnl
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''Veoh,boby,letmelnl"
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Rgure 17-B:
Creating a voice password
takes you through endless
nested dialog boxes. First
the Setup box (top left) lets
you review the phrase
you're about to record. If
you don't like it, click
Change Phrase to type in
the new one (middle left).
When you dick OK, you
visft the VoicePrint Setup
Recordings box for the first
of four times (right). Each
time, you must record your
phrase exactly the same
way and at the same
volume (bottom).

5. Click the Alternate Password tab. Turn on the "This user will use the alternate
password" checkbox.

Setting up

Accounts

At this point, you must bring the actual human being in question over to the Mac.
Recording her actual voice isn't something that you, the owner, can do for her.
6. Click Create VoicePrint.
If your Mac doesn't have a microphone connected, a message will tell you so.
Now the Voicepr int Setup dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 17-8. This is
you r opportunity to choose a voice password (if you don't care for Apple's suggestion, that is).
7. Click Change Phrase.
Now the Change Phrase window opens, where your underling can specify what
pass phrase she wants to use for voice-print purposes (Figure 17-8, middle left).
Obviously, it can't be the same as the normal typed password-every time the
account holder signs in, she'll be saying the password out loud, so that everyone
else can hear it! Instead, she should select a five-to-seven syllable pass phrase,
along the lines of Apple's suggestion, "My voice is my password." It can be anything, though-"Open Sesame, little Mac!" or "It's Harriet! Open up!", for example. It doesn't even have to be English. The Mac is just going to learn the
spoken sounds.
8. Type the pass phrase.
Actually, what you type here is just a reminder of what the account holder should
say when signing in. The Mac isn't actually going to compare what she says with
what's typed here.
If you click "Use default phrase," her selected pass phrase disappears, now replaced with the original suggestion, "My voice is my password." If you click"Hide
phrase at login," meanwhile, the Mac won't reveal what the pass phrase is supposed to be at sign-in time, as it ordinarily would.
In either case, when you type your phrase, the message in the bottom part of the
\.vi ndow lets you know whether or not it's the right length for a secure voiceprint.
9. Click OK. Now click Continue (or press Return).
Now the Voiceprint Setup window appears (Figure 17-8, right). Your underling
will now have to record the chosen pass phrase fo ur times-exactly the same
each time.
10. Click Record First (or press Return).
The First Recording box appears. Use the pop-up inenu at the bottom to specify
what microphone you'll be using, if your Mac offers a choice.
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11. Click Record. After about one second, speak the pass phrase. Wait one more
second, and then click Stop. Finally, dick Done.
You can see this colorful process in action in Figure 17-8 (bottom). When you
click Done, you return to the Voiceprint Setup window, where a check mark
now appears in the First Recording box.
12. Click Record Second (then repeat step 11), Record Third (repeat step 11 ), and
Record Fourth (repeat step 11).
You return to the Voiceprint Setup box.
13. Click Try It (or press Return). Speak your pass phrase one last time to see if it
works.
If so, you hear a drum roll sound, and a message tells you that the voice password is now ready to use.
This process certainly isn't quite as streamlined as other Mac processes, but maybe
that's the price you pay for this high-tech, Star Trek-esque feature. For instructions
on actually using the voice-password feature, see "Signing In;' later in this chapter.
CauUon: If you change your name or password as it appears in the File Sharing control panel, you'll
confuse the voice-password feature-it will no longer recognize your pass phrase when you try to sign in.
(You'll have to type your traditional password to access the Mac.) If all you changed was your password,
you can fix the problem just by opening the Multiple Users control panel once. But if you also changed
your owner name, you'll have to create a new voiceprint from scratch.

Setting Up the Global Options
For most of the setup options described so far in this chapter, you can create different settings for each person who uses this Mac. The Multiple Users control panel
offers one final set of options, however, that applies to everyone. To view these choices,
sign in as the owner, if you haven't already, and open the Multiple Users control
panel (Figure 17-2). Click Options.
Now the dialog box shown in Figure 17-7 appears, once again offering th ree different tabs filled with options.

The Login Tab
These settings control what happens when your underlings try to sign in, as described in "Signing In," later in this chapter:
• Welcome Message. By changing the text in this box, you control what message
appears in the dialog box shown in Figure 17-1.
Tip: You can use the welcome message as asort of low-tech bulletin board-instead of saying, "Welcome,
freedom-restricted citizens!," you can use it to say, for example, "School closes at 1 PM today!"
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• Allow Alternate Password. Turn on this checkbox to permit the voice-recognition password system described in the previous section.

Setting Up the
Global Options

• Users may speak their names. Generally, when confronted with the list of account holders pictured in Figure 17-1, each account holder will click his own
name to select it. On a microphone-equipped Mac, however, each person can
speak his own name to select it-a savings of two-tenths of a second. (This is not
the same thing as the voice password, which he'll have to speak next.)
Tip: This feature requires that you've installed the PlainTalk speech-recognition software described in
Chapter 21.

• If the user is idle for_ minutes:. As you can read at the end of this chapter, the
usual procedure for finishing up a work session is for each person to choose
Special--? Log Out. The sign-in screen then appears, ready for the nex.'t victim.

But sometimes people forget. These options are provided as a security measure:
If you turn on this checkbox and then select "Log out user," then the Mac will
display the sign-in screen automatically (Figure 17-1 ) after the number of unattended minutes you specify. If you choose "Lock the screen," then after the specified number of minutes, the Mac shows a message that says: "This machine has
been idle for too long. Kelly, you must verify your identity to continue." If Kelly
(or whoever is currently signed in) clicks OK and specifies the correct password,
the work session resumes; otherwise, the Mac remains unusable until somebody
clicks Logout.
Tip: The automatic logout or screen-lock feature doesn't work if you left the Password field empty when
setting up the account in question.

The CD/ DVD-ROM Access Tab
Use the controls on this pane to specify which CD-ROMs and DVD-ROMs you
want your Limited and Panels Users to have, as described in "The Privileges Tab,"
earlier in this chapter.

The Other Tab
This final collection of random options offers a few additional security precautions.
• Allow a Guest User Account. When you turn on this option, you create a new
account holder, called Guest, that doesn't require a password. This account is
perfect for assigning to visitors, new students, and so on. You can give this account any level of freedom, exactly as you would with a standard account. Most
of the time, however, you'Ll probably want to give this account fairly limited access to the Mac because of its password-free status. In other words, consider switching it to Limited or Panels mode- not Normal, which is the factory setting.
• Notify when new applications have been installed. Limited and Panels people
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can't install new programs onto this Mac. But you can, and so can Normal Users.
The trouble is, you've presumably spent a lo t of time specifying which programs
your Limited and Panels users are allowed to use. How should the Mac handle
newly instaUed programs? Should it make them available to the limited accounts,
or unavailable?
The Mac doesn't make a decision for you. instead, if you turn on this checkbox,
the next time you, the owner, sign out or shut down, you'll get a message warning
you that new programs have arrived. You'll then be offered a tidy list of accounts;
for each of the newly installed programs, you can then click the checkboxes of
the people you want to let have access.
• When logging in:. Usually, the Multiple Users feature presents a list of account
holders when the Mac is first turned on, as shown in Figure 17-l. That's the "Users choose their names from the list" option in action.
If you're especially worried about security, however, you might no t even want
that list to appear. If you turn on "Users type their names," each person who signs
in must type both his name (into a blank that appears) and his password-a very
inconvenient, but secure, arrangement.
• User account will be from:. You can safely ignore this option unless you are the
administrato r of a network that runs Mac OS X Server. If you are that person,
then you already know about the Macin tosh Manager server software that lets
you maintain a list of user accounts on one central computer. If you're using such
an arrangement, choose the "Macintosh Manager account" option; otherwise,
leave "Multiple User accounts" selected.

Editing, Duplicating, and Deleting Accounts
To edit one of your accounts-to change any of the settings described so far-sign
in as the owner, open the Multiple Users control panel, and double-dick the name
of the account you want to edit. The four tabs, seething with options, are once again
at your disposal.
To save time when you have to create many accounts, by the way, don't miss the
Duplicate button. It creates a copy of a highlighted account name, with all of its
settings intact. You can then edit this copy, if necessary, to introduce whatever minor changes you want.
To delete an account, click it and then click Delete. After you confirm your decision,
the Mac offers you the chance to delete the account, but leave behind the User folder
containing all of that person's settings and documents. (If you decide to preserve
that folder-wh ich is in the Users folder on your hard drive-then later, you can
reinstate that person by creating a new account in the Multiple Users control panel
with exactly the same name. At that time, you'll be offered the opportunity to have
this "new" account inherit all the old settings and documents of the previously deleted one.)
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Signing In

Without a doubt, the Multiple Users feature requires a massive amount of setup.
Fortunately, the payoff eventually arrives. Here's what it's like using a Mac with the
Multiple Users feature turned on. (For the purposes of this discussion, "you" are no
longer the owner-you're one of the students, employees, or family m embers for
whom an account has been set up.)

Identifying Yourself
When you first turn on the Mac-or when the person who last used this computer
chooses Special~Log Out-you get the welcome screen shown in Figure 17-1. At
this point, you can proceed in any of several ways:

Shutdown
Click this button if you're done for the day, or if sudden panic about the complexity
of Multiple Users makes you want to run away. The computer turns off.
Change Password
Click this button to summon the Change Password window, where you can create a
new password for yourself (after typing the old one first to prove that you're you ). If
you also turn on the "Reset alternate password" option, you'll then proceed to another dialog box, where you can change and re-record your voice pass phrase.

Figure 17-9:
If your account was set up with a

password, you now encounter either
the Password box (left) or the
voiceprint Phrase box. You can try as
many times as you wont to type the
password in; with each incorrect
guess, the entire dialog box shudders
violently from side to side, as though
shaking its head "No." On the other
hand, you con try to speak your voice
password only one time. If it doesn't
work- and it often doesn't, because
irs a very sensitive mechanism- then
you're shown the typed-password box
as plan B.

=---=-- 1

Enter Password =:::.
Name:

Bob

Password:

II

::]
I Cancel }

~I

OK

I)

Speak your voiceprint phrase now.
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If the Change Password button is dimmed, it's because the owner of this Mac decided not to give you password-changing freedom. (The checkbox that governs this
feature is on the User Info tab shown in Figure 17-5.)

Login
To sign in, double-click your account name in the list. Or, if you prefer using the
keyboard, highlight your name by typing the first couple of letters of it, and then
press Return or Enter to "click" the Log-in button.
The Password box now appears, where you can either type your password or, if the
voice feature has been set up, speak your pass phrase (see Figure 17-9).

Opening Icons (Normal and Limited Accounts)
Once you're in, what you see depends on what kind of account was set up for you.
If you have the Normal account, of course, the Mac's screen and the desktop look
just as they always do. As noted at the beginning of this chapter, only a few control
panels, and the Documents folders of your fellow account holders, are off-limits.

If you're a Limited user, the Mac desktop looks as it always does. But if you try to
double-dick something for which you haven't been given access, you get the "not
enough privileges" message shown in Figure 17-3.
If you have a Limited account, you'll also find, just underneath the hard drive icon,
two folders bearing your name. The first, called Shawn's Items (for example), contains the aliases of your approved applications. You're not allowed to open any other
programs that you may find on the hard drive, even if you try to do so by doubleclicking a document belonging to one of those programs. And when you open any
folder on the hard drive, a tiny slashed pencil icon appears in the left side of the title
bar, telling you: "You can look, but you can't touch."

Rgure 17· 10:
Bob has just signed in. He
double-dicks his Bob folder on
the desktop. Inside, if the owner
of this Mac has so direded, he
can see the global Shared
Documents folder. The Other
Users folder is populated by
individual folders for the other
account holders, where Bob can
take a look at their documents.
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The other folder is named after your account: Shawn, for example. This is the only
folder into which you're allowed to save new documents. Inside this folder you may
find two existing folders (see Figure 17-10):

Signing In

• Shared Documents. Shared Documents are public files for everyone's enjoyment,
visible to every account (unless the owner has declared them off-limits for some
account holders).
• Other Users. This folder contains individual folders for each other account holder
(called Bob, Frank, Harriet, and so on); if the Mac's owner has so designated, you
can open these inner folders to see the documents your fellow Mac-sharers have
created. (You may not be able to change or delete these documents, however,
depending on how much protection the owner has given them.)
Tip: If you are the owner or a Normal account holder, you can rebuild the desktop file (a troubleshooting
technique described in Appendix C) without even having to restart the computer. instead, just press the 31:
and Option keys just after entering your password. The "Rebuild the desktop?" message will appear shortly.

Opening Icons (Panels Accounts)
If the owner of this Mac thinks that either you or the computer need some extra
help, you may find yourself signing in and finding, in place of the standard Mac
desktop, the strange world shown in Figure 17-11. (Educators and parents who once
used Apple's discontinued At Ease software will feel a distinct sense of deja vu.)

On the left: the Items window that shows the list of programs you've been authorized to use. On the right: the contents of your Documents folder, where every new
file you create appears.

Figure 11-11:

Every now and then,
when you click a folder
icon in the Panels world,
it doesn't open into a
new panel. Instead, it fills
the existing panel. The
left-arrow (Back) button
darkens, and the name
of the window changes
(such as this one, where
it says Documents--'1
Other Users) to suggest
that you're now looking
at a windowwithin a
folder-not that you
would understand this
notation if you're five
years old.
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Idiosyncrasies of Panels
For a system that's supposed to be idiot-proof, the Panels world is fairly confusing.
It works like this:

Signing In

• Click an icon once to open it. When you open an application, both of the Panels
panels collapse to the bottom edge of your screen, so that you can call them back
again when you need them. (If they get covered up, you can also bring them back
by choosing Panels from the Application menu. )
• If you click a folder icon, you sometimes get a third vertical panel that shows its
contents. To make this additional panel go away, click its tab.
• However, you can't ever make the two original panels go away- if you click their
tabs, they just collapse to the bottom of the screen, much like the pop-up windows described in Chapter 1. If you click only one of these tabs, the remaining
panel expands to fill the entire screen.
• When you click some folders, such as Other Users, you don't get a third panelinstead, your Documents window disappears, now replaced by the contents of
the Other Users folder. For more on this peculiar situation, see Figure 17-11.
• The File menu offers Get Info, Rename, Find, Delete, and Copy commands.
Trouble is, how are you supposed to select an icon before performing one of
these functions- when a single click opens each icon?

=
Desktop Folder

~

Festival of Mites

~ games
~ hom~ew
-0~
-------------------

~ Nobody's Game

0

Delete originals alter copying

~
the folder "AppleWorks"
in your documents folder
Free space required: 12K

IE

Free space available: 1.1 G6
There Is enougb room to copy •homevort• .

I Cancel I ij
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Rgure 11·12:
Using the Copy command from within the Panels
interface is awkward-you must specify where you want
the copy to appear first by choosing Other from the
pop-up menu beneath the list. (When you do so, yet
another dialog box appears, in which you're supposed
to choose the destination folder for the copying. You
must choose a folder that's within your own named
folder.) Finally, you return to this dialog box, where you
click Copy to perform the copying operation.

As it turns out, each of those commands summons a special dialog box like the
one shown in Figure 17-12-containing a list of every folder and document in
your Documents folder. You're supposed to indicate, by clicking an item in this
list, which one you want to manipula te.

Signing In
0

Customizing your Panels
When you choose Edit~ Preferences, you're offered the djalog box shown in Figure
17-1 3. These options work like this:
• Turn Sound On. This checkbox makes the Mac play a crisp clicking sound when
you click an icon.
• Apply Label colors to icons. Ordinarily, the jumbo icons of the Panels interface
do n't reflect the label colors that the Mac's owner may have applied to them.
(You, the Panels person, can't apply labels.) All icons appear exactly as though
they did the day they were born-with no label shading. Turn o n this option if
you'd like the icons to reflect the label colors the owner, or any Normal users,
have applied. (See page 40 for more on labels.)

Figure 11-11:

You con customize the Panels world's
look and feel by using two special
dialog boxes: the Edit--tPreferences box
(top) and the View--t View Options box
(bottom). The View Options settings
apply only to the currently selected
panel-the one you most recently
dicked.
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• Smooth Icons. ln the process of enlarging the icons on the Panels, the Mac simply magnifies each dot that composes one of these icons. The result: jagged edges.
This option smoothes the jagged edges on the large-size icons.

Signing In

• Tabs collapse to bottom of screen. When you click the tabs at the top of one of
your panels, the panel collapses, becoming a tab hugging the bottom of the screen.
This option is responsible for that behavior.
If you also turn on the "Multiple tabs can be displayed at the same time" option,
sure enough, multiple tabs can be displayed at the same time (as you open more
than one folder, for example; Figure 17-14 shows this arrangement). The alternative-turning off the "multiple tabs" box-means that only one panel at the time
fills the entire screen. All other panels become tabs at the bottom edge of the
monitor, exactly like the pop-up windows described in Chapter l.
• Tabs are always expanded to top of screen. If you find the collapsing-to-thebottom-of-the-screen business disconcerting, use this option instead. It creates a
series of overlapping, full-screen panels, each with its own tab always visible at
the top of the screen, ready for clicking (see Figure 17-14). The effect is that of a
stack of file folders in a drawer, their tabs peeking up.
The only downside of this arrangement is that when you actually launch a program, all trace of the Panels disappears. You don't see the tabs hugging the bottom of the screen, as you usually do. To return to the Panels, you must either quit
the program or choose Panels from the Application menu.
~

rue Edit
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With enough fiddling,
you con make Panels
look a lot more
sophisticated. Here's
what a list view looks
like when the lobs ore
always expanded"
option is turned on. You
can't dose a panel just
by dicking its tab when
you're using this setupyou must click the tab
and then choose
File-7Ciose.

Ust views and icon sizes
Fortunately, you're not condemned to looking at these gigantic icons with their gigantic names. You can use the View menu to control how your panels look. For
example, you can choose View~as List (for one particular panel) to create a list
view, as shown in Figure 17-14. You can sort one of your panels, either by icon or by
list, using the View~Sort command.
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Tip: As in the actual Finder, you can click the column headings in alist view to sort thelist by that criterion:
Date Modified, Size, and so on.

Signing In

Finally, you can choose View Options to choose a different size for your icons and a
different typeface for their names. As in the real Finder, in fact, the options that
appear in the View Options dialog box depend on whether a panel is in icon view or
list view. As shown in Figure 17-13, the icon view offers the "Show Desktop Pattern
in background" option, which makes your icons float on the background of whatever pattern or photo this Mac's owner has established using the Appearance control panel. The list view offers the "Use relative date" and "Calculate folder sizes"
options described on page 24.

Setting Preferences
Regardless of which kind of account you have, the genius of the Multiple Users
feature is that it lets you customize your own world. Changes you make to the look
and feel of your Mac using the control panels (if, in fact, you can open the control
panels) affect only your environment. You can change the mouse speed, desktop
picture, bookmarks list in your Web browser, favorite font in AppleWorks, and so
on; the Mac remembers who you are and how you like things.

Logging Out
When you're finished using the Mac, regardless of your account level, choose
Special~ Logout (or press the 00-Q key combination-a Mac OS 9 Finder debut). A
confirmation message appears; if you click No, you return to whatever you were
doing. If you click Yes, or press Return, you return to the screen shown in Figure 171, and the entire Multiple Users sign-in cycle begins again.

Technical Underpinnings
Behind the scenes, the Multiple Users feature works very cleverly. If you, the owner,
learn to master its folder system , then you can perform various kinds of administration without even having to open the Multiple Users control panel.
Every scrap of information tha t creates the Multiple Users configuration on your
Mac resides in two folders: the Users folder on your hard drive, and the System
Folder~ Preferences~ Multi- Users folder.

The Users Folder
After you've turned on Multiple Users, you'll discover a new Users folder sitting on
your hard drive. Inside is a folder for each account you've created. And inside that is
a microcosm of your own System Folder, as described in Chapter 11. Here, in other
words, are duplicates of your Apple Menu Items, Favorites, Internet Search Sites,
Launcher Items, Preferences, and Startup Items folders, for example. And yet the
contents of each affect only its particular account.
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Note: TheMultiple Users feature, in effect, duplicates much of the System Folder for each account holder;
but remember that the System Folder is one of the largest on your hard drive. Creating many accountsespecially Normal accounts-can therefore occupy quite a bit of disk space.

Once you understand this relationship between these System Folder-done folders and
the accounts you create, it becomes very easy to customize many different accounts
simultaneously, without even opening the Multiple Users control panel. Figure 17-15
offers an example.
Tip: The Desktop folder (inside each account holder's folder) contains the icons that appear on each
person's desktop when he signs in.lf you want to place aRead Me First file on each student's screen where
he can't miss it, for example, drop it into this folder.
In fact, the positions of the icons in the Desktop folder window correspond to the icon positions on the
account holder's desktop. If you make the Desktop-folder window as large as possible, choose View~as
Icons, and drag icons around inside thiswindow, you can determine exactly where they'll show up when
the account holder signs in.

Figure 17·15:
Here's how you might go about adding
a particular ti menu item to two of your
account holders at once. After opening the
Users folder on your hard drive, open each
user's folder, and then a€- Option-drag the
ti desired icon into each Apple Menu Items
folders. ('de-Option-dragging makes an
alias.) Using the same trick, you could
customize the Startup Items, Shutdown
Items, or Favorites of several account
holders simultaneously.

I>
t>
t>

The Documents folder inside each of these user-named folders, moreover, contains
the actual files each person has created. Now that yo u know where they are, making
backups is easy. In fact, you might find it more efficient to back up this entire Users
folder; that way, you'll sleep easy, knowing that you've backed up not only the documents but also the account configurations it took you so long to create.
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The Multi-Users Folder
The other folder you, the owner, might find interesting is deep inside the System
Folder. It's the System Folder~Preferences~Multi-User Items folder.

Technical
Underpinnings

Here's where you'll find additional configuration data for each of your account holders. The Groups folder is especially important: inside, within folders named for your
accounts, are aliases for the applications you've approved for each person. If you
discover that four of your students have been playing Tomb Raider during history
class, you can rapidly deprive them of this privilege in the future-open each of
these account-named folders, and discard the Tomb Raider alias inside.
If you spend some time exploring this folder, you'll find several other items worth
backing up or tracking. For example, the Pictures folder contains the custom graphics you've used as icons for each account holder on the sign-in screen; the CD-ROM
Prefs icon stores the names of CD-ROMs and DVD-ROMs for which you've given
approval; and so on.

Breaking Through Security
Unlike some other Mac security products, sneaky hackers can't easily bypass the Multiple Users feature. If they press the Shift key during startup, which turns off all of your
extensions (see Appendix C), they'll still be asked for the owner's password when the
Mac starts up. Even if someone tries to start the Mac up with a Mac OS 9 CD-ROM,
virtue will still triumph: a "Please enter owner's password" message will appear.
Young evildoers may even try to press the Space bar while the Mac is starting up, in
hopes of opening E>.'tensions Manager (see page 195), with the intention of turning
off the Multiple Users control panel. No such luck-you can't turn off the Multiple
Users control panel using Extensions Manager. (If even the attempt is bothering
you, the owner, take the EM Extension file out of your System Folder~ Extensions
folder. Now pressing the Space bar during startup does nothing.)
Caution: There is one way to get around the Multiple Users security-if your Mac can start up from an
older version of the Mac OS. By pressing the letter Ckey during startup, someone could start up the Mac
from, for example, the Mac OS 8.6 CD-ROM, which predates the Multiple Users feature. In that event, the
trespasser has full access to all folders on the Mac.

When Things Go Wrong
Most programs work gracefully with the Multiple Users feature. That is, most programs that store their preference settings in the System Folder~ Preferences folder
work gracefully. A few programs, however, use oddball schemes for storing their
settings. Here are a few examples of trouble that Limited and Panels account holders
may encounter:
• America Online. When you try to launch AOL 3, it quits abruptly; when you
launch AOL 4, you get an error message that says the "Main Database couldn't be
opened." The fix: while signed in as the owner of the Mac, drag the entire America
Online application folder into the System Folder~Application Support folder.
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• Microsoft programs. The first time you open a freshly installed copy of Word 98,
Internet Explorer, or another Microsoft program, it launches a program called
Microsoft First Run. This little program's job is to copy all of the necessary
Microsoft support files into your System Folder.
But Limited and Panels people aren't allowed to change the System Folder, so an
error message results. You can solve this and many related problems by running
such programs once, yourself (as the owner), before turning on the Multiple Users feature.
• Genuinely incompatible programs. There are, unfortunately, a very few programs
that don't run at all in Limited or Panels accounts; until the software companies
fix their software, you have no choice but to give your account holders Normal
access in such cases.
But those aren't the only glitches you may encounter using Multiple Users. You
should also be aware of these troubleshooting spots:
• Programs that call other programs. Every now and then, one of your Limited or
Panels customers may receive an error message when double-clicking some application-because it requires another appl ication. The classic example is the Mac
Help program {in the Finder, choose Help ~ Mac Help): many of the help topics
feature buttons that say, for example, "Click here to change your desktop appearance." But if you haven't added Appearance to the list of approved programs,
clicking that Help link will produce nothing but an error message. Similarly, clicking an email or Web link in, say, a Net-savvy word processor (like word or
AppleWorks) will produce an error message if you haven't given the account holder
access to a \.Yeb browser or email program.
Another example: If you try to use the Location Manager (described in Chapter
12) to change your network settings, another error message may appear-because
Limited and Panels account holders are never allowed to change network settings.
• Startup Items problems. Limited and Panels account holders aren't allowed to
change what's in their Startup Items folders (see page 183). Error messages result, therefore, when they use programs that offer to install aliases of themselves
in the Startup Items folder. These include the General Controls control panel
(when you turn on the "Show Launcher at system startup" checkbox) and the
Stickies program {when it offers to start up automatically whenever you turn on
the computer). If this bug is biting you, get the owner to install the necessary
Startup Items aliases manually, as described ea rlier in "The Users Folder."
• The Case of the Missing Sherlock Channels. When you first run Sherlock after
turning on Multiple Users (see Chapter 15), you don't see the usual assortment
of "channel" icons at the top of the window. In fact, you see only three of them.
To solve the problem, click the My Channel (hat) icon, click OK to dismiss the
error message, and wait wh ile Sherlock connects to the Internet and reinstalls the
missing channels. (Even Apple's bugs are creative.)
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• Epson printers. To make Epson printers work when using Multiple Users, you, the
owner, must take two precautions. First, allow access to All Printers when you're
configuring a Limited o r Panels account, as described earlier in this chapter.

Technical
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Second, help your underling red irect the Epson spool folders to a location where
he's allowed to save new files-that is, in his own folder on the desktop. To do
that, launch a program that can print. Choose File~Print; in the Print dialog
box, click the Tools button, then Configuration. Store the Temporary Spool and
Temporary High Speed Copies folders in the desktop folder that bears the account holder's name.
• The endless-loop log out. If you choose Special~Log Out while unsaved documents are still open, the Mac offers you its usual "Save changes?" dialog box. If
you dick the Cancel button, Multiple Users instantly tries again to shut down
you r account, and displays the same dialog box again. This cycle will repeat endlessly-or until you click Save or Don't Save instead.
UPTO SPEED
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Finder
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Disks, Cables, and
Other Insertions

T

echnically speaking, the way the Mac interacts with disks and cables isn't a
Mac OS 9 topic. After all, whether you have Mac OS 8 or Mac OS 9, you
insert a CD or USB cable the same way.

Still, behind the scenes, your attachments and disks do interact with the system
software. These methods of bringing outside-world information into your Mac are
an important aspect of using any Mac-and are therefore worth exploring in this
chapter.

How the Mac Does Disks
Apple shocked the world when, in 1998, it introduced the iMac without a floppydisk drive-and proceeded to eliminate the floppy drive from all subsequent Mac
models in the following years. Apple argues that the floppy disk is dead-it's too
small to serve as a backup disk, and, in this day of the Internet, it's a redundant
method of exchanging files with other computers.

Disks Today
But the floppy disk didn't disappear entirely. Millions of older Macs still have floppy
drives, and many modern-Mac owners buy add-on floppy drives. In fact, you can
insert all kinds of disks into a Mac these days. Here are the most popular examples:

Zip disks
When you buy a new Power Mac from the Apple Web site, you can specify that you'd
like a Zip drive built into the front panel for another $100. If, instead, you're willing
to plug an external box into your Mac, you can get an external Zip drive for any Mac
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model. Either way, you wind up with an inexpensive system for backing up and
transferring files: each $10 or $20 Zip disk holds 100 or 250 megabytes (depending
on the model you buy)-that's 70 to 178 times as much as a floppy.
Modern Macs require a USB Zip drive; it plugs into one of the USB jacks on your
Mac. On older Macs, you plug the Zip drive into your SCSI jack. (More on USB,
SCSI, and other such terms later in this chapter.)
Tip: You move files on and off Zip disks just as you would any Mac disk. You also rename, copy, and share
Zip disks like any other Mac disks.
To erase or lock a Zip disk, however, you must use the Iomega Tools program. A version of this software
comes in your Apple Extras~ Iomega folder, but the Iomega Web site (wmv.iomega.com) already offers
a free, even newer version.

SuperOisks
A SuperDisk drive-another gadget you can plug into your Mac's USB connectorposes a fascinating alternative to the Zip drive. Its disks look exactly like floppies,
but hold 20 times more. The real advantage of a SuperDisk drive, though, is that it
also accepts standard floppy disks. The only downsides: (1) SuperDisk drives are
slow, and (2) it's up to you to figure out how to tell a SuperDisk disk apart from a
floppy disk.
Floppy drives
Despite Apple's conviction that the era of floppy disks is over, millions of floppies
continue to populate the earth. In Chapter 16, you can find out how to connect
Macs by network wires; Chapter 14 covers the world's best file-transfer system: the
Internet. But if, despite those file-transfer systems, you still crave the hands-on, inyour-pocket solidity of the good old floppy djsk, about $80 buys an external floppydisk drive for your floppy-less Mac. (This device, too, connects to your USB jack.)

CO-ROMs
You wouldn't get far in today's computer world without a CD-ROM drive. All commercial software comes on CD-not to mention the music CDs that the Mac can
play so expertly (see page 226). You may also encounter DVD-ROMs (which look
like normal CDs but hold several times more data).
Recordoble COs
CD-ROM stands for"compact disc, read-only memory"-in other words, you can't
ever put your own files on them. Read-only means you can't write (save files) onto
them.
Yet some of the most popular Mac add-ons these days are various kinds of CD burners-special CD drives that can record onto specially designed CDs. All of these
discs look like normal CDs, but they (and the drives that accommodate them) m ay
fall into any of these categories:
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• CD-R. You can fill such a disc with your own files-once. The disk can't be changed
thereafter.

How the Mac

Does Disks

• CD-RW. The initials stand for rewritable; you can record su ch discs over and over
again. Of course, both the recorders that do this and the blank discs are more
expensive than the one-shot kind.
• DVD-RAM is just like a CD-rewritable, but holds five times more, thanks to the
DVD format. Apple offers a built-in DVD-RAM drive in the Power Macs it sells
on the Apple Web site.

How All Disks Are Alike
Yes, you can insert all kinds of different disks into a Mac. But as far as the Mac is
concerned, they're all just disks. (Actually, the Mac thinks of them as volumesthat's how your Apple System Profiler describes them, for example.) They all have
the following aspects in common:

They need driver software
A Mac can't communicate with any add-on gadget-printer, CD-ROM, mouse, keyboard, whatever- without special sofuvare that tells the computer how to communicate with that add-on. Inside your System Folder~ Extensions folder, you'll find
dozens of specialized icons, each designed to drive one kind of appliance or another.
The floppy-drive software is invisible, because it's built into the System file. But it's
easy to spot the CD-ROM driver (called Apple CD/DVD Driver), the Zip-disk driver
(called Iomega Driver), and so on.
CD-ROM and Zip drives are very common, so Apple does you the favor of including the necessary driver software in the standard Mac OS 9 System Folder. But if you
add a Super Disk drive, external floppy drive, or any form of rewritable CD drive,
you must install the included driver sofuvare yourself.

They appear os icons on the desktop
Another standard element of Mac disk behavior: When you insert a disk, its icon
shows up at the right side of the screen. (It shows up, that is, if the proper driver
software is in the System Folder.) If you've used only Windows computers, this behavior may throw you at first; you don't have to go hunting for the inserted disk's
icon in some My Computer icon, as you do on a PC. To see what's on a disk you've
inserted, double-click its icon.
To get a disk out of your Mac, use one of these two methods:
• Drag its icon onto the Trash can. For years, this technique has confused and
frightened first-time computer users; doesn't the Trash mean delete? Well, yes,
but only when you drag document or folder icons there-not disk icons. Dragging disk icons onto the Trash makes the Mac spit them out.
• Highlight the disk icon, and then choose Special~ Eject Disk (3€-E) or File~ Put
Away (3€-Y). Either way, the disk now pops out. (Alternatively, you can Controlclick the disk's icon and then choose, from the pop-up menu, Eject Disk.)
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They sometimes need repair
Any disk that you can erase, including hard drives, can go bad. When this happens,
you may get an error message that reports the disk as being "damaged" or "unusable:' (If you get the -39 error message, then a particular file on the disk has gone
bad, and must be replaced.)

The most common causes of disk corruption are freezes, crashes, and other instances
of shutting off the Mac improperly (that is, in any way other than using the Shut
Down command or Shut Down button). Fortunately, you can often correct the problem using the Disk First Aid program described on page 233.
·
Tip: If at first you don't succeed, run Disk First Aid again. Sometimes running the program's Repair tunc·
tion several times in a row can correct a hard-drive problem that's too stubborn for a single pass.
And, if after several times you don't succeed, try running Norton Utilities or TechTool Pro (which are
commercial. more powerful versions of Disk First Aid).

Startup Disks
When you turn the Mac on, it frantically hunts for a startup disk-that is, a disk
containing a System Folder. If you've ever seen the dispiriting blinking-questionmark icon on a Mac's screen, you know what happens when the Mac can't find a
startup disk. It blinks like that forever, or until you find and insert a startup disk.

Creating a startup disk
By installing the Mac OS onto a disk-be it a Zip disk, hard drive, or rewritable CDROM-you can create a startup disk. Not all disks are capable of starting up the
Mac, however; a few that can't include RAM disks (except on some discontinued
Mac models), some external FireWire disks, and DVD-RAM discs formatted with a
program other than Apple's own Drive Setup program. Even with a System Folder
installed, these kinds of disks can't start up the Mac.
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Selecting a startup disk
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It's perfectly possible to have more than o ne startup disk attached to your Mac simultaneously. That's the setup, for exam ple, when~ver you've inserted the Mac OS 9
CD into your Mac-now you've got both it and your hard drive. Each contains a
System Folder, and each is a startup disk. Some veteran Mac fans deliberately create
other startup disks-on Zip disks, on other hard drives, or on burnable CDs, for
example-so that they'll easily be able to start the Mac up from a backup startup
disk, or a pure and virginal System Folder, o r a different version of the OS.
So how does the Mac know which disk to use as its startup disk? After all, o nly one
System Folder can be operational at a time. The Mac has a control panel dedicated
to answering just this question: the Startup Disk control panel (see Figure 18-1, and
also page 214. Use it to specify which disk you want the Mac to start up from the
next time it starts up.
Tip: If you're in a hurry to start the machine up from adifferent disk, just click the disk icon you want and
then restart the Mac. You don't have to close the control panel window first.

Figure IIJ..I:

In the Startup Disk control panel, the currently selected disk-the one that will
be '1n force" the next time the machine starts up-is always highlighted. If
you click in the white area, so that no disk is selected, be prepared for a very
long startup cycle, as the Moe searches its various network, SCSI, and other
connections for a working startup disk.

St11rtup Disk .

-

s

Stltc1 • S1artup Disk :

8

ADC See... or 1999

Erasing, Formatting, and Initializing
To erase a disk, just highlight its icon on the desktop and then choose Special-?Erase
Disk. You won't be able to do so, though, if:
• The disk is a CD-ROM or DVD, which means it can't be erased.
• You've got File Sharing turned on (see Chapter 16).
• You're trying to erase the startup disk. You can't wipe out the disk that contains
the currently running System Folder any more than you can paint the floor directly beneath your feet. You can only erase a disk that's not the one you started
up from. (To erase your built-in hard drive, for example, you m ust start up from,
for example, the Mac OS 9 CD-ROM. )
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But Mac OS 9 includes another, more flexible way to erase a disk: a program called
Drive Setup. (It's in your Applications-? Utilities folder.) As described on page 235,
you can use this program to erase or subd ivide (partition) a hard drive. You can also
use it to lock a hard drive or cartridge so that it behaves like a CD-ROM: people can
look at what's on it, but they can't store anything new on it.

DVD·RAM note: If your Mac has a DVD·RAM (erasable DVD) drive, you can use the Speciai-?Erase
Disk to wipe out a DVD·RAM disc. But if you want the disc to be astartup disk, you must use Drive Setup
instead, and you must use one of the two HFS formatting options, as described in the next section.

Understanding Mac OS Extended formatting
Whether you use the Special-?Erase Disk command or the Drive Setup program to
erase a disk, you'll be confronted with one option that confuses many beginning
(and even intermediate) Mac users: a choice between two fo rmatting options called
Mac OS Standard (HFS) and Mac OS Extended (HFS Plus).
The history of these options is long and technical, but it boils down to this: Until
Mac OS 8. 1, the Mac chopped up every hard drive surface into thousands of individual "parking places" for data ca1led blocks. The size of each block depended on
the size of the hard drive, but 16K, 32K, or 64K blocks were typical on 200MB and
larger hard drives. Trouble was, the least amount of space a single file on your hard
drive can consume is one block. Even if a document has just a paragraph in it-2K
worth of text, for example- it was still required to occupy a full block of hard drive
space. The remaining 30K o f space in its block were simply wasted. Multiply that
space waste by the hundreds or thousands of tiny files generated byyourWeb browser
and email programs, and you can see how this old Mac OS Standard scheme wasted
hundreds of megabytes per hard drive.
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That's why all modern hard drives come with the Mac OS Extended formatting, in
which the block sizes are much tinier-along the lines of 4K each. As a result, small
files waste much less space, and each hard drive-particularly if it's a big oneoffers hundreds more megabytes' worth of space (see Figure 18-2).

Figure IB-2:
The fine print in a Get Info
window shows how much
disk space is wasted by an
alias icon on a Mac OSExtended-formatted hard
drive (left) and a Mac OS
Standard-formatted one
(right). The adual file is
only 740 bytes, less than
one kilobyte (K); about
127K is wasted on the hard
drive at right, where every
block is 128K.
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So why didn't the vastly superior, faster, more economical Mac OS Extended (HFS
Plus) scheme immediately rule the earth? Because Macs running Mac OS 8 or earlier don't understand the new formatting scheme. If you try to hook up an HFS Plus
formatted disk-an external hard drive, for example-to a Mac with an older System Folder, the disk appears completely blank. All you get is a single text file called,
believe it or not, "Where_have_all_my_files_gone?" (If you open the document, it'll
explain that your files are perfectly safe-but that you need to insert this disk into a
Mac OS 8.1-or-later Mac to view them.)
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Tip: To see which formatting scheme your hard drive uses-Mac OS Standard or Mac OS Extendedhighlight its icon. Choose File~Get Info. You'll see the formatting scheme listed at the top of the window
(see Figure 18-2).

In other words, the bottom line is this: format any disk that's bigger than 300MB or
so using the Mac OS Extended option, which makes each disk hold many more
files-unless you plan to use the disk on a Mac that's running system software older
than Mac OS 8.1. (On disks smaller than 300MB, including Zip disks, the older, HFS
[Mac OS Standard] formatting is actually more space-efficient.)

Macintosh Cable Crash Course
Understanding the various connectors on the back panel of a Mac entails distinguishing benYeen B.I. (before iMac) or A.l. (after iMac) models. When creating the
iMac, Apple did away with several kinds of jacks that had been on every previous
Mac. The switch caused temporary pain for millions of Mac fans whose scanners,
printers, Zip drives, and other add-ons suddenly required adapters or replacements.
But in theory, at least, the benefits of the newer connector types pay off in convenience and savings.

Older Macs (before iMac)
Older Macs had these jacks on the back panel:

Modem port
This round, eight-pin connector accepts the serial cable from such add-ons as modems, digital cameras, digitizing (drawing) tablets, MIDI (music synthesizer) interfaces, inkjet printers, and the PalmPilot synchronizing cradle.
As jacks go, the modem port isn't bad; for example, you're not compelled to shut the
Mac down every time you want to connect or disconnect something. The one infuriating limitation of the modem port is that there's only one of it. Short of buying a $200
modem-port expander card to install into your Mac, you can't plug both your MIDI
interface and your digital camera (for example) into the Mac at the same time.

Printer port
This connector looks identical to the modem port. And when you turn off the networking feature called AppleTalk (using the AppleTalk Inactive button in the
•-?Chooser, for example), it also behaves exactly like the modem port. When
AppleTalk is turned off, the printer port accepts exactly the same kind of serial cables
as the modem port.
Trouble is, many Mac users need AppleTalk turned on. It must be turned on if, for
example, you intend to connect your Mac to a Loca!Talk neh'lork (described in Chapter 16) or if you use a laser printer.
Some older-Mac owners are lucky enough to connect to the nen...ork or printer via
an Ethernet jack. In that situation, you can use the AppleTalk control panel (de-
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scribed in Chapter 12) to switch the networking features to your Ethernet jack; the
printer port, in th at situation, becomes just another modem port. Now you can
connect both your MIDI interface and your digital camera simultaneously-but
still only two devices. If you add a PalmPilot to the mix, you're back into the old
plugging-and-unplugging game.

Madntosh Cable
Crash Course

ADB (keyboard/mouse) jack
Older Macs' keyboards and mice plug into this peculiar jack (whose initia ls stand
for Apple Desktop Bus). It, too, is small and round, and looks almost exactly like the
modem and printer ports. But for the most part, it accepts only one kind of appliance: Keyboards, mice, and specially designed joysticks.
The ADB connector was adequate for its era, but has several distinct disadvantages:
namely, that you're not supposed to plug or unplug anything from the Mac's ADB
connector while the computer is turned on. Doing so risks damaging the keyboard/
mouse, the Mac's main circuit board, or both, occasionally requi ring massively expensive repairs. If you're lucky, you can re-plug a loose ADB mouse or keyboard
without causing such horrific damage-but even then, you'll find that your replugged
mouse now operates frustratingly slowly, requiring furious repeated scrapes across
the mouse pad just to move the cursor to the top of the screen. To restore normal
speed, you must restart the computer anyvvay.

SCSI port
The widest connector on the back of pre-iMac Mac models is called the SCSI connector (pronounced scuzzy). It accommodates such add-ons as scanners, hard drives,
and removable-disk systems like Zip and Jaz.
But for user-friendliness, SCSI is a disaster. You can't plug or unplug something whjle
the computer (or the add-on) is turned on. You have to flip switches to give each SCSI
appliance its own unique address. If you connect more than one SCSI gadget to your
Mac, you must terminate (place a special transistor plug on) the last device in the
chain. This chain is limited to six gadgets, which can begin to m isbehave if the total
cabling between (and inside) them is longer than 18 feet. Then again, SCSI gadgets
can misbehave just whenever they feel like it: often, something as seemingly irrelevant
as the sequence of devices can affect whether or not your scanner works or your Mac
turns on. The cables are fat, expensive, and sometimes flaJ..:y.

Today's Macs
Modern Mac models lack modem, printer, ADB, and SCSI jacks; Apple finally got
fed up with their limitations and dangers. In their place, you get two new kinds of
connectors: USB and (on most models) FireWire. These connections offer freedom
of plugging: you can connect or disconnect USB and FireWire devices whether the
Mac is turned on or not. There's no such thing as ID numbers, termination, or sixgadget Limitations with USB and FireWire, either; these devices are as plug-andplay as plug-and-play gets.
USB and FireWire are not perfect yet, however; some knowledge is still required.
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USB connectors
Every modern Mac model comes with one or two of these Universal Serial Bus jacks.
("Bus" is geek-speak for circuit.) This jack replaces the modem, printer, ADB, and
(to some degree) SCSI connectors of older Macs; USB can accommodate your mouse,
keyboard, PalmPilot, MIDI interface, digital camera, inkjet printer, Zip drive, scanner, and so on. (Figure 18-3 shows this kind of jack.)

Figure IB·J:

Highlighted at right:
the two USB ports on a
typical iMac. Note the
peculiar three-pronged
icon that represents it.
At left: a pair of FireWire
connectors. The icon
looks like a cross between
a Yanda "Danger:
Radiation" logo.
il')

Obviously, you can't plug all of those gadgets into your Mac simultaneously; your
keyboard itself occupies one USB connector. To the delight of electronics companies everywhere, you must buy a USB hub, a multiplier that grants you four or eight
more USB jacks, if you want to connect additional USB add-ons. You can plug hub
into hub, furthermore, until you've got a seething tangle of 127 USB devices all
connected to the same Mac.
Before falling in love with USB, however, you should know these three USB facts:
• USB gadgets still need software. USB devices aren't really plug-and-play; they're
actually install-the-software, then-plug-and-play. When you plug in a new gadget-a USB scanner, for example-the Mac is smart enough to display a message
that says, in effect, "I sense that you've plugged something new into me, but I
don't have the softw·are I need to operate it." It's up to you to insert the CD that
came with your new gadget and install the software. (The exception: Some keyboards and mice work fine without installing software, thanks to a set of standard drivers Apple has built in to Mac OS 9.)
• USB still needs power. On paper, USB looked like an especially attractive technology because it can actually send electricity down its cable. Imagine it: Your
new scanner, Zip drive, or printer wouldn't require a power cord! It's the end of
desk-clutter cabling mess!
In real life, however, things aren't so simple. True, the Mac does send a trickle of
juice down the USB cable-but only enough to power, say, your keyboard and
mouse. More complex equipment, such as scanners and Zip drives, still require
their own power cords.
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The trickle of juice, moreover, dissipates quickly. When you need more USB slots,
you can buy two different kind of hubs: Powered hubs, which have power cords
of their own; and nonpowered ones, which get their electricity from the USB cable
itself. To the dismay of thousands of Mac fans when USB first debuted, many
USB add-ons don't work when plugged into a nonpowered hub.

Macintosh Cable
Crash Course

Tip: The distinction between powered and nonpowered hubs becomes especially important if you plan to
connect keyboard into keyboard. or hub into hub. When chaining together multiple USB hubs, don't plug
a nonpowered one into another nonpowered one (if you expect everything to work); if you must use
nonpowered hubs, alternate them with powered ones.
Desktop Macs' keyboards are themselves USB hubs; that is, you can find afree USB slot open at each end
of it. Most people plug the mouse into one end, leaving the other USB connector available for, say, a
printer. But the keyboard isa nonpowered hub! Therefore. you can't plug a power-hungry USB gadget into
it-such as another keyboard.

• USB is still getting there. Even if you follow all the rules of powered hubs and
nonpowered, USB is still an evolving technology. As many iMac fans can tell you,
keeping both a USB printer and USB scanner connected at once can lead to freezes
and crashes. Apple has updated its USB software several times, and so have the
companies that make those printers and scanners; you'll do yourself a big favor
by keeping on top of the new software releases.
When it comes to Mac OS 9's USB software, keeping up to date is easy-just usc
the Software Update control panel, as described in Chapter 12, to make sure your
Mac always has the latest version. Keeping track of your printer and scanner software is more diffi cult, but pe riodically looking up your equipment at
www. versiontracker.com is an excellent way to stay informed.

FireWire connectors
As noted above, Apple eliminated the troublesome SCSI connector from the standard Mac (although for $50, the Apple Store at www.apple.com will install a SCSI
jack into any Power Mac you buy there). The USB technology is great fo r "slow"
devices like printers and scanners, but doesn't transfer data fast enough for such
speed-intensive gad gets as hard d rives and video equipment.
That's why most of today's Mac models also include one or two Fire Wire connectors, in to which yo u can plug specially designed hard drives, digital cameras (see
Figure 18-3), and digital camcorders. (If you use an iMac DV, you may have already
discovered the joy of editing your own footage by plugging a digital camcorder into
this jack.) You can plug o ne FireWire doodad into the next, for a total of 40 devices- without ever having to think about ID numbers, termination, or even turning the Mac off in between hookups.
At this writing, there are few FireWire gadgets other than hard drives, cameras, and
camcorders. Still, the advice provided in the USB discussion earlier still applies. Keep
your driver sofuvare updated; and remember that the FireWire wire itself supplies
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some power-enough for one hard drive, say- but adding on additional gadgets
may require power adapters.
Tip: FireWire isApple's friendlier name for IEEE-1394, which is what other electronics companies call this
particular kind of connector. That's ahandy fact whenyou'reshopping for, say, aDV camcorder. It may not
come with a "FireWire" connector-but if it has an "IEEE-1394" connector, you're in business.

The Ethernet jock
All modern Macs also include an Ethernet connector, which looks like an overweight
telephone jack. Into this jack you plug, of course, your Ethernet cables when you
create a network (as described in Chapter 16).
But the Ethernet jack is also where your pre-USB printer winds up. That is, if you
have, say, an old StyleWriter printer, the modern Mac offers no printer port into
which to plug it. But for $80 or so, you can buy an AsanteTalk adapter
(www.asante.com) or iPrint adapter (www.farallon.com) that lets you plug your old
printer into yo ur modern Mac's Ethernet socket. As a bonus, that printer is now
available for use by any Mac on your Ethernet network.
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CHAPTER

19

Printing, Fonts,
and ColorSync

hen Apple advertises the 50 new features of Mac OS 9, it could very well
be talking just about the many new printing options, which, for the most
part, appeal primarily to printing shops. After all, the printing industry
is a Mac stronghold, so Apple's engineers spend a good amount of their energy making
sure that every conceivable printing and font-management feature is built into the Mac.

W

Another elaborate set of software components is dedicated to the Mac OS's desktop
printing feature, which is primarily useful to people who work on a network that
offers several connected printers.
A final batch of features is aimed at people who scan, edit, and then print color
photographs. As anyone who's tried to do such a thing knows, what's burnt umber
to your scanner is rarely the same shade as burnt umber to your inkjet printer. Apple's
ambitious ColorSync software is designed to be the negotiator between your scanner or camera, monitor, and printer, so that colors remain consistent throughout
the process.
This chapter tackles all of these features: printing, managing multiple printers, fonts,
and ColorSync.

Mac Meets Printer
Grand Cen tral Station for Macintosh printers is the Chooser program (choose
·~Chooser). As you can see from Figure 19- 1, it displays an icon for several discontinued Apple printers. (Apple no longer makes printers.) These icons represent
the soft'.¥are-the drivers-that the Mac needs to communicate with each of the
corresponding printers.
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When you b uy a modern printer from, say, Epson, Canon, or Hewlett-Packard, its
icon doesn't show up in the Chooser until you run the installer program on the CD
that accompanies the printer. For example, if you install the software for an Epson
Stylus 740 inkjet printer, the Chooser now displays an ico n called SC740 (which is
the Epson programmers' cryptic way of saying "Stylus Color 740").

Ma' Meets Printer
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Figure 19-1:
The Chooser lets you specify
which printer you want to use. At
left: The various drivers (software
translators) for some printers the
Mac knows about. At right: the
list of available laser printersor, if you have a non-network
printer, a list of ports to which
that printer might be connected.

7.6.2

Tip: Each icon in the Chooser is represented by a piece of software in your System Folder-7Extensions
folder. Feel free to discard the icons of printers you don't imagine you'll be using. If you think it's unlikely
that you'll be printing on, say, an lmageWriter printer (which was discontinued in 1996), by all means
throw away its icon. (Keep the LaserWriter 8 icon on hand, however; it's the driver software for almost any
brand of laser printer.)

Before making any printouts at all, in other words, you must first install the sofuvare
for your new printer- and then you must open the Chooser and click the corresponding icon. On the right side of the screen, you may have to make another click:
• If you click the icon for a net\vorkable office laser printer (such as the LaserWriter
8 icon), and you are, in fac t, connected to a network, th e names of all operational
office printers appear on the right side of the window. (If your corporate net\vork
is so big that it has multiple zones, first click the appropriate zone at the lower-left
of the Chooser window.) Click the name of the printer you'd like to use.
• If you click the icon for a n on-nenvorkable printer, such as an inkjet p rinter from
Epson, Can on, or Hewlett-Packard, the right side of the screen offers a list of
Mac connec tors to which that printer might be attached. lf you have a modern
Mac, the inkjet printer is probably connected to your USB socket, and you have
no further ch oices to m ake. If you have an older Mac, you must specify whether
the printer is connected to the modem or pri nter port.
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Note: If you intend to conned your inkjet printer to the printer port, the controls at the bottom of the
window should say AppleTalk Inactive. AppleTalk should be adive only when you want to conned a
networkable laser printer to your printer port

Mac Meets Printer

• If you click the LaserWriter 8 icon, you can, if you like, also click the Setup button
on the right side of the screen. Now you're offered an enormous list oflaser printers
(exclusively discontinued Apple models, unless you've bought a new laser printer
and run its installer). By double-clicking the one yo u actually own, you can inform your Mac of that printer's special capabilities-th e largest paper it can
handle, double-sided printing features, additional paper trays, and so on. (If your
prin ter doesn't show up in this list, click Generic.)
In any case, your primary mission, upon installing a new prin ter, is to select its
name in the Chooser and then close the window. (You can also use the Desktop
Printing Utility program, described later in this chapter, to set up a new printer.)
Now you're ready to make printouts, as described in "Making the Printout," also
later in this chapter.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION
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Desktop Printer Icons
If you work alone, with one printer attached to one Mac, you can afford to skip this
section.
But some people have more than one printer. You migh t have a laser printer attached to your Ethernet port, for example, and a color inkjet attached to your USB
port. You may also have a choice of printers if you work in a networked officemaybe an old black-and-white Apple LaserWriter, plus an expensive color laser printer
for printing mockups of brochure designs. Either way, you need a way to specify, on
a printout-to-printout basis, which printer you want to use.
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Of cou rse, you can always open the ti~Chooser whenever you want to switch printers, and then click the corresponding icon. If you switch infrequently, this method
works perfectly well.

Desktop
Printer Icons

Note: If your printer isn't an Apple model, using the Chooser may be the only way you can switch printers;
not every printer comes with software that's compatible with the Desktop Printing feature described below.

If you switch more often, however, you may wish for a more convenient method of
switching printers. That's why Apple created its Desktop Printing feature: as shown in
Figure 19-2, you can set up your desktop with an icon representing each printer. You
also wind up with a Printing menu that unlocks several additional printing options.
Even Mac users with only a single printer sometimes encounter this feature. They
wind up with a big bold desktop icon representing that one printer, and have no
idea what it's for or how it got there. Now you know.
Figure 19·1:

You con direct each printout to a particular printer just by dragging its icon
onto the corresponding desktop printer icon. When you print using the
File-)Print command, the printer with the big bold icon (top left) is the one
that does the job.
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Creating Desktop Printer Icons

Desktop
Printer Icons

If you found a printer icon already on your desktop after installing Mac OS 9, it's
probably because you patiently answered questions posed by the Mac OS Setup Assistant that runs just after installatio n of Mac OS 9. (One of those questions asks
what kind of printer is connected to your Mac.) You may also wind up with an
automatic desktop printer icon after upgrading to Mac OS 9 from an earlier OS
version, in which you had already selected a printer.
Creating another desktop printer icon is as easy as choosing ·~Chooser and clicking another printer icon. Each time you do so and then close the Chooser, another
printer icon appears on your desktop. (The exceptions, as noted earlier, are the icons
for non-Apple printers that still aren't compatible with the desktop-printer feat ure. )
Once you've got a few printer icons, they don't necessarily have to remain desktop
printer icons. You can move these icons anywhere you like- for example, into a
folder, into the ti menu, or someplace else where they create less clutter. You can
rename them, too-click the name once, and then type the replacement name, exactly as you would rename any Mac icon.
Rgure 19-J:
When you choose
File--7Get Info, you get a
screen of useful information about the printer
whose icon you highlighted (left). If you're
investigating a laser
printer, use the
Show:--7Status &
Configuration pop-up
menu command (middle),
which gives the statistics
about the printer, such as
whether irs color or blackand-white, its resolution
(sharpness, as measured
in dots per inch [dpi]), and
so on. Or you can choose
Fonts, which-after you
click Get Font List-shows
you a list of typefaces that
are pre-installed on the
printer (bottom).
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If you ever forget a printer's original name, highlight its icon and then choose File-7Get
Info. As shown in Figure 19-3, printer icons have Get Info windows all their own; the
first one, General Information, identifies the printer's original information.

Using Desktop Printer Icons
Despite their innocent appearance, desktop printer icons are teeming with sophisticated features for managing your printou ts.

Choosing your favorite
If multiple printers are indeed connected to your Mac, the first thing Desktop Printing lets you do is indicate wh ich you'd like to use for your next printout. To do so,
click once on its icon. When you do so, a new menu appears on your menu bar
called Printing. The commands it offers depend on what kind of printer icon you've
clicked-for example, if you clicked an inkjet printer, the Printing menu lets you
specify how the printer is connected to your Mac; if you clicked a laser printer, you
get a Setup command that duplicates the functions of the Setup button in the
Chooser; and so on.
POWER USERS' CLINIC

Desktop Printer Utility
In your Apple Extras~Utilities ->Apple LaserWriler Software into printout files. which this icon houses. Lat~r. when you
folder is a forgotten little program called Desktop PrinterUtil- return to the ground- or someplace where there's an actual
printer-you can drag the pent-up
ity. As sh01kn here. it offers a
1;:--";..."':;
New
Desktop
Prrnter,-printout icons from this "printer's"
·method of creating spedal mutant
window
onto one of your other
breeds of desktop printer icons.
LaserWrlter 8
I

*

Create Des ktop ...
Printer (App leTallc)
Printer (LPR)
Printer (no printer conn ection)
Translator (Postscript)
Convt r ts filt to PostScnpt'IM format. Tht filf w ill b•
p laced In a folder that you spec ify.
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But regardless of the kind of printer icon you clicked, the Printing command always
contains a Set Default Printer command. That command, or its 8€-L keyboard shortcut, establishes the highlighted printer as the default printer- the Chosen One. A
thick black border appears around its desktop icon, letting you know that your next
printout will go to that printer.

· Desktop
Printer Icons

Actually, though, there are three faster ways to choose a new favorite printer:
• Control-dick the desktop printer icon; choose Set as Default from the pop-up menu.
• If your Control Strip is open, as described in Chapter 4, choose a printer's name
from the Desktop Printing tile. A dot appears in the pop-up menu beside the
name of the currently selected printer.

• Just drag a document icon (one that you want to print) onto a desktop printer
icon, which automatically becomes the new default printer.

Managing printouts
The real fun of desktop printer icons only begins when you've actually tried printing something. (To print something, see "Making the Printout;' later in this chapter;
it boils down to opening a document and then choosing File~Print.)
Once you've done so, an amazing thing happens: your chosen desktop printer icon
suddenly behaves like a folder that contains the printouts-in-waiting. Double-click
one of these icons to see something like Figure 19-4: the printouts that will soon be
sliding out of your printer appear in a tidy list.

Rgure 19·4:
Waiting printouts show up in a desktopprinter window. You can manipulate this
window exactly as you would any Finder
list view: for example, you can sort the list
by clicking the column headings Name,
Pages, and so on; make the columns wider
or narrower by dragging the columnheading dividers horizontally; ar reverse
the sorting order by clicking the triangle
button above the scroll bar.
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There's no end to the control you now have over these waiting printouts, which
Apple collectively calls the print queue:
• Rearrange them. By dragging the names of your printouts up and down in the
list, yo u can specify which ones get printed first-namely, the ones at the top of
the list. (This works only when you're viewing the list sorted in Print Time order,
as shown in Figure 19-4.)
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• Delete them. By clicking an icon, or Shift-clicking several, and then clicking the
tiny trash icon at the top of the window, you remove items from the list of wa iting printouts. If you prefer, you can also drag icons directly into the real Trash in
the corner of your screen. There they become separate printout icons, which you
can truly delete-by emptying the Trash-or rescue by dragging back onto a
desktop printer icon.
• Duplicate them. After highlighting the name of a wa iting printout, you can choose
File~Duplicate to make a copy of it in the same window. Now you'll get two
printouts of the same thing.
• Add to them. You can drag document icons-Word or AppleWorks documents,
for example-directly onto a desktop printer icon (or into its open window).
Doing so prints the document and es tablishes tl1at printer icon as tl1e new default printer, as noted above.
• Chan ge your mind. By highlighting a printout and then clicking the Pause button (the leftmost of the four VCR-style icons above the list), you put that printout on hold. It won't print out until you highlight it again and click the Play
button (the second icon at the top of the window) .
• Schedule them. Click one of the printouts and then click the tiny clock icon above
the list. As shown in Figure 19-5, you can reschedule this printout fo r a time when
the printer isn't so busy, as a favor to those co-workers with more urgent pri n t jobs.
~ Slle ntWt1ter

Figure 19·5:
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Choose Urgent to force
your printout to the top
of the list, so that it will
be printed first. Or click
At Time to schedule
your printout for some
later time-so that your
75-page thesis prints
out in the middle of the
night to avoid tying up
the printer, for
example.

• Halt them all. You can stop all printouts for a specific printer (whose window is
open) by choosing Printing~Stop Print Queue. (Choose Printing~Start Print
Queue to re-enable printing on this printer.)
Tip: If menus aren't your thing, hold down Shift and Option to make the Pause button turn into a tiny
stop-sign icon button, which you can click to stop the print queue. Hold down the same two keys to make
the Play button take on the shape of a printer icon, which means Start Print Queue.
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• Switch them to another printer. If this is the day your 75 co-workers are all printing out their resumes, you can drag your printout-in-waiting onto the icon (or
into the window) of another desktop printer, thus forcing your work to print out
on a different printer. (This works only if you're dragging it to the icon of the
same kind of printer-from one laser printer icon to another, for example.)

Desktop
Printer Icons

Printing Without Desktop Icons
Suppose you've got one Mac and one printer, and you'd really rather not get into the
complexity of the desktop-printer icons described in the previous section. And yet,
having scanned the preceding pages, you're feeling left out-why shouldn't you, too,
be able to rearrange printouts, put printouts on hold, and perform other kinds of
printout manipulation?
Actually, you can. If you regularly use background printing, described in the next
section, you get most of the same benefits as the desktop-printing feature, even though
you use only a single printer.
Tip: You won't encounter PrintMonitor, the program described in the following section, or any of its
features when the desktop printing feature described in the previous section is turned on. To turn Desktop
Printing off, choose • ~control Panels~Extensions Manager, turn off the icons called Desktop Printing
Extension and Desktop Printer Spooler, and then restart the Mac.

Meet PrintMonitor
When you print a document, the Mac does two things. First, it launches a printingmanagement program called PrintMonitor. Many people aren't even aware that this
program has been launched, but if you check your Application menu about 10 seconds after printing something, you'll see PrintMonitor in the list of open programs.
Figure 19·6:

You can rearrange the sequence of printouts
waiting to happen by dragging their names up or
down in the Waiting area of the PrintMonitor
window. If you click Set Print Time, you can put a
printout on hold or reschedule it for a less busy
printing time.
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Second, the Mac creates a spool file-a printout-in-waiting, exactly like the ones
described in the previous discussion. Most of the time, however, you never see these
spool files. They're buried in the System Folder-7PrintMonitor Documents folderand even then, only for a moment. Once the Mac prints these documents, tl1ey disappear from the PrintMonitor Documents folder forever.

Controlling PrintMonitor Printouts
To gain some control over the printout process, choose PrintMonitor from your
Application m enu. As shown in Figure 19-6, this funny little program pops to the
foreground, showing a list of the documents waiting to be printed.
Before you know it, your Mac will actually print these documents, and you'll have
lost whatever control you hoped to gain. But if you act quickly, you can m anipulate
the printouts like this:
• Rearrange tl1em. Drag printouts up or down the list to make them print sooner
or later than oilier documents.
• Cancel tllem. Click a waiting printout's name and then click Remove From List if
you change your mind about printing it.
• Reschedule tllem. Click a waiting printout and then click Set Print Time. You'll
be offered the chance to specify a later date for printing this document. You can
also click Postpone Indefinitely, which puts the printout on hold until you highlight the printout again, click Set Print Time again, and indicate a printing time.
• Collect printouts for later. Even when there's notlling listed in the PrintMonitor
window, you may enjoy this trick: While the PrintMonitor window is open, choose
File-7Stop Printing. Now, whenever you use the Print command, the Mac will
convert your document into a printout-to-be, but won't actually attempt to send
it to a printer.
As described in "Using Desktop Printer Icons," earlier in this chapter, that can be
a great feature when you're on the plane with your laptop, for example; when you
touch down and connect to the printer, you can choose File-7Resume Printing.
All of your saved printouts will tumble out in short order.
Tip: PrintMonitor normally appears only when you're actually printing something. You might wonder,
therefore, how you can get to its menus-in order to choose Stop Printing, for example-without having to
make a printout of something.
Fortunately, PrintMonitor is a genuine program with a genuine double·clickable icon. To find it, open your
System Folder-7Extensions folder. You can double·click the PrintMonitor icon just as you would any application.

PrintMonitor Preferences
While PrintMonitor is open, you can also choose File-7Preferences. A dialog box
appears, offering these choices:
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• Show the PrintMonitor window. Actually, the No/Yes options here have no effect; PrintMonitor always launches in the background when you make the printout, regardless of the setting you make here.

Printing Without
Desktop Icons

• When a printing error needs to be reported. If the printer is out of paper or ink,
for example, how urgently do you want PrintMonitor to try to get your attention? You can have it display a message, make your Application menu blink, or
just display a tiny black diamond beside the PrintMonitor name in the Application menu. (You won't even see that diamond until you actually open the Application menu.)
• When a manual feed job starts. Suppose that your printer has a "manual feed"
option (which takes one sheet at a time from a speciaJ tray or slot), and that
you've selected that option when making your printout. How do you want
PrintMonitor to say, "It's time to put in the next sheet"? Once again, you can
specify how much flashing or message-showing PrintMonitor should show you.

Making the Printout
This chapter so far has covered the elaborate printout-manipulation features buUt
into Mac OS 9. You're not compelled to use any of these fancy options; many Mac
users don't. Almost everyone, however, sooner or later makes a basic printout. You
can print your documents either from within the programs you used to create themor directly from the Finder.

Printing from Within Your Programs
The experience of printing depends on the printer you're using-laser printer, color
inkjet, or whatever. In every case, however, all the printing options hide in tvvo commands: Page Setup, which you need to adjust only occasionally, and Print. You'll
find these two commands in the File menus of aJmost every Macintosh program in
existence-Word, Excel, AppleWorks, Photoshop, your email program, your Web
browser, and on and on.

Page Setup
Most people use this command only when they want to print a document rotated
sideways on the page, so that it prints "the long way." But even some of the Jess-used
options here are sometimes useful (see Figure 19-7). The Scale or Scaling control,
for example, lets you red uce or enlarge your document, which can be handy if the
program you're using doesn't offer such a control.
The remaining choices vary; the Page Setup options for an Epson inkjet, for example, differ dramatically from those for a laser printer. Only your printer's user
manual can tell you exactly what these choices do. Because most laser printers offer
the standard LaserWriter 8 options, here's a rundown of some of the most useful.
(They're Hsted here by the corresponding command in the pop-up menu at the
upper-left corner of the dialog box.)
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• Page Attributes. Use the Paper pop-up menu to specify what size paper you're
printing on-US Letter, US Legal, or one of the standard European paper sizes
(A4 and BS). Don't be confused by the "small" variants listed here (such as US
Letter Small); these paper dimensions are identical to the non-small versions. The
only difference is the margin: if you turn on the Small option, the laser printer
chops off any part of the printout closer than half an inch to the edge of the page.
(The non-small page sizes can get to within a quarter of an inch.)

Making the
Printout
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Figure 19·7:
The options included in this
dialog box depend on the
printer model you're using.
Sometimes, as when printing on
a laser printer, the pop-up menu
at upper-left lets you switch
among different screens full of
choices. The effect of each
printing option is illustrated by
the little animal in the dialog
box, which is known as the
Dogcow. (The rumor that the
Dogcow is related to the animal
on the cover of this book is pure
speculation.)

Tip: Clearly, "US Letter Small," with its fatter non-printable margin, is usually less useful than "USLetter."
Who wants to risk having printouts chopped off at the margins? Yet your Mac insists on using the Small
option, no matter how many times you change this pop-up menu.
There is a secret, however, to changing the setting once and for all: Option-click the OK button. You'll be
asked if you're sure you want your new Page Setup options preserved; click Save.
(Note: You must perform this ritual once for each program that offers its own Page Setup options, as
described in the next paragraph-and again, once, for all other programs.)

• Microsoft Word. To see a window full of printing options unique to the program
you're actually using-Word is just one example-choose its name from the popup menu. (If you don't see your program's name Listed in this pop-up menu, then
this program offers no special options of its own.)
• PostScript Options. The vast majority of these checkboxes are novelty items or
leftover workarounds from the days when most Mac users printed from MacWrite
and MacPaint. Most of the time, you should turn them all off.
For example, Flip Horizontal prints out a mirror image of your documentuseful if you intend to create iron-on logos, read the printout in a m irror or
reflected off of your car windshield, and so on. Invert Image creates a black-on-
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white, negative image, suitable for Halloween posters and using up your printer
cartridge quickly.

Making the
Printout

• Unlimited Downloadable Fonts can be useful when you're printing on a laser
printer with limited memory-especially if it's a document containing lots of
different fonts. Then, instead of overwhelming the printer's memory by trying to
transmit too many fonts, the Mac instructs the printer to "forget" one set of fonts
before receiving the next. All of this makes the printout take much longer to
appear; furthermore, this process can wreak havoc (or, more precisely, wreak
Courier) with the fonts embedded in EPS graphics.

The Print command
Although you can grow to a ripe old age without ever seeing the Page Setup dialog
box, you can't miss the Print dialog box. It appears, whether you like it or not, whenever you choose File-7Print in one of your programs.
Once again, the exact options you encounter depend on the printer you're using (or
more specifically, they depend on the driver you've selected in the Chooser). You're
always offered a few standard options, however, including these:
• Copies. Type the number of copies you want printed.
• Pages. You don't have to print an entire document-you can print, say, only pages
2 through 15.
Tip: You don't have to type numbers into both the "From:" and "To:" boxes. If you leave the first box
blank, the Mac assumes that you mean "from Page 1." If you leave the second box blank, the Mac understands you to mean "to the end." To print only the first three pages, in other words, leave the first box
blank, and type 3 into the second box. (These page numbers refer to the physical pages you're printing,
not to any fancy numbering you've set up in your word processor. As far as the Print dialog box is concerned, the first printed page is Page 1, even if you've told your word processor to label it page 455.)

If you have a color inkjet printer, you can also specify what print quality you want,
what kind of paper you're printing on, and so on.

If you're using a laser printer, you get dozens of additional options. They're divided
into separate screens, accessible using the unnamed pop-up menu just below the
"Printer:" pop-up menu. Many of these options are extremely technical, designed
for use by graphic designers and print shops; fortunately, you can choose Help-7Show
Balloons and then, by pointing to each option, read a description of its function.
In the meantime, a few of the options can occasionally be useful. For example:
• General. Specify the number of copies, range of pages you want printed, and
whether or not you intend to print one page at a time (Manual Feed).
• Microsoft Word. Whatever program you're using-Word, AppleWorks, or anything else-may offer its own special printing options on this screen.
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• Background Printing. You can read about background printing in the upcoming
sidebar called "Background Printing Basics." The beauty of using a laser printer,
however, is that you can tum background printing on or off independently for
each printout, using these controls. (You can also specify when you want this
document prin ted.)
• Color Matching. Use these controls to specify how you want the colors in your
document, if any, translated on tl1eir way to the printer. For example, you can
print a color document in black-and-white even on a color printer, if that's what
you want. (Unfortunately, Apple's programmers have yet to devise a way to make
a color printout on a black-and-white printer.)

If you choose ColorSync Color Matching (described later in this chapter) or
PostScript Color Matching, you can also use the Intent pop-up menu. These options are designed to address a characteristic problem of color printers: tlley can't
actually reproduce every color in the rainbow. That could be a problem if you're
printing a photograph of, for example, a rainbow.
You can choose from among the various visual/psychological compromises here.
For photos, Perceptual Matching is usually best; for graphs and charts, Saturation Matching may be more successful. If yo u use tlle "Auto selection" option, the
Mac automatically uses Saturation matching for graph-like drawings (objectoriented artwork), but Perceptual for photos (bitmapped ar twork).
When you choose one of the color matching choices from the Print Color popup menu, you can also specify a printer profile; this, too, is described later in this
chapter under "ColorSync."
• Cover Page. If you turn on this option (by clicking Before Document or After
Document), the Mac will tack an e>..1:ra page onto your printout. It bears t11e
name of your file, your name, and tlle time. The Paper Source pop-up men u lets
you specify which of you r printer's paper trays you want to use for the cover
page-so that you can stock tllat tray with scrap paper, for example.
• Font Settings. If you plan to save you r file as a PostScript file, as described in
"Save as File," below, Annotate Font Keys embed s teA1:ual comments to your
PostScript file that describe tlle fonts yo u used-which can be useful in times of
troubleshooting. The other settings here affect what happens when you use a
typeface in yo ur document tllat isn't one of the fonts built into your printer. For
example, the Preferred Format option applies only when your Mac has both
TrueType and PostScript versions of a particular fo nt installed.
• Job Logging. Using these controls, you can specify what you want to happen when
tlle laser printer reports a PostScript error (when your document is too complex
for tlle printer's memory, for example)-whether you want a short message to appear on the screen, or a more detailed and technical message to print out.
You can also ask your Mac to keep a record of tlle printouts it makes. (Specify
where you want tlle file kept by clicking the Change button .) You can choose from
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Generate Job Copy, which keeps a duplicate of the actual printout in the journal, or
Generate Job Log, wh ich just makes a journal of what was printed when.

Making the
Printout

• Layout. As shown in Figure 19-8, th ese options can be very useful. For example,
you can save paper and toner cartridges by printing several miniature "pages" on
a single sh eet of paper.
Figure 19-B:

By asking the Mac to print several
pages per sheet of paper, you
con compare various designs,
look over an overall newsletter
layout, and so on. Using the
Border pop-up menu, you can
also request a fine border around
each miniature page. Some
printers even offer a Print on Both
Sides option here, so that you can
print little booklets.

I
Printer:

I Silentwriter 95
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Destination: [ Printer
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Pages per sheet:
Layout direction:

• Save as File. Using the Destination-tFile pqp-up m enu command at t he top of
this dialog box, you can turn your printout into a file on your hard drive rather
than sending it to the printer. You can then send the resulting file-a PostScript
file-directly to a print sh op. This file contains a complete, self-contained computer-language description of your p rintout that the print shop can use to print
your document without requiring the program you used to create it-or even
the document itself.
The options on the Save as File screen let you describe the file you'll be creating.
Use the Format pop-up menu, for example, to specify whether you want a standard PostScript file, as described above, or an EPS (Encapsulated PostScript)
graphic that you can insert into a page-layout program. (In general, choose EPS
Mac Enha nced Preview, which is in color, from the pop- up m enu here; the Standard Preview is in black and white, and the No Preview doesn't let you see the
image at all when placing it into your page-layout program.)
Tip: If you have the software called Acrobat Distiller, the Format pop-up menu offers another choice: Acrobat
PDF. This choice lets you create an Adobe Acrobat document-a file that any Mac or Windows user can view,
read, and print usingthe free Acrobat Reader program included with every Mac and PC. (You must buy Adobe
Acrobat 4 to gain this option-or get it with the purchase of a program like Adobe PageMaker or InDesign.)

The PostScript Level command specifies what kind of laser printers you intend
your file to be printed on (keeping in mind that Levell printers-very old onesoffer fewer advanced graphi cs features, such as color handling a nd patterns).
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Use the Font Inclusion pop-up menu to answer the question: "What happens if I
used fonts in my document that aren't built into the printer that will be printing
this PostScript file?" If you choose None, you'll get the Courier typeface in place of
your special fonts. If you click All, you won't have that problem-but the resulting
PostScript file will be gargantuan, taking up lots of disk space; it will incorporate
every character of every font in your document. Choosing All But Standard 13
instead helps the problem a little bit, by omitting from your file the standard 13
fonts that are built into almost every laser printer (Times, Helvetica, and so on).
• Imaging Options. This panel of choices appears only if you're using one of the
discontinued Apple printers that offered printout-enhancement features called
FinePrint and PhotoGrade. Experiment with these options to see what gives your
text and graphics the best printouts.

Printing from the Finder
You don't necessarily have to print a document while it's open in front of you. You
can, if you wish, print it directly from the Finder, using one of these three methods:
• Highlight the document icon, and then choose File~ Print.
• Control-click the document icon; choose Print from the contextual menu that
appears.

• If you're using the desktop-printer icons described at the beginning of this chapter, drag the document icon onto one of these printer icons.
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Now the Mac launches the program that created it-Word or AppleWorks, for example-and the Print dialog box appears, so that you can specify how many copies
you want and how many of the pages you want printed. When you click Print, your
printer springs into action, and then the program quits automatically (if it hadn't
already been open).

Making the
Printout

Tip: If you're using a laser printer, and you print a PostScript, EPS, JPEG, or PIG graphics documen~ the
Mac doesn't have to launch the parent program. Instead, the Mac sends the file directly to the printer,
saving you a little bit of time and itself a little bit of memory.

You can also highlight several icons and print them simultaneously, even if yo u used
different programs to create them. (If they're in different ·windows, consider dragging their icons onto the desktop, so that you can highlight them all sinmltaneously.
Then, after the printing is over, choose F ile~ Put Away, which makes the icons jump
back into their original folders.)
Tip: The Finder's File menu also contains commands for printing Finder windows-Page Setup and Print
Window (or, if no window is open, Print Desktop). You may find the Print Window command useful when
you want a quick table of contents for, for example, a Zip disk. It's also very useful when you're trying to
find out whether or not a printer is working-just open any window and then choose Print Window. You
save the time and effort of finding some test document to print.

Fonts
Over the years, Macintosh fonts have improved considerably. No longer do you have
to pray to the printer gods that your beautiful flyer won't come out with jaggedlooking typeface because you chose the wrong font type, one that doesn't have smooth
edges. (Jagged-printing bitmapped fonts were standard on original Macs, but have
n ow, mercifully, almost completely disappeared from the Earth.)

TrueType Fonts
If you stick to the fonts that came with your Mac (and the additional ones installed
by AppleWorks, Microsoft programs, and so on), your font life is fairly uneventful.
Whether you know it or not, every fo nt in your System Folder~ Fonts folder is what's
known as a True Type font. TrueType fonts are easy to use and easy to understand; no
matter what point size yo u select for these fonts, they look smooth and professional,
both on the screen and when you print. Figure 19-9 reveals the simplicity and common sense in the design of TrueType fonts.

PostScript Fonts
If you're a graphic designer, however, you may well have inherited or purchased fonts
that come in another format: PostScript fon ts. These fonts have several advantages:
first, in the professional publishing world, they're everywhere; the PostScript fonts
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listed in the Adobe catalog, for example, number in the thousands. Second, if you send
your finished work to a print shop, PostScript fonts will be met with a friendlier reception, because TrueType fonts can choke some older typesetting equipment.

Fonts

But PostScript fonts have some considerable disadvantages, too. For example, each
comes in two pieces-one that provides the information necessary to display the
typeface on the screen, and a set of additional files required by your printer. (Figure
19-9 illustrates this clutter in your Fonts folder.) If you print a document for which
some of these printer files are missing, you'll get the wrong fon t in yo ur printout,
even if the document looks fine on the screen.
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Figure 19-9:
All of your fonts sit in the
System Folder~Fonts
folder. Each True Type font is
self-contained in a single
font "suitcase" (like those
shown in the top illustration). You can double-click
a True Type fonrs suitcase to
see which custom-tailored
point sizes are ovai/able, if
any (top middle), and then
double-click one of the
icons inside to see what the
font looks like (top right).
Each PostScript font (like
the one font shown at
bottom), meanwhile,
requires several different
files. You need a font
"suitcase" (to contain the
saeen fonts), which you
can double-click to view the
font, just as you can with a
TrueType font. You also
need a set of ayptical/y
abbreviated printer fonts.

....
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But your document probably won't look fin e on the screen unless your Mac has
Adobe Type Manager (ATM), a special control panel. Without it, PostScrip t fonts
that yo u use in your documents at nonstandard sizes (anything o ther than, for example, 9, 10, 12, 14, 18, or 24 points) appear jagged on the screen.
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Fortunately, ATM is easy to get-and it's free: just install the free Acrobat Reader
program. Acrobat Reader is on your Mac OS 9 CD, or you can download the latest
version from www.adobe.com. (Acrobat Reader is designed to let you read the PDF,
or Adobe Acrobat, files, which are becoming increasingly popular on the Internetespecially as user manuals for downloaded software.)

Managing Your Fonts
. As shown in Figure 19-9, every font that appears in the Font menus of your various
programs is represented in your System Folder-tFonts folder by an icon-or several.

Installing fonts
Mac OS 9 comes with 18 great-looking TrueType fonts: Apple Chancery, Capitals,
Charcoal, Chicago, Courier, Gadget, Geneva, Helvetica, Hoefler Text, Monaco, New
York, Palatino, Sand, Skia, Symbol, Techno, Textile, and Times. (When you install
Microsoft Internet Explorer, you inherit another handful, including Andale, Aria!,
Impact, Trebuchet, Verdana, and the symbol fonts Webdings and Wingdings.) But
the world is filled with additional fonts. You may find them on the CD-ROMs that
come with Mac magazines, on Mac sofuvare Web sites, or in the catalogs of commercial typeface companies.
To install a new font, drag its suitcase (if it's TrueType) or its suitcase and accompanying printer files (if it's PostScript) either into the Fonts folder or directly onto the
System Folder icon. (In the latter case, the Mac offers to install them into the Fonts
folder automatically. You'll be notified that the newly installed fonts won't appear in
your Font menus until the next time you launch your various programs.)

Removing fonts
When you've had enough of a font, you ca n remove it from your Mac. To do so, quit
all running programs. Then open the System Folder, open the Fonts folder, and drag
the offending font suitcase into any other folder (or the Trash). Now when you launch
your programs, that font will be absent from the Font menus.

More about font suitcases
It's Mac OS 9's least publicized new feature: your Fonts folder can contain up to 512
font suitcases- quadruple the limit in previous OS versions-each of which can
contain either TrueType fonts or the screen half of PostScript fonts.
If you, owner of more fonts than Felix]. Adobe himself, feel h emmed in by tlus limitation, you're not out of luck. As it turns out, you can combine font suitcases by dragging one on top of another. By doing so, you can not only organize your fonts (in font
suitcases called, for example, Campbell Project or Old-Fashioned), but neatly thwart
tl1e 512-suitcase limit-because a single font suitcase can contain dozens of different
fonts. (You can also, of course, buy a program like Suitcase {www.extensis.com] or
MasterJuggler Pro [www.alsoft.com}, which not only dodge tl1e suitcase limit, but also
let you load or unload canned sets of fonts on the fly, as you need tl1em.)
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ColorSync
As you may have read elsewhere in this book-or discovered through painful experi-

ence-computers aren't great with color. Every appliance that expresses color-such
as your scanner, monitor, and printer-can "see" a different subset of the universe of
color. Worse, each piece of equipment "describes" each co lor differently; if you've ever
printed a scanned photograph on your color inkjet printer and wondered why the
flesh tones, sky shades, or fruit colors didn't match the original photo, you've seen this
syndrome in action. (Apple's ColorSync Web site, www.apple.com/colorsync, points
out that "off" colors are an even bigger deal in the commercial world. A customer
might return a product after discovering, for example, that tl1e actual product color
doesn't match the photo on a company's Web site.)

Apple's ColorSync software, newly enhanced in Mac OS 9, represents a giant stride
toward solving the problem. It relies on individual profiles for each scanner, monitor, printer, digital camera, copier, proofer, and so on- tiny files that tell the Mac
how each device handles color, and which colors it can e>q>ress. These profiles become part of your color documents themselves, so that every color device they en-
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counter knows where the document came from and what it's supposed to look like.
The ColorSync software then tries to supervise the color processing process, shifting
colors so that they remain as consistent as possible through the scanning, editing,
and printing process.

ColorSyn'

Getting ColorSync Profiles
ColorSync profiles for most Apple color printers, scanners, and monitors come built
into Mac OS 9. When you buy equipment or software from Kodak,Agfa, Heidelberg, Pantone, Scitex, Imation, Barco, and Tektronix, you may get additional profiles. If your equipment didn't come with a ColorSync profile, visit Profile Central
(www.chromix.com), where hundreds of model-specific profiles are available for
downloading. (Put new profiles into the System Folder~Preferences~ColorSync
Profiles folder.)
Tip: Even if your particular color appliance doesn't have a ColorSync module, you should still use the
ColorSync profiles you do have for the other elements of your system. Every little bit helps.

Choosing Your System's Profiles
You specify which equipment you're using by opening two control panels: Monitors
and ColorSync.

Specifying your monitor's profile
Choose ·~Control Panels~ Monitors. Click the Color button. Click the name of
your monitor in the scrolling list. If you don't see it, download the list of all Apple
monitor profiles from www.apple.com/colorsync/software. Or create your own profile by clicking Calibrate, as described on page 209.

Figure 19· 10:
Tell the Macintosh what scanner and printer
you intend to use. Don't bother trying to
seled the Display profile here; you can't
adjust it. This pop-up menu merely reffeds
whatever choice you made in the Monitors
control panel.
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Specifying your other profiles
To indicate the scanner and printer you plan to use, choose ti---7Control Panels---7
ColorSync. As you can see in Figure 19-10, you're supposed to identify the appropriate Input profile (for your scanner or camera), Output profile (for your printer),
and Proofer profile (if you use a less expensive printer for checking over the work).

Saving all of this for quick switching
Fortunately, you're not condemned to using the same scanner and printer forever.
Nor are you forced to switch the ColorSync control panel settings every time you
switch printers or scanners.
Instead, you ca n save a "snapshot" of the current ColorSync control panel settings
into a configuration called a ColorSync Workflow. To do so, choose File---7ColorSync
Workftows. A special dialog box appears, in which you can create, delete, name, or
duplicate your Workflow configurations. Then, to switch from (for example) your
Agfa Scanner/Kodak Printer configuration to your Kodak Camera/Proofer configuration, just click the appropriate name in this list and then click Make Active. (Using
the Ex'Port and Import commands, you can also save a Workflow setup as a standalone file, suitable fo r transferring to other Macs so that they can duplicate your
setup without your having to redo the work. And using AppleScripts, as described at
the end of this chapter, you can automate Workflow switching. )
POWER USERS' CLINIC

AppleSuipt and ColorSync 3
Using AppleScript, described in Chapter 10, you can harness ColorSync in elaborate ways. Just by dragging document icons onto AppleScripl icons, lor example, you can
embed ColorSync profiles, modify the already incorporated
profiies, remove profiles, review the profile information
embedded in a graphic, and much more. Better yet, you
don't even have to know AppleScript to perform these functions- you can use the built-in AppleScripts that come with
Mac OS 9.
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Teaching Photoshop to Use ColorSync
Just specifying what equipment you have isn't enough to make ColorS}rnC work for you.
Now you must tell your applications to embed ColorSync data into your documents, so
that the Mac's color-correcting features will respect their color characteristics.
Each program (page layout, graphic editing, and so on) may handle ColorSync differently; some may not offer ColorSync features at all. Photoshop, for example, doesn't
have ColorSync features built in-but you can add them in the form of plug-ins.
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Because Photoshop is a core tool fo r most people who'd be interested in ColorSync,
here's the procedure for embedding ColorSync data into your Photoshop work:

ColorSync

Start by downloading the ColorSync plug-ins for Photoshop from www.apple.com/
colorsync/software. Put these three files into the Photoshop~Plug- [ns~Acquire/
Export folder. Thereafter, you can ColorSync-ize an open Photoshop image by choosing Filter~Color Match~ColorSync Filter. A dialog box appears, in which you're
supposed to specify the profiles for the original scanner or camera ("Source Profile") and the printer you intend to use ("O utput Profile"). When you click OK,
Photoshop embeds all of this information directly into the file; you're automatically
on track for consistent color.
Tip: You can also use the File-tExport-tTIFF with ColorSync Profile command to export a Photoshop
image with ColorSync profiles embedded in it- a great way to transfer Photoshop's familiarity with ColorSync
to any program that can accept images.
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CH APTER

20

Sound and
Digital Movies

or years, as other computer companies whipped themselves into a frenzy attempting to market one "multi media computer" or ano ther, Mac fans just
smiled. Macs have been capable of displaying sound and graphics-no addon sound, graphics, or video boards required-from day one, years before the word
m ultimedia was even coined.

F

The Mac's superiority at handling sound and video continues in Mac OS 9. In particular, Q uickTime, the software that lets you play digital movies on your screen and
watch live "streaming" broadcasts from the Internet, is more powerful than ever.
This chapter covers both creative pu rsuits: Creating and using sound, and playing
and editing mov ies.

Recording Sound
The Mac includes two different sound-recording programs. First, there's the Sound
control panel, which is exclusively fo r recording error beeps- the very short sound
tha t plays whenever yo u click somewhere you shouldn't, or when the Mac otherwise
needs your attention. Second, there's SimpleSoun d, which can preserve much longer
recording sessions-many hours long, in fact.

Preparing to Record
To record sound, your Mac needs a microphone. If yo u have an iMac o r PowerBook,
yo u're in luck: you have a microphone built into the m onitor- the tiny bole in the
plastic. If you have a Power Mac, you probably got the special Apple PlainTalk microphone in the package; it's designed to be perched on the front top edge of your
monitor. If you have an iBook, you'll need a USB microphone adapter, such as the
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Recording Sound

iMic (www.griffintech.com), which can accommodate any standard Radio Shacktype microphone.
Then, before you try to record sound, you need to tell the Mac which of its sound
sources- its CD-ROM drive, your microphone, or whatever-it's supposed to record.
Do so by opening the Sound control panel, clicking Input, and choosing External
Mic or Built-In Mic from the input source pop-up m enu, as appropriate.
Tip: If, after clicking the Record button in SimpleSound or another sound-recording program, you wind
up wrth five seconds of nothing, it's because the Mac is trying to record from the wrong sound source.
Return to the Sound control panel~lnput screen and confirm the Input Source.
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The road to a new error
beep: the Sound control
panel (top), with its Alert
Sounds pane selected. The
Record Sound controls
(middle) show the "speaker
lines" that indicate volume
level (and the vertical bar
that means, "You're too
loud.'?. The "Give this sound
a name" dialog box (bottom)
lets you name your new alert
sound.
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Once you've set up the Mac this way, you're ready to go.

Recording a New Error Beep
Mac OS 9 comes with an especially generous assortment of error beeps: the spooky
Submarine, the glassy Temple, and so on. But no error beep is as delightful as o ne
that you've made yourself-of your two-year-old saying, "Nope!" for example, or
your own voice saying, "Drat!"
If that's wha t you want to use your mkrophone for, proceed like this:
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1. Choose ·~Control Panels~Sound.

Recording Sound

The Sound control panel opens, as shown in Figure 20-1. (You can also use
SimpleSound, described in the ne>..'t section, to create new alert sounds. Just follow the steps here, starting from step 2.)
2. Click Alert Sound, and then dick Add.
You get a special panel of recording buttons, as shown in the middle of Figure
20-1. Get ready to record your sound-when it comes to recording an error beep,
you want to avoid dead space at the beginning and end of the sound at aU costs.
(You'll quickly discover why if you record a sound that winds up being ten full
seconds long-and then the next day, the Mac tries to beep five times.)
3. Click Record, make the sound, and then click Stop as soon thereafter as possible.
If you see animated speaker lines coming out of the tiny speaker icon, greatthat's your VU (sound level) meter. It tells you that the Mac is hearing you. If you
don't see these speaker lines, however, then the sound isn't getting through. The
problem is most likely that your Sound control panel isn't set to record the appropriate sound source, as described at the beginning of this chapter.
If it's impossible to get a clean sound, free of dead space-because yo u're recording babies or an imals who refuse to perform on cue, for example-you're not o ut
of luck. You can always edit out the dead space, as described later in this chapter.
At this point, you can click the Play button to see what you've got. If it isn't quite
what you had hoped, repeat step 3; your first take is automatically obliterated.
When you've got something worth keeping, go on:
4. Click Save.
Now the "Give the sound a name" box appears, as shown at the bottom of Figure
20- l.
5. Type a name for your new sound, and then click OK.
Your newly recorded sound appears in the list of alert so unds. Click it to hear it
again; if yo u leave it highlighted when you close the control panel, it becomes the
new error beep for every mistake you make on your Mac.

Tip: You can remove an error beep from the list, too-click its name and then click Remove. The Mac won't
let you remove Simple Beep, however; the poor thing has to have some means of getting your attention.

Recording Longer Sounds with SimpleSound
Recording the occasional error sound is fine if you just want to dabble, but you're
not exactly exploiting the 16-bit, 44.1-kHz, CD-quality sound circuitry built into
your Macintosh. To record sounds that last longer than the feeble 10 seconds of an
alert beep, you need to unleash the raw, seething power of Sim pleSound.
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If you've used previous versions of the Mac OS, you're probably already flicki ng
your mental mouse up to the II menu, where SimpleSound has lived for years. You
won't find it there. In Mac OS 9, Apple inexplicably moved this cornerstone of the
Mac's sonic empire into the Applications folder on your hard drive. (If you intend
to do much sound recording, by all means restore it to the II menu, as directed on
page 79.)

Recording Sound

To use this little recording utility, first see "Preparing to Record" at the beginning of
this chapter. Now open SimpleSound, which at first looks like nothing more than a
list of your error beeps (see Figure 20-2).
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Figure 26-2:
SimpleSound duplicates the functions of
the Sound control panel described earlier
in this chapter-you can use it to add or
remove error sounds from your Mac
using exactly the same techniques (top).
Fortunately, managing your alert sounds
is the least of SimpleSound's abilities; ft
can also record longer sounds, as
indicated by the "hours" graph at the
bottom of the recording window (middle).
After you're finished recording, a special
floating information window lets you
know when a file is open (bottom).
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Specifying the sound quality
To make a new sound file, start by choosing a recording quality from the Sound
menu. The four options here represent different trade-offs: the choices near the top
of the menu offer higher fidelity, but produce larger files on your hard drive. (The
numbers provided below indicate the technical specifications of quality: for example,
16-bit sounds are more authentic than 8-bit ones, and 44kHz is twice as good as 22
kHz.) Furthermore, while you're recording, SimpleSound must hold the sound in
progress in your Mac's memory-so higher-quality recording settings also affect
the maximum length of the sound you record.
Here's a breakdown of your options:
• CD Quality. This is the Mac's best quality. If you're an audiophile, you'll smile knowing that this option gives you 16-bit sampling, in stereo, with a 44.1 kHz sampling
rate- in other words, exactly the same fidelity as a commercial audio CD.
The file you create with a recording like this, however, takes up quite a bit of
space: over 10 MB per minute of recorded sound. (You won't want to email one
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of these babies to a friend-unless it's very short or your friend has a cable modem. ) Furthermore, on a Mac with 128MB of RAM, the longest sound file you
can record is about two and a half hours- certainly nothing to sneeze at, but a
far cry from the hours possible at lower sound quality settings.

Recording Sound

• Music Quality. Choose this command when absolute CD-level clarity isn't required, but you still want a terrific recording. In technical terms, this kind of
recording gives you eight-bit samples, in mono, recorded at 22kHz.
As your reward for giving up some quality, you create much more compact sound
files: each minute takes up only about 1.2MB of disk space. Plus, the Mac with
128 MB of RAM can record over 21 hours of sound at this quality in a single pass.
You could create your own books-on-tape with this kind of recording-like Roots.

• Speech Quality. You'll hear the difference when you try to listen to one of these
sounds; they sound decidedly tinny. (And no wonder-you're getting a monophonic sound at 22 kHz that's compressed using what's called MACE three-toone compression, which discards additional sound quality.) On the other hand,
the files are fairly small on the hard drive-about 550 K for one minute-and a
Mac with 128 MB of RAM can record 63 continuous hours at this quality.
• Phone Quality. As the name suggests, this kind of sound is quite muffledit's about what you'd expect from a cheap answering machine or a bad phone
connection. Technically speaking, it's the same scheme as Speech Quality, except
that the MACE compression is applied !:\vice as severely (6: 1). Don't attempt to
record music with this option-only voices-and only voices that are crisp and
clear to begin with. The payoff is that these files are tiny on the hard driveabout 224 K for one minute-and the Mac can record 128 continuous hours in a
single sound file. (Who needs the Watergate tapes?)

Recording the sound
Now you're ready to record. Choose File~ New. As shown in the middle of Figure
20-2, the usual Record/Stop/Pause/Play controls appear. Once again, you dick Record
to begin the recording, you watch the sound waves coming out of the speaker icon
to make sure that the Mac is hearing you, and you click Stop as soon as possible after
you're finished, so as not to record "dead air."
When you click Save, the standard Save File dialog box appears. This isn't the same
procedure you get when recording a new error beep, in which the Mac automatically installs the newly recorded sound into your System file (see Figure 20-3). The
System file can't accommodate these long sounds of different quality levels, so the
Mac is asking you to save your new recording onto your hard drive as an independent, stand-alone file.

Playing back SimpleSound files
After you've saved your SimpleSound file, you'll see a new icon on your desktop;
you'll also see a small SimpleSound window that represents it (see Figure 20-2, bottom) . When this floating window is open, you can play the sound by choosing
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Retarding Sound

Sound~ Play

(or pressing 3€-P). Once the sound is under way, you can interrupt it
by choosing Sound~Stop (or pressing 3€-period).

·

Tip: SimpleSound is perfedly content to play multiple sound files simultaneously. Open all the files you'll
want to play; each is represented on your screen by a floating information window. Click thefirst one you
want to play, and then start it playing (press 00-P). Switch to the next file's information window, and start
it playing (00 -P); and so on.
Using this technique, you can perform dialog skits with yourself, sing harmonies with yourself, and otherwise operate the world's cheapest multi-track studio.

About SimpleSound files on the desktop
Unfortunately, the files SimpleSound saves aren't what are known as "System 7"
sounds, which play when double-clicked. Instead, when you double-dick one of
these icons, SimpleSound itself opens. To hear the recording, you must choose
Sound~ Play.
The fact that SimpleSound doesn't create System 7 sound files may seem to be a
great li m itation; after all, only standard System 7 sounds in the System
Folder ~Startup Items folder play automatically at startup, or perform the other
tricks described in the ne>..1 section. Fortunately, you can edit and convert these sound
files into more accessible formats; just read on.

What to Do With Recorded Sounds
You can have a lot of fun with recorded sounds-if you know where to find them,
where to put them, and how to edit them.
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Open your System Folder, and then doubleclick the System suitcase file. Inside, nestled
among your foreign-language keyboard-layout
fifes, you'll find icons representing your various
error beeps. You can remove one from your
System fife by dragging it out of this window
and, for example, to the desktop; to copy it
instead, press Option as you drag. You can also
add new error-beep sounds by dragging sound
fifes into this window.

Files in the System File

Recording Sound

All of your error beeps, including the ones you've recorded yourself, are stored in
the System file itself. To see and man ipulate them, follow the instructions shown in
Figure 20-3.

Fun with System 7 sounds
Sounds that have the "System 7" file format, like the error beeps in your System file,
play when double-clicked. (To cancel playback before it's finished, press 3€-period.)
That double-click-to-play feature makes them ideal for special kinds of treatment:
• Play them at startup. This is by far one of the m ost popular uses of sound files:
put one into your System Folder4Startup Items folder. When you next turn on
the computer, the Mac plays this sound automatically.
Some people use this feature to leave a vocal note fo r themselves or for someone
else who uses the computer-"Great wo rk last rught! There's a little sometl1ing
for you in the fridge." Others populate the Startup Items folder with sounds just
for fun-"Kirk to Enterprise!"-or, more pragm atically, to let them know when
the lengthy startup process has finished. (The sound in the Startup Items folder
doesn't play until all of the extension loading and star tup checking is complete.)
• Play them at shutdown. Same idea, different time: lf you put a System 7 sound
into the System Folder4Shutdown Items folder, tl1e Mac plays the file whenever
it's just about to shut down. Popular sound files for this purpose include funny
clips from TV and movies ("She's dead, Jim!" ).
• Use them as clock chimes. As noted in Chapter 12, the Date & Time control
panel can, if you wish, make your Mac chime on the hour, half-hour, or even
quarter-hour. You can choose any sound you like to represent the chime soundprovided that the sound is (a) a System 7 file and (b) installed in your System file.
·Transfer them to other people. Because System 7 sounds play when doubleclicked-unlike any other sound format-they're great for emailing to other Mac
users, posting on Web sites, transferring over the network, and so on. Many a
Bart Simpson sound clip proliferates via the Internet in exactly this way.

Converting and editing sounds
You're not stuck with whatever recordin g you got; if there's excess silence at one end
of the clip, or a few too many"uh"s and "um"s in the middle, you can edit them out.
Meanwhile, you can convert any sound, including the files you've recorded with
SimpleSound, into System 7 format, so that you can use the sounds for some of the
purposes described above.
To pull this off, however, you need a sound-editing program. The Internet's shareware
libraries are filled with so und-editing programs, but the most useful, economical,
and powerful include these:
• SoundApp. This program is the ultimate file-conversion tool. It can open almost
any kind of sound file and convert it to almost any other ki nd-including System
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7 sound format. This program doesn't let you edit the sound- just convert itbut it's free. You can get it at www.missingmanual.com, among other places.

Recording Sound

• SndSampler. This e>..1:remely powerful, yet friendly, program lets you open and
edit virtually any sound file (see Figure 20-4). This program, too, is available at

www. missingman ual.com.
• QuickTime Player Pro. You can read about QuickTime Player in the next section: it's already on your hard drive. Unfortunately, the version included with
Mac OS 9 does little more than play sounds and QuickTime movies. But if you
pay $30 for QuickTime Player Pro, you can both edit sound files and convert
them into different sound formats. (See the sidebar on the next page.)
Unfortunately, you can't edit sound files visually, as you can using SndSamplerthat is, QuickTime Player Pro doesn't show the actual sound waves. You do your
editing simply by noting the position of the pointer that moves as the sound
plays. Still, if you also intend to edit your QuickTime movies using this program,
the $30 fee may be a good investment.
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Quicklime Movies
A QuickTime movie is a digital movie- a file on your hard drive, on a CD-ROM, or
on the Internet, that flashes many individual frames (photos) per second before your
eyes, while also playing a synchronized sound track.
Because they require a great deal of computer horsepower and disk space, these
movies have taken over a decade to become commonplace. Today, however, they're
becoming increasingly popular-partly because they're now available on Windows
PCs too, partly because computers have become very powerful, and partly because
the iMac DV has made it very easy to make your own QuickTime movies (as described in iMovie: The Missing Manual). QuickTime movies now show up on Web
pages, as email attachments, on CDs that people burn at home, and so on.
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Still, watching a QuickTime movie isn't anything like watching a real movieor even like watching TV: Even filling a "movie screen" three inches square with
smoothly playing video requires an enormous amount of computer effort-behind
the scenes, the Mac is pumping 15 or 30 color pictures per second off the hard drive
and onto the screen.If the "movie screen" were any larger than a few inches square,
many Macs wouldn't be able to pull off this stunt at all.

QuickTime Movies

Quicklime Player
Dozens of modern Mac programs can open QuickTime movies, play them back,
and sometimes even incorporate them into your documents: Word, FileMaker,
AppleWorks, PowerPoint, Internet Explorer, Netscape Communicator, America
Online, and so on.
But the cornerstone of Mac OS 9's movie-playback software is QuickTime Player,
the small program that comes in your Applications~QuickTime folder. This version, QuickTime Player 4.0 or 4.1, bears little resemblance to the Movie Player program that came with previous versions of the system software (see Figure 20-5).
Still, it does what it's designed to do: show pictures, play movies, and play sounds.
Figure zo-s:

QuickTime Player 4's
new "stainless-steer
look triggered a
firestorm of anger
and protest on the
Internet. Among other
design limitations, its
title bar doesn't have
a collapse box, zoom
box, or stripes that tell
you when a window is
adive. Furthermore,
the functions of
some buttons are
mysterious to those
who haven't read a
book like this one.
Counter

Audio level meters

Volume
Resize handle
Selection handles

Play

Pause

Favorites drawer

Info button

Scroll bar
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Tip: like Picture Viewer, another program in the Quicklime folder, Quicklime Player can also open many
graphics files-such as JPEG, GIF, TIFF, PICT, and even native Photoshop documents. You can either drag
these graphics files onto theQuicklimePlayer icon, or-from within Quicklime Player-choose File~ Open
Movie. Find the graphics file you want to open, and then double-click it.

,.

--·-··

Why Up grado ?

Playing movies with Quicklime Player
You can open a movie file either by dragging it onto the QuickTime Player icon or
by launching QuickTime Player and then choosing File--?Open. As shown in Figure
20-5, a number of controls help you govern the movie's playback:
• Close box. Click to get rid of this movie window, exactly as you would any Mac
window.
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• Audio level meters. This little graph dances to indicate the relative strength of various frequencies in the sound track, like the VU meters on a stereo. If you don't see
any dancing going on, then you've opened a movie that doesn't have a sound track.

QuitkTime Movies

• Shirt button. Click this peculiar button to open up a special panel of additional
options, as described below.
• Resize handle. Drag diagonally to make the window bigger or smaller.
Tip: When you drag the resize handle, QuickTime Player strives to maintain the same asped ratio (relative dimensions) of the original movie, so that you don't accidentally squish it while resizing the window.
If you want to squish it, however-perhaps for the special effect of seeing your loved ones as they would
with different sets of horizontal and vertical genes-press the Shift key as you drag.

If you hold the Option key while dragging, meanwhile, you'll discover that the
movie frame grows or shrinks in sudden jumping factors of two-twice as big,
four times as big, and so on. On slower Macs, keeping a movie at an even multiple of its original size in this way ensures smoother playback.
• Info button. Click here to view the copyright information, if any, for this movie.
(Click the same button again to hide the copyright information.)
• Scroll bar. Drag the diamond to jump to a different spot in the movie.
Tip: You can also press the right and left arrow keys to step through the movie one frame at a time. If you
press Option-right and -left arrow, you jump to the beginning or end of the movie. In the Pro version,
Option-arrow also jumps to the beginning or ending of the selected stretch of movie, if any.

• Pause button. Actually, it's the Stop button. (Clicking it a second time, in other
words, doesn't make playback resume, as clicking a true Pause button would.)
• Favorites drawer. Drag these ridges downward to open up the Favorites panel, as
described later in this chapter.
• Play button. Click once to start, and again to stop. You can also press the Space
bar, Return key, or 38-right arrow for this purpose. (Or avoid the buttons altogether and double-click the movie itself to start or stop playback.)
Tip: You can make any movie play automatically when opened, so that you don't have to click the Play
button. To do so, choose Edit~Preferences~Genera l, and tum on "Play movie from beginning when opened."

• Selection handles. These tiny black triangles appear only in the $30 Pro version;
you use them to select, or highlight, stretches of footage.
• Volume. If you like, you can make the soundtrack louder or softer by dragging
this thumbwheel up or down with your mouse. You may find it easier, however,
to drag horizontally across the small speaker design to its right, which accomplishes the same thing. (So does pressing the up or down arrow key.)
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• Counter. In hours: minutes: seconds, this display shows how far your diamond
cursor has moved into the movie.
If you have QuickTime Pro, and you've highlighted a stretch of movie by dragging the tiny triangles underneath the scrollbar, you can make this counter show
the start and end times of the selection. To do so, dick the tiny gray triangle
above and to the left, or below and to the left, of the number display.

"Advanced" controls
When you click the shirt-button button described earlier, a sleek black "drawer"
slides out of the bottom of the window, containing various 'additional navigation
and sound controls, as shown in Figure 20-6. Here's what they do:

Rewind
Fast Forward

Balance

Step Backward
StepForward

Bass

Jump to Start
Jump to End

Rgure20-6:

Apple calls them advanced controls, but some of these
controls are extremely basic-and ext1emely useful. To
open this hidden panel, click the "shirt button" on the
main QuickTime Player panel.

Treble

• Rewind, Fast Forward. When you click one of these buttons and keep the mouse
button pressed, you speed through your movie, backward and forward, respectively, complete with sound. This is a terrific way to navigate your movie quickly,
regardless of whether you're using Q uickTime Player or QuickTirne Player Pro.
• Step Backward, Step Forward. These two buttons make the movie advance by a
single frame backward or forward, respectively. (Pressing the left and right arrow
keys does the same thing.)
• Jump to Start, Jump to End. These buttons do exactly what they say: scroll to the
beginning or end of your movie. In the Pro version, they can also jump to the
beginning and ending of the selected portion of the movie, if any. All of this, in
other words, is exactly the same as pressing the Option-left arrow or -right arrow
keystrokes.
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• Balance. This control works only if you have stereo speakers o n yo ur Mac. You
can adjust the relative sound balance between them by clicking the Lor R buttons repeatedly-or by simply dragging inside the Balance graph with the mouse.

Quicklime Movies

• Bass, Treble. Exactly as on a stereo, you can use these controls to adjust the relative low frequencies and high frequencies of your soundtrack. (Click the - and +
buttons repeatedly, or drag horizontally in the slider area.) Without e>.."ternal speakers attached to your Mac-and sometimes even with external speakers- you might
not hear much difference.

Fancy playback tricks
Nobody knows for sure what Apple was thinking when it created some of these
additio nal features-exactly how often do you want your movie to play backward?but here they are. Some of these features are available only in the unlocked Pro
version of the QuickTime Player, as indicated below.
• Change the screen size. Using the Movie menu commands, such as Double Size
and Fill Screen, you can enlarge or reduce the actual "m ovie screen" window.
Maki ng the window larger also m akes the movie coarser, because QuickTime
Player simply doubles the size of every dot that was present in the original. Still,
when you want to show a m ovie to a group of people more than a few feet back
from the screen , these larger sizes are perfectly effective.
• Play more than one movie. You can open several m ovies at once and then run
them simultaneously. (Of course, the more movies you try to play at once, the
jerkier the playback gets.)
As a sanity preserver, QuickTime Player plays only one soundtrack- that of the
movie you most currently clicked. If you really want to hear the cacophony all of
the soundtracks being played simultaneously, choose Edit-7Preferences-7
General, and turn off "Only fro nt movie plays sound." (The related checkbox
here, "Play sound in background," controls what happens when you switch out
of QuickTime Player into another program.)
·
Tip: If you have Player Pro, you can use the Movie~ Play All Movies command to begin playback of all
open movies at the same instant.

• Play the movie backward. You can play the movie backward-but not always
smoothly-by pressing 00-Ieft arrow, or by Shift-do uble-clicking the movie itself. (You must keep the Shift button pressed to make the backward playback
continue.) There's no better way to listen for secret subliminal m essages.
• Loop the movie (Pro only). When you choose Movie-7Loop and then click Play,
the movie plays endlessly from beginning to end, repeating until you make it stop.
• Play a selection (Pro only). When you choose Movie-7Loop Back and Forth and
then click Play, the movie plays to the end-and then plays backward, from end
to beginning. It repeats this cycle until you make it stop.
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• Play every frame (Pro only). If you t ry to play a very large movie that incorporates a high frame rate (many frames per second) on a slow Mac, Q uickTime
Player skips individual frames o f the movie. In o ther words, it sacrifices smooth
m otion in order to maintain synchr onization with the sound track.
But if you choose Movie~ Play All Frames and then play the movie, QuickTime
Player says, "OK, forget the soundtrack-I'll show you every single fram e of the
movie, even if it isn't at full speed."You get no sound at all, but you do get to see
each frame of the movie.

Quickl ime TV (Internet Streaming)
QuickTime TV got a few raised eyebrows when Steve Jobs announced it in 1998, but
few Mac fans have even noticed it since. That's too bad-it's a clever and well-implem ented feature that basically lets you watch TV, or listen to the radio, as you work
on you r Mac-at no charge.

Streaming video from your browser
With ever-increasing frequency, modern Web sites advertise streaming video events,
such as Steve Jobs keynote speeches and the occasional live rock-group performance.
You'Ufind a note on a Web page that says, for example: "Watch the live presid ential
·
debate by clicking here on October 15, 2000, at 9:00 p.m. EST."

If you do so, yo u'll find yourself transported once again into Q uickTime Player,
which connects to the app rop riate Internet "station" and plays the video in its window. (You can also choose File~Open URL fro m within QuickTime Player to type
in the Web address.)
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION

Why Quicklime TV Looks so Bad
I was curious to try this streaming l'Jdeo business, but it
looks absolutely terrible on the screen. The video picture
changes only about once every few seconds, the audio
drops out sometimes, and the picture quality is terrible. What
am I doing wrong?
You're trying to do streaming video when theInternet is still
in its infancy. Audio and video require huge amounts of
data, and today's phone lines simply aren't fast enough to
transmit all of this information to your computer. (In fact,
streaming video often looks bad even if you have a high·
speed cable modem or DSL connection.) As a result. you
get only snippets of it, as you discovered; QuickTime Player
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does its best to create some rude imitation of actual TV, but
it's not the next best thing to being there.
Until technology improves, there's only one small step you
can take to make sure you're getting the best possible play·
back. In QuickTime Player, choose Edit->Preferences~
Connection Speed. In the resulting dialog box. click the but·
ton corresponding to the kind or Internet connection you
have. (If you have a cable modem, choose "112K Dual
ISDN.") Some streaming video broadcasts are actually trans·
milled over several different "channels," geared for differ·
ent connection speeds; specifying your connection speed
here ensures that you'll get the best possible stream.

Note: You don't have much control when watching a live broadcast. You generally can't rewind, and you
certainly can't fast forward. You may be able to pause the broadcast, but when you un-pause, you wind up
at the current broadcast moment-not where you had stopped.

Quicklime Movies

Streaming video in Quick Time Player
Fortunately, if you're eager to experience the early-technology thrill of watching live
Internet video, you don't have to wait until you stumble onto a broadcast advertised
on a Web page. Thanks to Apple's QuickTime TV initiative, a number of TV and
radio broadcasts are going on at this very moment-24 hours a day. A list of them is
built right into QuickTime Player.
To access these "channels;' drag downward on the ridges at the bottom center of the
QuickTime Player window. (Alternately, choose Favorites-?Open Favorites Drawer.)
A "drawer" slides downward, revealing the list of installed channels, as shown in
Figure 20-7. (The QuickTime player window must be high enough on your screen
for the drawer to have room to emerge.)
Figure 20-1:
The Favorites "drawer" contains icons for various Web
sites that offer streaming audio and video. Click one to
have a look or listen-but be prepared to wait. You can
also add your favorite QuickTime movies to the drawer;
if they begin with a fade-in, they look like black squares
here (lower right).

When you click one of these channel buttons, your Mac connects to the Internet
and, after a while, begins to play the corresponding channel in all its flickering glory.
As you'll soon discover, some of these channels are more useful than others. They
fall into these categories:
• Live TV. You might expect that this format would be the standard for QuickTime
TV-it's certainly the most exciting. Unfortunately, few channels use this approach-at this writing, only the BBC News and Bloomberg actually show you a
live TV broadcast, 24 hours a day.
• Live radio. These channels let you listen to the radio while you work. They include the ESPN, WGBH radio, and NPR channels. (You don't get any video with
these channels.)
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• Canned videos. Most of the channels work like this: when you click the channel
icon, you summon a "billboard" that offers several buttons, each of which plays
one short video clip. The VH-1, HBO, Rolli11g Stone, Weather Channel, Disney,
and Warner Records channels take this sometimes self-promotional approach.
(So do the CNN and Fox News channels, but at least these videos are updated
almost every day. )
• Web-site buttons. Some channels provide little more than links to the corresponding Web sites, which then open in your Web browser. The Nickelodeon
channel and parts of others take this approach, for example.

Tip: Since Mac OS 9 debuted, Apple has already created additional QuickTime TV channels. You'll find a
list of these new channels at www.opple.comjquicktime/qtv.
While you're there, don't miss the links at the bottom of the page, which direct you to over 100 more radio
stations, rock videos, and other Internet QuickTime sources that aren't actually QuickTime TV channels.
But they're live, streaming audio and video sources that can become QuickTime TV channels-that is, icons
in your Favorites drawer-as soon as you choose the Favorites~Add Favorite command.

__-::.::.=;:::;z: Organize FavorltesWTis
Quicklime Showcase
CNN.com
Disney
Warner Records
NPR
Kelly & Pumpkin Train
Bloomberg
88CWorld
HBO
MIV
Nickelodeon
Fox News

...

I!

ijroone

Figure 20·8:
To delete one of your "favorites," click its name and then click
Delete. (No confirmation box appears.) You can rename one
by clicking its name and then clicking Rename. Click Done to
return to the QuickTime Player window, where your changes
are now in effect

ij

Manipulating your Favorites
Technically, the channel icons below the QuickTime Player window are known as
Favorites. You can manipulate them by choosing Favorites-70rganize Favorites; a
window listing your channels opens. As you can see in Figure 20-8, this list is your
key to deleting or renaming the QuickTime TV channels.
You can also reorganize the locations of the Favorites icons just by dragging them
around. Unfortunately, you can't drag one on top of another one in hopes of switching their locations-you wind up wiping one of them out. You must drag these
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icons only onto empty slots if you hope to preserve the full collection. (Pull the
drawer down farther if you can't seeany open slots.)

Quicklime Movies

Adding your own Favorites
Although few people have use for this feature, it's possible to add the icons of your
own QuickTime movies to the Favorites drawer-not QuickTime TV channels, but
actual movies on your hard drive. To do so, you can use any of these three methods:
• Drag the icon of a QuickTirne movie, picture file, or sound file directly off of
your desktop and into the QuickTime Player window-onto an empty slot in the
Favorites drawer.
• Open a movie, picture, or sound, and then choose Favorites~ Add Favorite.
• Open a movie or picture, and then drag its image out of the QuickTime Player
movie screen and onto a Favorites drawer slot.
No matter which method you use, an icon for that movie, sound, or picture now
appears on the Favorites drawer.

Editing in Quicklime Player Pro
If you've spent the $30 to upgrade your free copy of QuickTime Player to the Pro
version, you've unlocked a number of useful features. For example:
• Your Movie menu contains additional playback options, such as those described
in "Fancy playback tricks" on page 383.
• When you find a QuickTime movie on a Web page, you can save it to your hard
drive. (Click on the movie; hold down the mouse button until a pop-up menu
appears; choose Save Movie to Disk, or the equivalent in your browser.)
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• Using the commands in the Edit menu, you can view, turn on and off, add, or
delete the individual tracks in a particular movie. (Most movies have nothing but
a video track and a soundtrack. But a few specialized movies may also contain a
te:\.1: track, and animation track, alternate soundtracks, and so on.)
• The File~ Present Movie command is extremely useful. It's the best possible way
to view a QuickTime movie on your screen, in fact. When you use this command,
QuickTin1e Player blacks out the screen, automatically makes your monitor zoom
in to a lower resolution (see page 75) so that the movie fills more of the screen,
and devotes all the Mac's processing power to playing the movie smoothly. (To
interrupt the movie, press 3€ -period.)
Tip: The dialog box that appears when you choose File~Present Movie gives you a few other options,
such as Full Screen. These movie-enlarging features are terrific when you want to show a group of people
a movie, but remember that an enlarged QuickTime movie is also a jerkier and grainier one.

By far the most powerful feature you gain in the Pro version, however, is its ability to

edit QuickTin1e movies. You can rearrange scenes, eliminate others, and save the
result as a new movie with its own name. (Even QuickTime Player Pro doesn't let
you create QuickTime movies; for that, you need a digital camcorder, a FireWireequipped Mac, and editing software (such as iMovie, Final Cut Pro, Premiere, or
EditDV). QuickTime Player Pro simply lets you edit existing movies.)

Seleding footage

,

Before you can cut, copy, or paste footage, QuickTime Player needs to provide a way
for you to specify what footage you want to manipulate. Its solution: the two tiny
black triangles that begin at the left end of the scroll bar, as shown in Figure 20-9.
These are the "in" and "out" points; by dragging these triangles, you're supposed to
enclose the scene you want to cut or copy.

Rgure 20·!1:
To select a particular scene, drag the tiny black triangles
apart until they enclose the material you want As you
drag, Quick Time Player updates the movie pidure to
show you where you are. The material you seled is
represented by a gray strip of the scroll bar.
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Tip: You can gain more precise control over the selection procedureshown in Figure 20-9 by clicking one
of the black triangles and then pressing the right or left arrow key. Doing so expands or contracts the
selected chunk of footage by one frame at a time.

Quicklime Movies

You may also prefer to select a piece of footage by Shift-clicking the Play button. As long as you hold down
the Shift key, you continue to select footage; when you release the Shift key, you stop the playback, and
the selected passage appears in gray on the scroll bar.

Once you've highlighted a passage of footage, you can proceed as follows:
• Jump to the beginning or end of the selected footage by pressing Option-right
arrow or -left arrow key.
• Deselect the footage by dragging the two triangles together again.
• Play only the selected passage by choosing Movie~ Play Selection Only. (The other
Movie menu commands, such as Loop, apply only to the selection at thi~ point.)
• Drag t he movie picture out of the Player window and onto the desktop, where it
becomes a movie clipping that you can double-click to view.
• Cut, copy, or clear the highlighted material using the commands in the Edit menu.
Tip: If you paste some text you've copied directly into Quicklime Player Pro, you get a two-second title
(such as an opening credit) at the current frame, professionally displayed as white type against a black
background. QuickTime Player automatically uses the font, size, and style of the text that was in the text
clipping. You can paste a graphic image, too; once again, you get a two-second "slide" of that still image.
If you find it easier, you can also drag atext or picture clipping file directly from the desktop into theQuickTime
Player window; once again, you get atwo-second insert. (For detailson text clippings, see page 138.) to make
the text or picture appear longer than two seconds, drag or paste it several times in a row.

Posting footage
After cuttin g or copying footage, you can move it elsewhere in the movie. Specify
where you want the pasted m aterial to go by first clicking or dragging in the horizontal scroll bar, so that the black diamond marks the spot; th en choose Edit~Paste.
The selection triangles (a nd their accompanying gray scroll-bar sectio n) appear to
show you where the new footage has appeared. (That makes it easy for you to
pro mptly choose Edit~Cut, fo r example, if you change your mind.)
By p ressing secret keys, moreover, you gain two clever variations of the Paste command. They work like this:
• If you highlight some footage before pasting, and then press Shift, you' ll find that
the Edit~ Paste command has changed to become Edit~ Replace; whatever footage is o n your clipboa rd now replaces the selected stretch of movie.
• If you highlight some footage, and then press Option, the Paste command changes
to read Trim. It's like the Crop command in a graphics program (or the Crop
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command in iMovie )-it eliminates the outer parts of the movie, the pieces that
aren't selected. All that remains is the part you first selected.

Qui,kTime Movies

Tip: You can edit sounds exactly as you edit movies, using precisely the same commands and shortcuts.
Use the File~Open command in QuickTime Player Pro to locate a sound file you want to open; it opens
exactly like a QuickTime movie, except with only a scroll bar-no picture.

Saving the finished movie
After you've finished working on your sound or movie, you can send it back out into
the world in any of several ways. If you choose Edit~Save As, for example, you can
specify a new name for your edited masterpiece. You must also choose one of these
two options:
• Save normally. The term "normally" is a red herring-in fact, you'll almost never
want to use this option, which produces a very tiny QuickTime file that contains
no footage at all. Instead, it's something Hke an aHas of the movie you editedthe "Save normally," edited file works only as long as the original, unedited movie
remains on your hard drive. If you try to email the newly saved file, your unhappy recipient won't see anything at all.
• Make movie self-contained. This option produces a new QuickTime moviethe one you've just finished editing. Although it consumes more disk space, it has
none of the drawbacks of the "save normally'' file described above.
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If you're used to standard
moviemaking software, such as
Adobe Premiere or Final Cut you
may have wondered where
QuickTime Player hides its
compression settings. They're here,
in the Export dialog box. (Hint: For
smooth playback, use 15 frames per
second or above; for best quality but
small file size, use the Sorenson
Video Compressor; for the smallest
possible file size-at more picturequality sacrifice- use the Cinepak
compressor.)

Exporting the finished work
Instead of using the File~Save As command, you can also use the File~Export
command. The resulting dialog box offers two pop-up menus that can be very useful in tailoring your finished work for specific purposes:

Quicklime Movies

• Export:. Using this pop-up menu, you can convert your movie to AVI (Windows
movie) format, DV Stream (for use with digital-video editing programs like
iMovie, Final Cut, and EditDV), Image Sequence (which produces a very large
collection of individual still frames), and so on. This pop-up menu also lets you
convert a sound you've been working on to (for example) AIFF, System 7, or
Wave (Windows) formats.
• Use:. This pop-up menu lets you establish your preferences for the export format
you've just specified above. For example, if you're exporting your movie as individual still frames, you can use this pop-up menu to specify the format for those
individual still frames-BMP (Windows format), ]PEG, and so on. If you're exporting your work as a QuickTime movie, you can specify how much QuickTime
Player should compress it. (Compression makes a file much smaller, but decreases
the video quality.) For example, if you intend to Jet people watch this movie over
the Internet, you should use one of the Streaming options, which makes the movie
extremely small and extremely cruddy-looking. lf you plan to burn your movie
onto a CD-ROM, use one of the "CD-ROM" options at the bottom of the popup menu.
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Changing the compression; applying spedal effects
One of QuickTime Player's most powerfu l features is hidden in the E>..1JOrt dialog
box, in a place where you might never fin d it. If none of the canned compression
settings appeals to you, you ca n click the Options button in this dialog box. In the
Settings dialog box that appears (see Figure 20- 10), QuickTime Player Pro o ffers a
staggering degree of control over the movie you're expo rting.
When exporting a movie, for example, here's where you can specify what compression
format you want to use, how many frames per second you want, and (by clicking Size)
what dim ensions you want the finished movie to have. As a bonus, you even get a
Filter button that offers 14 special video effects. They let you blur or sharpen your
movie, adjust the brightness or contrast, fiddle with the color balance, and so on.
Similarly, when yo u're expor ting a so und fil e, the Options bu tton lets you specify
what sou nd quality you want, what compression method, and so on- all various
ways of man ipulating the trade-off between file size and sound quality.
Tip: Once you're finished editing aQuicklime movie, rename it startup movie and put it into your System
Folder. It plays automatically every time the computer starts up-alas, without its soundtrack.
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21

Speech Recognition and
Synthesized Speech

lthough it comes as a surprise to many Mac users, the Mac is qui te talented
when it comes to speech-especially if you're run ning Mac OS 9. Its abilities
fall into two categories: reading text aloud, using a synthesized voice; and
taking commands fro m your voice. This chapter shows you how to capitaJize on
both of these fea tures.

A

PlainTalk Speech Recognition
The Apple m arketin g machine may have been working too hard when it called this
feature "speech recognition"- as noted in the sidebar, the Mac OS feature called
PlainTalk doesn't take dictation. Instead, PlainTalk is what's known as a comman dand-control program. It lets you open program s, tri gger AppleScripts, and click menu
items by speaking their names.
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Plainlalk Spee'h
Re,ognition

Few people use PlainTalk speech recognition, probably because it isn't installed as a
part of the standard Mac OS 9 package, or perhaps because, until Mac OS 9, it didn't
do very much. But if your Mac has a microphone, as described at the beginning of
the previous chapter, PlainTalk is worth at least a IS-minute test drive; it may become a part of your work routine forever.

Installing Plainlalk Speech Recognition
To install the speech recognition software, follow these steps:
1. Insert your Mac OS 9 CD. Double-dick the Mac OS Install icon. When the welcome screen appears, click Continue.

Now you're asked to specify what hard drive you want to receive the installation.
Almost always, the Destination Disk is your regular built-in hard drive.
2. Click Select.
A small dialog box appears, letting you know that you already have Mac OS 9
installed.
3. Click Add/Remove; on the next screen, scroll down to turn on the checkbox
called English Speech Recognition. Click Start, and then click Continue.
When the installation is complete, you'll be asked to restart the computer; do so.

Your First Conversation with the Mac
When the Mac restarts, you'Ll see a few new windows on the screen (Figure 21 -1).
They include the Feedback window, the Speakable Commands list, and the Speech
page of the Mac's online help.

The Feedback window
This is the window showing the cartoon of a young woman. The word Esc just below
her head indicates the "listen" key-the key you're supposed to hold down when you
want the Mac to respond to your voice. (You wouldn't want the Mac listening all the
time--especially when you said, for example, "Hey, it's cold in here. Close the window."
Therefore, the Mac comes ready to listen to you only when you're pressing that key.)
You can specify a different key, if you wish, or elim inate the requirement to press a
key al together, as described in the next section.
When you start talking, you'Ll also see the Mac's interpretation of what you said
written out here.
Tip: The Feedback window doesn't need to occupy as much space as it does. By clicking its Zoom box,
you can collapse it down to just the cartoon head, saving a lot of horizontal space. You can also click its
collapse box to shrink it vertically.
If you like having the visual feedback, though, you might simply prefer a less space-consuming "character"
to appear here. The secret is to open the Speech control panel, choose Options~Feedback, and choose
Character~Lights. The Lights "character" has no face at all, and makes the Feedback window very small.
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The Speakable Commands window
Here's the most important single fact to understand about PlainTalk speech recognition: the only commands it understands are listed either in the Speakable Commands window, which you can't edit, or in the ·~Speakable Items submenu, which
you can edit. (More on making up your own commands in a moment. )
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Rgure21-1:

At bottom left: the
Feedback window. At
right: the Jist of things
you can say. (If these
windows don't open
automatically after you
install Plain Talk, choose
fi ---7Control Panels---7
Speech; choose
Speakable Items from
the Options pop-up
menu, and click On.) At
top: the Help page for
the speech-recognition
feature, which opens
automatically.
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Especially when you start using PlainTalk, the Speakable Commands window is
handy: it offers a complete list of every built-in command (that is, those not represented by icons in the Speakable Items folder, described in this chapter). As you can
see, some of them are extremely useful, and represent shortcuts that would take
several steps if you had to perform them manually. Here are a few examples:
• Switch to AppleWorks. Here's one of the best uses of the speech-recognition program: yo u can launch, or switch to, one of your programs, just by using this
command. (AppleWorks is just one example. )
Tip: The Mac can open two kinds of programs using this command: those listed in your • -7Recent
Applications submenu, and those in your Speakable Items folder, as described below.

• Add this to startup items. Puts an alias o f the highlighted icon into your System
Folder~Startup Items folder, as described on page 183.
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• Close all windows. Closes every desktop window instantly.
• Take a window picture. Turns your cursor into a small + symbol, so that you can
drag across a rectangular area of your screen. When you release the mouse, the
Mac creates a graphics file on your hard drive called Picture 1. As described in
Chapter 19, this trick is useful when, for example, you want to illustrate a computer book.
• Insert my email address. Works in whatever program you're using. (The Mac
gets your em ail address from the information you provided in the Internet control panel.)
• Quit all applications. Saves you the trouble of switching into each program and
choosing File~Quit.
• Show me what to say. Opens the Speakable Commands window.
• What day is it? Tells you the date.
• Tell me a joke. Begins a pathetic/funny knock-knock joke. You've got to play along,
providing the "who's there?" and "so-and-so who?" answers.
The commands listed in this window aren't the only ones you can speak, of course.
You'll find o ut how to create new commands of your own later in this section.

Speaking to the Moe
When you decide you're ready to try talking to your computer, position the microphone. If it's the gray PJajnTalk microphope that comes with Power Macs, perch it on
the top of your monitor, with the Apple logo facing you. (Apple recomm ends that you
place it between one and three feet from your mouth.) If it's a headset microphone,
make sure it's plugged in. If your Mac has a built-in microphone, such as the iMac or
PowerBook, you can use PlainTalk, but its recognition may not be as accurate.
In any case, finish up by opening the ti~Control Panels~Speech control panel;
choose Options~Listening, and use the Microphone pop- up menu to specify which
microphone you' ll be using (if you have a choice).
Now you're ready to begin. While pressing the Esc key (if that's still the one identified
in the Feedback window), begin speaking. Just speak normally and clearly; don' t
exaggerate or shout. Try one of the commands in the Speakable Commands list, for
example-perhaps "What time is it?" If the Mac doesn't understand you, try a couple
of more times, and try slowing down. (And if the Feedback window doesn't show
animated sound waves, indicatin g that the Mac is hearing you, something's wrong
with your microphone setup. Open the ti~Control Panels~Sound control panel
again, and confirm that the Input source--your microphone- is selected correctly.)

Customizing Speech Recognition
You can tailor the speech-recognition feature in two ways- by adjusting the way it
looks and operates, and by adding new commands to its vocabulary.
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Changing when the Mac listens
Early experimentation quickly showed Apple's speech engineers that having the microphone "open;' listening full-time, was an invitation for disaster. Everyday phone conversations, office chatter, and throat-clearings completely bewildered the software, triggering random commands or puzzled expressions from the little cartoon character.

Plainlalk Spee[h
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Therefore, you must explicitly tell the Mac when you're addressing it. When you first
install the speech-recognition feature, the Mac expects you to get its attention by pressing a key when you speak, such as the Esc key at the upper-left corner of your keyboard.
Tip: You can change the key you hold down when you want the Mac to listen. To do so, choose •~control
Panels~ Speech; choose Options~Listening. Click in the Key(s) field, and then press the keyboard key
you'd prefer to use. Your choices are Esc, tilde (-),Delete, F5 through F15, or the keys on your numeric
keypad-with or without one or more of the Shift, Control, or Option keys.

lf you'd rather not have to press some key whenever you want the computer's attention, click the other option in this box, "Key(s) toggle listening on and off" (see
Figure 21-2). Now you must get the computer's attention by speaking its namewhich you type into the Name box-before each command. For example, you might
say, "Computer, open AppleWorks;' or "Hal, what day is it?" (The "push to talk" key,
in this case, serves as a master on/off switch for the Mac's listening mode.)
Note: This method of getting the computer's attention is generally less reliable than the push-a-key-totalk system. Especially if you name the computer Hal; although that's hilarious in theory, multisyllabic
names work better in practice.

Using the "Name is" pop-up menu, meanwhile, you can specify how big your window of opportunity is:
• Before every command. When this option is selected, nothing you say is interpreted as a command unless you say the comp uter's name first, as in, "Macintosh,
switch to Microsoft Word."
• 15 seconds after last command, 30 seconds after last command. App le offers
these options for those occasions when you want to issue several commands in a
row, and would feel foolish saying, "Computer, close all windows. Computer,
emp ty the trash. Computer, switch to AppleWorks." When you turn on this option, you can say the computer's name just once; all commands that you issue in
the ne:\.'1 15 or 30 seconds "belong to" that first salutation.
Tip: If you're not using the push-to-talk method, you can still turn speech recognition off temporarily by
saying. "Turn on push to talk." (Now the Mac listens to you only when you're pressing the designated key.
Your Feedback cartoon character, meanwhile, makes it clear that the Mac isn't really paying attention to
you- by sleeping, reading the paper, daydreaming. and so on.) When you want to return to listening-allthe-time mode, say, "Listen continuously."
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Finally, note that the Speech control panel also lets you turn off PlainTaJk recognition completely. From the Options pop-up menu, choose Speakable Items, and then
click Off (see Figure 21-2). (Turning offPlainTalk doesn't affect other speech features of the Mac, including voice passwords and the text-to-speech feature described
at the end of this chapter.)
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Top: If you turn on "Key(s) toggle listening
on and off," then you don't have to press
a key to make the Mac listen. (Instead,
pressing the designated key turns the
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completely.) In the Name field, type the
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Changing the Feedback charader
Another set of options in the Speech control panel governs the little cartoon character in the Feedback window. Choose Options-? Feedback to see these choices.
• Character. You have a choice of nine differe nt cartoon characters, each with basic
animations, and most with an obvio us lineage to popular TV. There's Connie
(Chung), Sally (Jessy Raphael), Raymond (D ustin Hoffman in Rain Man), Phil
(Hartman)-and Vincent (van Gogh), the severed ear- for example. (See Figure
21-3 for some illustrations.)
• Speak text feedback. Sometimes the Feedback window shows yo u a message of
its own-when you use the "Empty the Trash" command, for example, text in the
Feedback window may inform you that a locked item prevents the emptying.
The Mac generally reads this text aloud to you; turn this checkbox off if you'd
rather have the Mac be silent. (You can specify which of the Mac's 18 voices you
want your character to use, too, by choosing Options-? Voice in the Speech con-
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trol panel. There's nothing to stop you from associa ting a male voice with a female Feedback character, and so on.)

PlainTalk Speech
Recognition

• Recognized. The Mac generally makes a sound whenever it recognizes something you've said. Use th is pop-up menu to control which of your built-in beeps
you want it to use-or choose None.
Figure 21-J:
Some soy Apple's programmers have been heavily influenced by
"Saturday Night Live" and other pop TV shows. How can you look
at Pat for example, without seeing the androgynous character
from the SNL skit?

,,,,,
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Improving the PlainTalk vocabulary
As you'll soon discover, Plain Talk has an extremely limited vocabulary-in fact, in
addition to the canned set of Speakable Commands, it understands only the names
of the ico ns in yo ur System Folder~Apple Menu Items~Speakable Items folder.
When it comes to offering yo u an enhanced vocabulary, the software really can't do
anything more than double-click an icon-such as a document, program, folder, or
alias- for you.
Tip: Actually, PlainTalk can do one other thing for you- it can click button names like OK, Yes, No, Quit,
and Cancel. To turn on this feature, choose • ~control Panels~Speech. In the Speech control panel,
choose Options~Speakable Items. Turn on the checkbox called "Recognized buttons" (see Figure 21-2).

At first, you might imagine that this limitation means that PlainTalk can do little
more than open programs or documents-"Open AppleWorks," "Open Internet
Explorer," and so on. And indeed, that's one of Plain Talk's primary functions. By
putting an alias of the favorite document or program into the Speakable Items folder,
you've just taught Plain Tal k to recognize its name, and to open it fo r you when you
so command. (You can name these icons anything you want; you can also rename
the starter set that Apple provides.)
Tip: PlainTalk can do the dirty work of putting favorite icons' aliases into the Speakable Items folder for
you. Just highlight an icon in a desktop window and then say, "Make this speakable."

Altho ugh PlainTalk com mands can't do m uch more than doub le-click icons,
AppleScript icons are among them-a fact that dramati cally expands PlainTalk's
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repertoire. (See Chapter 10 for instructions on using AppleScript.) If you choose
•~speakable Items, you'll discover that most of the built-in speakable-item icons
are, in fact, AppleScript icons (which look like little scrolls). As it turns out, all of the
other ones--displaying a little ear-are based on AppleScripts, too. The point is
that you can make PlainTalk do almost anything you want, especially in the Finder,
simply by creating AppleScripts and putting them into the Speakable Items folder.
Tip: With a little bit of add-on software, PlainTalk can pull down menus for you, and type out predefined
sentences or paragraphs of canned text. You could say, for example, "sign this" to have PlainTalk type out
Yours very sincerely, Jacob C McGillicuddy, DDS.
To make all this possible, you need a free PlainTalk add-on called ListenDo. Irs available for download
from w.vw.macspeech.com.

Applicotion-spedfic commands
Most of the pre-installed PlainTalk commands work in any program. You can say,
for example, "Find a file" to launch Sherlock from within any program.
In Mac OS 9, however, you can create commands that work only in a specific program. As proof, look in your Speakable Items folder-there you'll find a folder called
Application Speakable Items. And inside that folder are individual folders for each
of the programs you might use-Internet Explorer, Outlook Express, the Finder,
and so on. These commands work only when you're using those particular programs. (If you can't, or don't like to, use your hands when Web surfing, for example,
you might enjoy the pre-defined browser commands like Go Back, Go Forward,
Page Down, and so on.)
If you get good at AppleScript, you can create your own application-command folders in the Speakable Items~Application Speakable Items folder. Follow these steps:
1. Launch the program for which you want to create special commands.

Make sure PlainTalk is on and listening.
2. Say, "Make this application speakable."
The Mac creates a folder for the program in the Speakable Items folder.
3. Drag the AppleScripts you've created into the newly created Speakable Items~
application folder.
Of course, not every program is equally suitable to being voice-controlled-since
Plain Talk is based onAppleScript, only programs that are AppleScriptable (see Chapter 10) thrive with this treatment.
Tip: If you give an application-specific icon the exact same name as one of the global commands, the Mac
executes the application-specific one-if that program is running.
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Plain Talk tips, tricks, and troubleshooting
When you're creating new commands, keep this advice in mind:

PlainTalk Spee'h
Re,ognition

• The Mac understands longer icon names better than shorter ones. "Save the file"
works better than "Save."
• If the name of an icon includes an acronym (such as FTP), put spaces between
the letters (F T P), if you'll be pronouncing them as individual letters.
• PlainTalk ignores any digits and punctuation in the Speakable Items icons' names.
To open the Date & Time control panel, for example, you can say either "Open
Date and Time" or, if you're in a hurry, "Open Date Time."
• You can precede the name of something in your Speakable Items folder with the
word "Open." PlainTalk doesn't care-"open Excel" and "Excel" do the same thing.
• PlainTalk treats "this" and "these" identically (as in, "Add this to startup items").
If you can't seem to make the speech recognition feature work, consider this checkli~t:
• If your Feedback cartoon character doesn't emit sound-wave lines when you're
speaking, something's wrong with your microphone arrangement. Revisit the
Speech control panel, and make sure you've selected the correct microphone.
AJso make sure you've plugged the microphone into the correct jack on the back
or side of the computer.
• Make sure you're pressing the correct key (if you're using the push-to-talk
method), or speaking the name of the computer before each command (if not).
• Make sure you're saying the name of the working command, as listed either in
the Speakable Commands window (which appears when you say "What can I
say?") or the ti~Speakable Items list.
• Be aware of what program you're in. Remember that application-specific commands don't work when you're not in those programs.

PlainTalk Text-to-Speech
So far in this chapter, you've read about the Mac's listening ability. But the conversation doesn't have to be one-way. It's even easier to make the Mac talk.
In fact, the Mac can read almost anything on your screen, using your choice of 18
synthesizer voices. You hear it-the Mac speaks with a twangy, charmingly Norwegian accent- coming out of your speaker, reading whatever is on the screen in
Simple Text, AppleWorks, America Online, Microsoft Word, FileMaker Pro, and several other programs.
Unlike the speech recognition feature, this talent doesn't require you to install anything special; the software is part of the standard Mac OS 9 installation. In fact, you
may remember having been startled by the Mac's voice the very first time a dialog
box appeared on the screen in Mac OS 9-this version of the operating system comes
set to read these dialog boxes aloud, in order to get your attention.
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Note: If your Mac won't talk, it's probably because you or somebody else turned off the necessary extensions and control panels in your System Folder. You need the Speech control panel, plus the extensions
called Speech Manager, MacinTalk 2, and MacinTalk Pro. See Chapter 12 for more on extensions and
control panels.

Setting Up the Mac's Voice
To configure the way the Mac talks, choose •~Co ntrol Panels~Speech. In the
Speech dialog box, choose Options~Voice. As you can see in Figure 21-4, you can
control which of the Mac's 18 voices you want your computer to use, as well as how
fast it should speak.
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Figure 11-4:
For 15 minutes of hilarious fun, try Mac's
voices in turn, using the Voice pop-up
menu (top)-and then click the filtle
speaker icon to hear a sample sentence
spoken in that voice. (Clearly, Apple's
programmers had some fun with this
assignment) Use the Talking Alerts screen
(bottom) to control the Mac's urge to read
error messages aloud.

Tip: As with the other aspects of Mac OS speech, this one is filled with whimsical touches. Four of the
voices, as it turns out, sing rather than speaking. (They're Good News, which sings to the tune of "Pomp
and Circumstance," otherwise known as the Graduation March; Bad News, which sings to the tune of the
Chopin Prelude in Cminor, better known as the Funeral March; Cellos, which sings to the tune of Grieg's
"Peer Gynt" suite; and Pipe Organ, which sings to the tune of the Alfred Hitchcock TV-show theme.)

PlainTalk
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In other words, these voices sing whatever words you type to those melodies. (To hear the melody in its
entirety, don't use any punctuation.)

Where to Use Text-to-Speech
Not every program on the Mac can speak. And not every program that can speak
includes an obvious way to produce the voices. Here are a few tips to get you started.

Error messages
You don't have to do much to hear this example of the Mac's speech featureas already noted, it happens automatically whenever a Mac OS 9 error message appears on the screen. You can control the specifics of this behavior in the Speech
control panel-choose Options-7TalkingAlerts to see the controls shown in Figure
21-4. There you'Ll find options like these:
• Speak the phrase. Use this pop-up menu to specify what utterance the Mac speaks
before the actual error message-for example, "Shoot! The Trash could not be
emptied" or "It's not my fault! The document could no t be printed." (Yes, "It's not
m y fault!" is actually one of the choices here. ) If you don't want any such preamble, turn off the checkbox.
For added hilarity, choose "Next in the list" or "Random from the list" from this
pop-up menu, so that yo u never hear the same expletive twice. Better yet, choose
Edit Phrase List to open a dialog box where you can make up your own phrases
of frustration. (Apple Computer, Inc. is not liable for any trouble you may get
into with people in neighboring cubicles.)
• Speak the alert text. If you turn off this checkbox, the Mac won't read the actual
error message at all. (That is, if you turn on "Speak the phrase" but leave this
checkbox off, the Mac will shout, for example, "Oh dear!" to get your attention,
but will leave it up to yo u to read the actual message on the screen.)
• Wait before speaking. The entire purpose of the Talking Alerts feature is ostensibly
to get your attention if you've wandered away, m entally or physically, from your
Mac, when there's some urgent problem that, if left undetected, could get you into
trouble. (A 500-page printout brought to its knees by a paper jam comes to mind.)
In other words, if you're still sitting in front of your Mac, you may not need the
Mac to speak to get your attention; you'll simply read the message on the screen.
That's why you can set this slider to make the Mac wait, after the error message
appears, for up to a minute before trying to flag you with its voice. (Click the
small icon above the word "Seconds" to get a feeling for how long the Mac will
delay before speaking.)
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Simple Text
SimpleText is by far the most direct route to hearing your Mac speak. It includes a
Sound menu with a Speak All command (when no text is selected ) or a Speak Selection command (when you've highlighted some text). There's nothing more to itchoose Sound~ Vo ices to specify the voice you want to listen to, and then choose
Sound~Speak to hear your text read back to you.

AppleWorks 5
Most people miss out on AppleWorks' ability to speak, because the feature is buried.
You must add a special button to one of your button bars in order to initiate it.
Fo llow these steps:
1. By clicking the downward-pointing arrow button at the left end of a button bar,
choose Edit Button Bars.

The Eclit Button Bars dialog box appears.
2. Click one of the button bars, click Modify, and then choose Word Processing
from the Button Category pop-up menu.
A special set of icons appears.
3. Click the tiny "talking Mac" icon, and then click Add.
This icon looks like a tiny Mac Plus with a speech balloon coming out of its
mouth.
4. Click OK.
The icon you clicked now appears at the right end of the button bar. Click it to
hear your Mac speak any hi ghlighted piece of text, using whatever voice you've
most recently selected in the Speech control panel.

AppleWorks 6
1. Choose Edit~Preferences~Button Bar.

The Customize Butto n Bars dialog box appears.
2. Scroll down to the Word Processing triangle; click it. Scroll down even more,
until you see the Speak Text button. Drag it out of the dialog box and·onto the
button bar. Click Done.
The icon you clicked now appears on the button bar whenever a word-processing
document (or box) is open. Click it to hear your Mac speak any highlighted piece
of text, once again using the voice you've selected in the Speech control pan el.

Miaosoft Word 98
As in AppleWorks, you must manually set up yo ur copy of Word to speak. To do so,
insert the Microsoft Office CD-ROM. Open the Value Pack folder; double-click the
Value Pack Installer. In the Value Pack Installer checkbox screen, click Word Speak,
and then click Install.
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When the installation is over, your copy of Word has two new commands in the
Tools menu: Pick Voice and Speak Selection. As you can see in Figure 21-5, Word
offers far more control over the standard MacinTalk voices than any other programyou can actually change the pitch and modu lation (sing-songiness) for each voice.
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Moreover, when you finally use the Speak Selection command, you don't just hear
your text read alo ud-you get a visual sound-wave display, too. Don't say Microsoft
never did anything for you.

Figure 21-s:
Using the little-known Speak Text
options in Word 98, you can hove a
huge degree of control over each of
the standard Macin Talk voices. To
test your experiments with the three
sliders, you con type any phrase you
wont into the box above them. Click
OK when you've distorted the voice
to your satisfaction.
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FileMaker Pro
You can use the Speak script command to build speech features into a FileMaker
database. You can read about this script command in FileMaker's built-in help; it's
worth noting, however, that you can have it speak either a canned phrase or the
contents of a database field. You can also specify which voice you want to use.
Tip: Regardless of which program you use for speech, you can use four special codes to govern inflection.
Add a comma for a large pause in the speaking, a single quote (') for a shorter pause, and the peculiar
clause [[emph +}] or [[emph -}] to give more or less stress to the following syllable. (There's a space
before the+ or- symbol in that phrase.)
Finally, you can control how fast the Mac talks by inserting a double-bracketed comment like this one into
your text: [[rate 160}} I'm in no hurry! The number in double brackets can be between 160 and 210; the
speed control is subtle, but effective.
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Part Six:
Appendixes
Appendix A: Mac OS 9, Menu by Menu
Appendix B: Installing Mac OS 9
Appendix C: Troubleshooting Cue Card

APPENDIX

A

Mac059,
Menu by Menu

M

ac OS 9 includes Balloon Help (described at the end of this appendix),
which serves admirably in identifying the primary menu functions in Mac
OS9.

But you didn't buy this book because you wanted to use online help. Here's a plainEnglish rundown of the Mac OS 9 menu commands (those that aren't described in
other chapters of this book).

Apple (el) Menu
For complete documentation of these commands and programs, see Chapter 5.

File Menu
Most of these commands operate on a selection-that is, you're supposed to highlight an icon, or several icons, before using the menu.

New Folder
Creates a new folder, called untitled folder, inside the open window (or, if no window is open, on the desktop). Keyboard equivalent: 00-N (for New folder).

Open
Opens a highlighted document, progra m, folder, or disk, exactly as though you had
double-clicked its icon. Keyboard equivalent: 00-0.
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File Menu

Print
Sends the highlighted document to your printer, after first opening the necessar y
application (such as your word processor) and offering you the Print dialog box,
where you can specify how many copies you want. For more on this "print from the
desktop" feature, see the end of Chapter 19. Keyboard equivalent: 00-P.

Move To Trash
Puts the highlighted file icon (or icons) into the Trash. The Mac is now ready to
delete it forever (when you choose Special~EmptyTrash) ..(This command doesn't
operate on disk icons-only files and folders.)
Actually, what's more useful than this command is its keyboard equivalent, 00-Delete. Using the keyboard shortcut saves you a long and awkward mouse drag across
your monitor. Note that, to prevent acciden tal trashings, the Mac permits you to
throw away icons only from the active (frontmost) window. If you double-click a
folder icon on the desktop, for example, the Move To Trash command doesn't workbecause that folder's window has now been moved in front of the icon itself. Only if
you then click the desktop (or press 00-up arrow), thus making it active, can you use
the Move To Trash command or its keyboard shortcut. Keyboard equivalent: 00Delete.

Close Window
Closes the active (frontmost) window, exactly as though you had clicked the Close
box in its upper-left corner. Keyboard equivalent: 00-W (for Wi11dow).

Get Info
Opens the Get Info window for the highlighted icon. If you've highlighted multiple
icons, you get multiple Get Info windows. Keyboard equivalent: 00-I (for Info).
The Get Info window itself looks different, and the File~Get Info submenu offers
different options, depending on the kind of icon you selected. The File~Get Info
submenu may offer one, two, or three commands. (Instead of using one of these
submenu commands, you can also choose File~Get Info and then choose from the
pop-up menu in the Get Info window itself, as shown in Figure A-1.) These commands may include:
• General Information. Available for every kind of icon. Here's where you can view
(and edit) the name of the icon, see statistics about its size, creation date, most
recent change date, label, and so on. If you've highlighted a disk, this info window shows you its capacity and how full it is; if you highlighted the Trash, you see
how many items are in it; and so on.
Here, too, you can type in random comments for your own reference, as shown
in Figure A-1. And by pasting over the icon picture in the upper-left corner of the
window, you can replace the picture itself used for this icon-a technique described on page 32.
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• Sharing. Available for folders, disks, and programs (not documents). This window lets you specify who, on your office network, can open and root through this
particular folder or disk-or, if the icon represents an application, who can send
AppleScript commands to it over the network. See Chapter 16 for complete details on setting up folder or disk network privileges, and Chapter 10 for details on
sending AppleScript commands.

File Menu

• Memory. Available for applications only. Lets you view and adjust a program's
memory appetite, as described in Chapter 7.
Figure A· I:
The pop-up menu in the middle of this window takes
you to various panels of information. The Comments
box at the bottom is yours to edit.
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Control 1. 1:
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Comments:

Lets you chenge the c horect eri otl co of the teor-off
Appl icat lon Sv ltcher palette!

0
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Label
As noted on page 40, the submenus of this command let you apply a text and color
label to various icons for the purposes of categorizing them. (If "Essential," "Hot;'
and "In Progress" aren't exactly what you want as the labels for your icons, choose
Edit-? Preferences to edit them.)

Duplicate
Makes a copy of the highlighted icon, exactly as though you had Option-dragged it
into a different window. The Mac adds the word "copy'' to the end of the file's name
to distinguish it from the original.

Make Alias
An alias is a duplicate of a file's icon- not the file itself- which you can double-click

to open the original, in effect permitting you to have one file in more than one place
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File Menu

on your hard drive. (More on aliases on page 37.) This command creates an alias of a
highlighted icon, exactly as though yo u had 00-0ption-dragged it.

Add To Favorites
Creates, in the System F older~Favorites folder, an alias of whatever icon you've
highlighted. That icon's name instantly appears, as a result, in the ·~Favorites
submenu. For details on this feature, see page 87.)

Put Away
This command has three functio ns:
o

o

o

If you've dragged an icon out of a window and onto the desktop, this command
puts the icon back into the folder it came fro m.
This command takes a highlighted ico n out o f the Trash and puts it back into
whatever folder it last occupied.
This comman d ejects a disk or CD whose icon you've highlighted.

np: One of the most useful aspects of Put Away is its ability to fling multiple highlighted icons back to
their respective starting points-even if that means filing different icons into different windows on different
disks. For example, you might decide to print four documents, all of which are in different folders. Drag
each oneto the desktop; highlight all four; choose File~ Print. When the printing is over, choose File~ Put
Away; the Mac moves them back into their original folders, none the worse for the wear.

Encrypt
New to Mac OS 9, this command brings up the Apple File Security window, into
which you're supposed to type a password (twice) for the file icon you've highlighted.
(You can password-protect only files, no t folders or disks.)
If you then click Encrypt, the Mac encodes the fi le, password- protecting it, using an
ultra-secure coding method that even Apple can't b reak. (You'll also be offered the
chance to add this password to your Keychain, as described in Chapter 16.) More on
file encryption in Chapter 2.

Find
This comm and summons Sherlock 2, the file- and In ternet-searching program described in Chapter 15. When the program opens, it's ready to search fo r the names
of files on you r hard drive.

Search the Internet
This command, too, summons the Sherlock 2 program described in Chapter I Sbut this time, it opens confi gured to search the Internet fo r a phrase you type.
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Show Original

File Menu

This command is available only if you've highlighted an alias (see page 37) . It highlights the original icon, the one from which you made the alias, wherever it may be
on your hard drive, in whichever window happens to contain it.

Page Setup
Brings up the Page Setup command described in Chapter 19, so that you can specify
(for example) what kind of paper you've put into your printer.

Print Desktop/Print Window
Prints a copy of the current Finder window; on the printout, you'll see whatever
icons you can see in the window on the screen. If no window is open, this command
says Print Desktop, and prints a copy of the entire desktop, even if doing so requires
several sheets of paper.
As noted in Chapter 19, this command represents a quick, handy way to test your
printer without having to launch a program and type up a fake document just so
you'll have something to print.

Edit Menu
When you work in, say, your word processor, you use the Edit menu quite a bit-its
Cut, Copy, and Paste commands are very useful. In the Finder, however, these commands rarely come in handy. The Preferences command in this menu, on the other
hand, is useful indeed.

Undo
This command is rarely available; it can't undo moving an icon, creating a folder,
emptying the Trash, and so on. In fact, it can undo only one fairly obscure action:
typing or pasting while editing an icon's name. (See page 31 for more on the process
of renaming icons.)

Cut, Copy, Paste, Clear
Like Undo, these commands do very little in the Finder. (See Chapter 6 to find out
how these commands are useful in other programs.) You can't copy and paste files
themselves from one window to another, as you can in, for example, Microsoft Windows.
These commands are operational when you're editing file names, which is sometimes useful-for example, if you're renaming a long list of icons Case History 12,
Case History 13, and so on, you could save yourself a lot of typing by pasting "Case
History" and then manually typing the numbers.
You can also use these commands when replacing a file's icon (by using the Get Info
window as described on page 32).
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Edit Menu

Tip: After highlighting a group of icons, you can use Edit-+Copy, switch to a word processor, and then
choose Edit-7Paste to produce a neat list of all the icons' names.

The Clea r command is similar to Cut-it removes a selected chunk of text or graphics-but doesn't put the removed material on the invisible Clipboard, as Cut would.
In other words, you can't then paste what you've removed.

Select All
Highlights all of the ico ns in the open window (or, if no window is open, on the
desktop).
If you're editing an icon's name, and your cursor is blinking in the renaming rec tangle, this command highlights the entire file name instead.

Show Clipboard
Opens a window that reveals whatever material you've most recently cut or copied.
(You can achieve the same effect, by t11e way, by double-clicking the Clipboard icon
in the System Folder.)

Preferences
Opens the Finder Preferences dialog box, as shown in Figure A-2. This dialog box
offers three tabs that govern the way the Finder works:
• General. Lets you turn on or off Simple ·Finder (see the end of Chapter 17) and
the spring-loaded folders feature. Also lets you choose berw-een two underlying
invisible grid spacings for icons you've neatened using the View~Ciean Up and
View~Ar range commands (see page 18).

0

Preferences ~-~~-

"'" ...

Grid Spacing: [) [) [) [)
[)
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RgureA-2:
The Edit-+Preferences command summons this
dialog box. Use the three tabs to adjust several
miscelfaneous Finder-related settings; the General
tab, for example, governs the Simple Finder
command, the grid spacing (used for icons when you
apply the View-.-+Oean Up command), and so on.

• Views. Lets you define what you want to be the standard characteristics for list,
icon, and button views. For example, you can specify which columns of information (size, date, and so on) you want to see in list views; what icon size you lvant
to see in icon views; and so on. (Use the pop-up men u to specify which view you
want to edit.) For details on these optio ns, see Chapter 1.

Edit Menu

Any new folders you create automatically inherit the settings you've just made.
But what about older folders that don't display your preferred characteristics? If
you open such a window, choose View~ View Options, and then click Set to Standard Views, you'll apply your "standard" settings to that window.
• Labels. Lets you define the text and colors you want as your seven avai lable labels
(see Chapter 2). (To change the color, click the color swatch next to a label name.
The Color Picker dialog box appears, offering several different methods of specifying a new color.)

View Menu
The commands in the View menu apply only to the active Finder window: the one
that's open and in front of all the others.

as Icons, as Buttons, as List
These commands let you view the files in a window as icons (which you move by
dragging freely), as buttons (large, "pillowed" buttons that open with a single click),
or as a list (a neat list view that's automatically sorted). Chapter 1 contains complete
descriptions of these three views and their relative advan tages.

as Window, as Pop-up Window
Most desktop windows are viewed "as Window"-as a standard window. If you
choose "as Pop-up Window," however, the window collapses to the bottom edge of
your screen, where it becomes a tab. This handy organizational helper is described
in detail in Chapter l.

Clean Up, Arrange/Sort List
These commands, too, are described in Chapter l; th ey're both useful for tidying a
window filled wi th random ly spaced icons. "Clean Up" is unavailable in list views;
the second command says Arrange when the open window is in an icon view, and
Sort List when the open window is a list view.

Reset Column Positions
After you've fiddled with the sequence and widths of the columns in a list-view
window (see Chapter 1}, you can use this command to restore those columns to
their original, factory-i nstalled widths and column order.
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View Menu

View Options
Opens the View Options dialog box, wh ich is described in Chapter 1. Its offerings
depend on which view the open window was in (list, button, or icon), but the point
is the same: to let you adjust icon sizes, column selection, automatic grid positioning, and so on, for the current window.

Special Menu
The Special menu, the only Finder menu that's not a verb, would have been better
named "Arbitrary"; its commands have little in common, except that they do n't belong in any of the other menus.

Empty Trash
Deletes the icons you've dragged onto the Trash can icon, as described on page 46.
Available only if there's something actually in the Trash.
Tip: Using the Empty Trash command generally produces an "Are you sure?" dialog box message. If
you're always sure, you can instrud the Mac not to display this confirmation message, as described on
page 48.
You can tell by a glance at the Special menu whether or not the confirmation message will appear: If you
see the ellipsis ( ... ) after the Empty Trash command, the confirmation message will appear; if no ellipsis
appears, the Mac will empty the Trash without requesting confirmation.

Eject
Available only if you've first highlighted a disk icon that is, in fact, removable. (If
you've turned on File Sharing, as d escribed in Chapter 16, your removable disks
probably aren't removable.) This command makes the Mac spit the disk out.

Erase Disk
Available only if you've highlighted an erasable disk icon. (You can't erase the disk
you started up from, a CD-ROM or DVD-ROM, or any disk larger than 2MB while
File Sharing is turned on.) You're then shown the dialog box in Figure A-3, where
you can specify a new name (and other options) for the disk you're about to erase.

RgureA-.J:
Using the pop-up menu, you con specify how you
wont this disk erased For example, if you're erasing
o floppy disk, you con specify whether you wont it
formatted for Moe or Windows (DOS). See Chapter
18 for more on formatting and erasing disks.

Completely erase disk named
"Pictures Zip" (Iomega Driver (SCSI 0:6:0,
v6.0.6))7
Name:

IPictur es Zip

Format: [ Mac OS Stond11rd 95.7 M6
([
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Sleep

Special Menu

Puts you r Mac into Sleep mode, darkening the screen and putting the computer
into a low-power, dormant state. Press a key, or click the mouse, to wake it up again.
(More on Sleep mode on page 72.)

Restart
Turns the Mac off, then o n again. You'll most often use this command after a program has crashed (to rule out the possibility that it left your Mac in an unstable
condition), after installing new software, or after using Extensions Manager to turn
some extensions or control panels on or off.

Shut Down
Turns the Mac off, quitting all running programs (and asking you to save any unsaved work) in the process.
Tip: You can change your mind about shutting down the Mac if you launch a new program before the
machine has completely shut down. For example, suppose you choose Special-tShut Down. The Mac
disconnects from the Internet (five seconds), quits three programs (five seconds), and ejects a disk or two.
During that time, you can open a new program by choosing its name from the ti menu, by pressing an
Fkey, and so on- thus forcing the Mac to abandon its shutdown in progress.

RgureA-4:

When you choose Help--7Hefp Center,
you're shown a master list of the
broad help categories available on
your Mac. Each topic in the Help
Center (top left) corresponds to a
folder in your System Folder-?Help
folder (lower right). Click a blue
underlined link to begin your
exploration of the help topics.
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Help Menu

Help Menu

Over the years, Apple h as attempted several different forms of online help screens.
No one Help format is available in eve ry Mac program; and even the oldest of these
systems still lurks in Mac OS 9. Still, o ne of these command s or another may occasionally be useful.

Help Center
Mac OS 9's p rimary help mechanism is a Web-browser-like program that reads help
files in your System Folder~ Help folder. Each new component of th e Mac system
software you install may come with its own su ite o f h elp screens. Figu re A-4 should
make th is relationship clearer.
As always, using an online, electronic h elp system is often an exercise in frustration;
the Mac's help browser gives you no sense o f context that indicates where you are in
the greater pile of help screens. Searches prod uce on ly 10 results per screen, no matter how tall you make the window. Furthermore, the help screens themselves may
leave something to be desired. (The topic "Inserting a DVD-Video disc," for example, offers these instructions: "If you don't know how to insert a disc in your
drive, see the documentati on that came with the drive.")
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RgureA-5:
The asterisks indicate the Mac's "relevance"
rating- how well it tilinks each help page
matches your search. Click one to read the
corresponding topic; if it isn't as helpful as you
hoped, click the Back button (the left-pointing
arrow) at the top of the window to return to the
list of relevant topics. Click the little house to
return to the Help Center.
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You're expected to fi nd the topic you wa nt in one of th ese two ways:
• Use th e Search blank. Type the p hrase you wa nt, such as printing or switching
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applications, into the blank at the top of the window, and then click Search (or

Help Menu

press Return).
The Mac responds by showing you a list of help-screen topics that may pertain to
what you're seeking (see Figure A-5).
• Drill down. That is, keep clicking blue underlined links until you find the topic
you want. You might start at the Help Center screen shown in Figure A-4, for
example, and then dick Mac Help. The next screen shows you a list of general
Mac help topics; you might click Security to find out how to password- protect a
file. The next screen shows you individual security-related topics; you could click,
for example, "Protecting files, folders, and disks," which takes you at last to some
actual instructions.
As with the Search method, you can backtrack by clicking the Back button at the
top of the "browser" window.
Figure A-6:
Balloon Help may not get much respect, but it's on
extremely effective means of learning about a new
program. It offers many "Oh, so that's what it's for!"
moments.
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Tip: Not only is the Help browser like a Web browser, it is a Web browser. The help documents in your
System FoldeHHelp folder are, in fact, standard Web pages written in HTML (Web-page) language.
You can harness this useful fact in two ways: First, you can add your own comments to the help screens
just by opening the corresponding help files in a Web-page-editing program like Claris Home Page, BBEdit,
or Adobe PageMill. Second, you can open one of these help files in your real Web browser, such as
Internet Explorer or Netscape Communicator. Doing so offers some features not available in the built-in
Help browser: the ability to copy sections of help text for pasting into another program, for example, or the
ability to bookmark a particular Help-screen page.
Both of these tricks involve your figuring out which help-screen file to open, which isn't always easy; the
files in your Help folder have names like baRtochtm and baVers.htm. Trial and error isthe only way to go.
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Help Menu

Show Balloons
In many programs, including the Finder itself, a secondary help feature is available:
Balloon Help. When you choose Help~ Balloon Help, a cartoon balloon springs out
of your cursor as you point to various icons and menu commands. The message in
the balloon explains the function of the menu, command, icon, window, checkbox,
or button you're pointing to (see Figure A-6).
This help feature doesn't get much respect in the Mac community, but that's unfortunate; a huge number of secrets, tips, and pointers lurk in its little messages. A
surprising number of programs supply balloons when you turn on Balloon Help,
· including Microsoft Office programs, iMovie,AppleWorks,Appearance, the Chooser,
Sherlock 2, SimpleSound, AppleCD Audio Player, Network Browser, Stickies, the
Note Pad, Palm Desktop, the Help Center described above, and so on. (A few programs lack balloon help, such as Photoshop, FileMaker Pro, and even some of Apple's
own programs, such as Apple System Profiler and the Calculator. In these programs,
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the Show Balloons command is indeed available-but the balloons that appear don't
identify anything beyond built-in Mac basics, such as "This is a window.")

Help

The next time you're stuck in one of your programs, or confused about the functio n
of some menu command or icon, try turning on Balloon Help; you may be surprised by its effectiveness.

Mac Help
This command, available only in the Finder, takes you directly to the list of Mac help
topics-which is only one of the broad help categories listed on the Help Center
screen shown in Figure A-4.
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Installing Mac OS 9

f your Mac came with Mac OS 9 already installed, great; you won't have to go
through the educational but time-consuming process of updating your operating system. (You may still want to consider reading about the clean install, described at the end of this chapter, because it's a sensational troubleshooting technique.)

I

If your Mac is running some earlier version of the Mac OS, however, and you've
obtained a copy of the Mac OS 9 CD-ROM, almost all of this chapter pertains to
you. It covers all three kinds of installation:
• The standard installation, in which your existing System Folder is simply updated to Mac OS 9, in the process preserving your preferences files, font collection, tl menu configuration, and so on;
• The custom installation, in which you install only the Mac OS 9 components
you want; and
• The clean installation, in which the Mac OS 9 installer gives you a virginal, clean,
complete Mac OS 9 System Folder, setting aside and retiring your existing, older
System Folder.
Tip: Technically, Mac OS 9 costs $99; you can buy it at the computer store, from the Apple Web site

(www.apple.com), or from any Mac mail-order joint (such as macwarehouse.com, macmall.com, or
maczone.com). But Apple will give you a $20 rebate if you have Mac OS 8.5 or Mac OS 8.6. And if you
have an iBook, Power Mac G4, or any other Mac model that was released after Mac OS 9, you can buy Mac
OS 9 for $20. For details on these offers (which involve mailing in a considerable amount of paperwork),
call800-335-9258, or visit www.apple.comjmacosjuptodate.
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Before You Install

Before You Install
Mac OS 9 requires a Mac with a PowerPC processor, which includes every Mac sold
since late 1994. PowerPC-equipped Macs include every Power Macintosh, iMac, and
iBook model, along with any Performa, Power Book, or LC model with a four-digit
model number. (You can't install Mac OS 9 on a Mac model that you've enhanced
with a PowerPC upgrade card. )
Mac OS 9 also requires a Mac that has 32MB of RAM and virtual memo ry (see page
11 7) turned up to at least 40 MB. For faster, smoother operation, however, Apple
recommends 64MB of memory or more. You need 100 to 250MB of empty disk
space when you install Mac OS 9, too, depending on how many of its components
you plan to install.
If you're upgracling from Mac OS 8.1 or earlier, consult the Before You Install document on the Mac OS 9 CD. It contains special steps for Macs with ultrawide SCSI
cards, DOS compatibility cards, and Macs in the 5000 and 6000 model lines. It also
warns you about hard drives that you've formatted using non-Apple hard drive software (such as HDToolkit); you'll probably have to contact the manufacturer about
getting an update before you can install Mac OS 9.

The Standard Installation
If you're upgrading to Mac OS 9 from an earlier Mac OS version, Apple assumes
that you've already got a lot of customized stuff in your existing System Folder:
fonts you've added, extensions and control panels deposited by your application
installers, the preference files that store serial numbers for your software, ti menu
items you've installed, and so on. The idea behind the standard Mac OS 9 installation is to preserve all of that customized stuff. Mac OS 9 installer treads carefully
around it, updating or adding only the components it cares about- the ones needed
to give you a genuine Mac OS 9 System Folder.
Most people, most of the time, perform this kir1d of upgrade. T here is another way
to install Mac OS 9- the clean install, described later in this appendix-but th e
standard installation is the one you get if you don't take any special steps.
Most Mac OS 9 upgrades go very smooth ly. Still, when things do go wrong, the
standard installation is generally at fau lt. That's because some of your older extensions, control panels, and other System Folder components-the very items the Mac
OS installer takes care not to disturb-may be incompatible with Mac OS 9. When
you start up the ma chine after the installation, therefore, your first experience with
the new operating system may be freezes or other glitches.
The bottom line: If things go well, the standard installation can save you a lot of
time and hassle. It simply upgrades your exis ting System Folder, maintaining your
customizations. If things don't go well, and your Mac is crashy after the upgrade,
you can always perform a clean install afterward. Consider jumping directly to a
clea n install only if:
·
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• You're having glitches and freezes already, while running your older system software. Installing Mac OS 9 over such a system would simply exacerbate the problems.

The Standard
Installation

• You're a utility junkie. You've loaded down your System Folder with add-on extensions and control panels, such as Kaleidoscope and other shareware goodies
from the Web. If so, you're probably better off performing a clean install-unless
you first revisit the Web sites in question to make sure you've got the latest, Mac
OS 9-compatible versions of your System Folder clutter.
Here, then, are the steps for performing a standard installation.
Tip: If you're installing Mac OS 9 onto a laptop, plug it in beforeyou begin, so that it won't go to sleep or
run out of battery power in the middleof the process. Check your Energy Saver control panel, too, to make
sure that the computer isn't set to sleep after only a few minutes of inactivity.

I . Insert the Mac OS 9 CD-ROM. Choose Special~Restart; immediately hold down
the letter C key until you see the light-colored desktop pattern that's filled with
pictures of CDs.
That special background tells you that you've started up the Mac from the CDROM. (Technically, you can install Mac OS 9 without starting up from the CDROM, but this approach is more likely to go smoothly. It rules out the possibility
that one of your own extensions or control panels might interfere with the installation process.)
On the screen now, you should see the Mac OS 9 CD window. It contains Before
You Install, a Utilities folder, and the Mac OS Install icon.

Figure 8·1:
The Seled Destination
screen that lets you
specify which disk you
want to receive Mac OS 9.
It's possible to cram Mac
OS 9 onto a Zip disk, but
only if you use a
customized installation,
as described in the next
section, and request only
a few of Mac OS 9's
features-and then use
the Memory control
panel's "Seled Disk" popup menu to specify a
different disk for virtualmemory storage.
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2. Double-click Mac OS install.
A welcome screen appears. There's nothing particularly interesting on it except
for the circled question mark in the upper-right corner, which you can click for
some help screens.
3. Click Continue (or press Return).
Now the Select Destination screen appears, as shown in Figure B-l. This is where
you're supposed to specify which disk you want Mac OS 9 installed on. Most people
accept the proposed choice, which is the built-in hard drive. It's possible, however,
to install Mac OS 9 onto a different drive, such as an external hard drive, a Jaz
cartridge (if you have version 6.0.2 or later of its driver software), and so on.
4. From the Destination Disk pop-up menu, specify the disk on which you want
Mac OS 9 installed. Then click Select (or press Return).
Now you're shown the Before You Install document; it's the same one that appears in the Mac OS 9 CD window.
5. Click Continue (or press Return). Click Continue on the next screen, too, to
bypass the software license agreement. Click Agree on the pop-up warning.
At last you arrive at the Install Software screen. At this point, you could click
Options to turn off one of two special features: Update Apple Hard Disk Drivers
makes sure that your hard drive (if it's an Apple hard d rive) has the latest hard
drive software installed-an excellent idea. The Create Installation Report
checkbox produces a folder on your hard drive called Installer Logs; inside are
text files that identify every software component the Mac OS 9 installer added,
deleted, or replaced.
This screen also contains the Customize button. More on this topic in "The Custom Installation," later in this appendix.
6. Click Start.

If you're warned that other applications are running, click Continue. (The Mac
can't install new system software if any other programs are running.)
Now the installation process begins in earnest. A status box lets you know what's
going on-first the installer checks your hard drive and automatically repairs
any damage it finds there. (This step makes the transition to Mac OS 9 much
smoother than, say, the one to Mac OS 8, whose installer didn't perform this
check. The upgrade to Mac OS 8 caused grief for thousands of people who had
tiny problems lurking on their hard drives.)
Next, the installer updates the driver software on your hard drive (unless it's not
an Apple hard drive, in which case you're responsible for obtaining Mac OS 9compatible driver software).
Finally, the actual softvvare installation begins. You can click Cancel at any time;
you'll be asked whether you want to abort the entire installation, just skip the
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installation of the component currently being installed (such as Colo rSync or
speech recognition), or start the installation over again.

The Standard
Installation

The entire installation process takes about 10 minutes. When the installation is
complete, you'll be asked to restart the Mac.
7. Click Restart.
That's it-you've just installed Mac OS 9.
When the Mac starts up again, the Mac OS Setup Assistant runs automatically; it's
an inconsequential startup program designed primarily fo r people whose Macs are
connected to office networks. On successive screens, you're asked to specify the current time zone, the current time and date, your name and password (for networking
purposes), what kind of printer you plan to connect, and so on.

FigureB-2:
If you click Customize,
you're offered these
primary TO chunks of
software (top). If you
choose Customized
Installation from one of
the pop-up menus at the
right side of that window,
you're shown the
individual software pieces
that make up the larger
module (bottom). A
checkmark means you're
going to get the entire
collection; a - means that
you're going to get some
of the items within each
collection; and an empty
checkbox means you're
not going to get any of
the items in that
collection. Click the little i
button for a terse
explanation of its
contents.
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Tip: You can skip the Mac OS Setup Assistant; just choose File-tQuit at any time, and then confirm that
you do indeed want to abandon the process. If you're not on office network, the only meaningful setting
the Setup Assistant makes for you is the time and date, which you can do much more quickly yourself (by
choosing •-tControl Panels-tDate & Time).
On the final screen, you can click Quit (to begin using your Mac) or Continue (if
you'd like to set up an Internet account). If you choose to continue, you're shown
the Internet Setup Assistant, which walks you through the process of setting up an
Internet account with EarthLink.
Then, at last, you're ready to begin using your Mac and enjoying the features described in this book.

The Custom Installation
In step 5 of the preceding instructions, you come face-to-face with a button called
Customize. It brings up the screen's hown in Figure B-2, where you can specify which
components of the Mac OS you want installed. Unless you're an absolute terrified
novice who'd just as soon not have to confront unnecessary options, turning off the
components you don't need can save you installation time and a lot of disk space.
This option lets you order your software meal aIa carte instead of as a fixed package.

To the right of each item is a pop-up menu. (You must turn on the checkbox to undim the pop-up menu.) It Jets you further break down this customized installation
into the individual chunks of software that make up each of the m odules listed here,
as shown in Figure B-2.
Here are the individual modules you can turn off or on-and the sub-options that
appear when you choose Customized Installation from the pop-up menu:

Mac OS 9
This item gives you the basic System Folder, lacking only the nine other major modules items listed on this screen. If you choose Customized Installation from the popup menu to its right, you discover that Mac OS 9 is composed of these elements (see
Figure B-2, bottom):
• Core System Software. Here it is: Mac OS 9 in its tiniest, most stripped-down forma mere 18-MB chunk that's just barely enough software to let your Mac turn on.
This option is useful when you want to create, for example, an "emergency" Zip
disk or even RAM disk, so you'll have something to start up you r Mac when all else
fails (and you've lost your Mac OS 9 CD, which is an ideal stattup disk).
This miniature System Folder is rather shocking to use: it starts up yo ur Mac
almost instantaneously, seems to double your Mac's speed, and uses very little
RAM. Of co urse, it's lacking just about every useful feature of the standard Macin fact, it gives you o nly a single font (Geneva), which makes your menus look
extremely peculiar.
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Tip: Don't miss the Selection pop-up menu above the list of checkboxes (you can see it in the bottom
dialog box of Figure 8-2). It lets you turn all of the checkboxes on or off with a single click.

The Custom
h1stallation

• Assistance. This item means "help files," including hvo of the help systems (Apple
Guide and Mac OS Help) described in Appendix A, the Mac OS Setup Assistant
program described above, and SimpleText.
·Compatibility. Grants you File Exchange (a control panel described in Chapter 12)
and Locale Support. Locale Support creates a folder in your System Folder called
Language & Region Support, containing 13 resource files for various languages.
The Mac relies on the information in these files when it offers you various international choices in its control panels, such as Date & Time, Numbers, and so on.
• Mobility. These programs for laptops include Apple IR File Exchange (lets
PowerBooks connect with each other through the air, via infrared communication), a battery-draining application (designed to eliminate the "memory effect"
of very old PowerBook batteries), the Trackpad control panel, and the drivers for
various PowerBook and iBook modems and monitors.
• Multimedia. In this category are the drivers for various Apple sound and video
products, including its CD/DVD drive, game drivers like OpenGL and Game
Sprockets, QuickTime, and the useful AppleCD Audio Player (see Chapter 5).
• Network & Connectivity. Most of these items are for setting up an office network, as described in Chapter 16: AppleShare, Ethernet drivers, File Sharing, the
Network Browser, Open Transport (see Chapter 14), and so on. Buried in this
option, however, are several of the big-ticket Mac OS 9 features-the Multiple
Users control panel, the password-encryption feature, and so on.
• Printing. This batch includes all the software described in Chapter 15--various drivers for discontinued Apple printer models, the Desktop Printing software, and so on.
• Universal Access. You can read about these nvo control panels-CloseView and
Easy Access-in Chapter 13.
• Utility. This broad category includes some of the most useful Mac OS 9 components: AppleScript (Chapter 10), the application sv,ritcher (Chapter 6), the Control Strip (Chapter 4), Disk Copy (Chapter 13), Disk First Aid (Chapter 13), Drive
Setup, FontSync (Chapter 12), the Graphing Calculator (Chapter 13), Note Pad
(Chapter 13), SimpleSound (Chapter 20), and so on.
• Video. Here are the drivers for various Apple monitors, plus the Digita!Color
Meter program described in Chapter 13.
• International. This software gets your Mac ready for the international language
features described in Chapter 13.
• Apple Menu Items. Here are the Calculator, Chooser, Key Caps, Sherlock, and
other • menu items that aren't part of the bundles of software described so far.
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• Control Panels. This category includes all of the control panels described in Chapter 12-except the ones included in software chunks described so far.

The Custom
Installation

Tip: Nestled among these control panel options is File Synchronization, which is generally installed only
on laptops. If you have a desktop Mac, you can use a custom installation to turn it on here.

• Fonts. Using these checkboxes, you ca n turn on or off each of the 19 TrueType
fonts that com e with the Mac (see Chapter 19).
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large enough to contain it, can power up any Mac OS 9·
compatible machine_
To create it, run the Mac OS 9 installer, exactly as described
in steps 1through 5 at the beginning of this appendix. Once
again, you'll wind up facing a Customize button. Click it,
make sure the Mac OS 9 checkbox has a checkmark, and
then-from the Installation Mode pop-up menu-choose Customized Installation. Finally, from the Selection pop-up menu
above the checkbox~s. choose Universal Installation.
Unless you further customize the installation by turning off
some of the checkboxes described below, you'll get a System Folder that occupies 140MB-but that-can start up any
.PowerPC Mac with enough RAM for Mac OS 9.

Internet Access
A better name for t his item would have been "Internet programs;' beca use this is the
component that gives yo u two Web browsers (Internet Explorer and Netscape Communicator), an email program (Outlook Express), and so on. If you use the pop-up
menu to specify Customized Installation, yo u may save yourself a lot of disk space;
the individual components you can turn on or off include:
• Apple Internet Access. This checkbox refers to the Internet Access extension, which
you need to go online.
• Internet Utilities. This item gran ts you Stufflt Expander, the useful utility program that can decompress software yo u download from the Internet via email or
Web pages, and DropStuff, which lets you create compressed files for sending.
(Most email programs perform this compression automatically, however.)
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Tip: Newer versions of both Stufflt Expander and DropStuff are already available, at no charge, from
vMw.aladdinsys. com.
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• Microsoft. Turn on this checkbox to acquire Internet Explorer and Outlook Express, Microsoft's Web browser and email program.
• Netscape Communicator. An alternative, faster Web browser with fewer browsing features-but a built-in Web-page editor.

Apple Remote Access
This bundle includes the Apple Remote Access Personal Server software, which lets
you dia l into your Mac fro m the road (see Chapter 16).

Personal Web Sharing
As described in Chapter 14, Web Sharing lets you make one folder on your hard
drive available to the entire Internet. This package includes the n ecessary control
panel, Control Strip module, ex tension, and instruction manual (in \o\Teb-page format; you'll find it in a folder called Web Pages on your hard drive).

Text-To-Speech
If you want your Mac to be able to read your text back to you o ut loud, in a nasal
voice, this is the option you wan t (see Ch apter 21).

Mac OS Runtime for Java
You ca n read about Java on page 2 17; it's a fan cy programming language required by
some Web pages (such as banking and game sites).

ColorSync
As described in Chapter 19, ColorSync is a collection of sofuvare components that
help ensure color consistency through ou t the scanning, viewing, editing, an d printing process. This bundle gives you that sofuvare, including the Photoshop p lug-ins
described in Chapter 19 and the profiles for many Apple color products.

English Speech Recognition
Here's the software you need for the Mac to understand your spoken commands, as
described in Chapter 21 . It's not ordinarily installed; a customized installation is the
only way to get it.

Language Kits
You ca n read about tl1ese kits in Chapter 13; they let you word process or surf the
Web in any of dozens of d ifferen t languages-Hebrew, Japanese, Korean, Chinese,
and so on-comp lete with foreign-lan guage fo nts and alphabet systems.
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Network Assistant Client
Network administrators can buy a program called Apple Network Administrator
that lets them install software onto an entire network's worth of Macs-remotely,
from one central computer. Administrators can also maintain the software, troubleshoot problems, and even see what's on your screen. But to do that, your Mac must
have this special sofuvare installed.
Tip: You can also remove selected components from an existing copy of Mac OS 9. Suppose, for example,
that in reading the preceding pages, you become alarmed at how much junk gets installed during a
standard installation. By following the steps for performing a customized installation, and then choosing
Customized Removal from one of the pop-up menus (shown at top in Figure B-2), you can turn on the
checkboxes of software components you want removed, thus saving a lot of disk space.
Finally, open the more detailed list of components shown at bottom in Figure B-2. Click the ones you want
deleted, and then click Remove. When the process is over, you'll be asked to restart your Mac, just as
though you had installed something.
POWER USERS' CLINIC

Labeling the Mac OS 9 Components
Regardless of the kind of t'vlac OS 9 installation you per·
form, one syndrome will befall you in the coming months:
over time, you and your applicationswill deposit more files
into the System Folder. As you install programs, your Extensions and Preferences folders will collect more accompanying modules; as you explore the Internet, you'll stumble
across more shareware that sounds like fun. And then one
day, your Mac will start acting up. You'll stare hopelessly at
your System Folder, filled as it is with over 2,000 icons, and
have no idea where to begin your troubleshooting.
If you plan ahead, you can avoid this situation. Immediately
after installing Mac OS 9, use the icon·labeling trick described
on page 40. The routine goes like this: open your System
Folder. Choose Edit->Select All. Then press sg.option-right
arrow, which expands every flippy triangle so that you can
see every icon in every folder.

Now choose Edit- >Select All again, and then choose
File~l.abei-4Essential (or any label you prefer). (You may
even want to choose Edit-4Preferences- >Labels and type
in avery specific label, such as "Clean install B/2000.") You've
just tinted every icon in every System Folder folder orange
(or whatever color that label represents). Finally, press sg.
left arrow to collapse all the folders again, and close the
System Folder.
When the day of troubleshooting arrives, you'll be able to
narrow down your list of culprits instantly. You'll open your
System Folder and look for items that aren't orange. These
are the icons that didn't come from Apple, and are therefore the ones most likely to be causing your problems. (Be
alet1, however: System components that Mac OS 9's Softwate Updates control panel have automatically downloaded
and installed won't be orange, either.)

The Clean Installation
A standard Mac OS 9 installation packs in Mac OS 9 around your fonts, control
panels, ti menu items, star tup items, and so on. If all goes well, when your Mac
restarts after the installation, you'll be running the new operating system with all of
your familiar modifications intact.
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But if anything goes wrong, and your Mac behaves oddly-whether at the time of
installation or later-you may want to consider a clean installation. In this special
mode, the Mac OS 9 installer gives you a new System Folder- a fresh, perfect, smoothly
operatin g System Folder that doesn't contain any of the junk you've added to your
Mac over the months. Nothing else on your hard drive is disturbed-your programs
and documents are just fine- but the System Folder itself is surgically replaced.

The Clean
Installation

When you do a clean installation of Mac OS 9, the installer retires you r existing
System Folder and renames it Previous System Folder to avoid confusion. Figure B-3
shows the effect.

FigureB-J:

Your new, fresh Mac OS 9 System Folder is easily identifiable-it's the one now
called System Folder, and it's also the one bearing the traditional Mac OS logo,
as shown here at right.

Previous System fo lder

~
System Folder

It's impossible to overstate the power and usefulness of the clean install. Unless your
Mac has actual hardware problems, whatever glitch you've been experiencing, in
any program-crashes, freezes, cosmetic anomalies, or whatever-goes away after a
clean install. That's why this technique is so adored by Mac phone staff, troubleshooters, and consultants the world over.
What makes a clean install inconvenient, however, is that when it's over, you have to
hand-install every component that made the old System Folder your System Folderall of those preference files, fonts, li menu items, and so on that you and yo ur programs had added over the months. This section gives you guidance both on performing a clean install and on performing this follow-up procedure.

Performing a Clean Installation
To give yourself a fresh, new System Folder, follow these steps:
1. Insert your Mac OS 9 CD-ROM. Double-click the Mac OS Install icon.

The Welcome screen appears.
2. Click Continue; from the pop-up menu, choose a destination disk for the
installation.
In general, this is your built-in hard drive.
Now you've arrived at the critical step:
3. Click the Options button in the lower-left corner of the window.
As shown in Figure B-4, you're now offered the chance to specify a clean installation.
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4. Turn on the "Perform Clean Installation" checkbox and then click OK. Click
Select, and then continue with step 5 on page 426.

The Clean
Installation

When the installation is complete, you'll see two System Folders-as shown in Figure B-3-one of which is named Previous System Folder. That's your old one. You
should notice that the Mac starts up faster, windows and programs open faster, and
the entire machine feels smoother and more responsive.
FlgureB-4:
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Reinstalling Fonts, Preferences, and Other Components
If you have a current version of the commercial program called Conflict Catcher
(www.casadyg.com), bringing over your fonts, preference files, control panels, 41 menu
iterns, and other personal items from the Previous System Folder into the new one is
easy. The Clean Install Merge command in Conflict Catcher automatically prepares
for you a list of each item in the old System Folder that isn't .in the new one. You just
dick the checkboxes of the ones you want copied into the new System Folder, and
call it a day.
If you don't have Conflict Catcher, you can perform the same steps manually, although you'll spend more time doing it. Here's how to go about it:
1. Open the Previous System Folder and the new one in tall, skinny windows, sideby-side, as shown in Figure B-5.
For each window, choose View~as List.
2. In each of the two windows, click the fl.ippy triangle next to the Apple Menu
Items folder, so that you can see its contents.
The idea is that you wan t to compare the contents, to find elements in the leftside (Previous System Folder) window that aren't in the new System Folder. When
you. find such an icon in the Apple Men u Items folder, do this:
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3. While pressing Option, drag each unique icon in the left-side Apple Menu Items
window into the corresponding folder in the right-side window (the new System Folder).

The Clean
Installation

Option-dragging creates a copy of the o riginal. You're copying, rather than moving, these items in order to leave yo ur previous System Folder intact, just in case
you need to go back to it.
Incidentally: an item in your • menu can't cause instability on your Mac. You're
perfectly safe copying these items into the new System Folder.
FigureB-s:
Set up your old and new
System Folder windows so that
you con compare their
contents. Pay special attention
to the Apple Menu Items,
Control Panels, Extensions,
Fonts, Preferences, and Startup
Items folders. Each time you
recognize something worth
bringing over into your new
System Folder, Option-drag it
from the left window into the
corresponding locations of the
right window.
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4. Repeat the compar e-and-copy procedure with the Control Panels, Extensions,
Startup Item s, and Fonts folders.
Be judicious, however. The last thin g you want is to re-introduce problem com ponents into your new System Folder. If possible, install fresh versions of these
control panels, extensions, and fonts-updated versions, if you can find theminstead of copying them from the old System Folder.
If you find something in the Previous System Folder window that you can't identify-that is, you're not sure whether you need it or not-consider living without
it as you get used to your new System Folder. Part of the joy of the dean install is
leaving behind hund reds of arbitrary files installed unnecessarily by your various applications.
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5. Repeat the compare-and-copy procedure with your Preferences folder.
Corru pted preference files are a common ca use of problems on t he Mac. You
should grow especially suspicious when you begin having problems in one speciJic
program, as described in Appendix C.
Therefore, co nsider dragging preference files from your old System Folder into
your new one only if they contain key informa tion, such as the password or serial
number necessa ry to run a particular program. (Unfortunately, some programs
rely on invisible serial-number files; you'll have to reinstall such programs from
scratch.) You should aJso copy over the files that contain your Internet connection info rmation (ph one numb ers, passwords, and so on)-namely, the TCP/IP
Preferences, Modem Preferences, and Remote Access folder.
Tip: The Mac won't let you replace the Remote Access folder in your new System Folder; it will claim that
the existing Remote Access folder is "in use." The solution: throw away the new Remote Access folder
before Option-dragging the old one.

6. Close all windows, and then restart the Mac.
With luck, you'll be exactly wh ere you want to be: run ning a clean, fresh, fast new
System Folder th at nonetheless contains your most treasured fonts, control panels,
and so on.
At this point, it's a good idea to live with both System Folders on your hard drive for a
couple of weeks. (Con trary to the Apple advice of the 1980s, these days, it's perfectly
safe to have multiple System Folders on your hard drive. The Mac"blesses"-activatesonly one System Folder at a time, as indicated by the Mac OS logo on the folder.) After
some time has elapsed, and you're comfortable that your new System Folder works the
way you like, you can throw away the one called Previous System Folder.
Tip: If the installation didn't go well, you can always return to your earlier System Folder, even if it was an
earlier version of the Mac OS. To do so, open your new System Folder. Move the Finder out of the window-to the desktop, for example. Doing so cripples the new System Folder; you'll see the Mac OS logo
disappear from its folder, and the colorful special folder designs inside it all turn plain.
Now just open and close the Previous System Folder to make the Mac OS logo reappear on it You'vejust
"blessed" the older System Folder; when you restart, it will be in control. (You can leave its "Previous"
name, or rename it; the name of the System Folder makes no difference.)

Mac OS 9 Compatibility Problems
A major system-software upgrade always invi tes a few headaches, and Mac OS 9 is a
prominent example. Dozen s of programs-especially utility programs-require
mino r upgrades to be compatible with Mac OS 9. Not every item in this list, by the
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way, is completely b roken in Mac OS 9; some have only minor incompatibilities.
Here's a partial list of the programs that have compatibility issues, along with the
softwa re companies' Web sites a nd the lowest version number that works completely
in Mac OS 9:

Compatibility
Problems

Mac OS 9 Compatibility Problems
Product

Web site

Requires version

Acrobat Reader
Adobe Type Reunion
AppleWorks 5
ATM
Avara
Barrack
Conflict Catcher
Cythera
Excel 98
Final Cut Pro
Final Draft
Fo urth Di mension
lnstallerMaker
Kensingto n trackballs
Menu Fonts
Norton An ti- Virus
Norton Util ities
Paper Port
Premiere
RAM Doubler 8
Retrospect
SpaceSaver
Speed Doub ler
StatYiew
Stuftlt Deluxe
Stufflt Expander
Style Writer 4000
Toast
VirtualPC

adobe.co m
adobe.com
apple.com
adobe.com
Ambrosiasw.com
Amb rosiasw.com
casadyg.com
Ambrosiasw.co m
microsoft.com
apple.com
finaldraft.com
acius.com
aladd insys.com
kensington.com
dublcl ick.com
syman tec.com
symantec.com
visio neer.com
adobe. com
connectix.com
dan tz.com
aladdinsys.com
connectix:. com
statv iew.com
alad d insys.com
aladdinsys.com
apple.com
adaptec.com
connectix.com

4.0
4.5.2
5.0.4
4.5.2
1.0. 1
1.0.4
8.0.6
1.0.4
(unnumbered updater available)
1.2. 1
5.0.2d
6.5.3
6.5
5.3 1
(no fi x yet)
6.0
5.0
( unnumbered updater available)
S.l c
9
4. 2
(no fi x yet)
(no fix yet)
(fixed by the Mac OS 9.0.2 update)
5.5
5.5
(no fi x yet)
(no fix yet )
2. 1.2

You can find much more exhaustive Mac OS 9 compa tibility lists at any of these
Web sites:
• MacFixit. Point your browser to www. macfixit.com/reports!macos9-2.shtml#
updated for a long list of upda tes and software patches, with links.
• Macintouch. The Mac OS 9 com patibility report is a t www.macintouch.com/
m90_compatibility.html.
• VersionTracker. This outstanding reso urce tracks current versions of everything
Mac- related. It has a special Mac OS 9 page at www.versiontracker.com/systems!
system9.shtml.
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APPENDIX

c

Troubleshooting
Cue Card

n an operating system wi th over 2,000 parts, the occasional technical hiccup is
to be expected. If you choose Help ~ Mac Help to open the Mac's Web browserlike help system, and then click the "Preventing and solving problems" link, you'll
be shown a few helpful topics pertaining to hardware problems (such as USB difficulties), error messages, and so on. Your particular Mac model probably came with
a small booklet that outlines troubleshooting steps unique to that model, too.

I

The purpose of this appendix is to help you troubleshoot problems with the system
software itself. Try the numbered troubleshooting steps listed here in sequence until
the problem goes away.

Freezes, Crashes, and Strange Glitches
The first question: Is your Mac freezing or crashing in just one particular program?
Or is it randomly freezing and crashing regardless of the program?

Problems in One Particular Program
This kind of problem is fairly easy to solve, since it's limited to one particular application.
1. Give the program more memory.
You'll find step-by-step instr uctions on page 115.
2. Throw way the Preferences file for that program.
To do so, qui t the tro ublesom e program. Open the System Folder~ Preferences
folder; find and throw away the preferences file for the application in. question.

AP PENDI X C : TROUBLES H OOT I NG CUE CARD
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freezes, Crashes, &
Strange Glitches

The next time you run the program, it will build itself a brand new preference file
that, if you're lucky, lacks whatever corruptio n was causing your problems.
3. Contact the manufacturer to see if there's a newer version.
It's possible that you have one of the programs that doesn't work well with Mac
OS 9, as described a t the end of Appendix B.
4. Reinstall the program.
If possible, first throw away aU traces of it, incl uding its Preferences fi le(s).

Problems in No Particular Program
If your crashes and glitches don't seem to be limited to one progra m, your task is
more rime-consuming.
1. Unplug all of your USB and SCSI gadgets, and then restart the Mac.

(Yo u can leave your USB keyboard and mouse plugged in, of course.) If the problem goes away, then you probably have a USB or SCSI cabli ng problem, as described in Chapter 18.
2. Turn off all o f your extensions.
To do so, restart the Mac while pressi ng the Shift key u ntil you see the words
"Extensions off" on the screen.
If you're able to launch yo ur favorite programs while alJ of the extensions are
turned off, and the Mac does n't seem to be crashing anymore, the n yo u're halfway home: yo u've d etermined that an extension conflict is indeed the p roblem.
(Conflicting or outdated extensions are by far the most common ca use of random glitches, crashes, and other troubles.) Move on to step 3.
If the problem persists, however, skip to step 5.
3. Turn on only Apple's extensions.
Restart the Mac whiJe pressing the Space bar. After a moment, Extensions Manager sho uld appear (see Chapter 12), listing all of your e>.."tensions and control
panels. Note the name of the current set, as iden tified by the Selected Set pop- up
menu at the top of the screen, so that yo u can return to it when th e troubleshooting exercise is over.
Now, from the pop-up menu, choose Mac OS 9.0 Base, a nd then click Contin ue.
Try out your Mac n ow. If the problem is gone, then one of your own extensions
or control pa nels-not the ones that ca me from App le- is responsible fo r th e
problem; move on to step 4. If the problem persists, then you need to perform a
clean system install, as described in Appendix B.
4. Perform a conflict test.
In other words, usc trial and erro r to figure out which specific extension or con trol panel is ca using the problem. This step is fairly easy if you have a p rogram
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like Conflict Catcher, which automates th e procedure. (You can down load a free
seven-day working version of this program at WIVW. casadyg.com.)

Freezes, Crashes, &
Strange Glitches

You can also do the test manually, however. Doing so involves opening Extensions Manager (see Chapter 12), turning off half of your extensions and control
panels, restarti ng the Mac, testing to see if the problem is resolved, and repeating
this procedure until you've narrowed the problem down to one particular extension or control panel. (Hint: It's usually the one you most recently installed.)
You can find a more detailed d escription of this process in Mac OS 9's Help_, Mac
Help conm1 and. (Search for extensions conflicts.)
5. Try "zapping the PRAM."
This procedure involves restarting the Mac. While it's rebootin g, press the improbable keystroke 3€-0ption-P-R. (You may have to invite a friend over to
help you hold down all of these keys.) The screen goes dark, and the startup
process begins aga in, with a second chime. Keep the keys down until the third or
fourth chime, and then let go.
You've just reset the parameter RAM, or PRAM ("PEE- ram"), wh ich is an electronic storage area for your Mac's control panel settiJ1gs: time, date, netvvorking
method, mouse speed, and so on. You'll have to reset these settings manually, but
now and then, this procedure can shake an unruly computer back to its senses.
6. Perform a clean system install, as described in Appendix B.
Doing so goes beyond repla cing troublesome extensions and control panels-it
also lets you escape corrupted fonts, preferences, resource files, and so on.
7. Run the Disk First Aid program (see Chapter 13) to check for hard drive problems.
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Other Common Problems
Not every problem you encounter is related to running applications. Sometimes
trouble strikes before you even get that far. For example:

The Blinking Question Mark at Startup
When a small flashing question-mark icon appears in the middle of the screen, your
Mac can't find a working System Folder. Fortunately, you have your Mac OS 9 CDROM, which you can now insert; the Mac will use its System Folder instead, which
will at least get you into your machine.
From there, yo u should investigate why your regularly scheduled System Folder isn't
working. For example, the Finder and System icons must both be inside it, and yet
not filed away into some inner folder. You'll know you've got the problem fixed when
the Mac OS logo appears on the System Folder icon itself.
If you can't figure out what's v.rrong, perform the universal problem-solver: the clean
install, as described in Appendix B.

Endless Wait at Startup
Recent Mac models may experience another startup peculiarity: after you turn the
machine on, it sits there for tvw or three minutes, apparently brain-dead, before
suddenly starting up normally.
The problem is that your Startup Disk control panel has forgotten which hard drive
is your startup drive, perhaps because you zapped your PRAM. (The Mac is actually
spending that time searching the network for a net-boot hard drive, described in
Chapter 5 under "Startup Disk.") The solution is easy: choose • ~Control
Panels~Startup Disk; click your hard drive's icon; and restart the machine.

Freezes During Startup
If the Mac locks up during the startup process, it shouldn't take you long to troubleshoot:
1. If your Mac is an older model that has equipment plugged into the SCSI connector, unplug the Mac to cut the power-and then unplug everything from the
SCSI jack.

If the problem goes away, then you've got a SCSI cabling problem, as described in
Chapter 18.
If that doesn't solve the problem, your Mac has an extension conflict.
2. Restart the computer by pressing 3€-Control-power key. Then, as it's restarting, press the Shift key until you see the words "Extensions off" on the screen.
As described earlier in this appendix, your Mac now starts up fine-but without
any of the extensions and control panels that make life worth living. Perform a
conflict test, as described above, to ferret out the problem. Or, if you don't have
the time, perform a clean install, as described in Appendix B.
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Double-Cii(king a Do(ument Doesn't Work
If you double-click, say, a Word 98 document, but Microsoft Word doesn't open in
response, your desktop database files have become confused (see page 51 for an
introduction to the desktop database). Another symptom of the same problem: your
documents appear without their magnificent, full-color icons, and instead appear
with boring, blank sheet-of-paper icons.

Other Common
Problems

In either case, the solution is to rebuild the desktop file. Do so by restarting the Mac (or
logging out, if you're using Multiple Users). As the machine starts up again, or as you
sign in again, press 3C and Option until a message asks if you're sure you want to rebuild the desktop file. Click OK. (If you continue to press those two keys, you'll eventually be invited to rebuild the desktop files on any other disks attached to your Mac.)

Where to Get Troubleshooting Help
Help Online
These Internet sites contain nothing but troubleshooting discussions, tools, and help:
• MacFi.xlt (www.macfixit.com).
• Macintosh Crash/Freeze Tips (www.zplace.com/crashtips).
• Mac newsgroups (such as comp.sys.mac). A newsgroup is an Internet bulletin
board, which you can access using a program like Outlook Express (which is
included witl1 Mac OS 9) or by visiting, in your Web browser, www.deja.com/
usenet. If yo u're polite and concise, you can post questions to tlle multitudes here
and get more replies to tllem than you'll know what to do witll.
• No Wonder (www.nowonder.com). This sensational Web site provides personal, free
technical help for your questions, written and sent to you by actual human beings.
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Troubleshooting
Help

• The Apple Tech Exchange bulletin board (http://mpport.info.apple.com/te/te.taf).
Tech Exchange is Apple's own bulletin board, where you can post questions that
live Apple tech nicians read and answer. Actually, you're more likely to benefi t
from this resource by reading the answers that have already been posted; chances
are good that somebody else has had yo ur problem.
• Other Apple support resources (apple.com/support). Apple's help Web site also
includes downloadable manuals, softwa re updates, frequently asked questions,
and many other resources. (Click long enough, for example, and you'll find the
Mac OS 9 troub leshooting page, which is at www. info .apple.com/support/

pages. taj?product=macos9.)
The mother of all troubleshooting resources, however, is Apple's own Tech Information Library. This is the collection of over 50,000 individual technical articles,
organized in a searchable database, that the Apple technicians themselves consult
when you call for help.
If you like, you can visit this library using your Web browser ; the address is http://
til.info.apple.com. You just type in what yo u're looking for, such as iMac DV and
crashing, and your Web browser shows yo u a list of matching articles.
You'll save a step, however, if you use the Sherlock 2 program that's buil t right into
your ti menu. As described in Chapter 15, if you click the black Apple logo at the
top of its screen, you're· offered checkboxes that search any of three Apple databases-one of which is the Tech Info Library. In other words, you can search the
Tech Info Library directly from your desktop, without having to launch your browser
first. (You can the n double-click one of tl1e resulting listings to read the topic in
your Web browser.)

Help by Telephone
Finally, consider contacting whoever sold you the comP.onent that's making yo ur life
miserable: the printer company, sca nner compa ny, software company, and so on.
If it's a Mac OS 9 problem, you can caB Apple at (800) 500-7078. For the first 90 days
following your purchase of Mac OS 9 (whi ch, as far as Apple knows, is tl1e date of
your first call, or the day you registered by doub le-clicking the Register witl1 Apple
icon on your d esktop), the technicians wilJ answer your questions fo r free.
After that, unless you've paid for AppleCare for yo ur Mac (a three-year extended
warranty program ), Apple will charge yo u to answer your questions-unless the
proble m turns out to be Apple's fault, in which case they won't charge you.
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A
tk menu. See Apple menu
About This Computer command, 82-83, 113,
115
accent marks, 89
access privileges (Multiple Users), 312
Acrobat
Distiller software, 361-362
needs update for Mac OS 9, 437
ActiveX Controls extension, 217
ADB (keyboard/mouse) jack,342
Add To Favorites command, 412
Adobe PagcMill, 253
Adobe Premiere, 3, 388, 390,437
Adobe Type Manager (ATM), 364,437
Adobe Type Reunion, 437
Agfa, 367
ATFF files, 391
AirPort, 70, 282
Aladdin
DropStuff, 232
Stuftlt Expander, 232
aliases, 37-40
as networking shortcut, 286
broken, 40
defined, 37
good uses for, 39
Make Alias command,410-411
making in Sherlock 2, 261
Show Original command,412
what they're good for, 38
Alternate Password dialog box, 317-320
America Online, 332
annoying QuickTime ad, 380
Appearance folder, 173
AppcaranceHopper shareware, 61
Appearance control panel, 53-62, 188
changing text highlight color, 59
Desktop tab, 54-55
Font options, 58
Options tab, 60
saving Themes, 60-61
Sound options, 59. See also Sound
"windowshading;' I 1
Apple
searching Web site, 272
Web site, 248-256,335
Apple CD/DVD Driver extension, 218
Apple Color SW Pro CMM extension, 219
Apple EnetOpen Transport extension, 219
Apple Extras folder, 221-226
Apple File Security, 230,4 12
Apple Guide, 218, 420
Apple lR File Exchange,429
Apple IX3D extensions, 219
Apple (tk) menu, 79-97
Add Alias to Apple Menu command, 222
aliases in, 38
defined,79
limiting access (Multiple Users), 317

Recent Applications, 188-189
Recent Servers command, 188-189
standard items, 84-97
what it's good for, 81
Apple Menu Items folder, 82, 176
Recent Applications, 92
Recent Documents, 92
reinstating after clean install, 434
Apple Menu Options control panel, 92, 188-189
Apple Menu Options folder
in Multiple Users mode, 330
Apple Photo Access extension, 218
Apple QD3D HW extensions, 220
Apple Remote Access. See ARA (Apple Remote
Access)
Apple System Profiler, 84-85
Apple Verifier, 230
AppleCare, 444
AppleCD Audio Player, 226-228,429
AppleScript, 147-169
and ColorSync, 368
AppleScript folder, 22 1-222
automated tasks, 222
boldface words in scripts, ISO
comments in, 161
controlling programs, 410
controlling programs by network or
Internet, 165- 167
custom installi ng, 429
defined, 147
Dicionaries, 156- 157
drag-and-drop auto-routing, 175
folder actions, 66, 163- 165
free online training, 169
limitin~ access (Multiple Users), 315
nested 'if" statements, 161
recording in "watch-me" mode, 148-152
saving scripts, 153-154
Script Editor, 149-169
script to label clean-install items, 152-153
Scripting Additions folder, 182
Scripts folder, 182
subroutines, 160
triggering by voice, 399-400
variables, 160
writing by hand, 156-162
AppleScriptLib extension, 217
AppleShare, 90
Chooser icon, 86-87
custom installing, 429
server addresses, 245
to access iTools, 255
when connecting via network, 291
AppleShare IP, 289
AppleTalk, 70
controlling with Control Strip, 68, 70
AppleTalk control panel, 189
AppleWorks, 108
and AppleScript, 156
and Multiple Users icon, 313
auto-launch at startup, 183

I NDEX

tl menu
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Claris folder, 177
drag-and-drop in, 94-95, 138
exporting to Windows, 141
file formats, 129
graphics modules, 117
letterhead, 133
manipulating windows, 10-11
Navigation Services, 131
needs update for Mac OS 9, 437
opening documents, 101
printing, 354
Publish and Subscribe, 139
styled text, 137
summarizing, 26 1
to design icons, 32
using speech in, 403
Application menu, 1, 99-101
tearing off as palette, 103- 104
Application palette, 103- 106
configuring, I03-104
Application Support folder, 177
application switcher, 216
custom installing, 429
applications, 99-110
adjusting memory allotment, 11 5- 117
AppleScriptable, 156- 157
auto-opening with Location Manager, 205
balky in Mac OS 9, 436-437
controlling via network or Internet, 165-167
controlling with AppleScript, 410
glitches and crashes, 439-440
hiding, 102- 103
launching from Control Strip, 78
launching from the keyboard, 105-106
limit ing using Multiple Users, 314
listing in Profilcr, 84-85
Mac OS Xapps in Mac OS 9, 217
opening in Multiple Users, 324
quitting by voice command, 396
quitting from Control Strip, 78
quitting with AppleScript, 159
Recent Applications command, 92
Sharing command, 410
switching by voice command, 395,399
switching using keyboard, I00-102
ways to open, 99-100
Applications folder, 226-230
"protect" option, 199
ARA (Apple Remote Access), 296-300
custom installing, 431
preparing to dial, 299
setting up home Mac, 298
Arabic language kit, 235-236
arrow notation, 4
Assistants folder, 23 1-233
At Ease,307
AT! extensions, 219
Audio CD Access extension, 218
audio CDs. See music COs
Automated Tasks folder, 222
Avara, 437
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B
background pri nting, 360,362
backing up
automating with AppleScript, 158
in Multiple Users mode, 330
using labels, 41
Balloon Help, 419-420
Barco,367
Barrack, 437
Battery. See also laptops
built-in lithium, 349
Control Strip tile, 71
BBC radio, 384
Beeping of Mac's clock, 191
bit depth, 74
black squares in QuickTime Player, 386
blinking question mark, 442
Bloomberg radio, 384
blurry type on screen, 58
BMP files,391
Browse the Internet icon, 226, 232
Bulgarian language kit, 236
Button view, 23-24,415
buttons
creating using AppleScript, 162

c
3€ (command) key
for menu shortcuts, 64
folder hierarchical menus, II
3€-click
defined, 5
3€-Tab, 102
cables, 342-346
calculate folder sizes, 25
AppleScript, 222
explained, 26
Calculator, 85
custom installing, 429
graphing, 228-229
. .
camcorder editing. See iMov1e; Fmal Cut Pro;
Adobe Premiere; EditDV
camcorders, connecting, 345-346
cameras, FireWire, 345-346
capturing the screen, 366
Carbon Lib extension, 3, 217
CD-R, CD-RW, 337
CD-ROMs, 336
burning QuickTimc movies to, 39 1
controlling with Control Strip, 71
installing software for, 429
limiting access (Multiple Users), 315,32 1.
recording sounds from, 372. See also muSIC
COs
won't eject, 338
cedilla, 89
channels. See also QuickTime TV
managing in Sherlock 2, 275
character map (Key Caps), 88-89
Chinese language kit, 235-236

Chooser, 86-87
custom installing, 429
forgets printer choice, 349
limiting access (Multiple Users), 316
printer icons, 188
secret networking advantage, 293
selecting a printer, 347-348
Cinepak compression, 390
Claris Emailer
and AppleScript, 154
features, 250
Claris folder, 177
clean install, 432-438
AppleScript to label new items, 152-153
applyi ng icon labels after, 42
troubleshooting, 441
Clear command, 4.13
clicking
defined, 5
sounds for, 59
with laptop trackpads, 214
without the mouse, 237-238
Clipboard. See also Cut command; Copy
command
file,l77
Show Clipboard command,414
clipping f1les, 138-139
in QuickTime Player, 389
clock
choosing chime sound, 377
setting, 190-192
Close box, 9-10
keyboard shortcut for, 9-10
Close Window command, 409
CloseView control panel, 238-239,429
CNN,385
codecs (Cincpak, Sorenson), 390
Collapse box, 13
color
adjusti ng monitor settings, 208
highlight color for text, 59
matching in printouts and scans, 366-370
printing, 360
Color Picker extension, 219
Color SW 1500 extension, 219
ColorSync, 366-370
and AppleScript, 368
and Photoshop. 368
ColorSyncExtras folder, 222
Control Strip module, 208
custom installing, .J31
defined, 366
profiles, 367
switching profiles, 368
when printing, 360
ColorSync control panel, 189,367
ColorSync Extension extension, 219
ColorSync Profiles folder, 177
columns. See list views
comments, 409
in list views, 21

Conflict Catcher, 441
needs update for Mac OS 9, 43 7
connecting
changing phone numbers with Location
Manager, 206
from the road, 296-300
to Internet with Control Strip, 75
to the office network, 29 1-292
connectors, 342-346
contextual menus, 64-66
adding to,67
applying icon labels, 40
Contextual Menu extension, 216
inside windows, 17
Items folder, 178
Control key
contextual menus and, 64-66
symbol for, 64
control panels, 178, 187-215
Appearance control panel, 188
Apple Menu Options control panel, 188- 189
AppleTalk control panel, 189
ColorSync control panel, 189, 367
Control Strip control panel, 189-190
custom installing, 430
Date & Time control panel, 190-192
defined, 187
DialAssist control panel, 191, 299-300
drag-and-drop auto-routing, 175
Energy Saver control panel,l91-194
Extensions Manager, 194-197
File Exchange control panel, 197
File Sharing, 198
File Synchronization control panel, 198
General Controls control panel, 199-200
getting info about, 196
in Apple menu, 87
Internet control panel, 201-202
Keyboard control panel, 202-203
Keychain Access control panel, 204
Launcher cont rol panel, 204
limiting access (Multiple Users), 317
listing in Pro filer, 84-85
Location Manager control panel, 204-207
Memory control panel, 207
Modem control ranel, 207
Monitors contro panel, 207-208
Mouse control panel, 209
Multiple Users control panel, 210
QuickTime Settings control panel, 210
Remote Access control panel, 210
Software Update control panel, 210-211
Sound control panel, 211 -2 12, 372-374
Speech control panel, 213,398
Startup Disk control panel, 214
TCP/IP control panel, 214
Trackpad control panel, 214
turning off with Extensions Manager, 195
Control Panels (Disabled), 178
Control Strip, I, 63, 68-78
adding and removing tiles, 68
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Control Strip

AppleTalk, 68
control panel, 189-190
custom installing, 429
defined, 68
extension, 216
identifying tiles with balloons, 70
Keychain tile, 302
Location Manager module, 204-205,207
modules auto-routing, 175
modules explained, 68-78
Modules folder, 178
moving,68
preferences, 181
Remote Access, 93, 300
speaker volume, 212
switching printers, 353
third-party add-ons, 78
to control audio COs, 227
to control monitor settings, 208
Control-clicking, 5
Copy command, 413
basics, 136- 137
editing icon names, 33
copying icons. See icons
cover pages, 360
crashes, 439-440
Create FontSync Profile, 223
creator codes. See type and creator codes
CSW 6000 Series extension, 219
custom icons
searching for, 265
custom installation, 426-432
Cut command, 413
basics, 136-137
editing icon names, 33
Cyrillic language kit, 236
Czech language kit, 236

D
dashes in Jist views, 26
data
moving between documents, 135-141
Date & Time control panel, 190-192,235
dates
adusting formats, 190-192
relative dates in list views, 24
searching icons by, 264
daylight-saving time, 191
dead keys, 89
Default Calibrator extension, 219
defragment ing
memory, 114
deleting icons, 35. See also icons; Trash
desk accessories, 82
death of, 176
desktop
arranging icons on, 20
auto-hiding, 199
changing picture with contextual menus, 66
icons after Mac OS 9 installation, 226-227
patterns and pictures, 53-55
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printer icons on, 349-354
saving files onto, 126
Desktop database, 51-52,443
defined, 51
Desktop pictures
in Appearance folder, 173
placement options, 55
randomizing, 56
Desktop pictures folder, 54
in Multiple Users mode, 330
Desktop Printer Spooler extension, 218
Desktop Printer Utility, 352
desktop printing, 349-354
choosing preferred printer, 352
creating printer icons, 351
Desktop PrintMonitor extension, 218
diacritical marks, 89
DialAssist control panel, 191, 299-300
dialing, 273
changing phone numbers with Location
Manager, 206
connecting with Control Strip, 75
connecting with Remote Access Status, 93
connecting with Sherlock 2, 273
in from the road, 296-300
using credit-card numbers, 299-300
dialog boxes
creating using AppleScript, 162
dictation software, 393
dictionaries
in AppleScript, 156-157
Digital Color Meter, 429
disabled access, 237-240
disclosure triangles. See !Iippy triangles
Disk Cache, 11 8-120
defined,118
Disk Copy, 233
custom installing, 429
Disk First Aid, 233-234,441
custom installing, 429
disk space, 340-34 1
disks, 335-342
bizarre files on Mac/Windows floppies, 144
driver software, 337
Eject Disk command, 416
Erase Disk command, 416
erasing, 339-340
exchanging with Windows PCs, 142-143
HFS and HFS Plus, 340-341
Mac OS Extended formatting, 340-34 1
removing, 337
repairing, 338
Sharing command, 410
sharing on the network, 288-289
space remaining, 16
startup disks, 338-339
Disney Channel, 385
distance calculations
Map control panel, 223-224
DNSPiugin extension, 218
documents

adding comments,409
adding to Apple menu, 80
don't open when double-clicked, 443
drag-and-drop printing, 354
exchanging with Windows, 141-145
Open command, 408
printing, 347-363
Recent Documents command, 92
Windows to Mac, 142
Documents folder, 128, 200
in Multiple Users mode, 330
Dogcow,358
double-clicking
adjusting speed window, 209
defined, 5
drag-and-drop, 137-139
defined, 137
Internet addresses, 243-245
onto application icons, 5I
when to use, 138
dragging
sounds for, 59
to select multiple icons, 33-34
DrawSprocketLib extension, 219
Drive Setup, 234, 340
partitioning, 235
drivers
built-in, 344
defined,l78
for disks, 337
in Chooser, 86
modem,220
USB,344
DropStuff, 232,430
Duplicate command, 410
DV Enabler extension, 217
DV stream, 39 1
DV Support extension, 217
DVD,310
extensions, 218
limiting access to, 315-3 16,321-322
DVD-RAM, 337
as startup disks, 338-339
erasing, 340
DVDs,336

E
Easter eggs, 84
Easy Access control panel, 237-238,429
Edit DV, 388, 391
Edit menu,413-414
Preferences command, 43
EditDV,391
education, sharing Macs in, 307-333
eject button, 338
Eject Disk command, 416
EM Extension extension, 218
email
attachments to Windows PCs, 143-144
default address in Internet control panel,
201

file compression during, 144-145
iTools account, 249-250
location files, 243-245
programs, 250
Empty Trash command,416
encryption, 49-50,303
command is missing, 333
Encrypt command, 412
using Keychain for passwords, 301-306
End keys, 14
Energy Saver control panel, 191-194
controlling with Control Strip, 72-73
English Speech Recognition, 234
Enter key, 64
EPS (Encapsulated PostScript), 361-363
Epson printers in Multiple Users, 333
erasing disks, 339-340
Erase Disk command, 416
error beeps
installing and removing, 376-377
recording your own, 372-373
·error messages
changing the spoken voice, 213
interpreting, 443
notification style, 2
spoken,403
when printing, 357
Esc key, 396
ESPN,384
Ethernet
connectors, 346
installing software, 429
port, 281-283
setting up networks,281-283
Eudora, 250
Excel98
exchanging with Windows, 141
needs update for Mac OS 9, 437
.exe files, 145
extensions, 196
conflicts, 440-442
disabling at startup, 442
drag-and-drop auto-routing, 175
getting info about, 196
identified, 215-220
listing in Profiler, 84-85
switching sets with Location Manager, 206
turning off when troubleshooting, 440
turning off with Extensions Manager, 195
Extensions (Disabled) folder, 179
Extensions folder, 178-179
printer drivers, 348
shared libraries in, 188
Extensions Manager, 115, 194-197
creating sets, 195
missing" extensions, 216
when troubleshooting, 440
Extensions Off, 442

Families

F
families, sharing Macs in, 307-333
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Favorites
Add To Favorites command, 412
command is missing, 333
folder, 179
folder in Multiple Users mode,330
in Apple menu, 87-88
in QuickTime Player, 384-386
Favorites pop-up menu
in Network Browser, 91
in Save and Open dialog boxes, 132- 133
fax modems
choosing in Chooser, 87
FBC Indexing Scheduler extension, 218
File Exchange control panel, 197
converting PC Iiles, 142
custom installing, 429
offering alternate applications, I09-110
file formats
in Save dialog box, 129-130
File menu
item by item, 408-409
file names. See icons, 32
file sharing, 283-298
connecting to shared disks, 29 1-292
control panel, 198
controlling with Control Strip, 73
disconnecting others, 296
disconnecting yourself, 296
monitoring activity, 295
over the Internet, 297
specifying access privileges, 290-291
turning on or off with Location Manager,
206
File Sharing control panel, 198,284
creating accounts, 286-287
File Sharing Extension extension, 219
File Sharing Library extension, 219
File Synchronization control panel, 198
custom installing, 430
FileMaker Pro
and AppleScript, 156
exchanging with Windows, 141
using speech in, 404
files
comments, 21
compression during e-mail, 144
date created, 21
date modified, 21
exchanging with Windows, 141 -145
maximum number of open Iiles, 3
maximum size, 3. See icons
sharing using iTools Public folder, 252
sizes in list views, 21
sorting in list views, 16-17
versions in list views, 21
FileTyper, II 0
Final Cut Pro, 3, 388, 390-39 1
and "Steve jobs" look, I I
needs update for Mac OS 9, 437
Final Draft
needs update for Mac OS 9, 437
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Find By Content extension, 218
Find command, 412
Find extension, 218
Finder, 179
menus, 408-422
Preferences command, 414
spoken commands, 400
FinderPop, 67
finding icons. See Sherlock 2
FireWire, 345-346
as startup disks, 338-339
folder, 223
Fkeys. See function keys
flipp y triangles, 23
keystrokes for, 24
floppy disks, 336
folder actions, 163-165
contextual menus and, 66
Folder Actions extension, 217
Folder Proxy Icon, IS
folders. See also calculate folder sizes
dark and hollow, 28
inheriting view settings, 26
locking, 49, 290
New Folder command, 408
refusing to open, 14
searching for, 264
secret hierarchy menu, II
Sharing command, 410
sharing on the network, 288-289
spring-loaded, 36
triangles in list views, 23
triangles see flippy triangles
fonts, 363-365
bit mapped, 363
Create FontSync Profile, 223
custom installing, 430
drag-and -drop auto-routing, 175
email preferences, 202
fi nding symbols in, 89
folder, 179
font-preview shareware, 78
FontSync profiles, 223
for menus and icons, 57
getting printer font list, 35 1
in language kits, 235
in menus, 57
in Script Editor, 152
installing, 365-366
labeling after clean install, 153
managing, 365-366
maximum number of suitcases, 3
non-Roman, 180
Osaka font, 237
PostScript, 363-364
reinstating after clean install, 434
removing, 365
saving in Themes, 61
smoothing on screen, 58
suitcase files, 364-365
troubleshooting, 184

TrueType, 363
when printing, 359
Fonts folder, 364
FontSync, 223
Create Font Sync Profile, 223
custom installing, 429
Foreign File Access extension, 218
formatting text, 137
Fourth Dimension, 437
Fox Channel, 385
fragmentation
of memory, 114
FreeHand
exchanging with Windows, 141
freezes, 439-440
when starting up, 442-443

FTP
choosing default application, 202
location files, 243-245
using Keychain for passwords, 304-306
with Network Browser, 248
function keys,IOS-106
assigning functions to, 203-204

G
Gajarati language kit, 235-236
Game Sprockets, 429
General Controls control panel, 199-200
Documents folder, 128
Get Info, 409-4 10
command is missing, 333
comments, 21
for network sharing, 289
on printer icons, 35 1
replacing icon images, 32
showing disk space, 340-341
to change application memory, 115-117
glitches, 439-440
Graphic Calculator, 228-229
GraphicConverter, 313
graphics files
applying to desktop, 54-55
BMP format, 391
capturing screen images, 366
)PEG format, 391
opening downloaded, 51, I09-1 10
opening with PictureViewer, 229
printing from desktop, 363
Graphing Calculator
custom installing, 429
where'd it go?, 93
grid spacing. See icon grid
Groups (in networking), 288-289
Groups folder
in Multiple Users mode, 33 1
Guest account
Multiple Users, 32 1

H
hard drives. See nlso Disk First Aid, Drive Setup
checking for problems, 441

controlling with Control Strip, 72-73
Drive Setup utility program, 234
FireWire, 345-346
listing in Pro filer, 84-85
partitioning, 235.
troubleshooting with Disk First Aid, 233-234
updating disk drivers, 426
HB0,385
Hebrew language kit, 235-236
Heidelberg, 219, 367
Help
Apple Guide, 420
Balloon Help,119-420
free help online, 443
installing help files, 429
Mac Help command, 42 1
Help Center, 417-419
Help folder, 179
Help menu, 418-419
HFS and HFS Plus, 340-34 1
High Sierra File Access extension, 218
highlight color for text, 59
Hindi language kit, 236
Homekey,l4
HomePage, 253-254
HTMLRenderingLib extension, 216
hubs. See nlso Ethernet
USB,345
Hungarian language kit, 236

Icons
I

I
IBM Via Voice, 393
iBooks
adding RAM to, 11 2
adjusting trackpad features, 214
and network disks, 214
brightness and volume, 136
installing Mac OS 9 on, 425
keeping files synced with desktop, 198
Location Manager control panel, 204-207
Preserve Memory Contents on Sleep
command, l92
saving battery power, 192-194
using Battery Control Strip tile, 71
icon grid,414
adjusting, 18
overriding, 19
Icon view, 415
icons, 31-52
arranging, 18
button views, 23-24
choosing fonts for, 57
Clean Up commands, 415
copying in Panels mode, 326
creating list of, 414
defined, 5, 31
deleting simultaneously, 35
designing your own, 32
difference between SimpleText styles, 231
disks, 337
document/application relationship, 51
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Duplicate command, 410
finding with Sherlock 2, 258-266
invisible grid, 18-19, 25,4 14
Labels, 40-43
list views of, 20-23
locking,47
moving and copying, 34-37
opening in Multiple Users, 324
password protection, 49-50,303
printer icons on desktop, 349-354
renaming,31-32
searching by date or size, 263-264
selecting, 5, 33-34
Selecting from the Keyboard, 34
selecting multiple, 33-34
sizes, 25
sorting, 19, 22
using Keychain for passwords, 301-306
iDisk, 25 1-252
and File Synchronization control panel, 198
Jllustrator, 141
iMacs
adding RAM to, 112
and network disks, 214
DV models, 378
microphones, 371
lmageWriter extension, 219
.img tiles, 233
iMic,372
iMovie, 3, 378,388,390-391
and Navigation Services, 131
and "Steve Jobs" look, II
posting movies online, 254
lndeo Video extension, 217
indexing, 261,267-270
accelerating and limiting, 269
defined, 267
setting unattended schedules, 268
specific folders, 66
using labels and, 42
infrared (IR File Exchange), 429
initializing disks, 339-340
inivisble icons, 265
inkjet printers, 358
InputSprocket Extension, 219
insertion point
blinking rate, 200
on laptops. 209
Installer Maker
needs update for Mac OS 9, 437
installing
fonts, 365-366
Mac OS 9, 423-438
Mac OS 9 custom install, 426-432
performing a clean install, 432-438
removing Mac OS 9 components, 432
Intel Raw Video extens ion, 217
Internet
changing phone numbers with Location
Manager, 206
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changing settings with Location Manager,
206
connecting with Control Strip, 75
connecting with Remote Access Status, 93
connecting with Sherlock 2, 273
controlling applications with AppleScript,
165-167
downloaded .smi and .img files, 233
listening to radio, 385-386
location files, 243-245
Mac OS 9 feature integration, 243-256
reinstating settings after clean install, 436
Search the Internet command, 412
searching with Sherlock 2, 270-277. See also
Web
streaming video, 384-386
Internet Access extension, 218
Internet Applications folder, 232
Internet control panel, 201-202
Internet Explorer, 232
custom installing, 430
spoken commands, 400
Internet folder, 232
Internet location documents, 139,243-245
Internet Search Sites folder, 180
Internet Setup Assistant, 232,428
Internet Utilities folder, 232
inverting the screen image, 238-239
Iomega
Driver extension, 216
folder, 223
IP addresses, 294
ISO 9660 Access extension, 218
iTools, 248-256. See also iDisk; KidSafe;
Home Page
using on older system software, 255
jacks, 342-346
japanese language kit, 235-236
Java. See Mac OS Runtime for java
Jigsaw Puzzle. 93
jokes, 396
JPEG, 363

K
Kaleidoscope shareware, 61
Kensington Trackballs, 437
Key Caps. 88-89
custom installing, 429
keyboards
ADB connectors, 342
assigning function keys, 203-204
drivers, 344
for the disabled, 237-238
funct ion keys, 105-106
language layouts, 203
repeating keys, 203
sell ings, 203
using to open applications, I05- I06
Keyboard control panel, 202-203, 235

to map functio n keys, 106
keyboard shortcuts
application-switching, 47
basics of, 64
changing the 3€-Tab keystroke, 102
defined, 5-6
for Cut, Copy, and Paste, 136
not working, 333
one key at a time, 237-238
Put Away,47
saving onto the Desktop, 126
when Mac is frozen, 441
Keychain, 301 -306
controlling with Control Strip, 73
creating, locking, and unlocking, 302
deleting, 305
renaming, copying, or viewing, 306
when encrypting icons, 49-50
Keychain Access control panel, 204, 301 -306
KidSafe, 250-25 1, 273
Kodak,367
Korean language kit, 235-236

L
labels, 40-43
command, 410
command is missing, 333
defined,40
defining colors and text of, 42-43
in list views, 21
in Panels mode, 327
Label command, 410
searching icons by, 264
sorting by, 41
using to Aag installed items, 432
what they're good for
Language & Region Support folder, 180
language kits, 234-235,429
custom installing, 431
laptops
adjusting trackpad features, 214
brightness and volume, 136
installing Mac OS 9 on, 425
keeping files synced with desktop, 198
Location Manager control panel, 204-207
Preserve Memory Contents on Sleep, 192
saving battery power, 192- 194
using Battery Control Strip tile, 71
largest unused block (memory), 114
laser printers, 358-361
LaserWriter software, 221, 349
Laser Writer 300/LSextension, 219
Launcher, I, 43-46
auto-open at startup, 43
automatic opening, 199
changing the button size, 44
control panel, 204
creating "pages", 44-45
defined,43
installing a new icon, 44
Launcher Items folder, 180

moving and resizing, 44
removing icons, 44
setting up, 43
Launcher Items folder, 180
in Multiple Users mode, 330
LDAP Client Library extension, 218
LDAPPiugin extension, 218
Limited users (Multiple Users feature), 310
list view, 20-22
list views, 20-23
Button view,415
calculate folder sizes, 25
choosing colum ns, 25
column widths, 21
columns, 20-21
rearranging columns, 21
Reset Column Positions command, 415
resetting columns, 21
Sort List command, 415
Listen Do, 400
lithium battery, 349
LocalTalk, 282
locating files. See Sherlock
Location Manager, 204-207
Control Strip module, 204-205
controlling with Control Strip, 74
drag-and-drop auto-routing, 175
extension, 216
Location Manager Guide extension, 218
Location Manager Modules extension, 216
locked files, 47-48
locked icons
searching for, 264-265
logging in (Multiple Users), 323
logging out (Multiple Users), 329
Login file, 180
lost files. See Sherlock 2
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M
Mac Help command, 421
Mac OS
ROM tile, 181
specs revealed in Pro filer program, 84-85
version you're running, 83
Mac OS 8.1 (upgrad ing from), 424
MacOS9
buying,423
CD-ROivf, 425
compatibility problems, 436-437
creating universal System Folder, 430
custom installation, 234-240,426-432
decreasing memory requirements, 114-115
installing, 423-438
menus in, 408-422
new AppleScript feat ures, 148
new features, 210-211, 257-277
performi ng a clean install, 432-438
removing Mac OS 9 components, 432
requirements, 424
standard installation, 424-426
tiny System Folder, 428
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upgrading to, 424
what's new, I
Mac OS Extended formatting, 340-341
Mac OS ROM file, 181
Mac OS Runtime for Java
custom installing, 431
folder, 223
Mac OS Setup Assistant, 232, 426, 428
Mac OS X, 1-2, 87
AppleScript in, ISS, 158-159,163
applications in, 99
applications in Mac OS 9, 217
death of desk accessories, 82
extensions absent from, 214, 216
server, 289,322,340
MacFix.It.com, 443
MacinTalk 3 extension, 218
MacinTalk Pro extension, 218
Macintosh. See also iMacs; iBooks; PowerBooks;
Power Macs
basics of, 5
older connectors, 342-346
USB connectors, 344-345
Macintosh Guide extension, 218
Macintosh Manager software, 322
Macromedia extensions, 217
macros, 103
MacTCP DNR, 181
magnifying the screen image, 238-239
Mail icon, 226, 232
Make Alias command, 333,410-41 1
manual feed, 357
Map control panel, 223-224
margins
adjusting in printouts, 358
MasterJuggler Pro, 365
Match FontSync Profile, 223
maximum file-size limit,3
memory, 111-123
About This Computer graph, 113
adjusting programs' allotment, 115-117
defined, 111-1 12
Disk Cache, 118-120
fragmentation, 114
installing more, 112
RAM chips, 111-112
troubleshooting, 439-440
virtual memory, 117
where it goes, 111-112
where it's going, 83
Memory control panel
and virtual memory, 117
Disk Cache, 118-120
menu bar,63
.clock, 191
turning on or off, 191
Menu Fonts, 437
menus
adjusting blinking rate, 200
basics of using, 63
commands hidden in contextual menus, 65
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commands missing, 333
contextual (Control-key) menus, 64-66
defined, 5
fonts for, 57
in Mac OS 9, 408-422
keyboard symbols in, 64
submenus, 63-64
using, 5
microphones, 371
choosing with Sound control panel, 212
placement of, 396
Microsoft. See also Outlook Express; Internet
Explorer; Word 98; Exccl98
and AppleScript, !56
custom installing, 430
Internet Explorer, 232
Office and Multiple Users mode, 332.
Self-Repair folder, 232
Windows see Windows
Word 98, 403-404
Microsoft extensions, 217
MissingManual.com, 5
Modem control panel, 207
modems
drivers, 220
port, 342
Monitor Extras folder, 224
monitors, 75. See also ColorSync
adjusting geometry, 209
adjusting using Monitors control panel, 208
calibrating, 209
choosing ColorSync profile, 367
Control Strip module, 74, 208
enlarging the screen image, 238-239.
using multiple, 208
Monitors control panel, 207-208
mouse
adjusting cursor speed, 209
basics, 5
controlling cursor from keyboard, 237-238
drivers, 344
Mouse control panel, 209
icon-renaming delay, 32
Move To Trash command, 409
movies. See QuickTime movies
moving icons. See icons
MRJ. See Mac OS Runtime for Java
MRJ Libraries extension, 217
MS Font Embed Library PPC extension, 217
MS Library Folder extension, 217
Multi-User Startup extension, 217
Multiple Users,210, 307-333
bypassing security, 33 1
custom installing, 429
editing and deleting accounts, 322-323
establishing privileges, 312
global options, 320-322
how it works, 329-332
icon for each account, 312
kinds of accounts, 308-3 11
loggin in permission, 313

rebuilding the desktop, 52,443
music COs. See also CDs
auto-play, 210
controlling, 226-228.

N
Navigation Services, 131-134
NBP Plugin extension, 218
Nepali language kit, 236
net-booting, 214,340, 442
Netscape Communicator
custom instailing, 430
NetSprockctLib extension, 219
network
dialing in from the road (Apple Remote
Access), 296-300
Network Assistant Client, 237,432
Network Browser, 90-92, 229
custom installing, 429
for FTP, 248
limiting access (Multiple Users), 316
using, 284-285
using to access shared disks, 291-292
network disks, 214
Network Setup Extension extension, 219
networking, 281-307
AppleShare icon, 86-87, 29 1
building a full, secure network, 286-292
building a simple network, 283-286
connecting by Internet, 293-294
connecting with Windows PCs, 143
controlling applications with AppleScript,
165-167
creating, 281-283
creating accounts, 286-289
creating Groups, 288-289
disconnecting others, 296
disconnecting yourself, 296
enclosed-folder conundrum, 290-29 1
file sharing, 283-298
limiting access (Multiple Users), 316
location files, 243-245
monitoring activity, 295
Recent Servers command, 92
setting folder and disk privileges, 290-29 1
switching settings with Location Manager,
205
using Keychain for passwords, 304-305
using Network Browser, 90-92
wireless, 282
New Folder command, 408
news Web sites, 272
newsgroups
choosing default browser, 201
for troubleshooting, 443
No Wonder.com, 443
Normal users (Multiple Users feature), 309
Norton Anti-Virus, 437
Norton Utilities,47
needs update for Mac OS 9, 437
Note Pad, 225

custom installing, 429
file, 181
where'd it go?, 93
NPR,384
NSL Ul Library extension, 218
Numbers control panel, 235

Paste Command

0
OneClick, lOS
Open dialog box, 130-134
new Navigation Services style, 131-134
OpenGL, 220, 429
OpenTpt Modem e>.1ensions, 220
Option key, 68
bullet (·) symbols, 45
closing all windows, 10
collapsing windows, 13
finding hidden symbols, 88-89
moving the Control Strip, 68
symbol for, 64
to copy icons, 35
to hide programs, 102
when opening applications, 99
zooming windows, 13
Option-clicking, 5
Osaka font, 23 7
Outlook Express, 143
and AppleScript, 154
and Internet location Iiles, 244
custom installing, 430
features, 250
finding messages with Sherlock, 269
quitting, 154
spoken commands, 400
where to find, 232
Owner account (Multiple Users feature), 309

p
Page Down key, 14
Page Setup command, 357-358,413
Page Up key, 14
Palm Desktop, 154
PalmPilot, 342
Panels (Multiple Users)
using, 325-327
Panels users (Multiple Users feature), 310
Pantone, 367
paper sizes, 358
PaperPort
needs update for Mac OS 9, 437
partitioning, 235
passphrases, 317-320
password protection
of icons, 49-50
passwords
changing (Multiple Users), 323
Keychain, 301 -306
spoken, 317-320
"user can change" option (Multiple Users) ,
313
Paste command, 413
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basics, 136-137
editing icon names, 33
people (fi nding with Sherlock 2), 272
Persian language kit, 236
Personal Web Sharing. See Web sharing control
panel
photos on your desktop, 53-55
Photoshop
and ColorSync, 368
and Multiple Users icon, 313
exchanging with Windows, 141
PICT
capturing screen images, 366
printing from desktop, 363
pictures. See also graph ics files
clipping files, 138- 139
for Multiple Users, 312
Picture Viewer, 229
opening with drag-and-drop, 51
PlainTalk microphones, 37 1
PlainTalk speech recognition, 393-40 I
controlling with Control Strip, 76
custom installing, 431
customizing, 396-397
feedback character, 398-399
feedback window, 394
improving vocabulary, 399
installing, 394
tips and tricks, 400-401
triggering AppleScripts, 399-400
PlainTalk Text-to-Speech, 401 -405
custom installing, 431
in AppleWorks, 403
in FileMaker Pro, 404
in SimpleText,403
plug-ins for Sherlock 2, 275-276
Polish language kit, 236
pop-up windows, 1,27-28,415
closing, 28-29
PostScript
creating PostScript files, 360-362
fo nts, 363-364
options, 358
printing files from desktop, 363
translator icons, 352
Power Macs
adding RAM to, 112
and microphones, 76
and network disks, 214
and Zip disks, 335
DVD-RAM option,337
Ethernet adapters, 282
microphones, 37 1
multiple monitors, 208
SCSI option, 345
TV mirroring, 76
PowerBooks
adjusting trackpad features, 214
brightness and volume, 136
checking media bay contents, 74
installing Mac OS 9 on, 425
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keeping files synced with desktop, 198
Location Manager control panel, 204-207
microphones, 371
Preserve Memory Contents on Sleep
command, 192
saving battery power, 192-194
using Battery Control Strip tile, 71
PRAM (parameter RAM), 441-442
Preference's
in Finder, 43,414
reinstating after clean install, 434
Preferences folder, 181- 182
in Multiple Users mode, 330
Premiere, 39 1
Preserve Memory Contents on Sleep, 192
Previous System Folder, 433
Print command, 359,409
Print Desktop command, 413
Print Window command, 413
Printer Descriptions extension, 218
printer port, 342
Printer Share extension, 21 8
printers
Apple LaserWriter software, 221
choosing, 347-348
choosing default witJ1 Location Manager, 206
choosing in Chooser, 86-87
choosing preferred printer, 352-353
controlling with Control Strip, 75
desktop printer icons, 349-354
determining specs, 351
drivers for, t88
inkjet, 348
li miti ng access (Multiple Users), 317
names, 352. See also ColorSync
switching, 350-35 1
printing, 347-363
adjusting margins, 358
background printing, 360, 362
color matching, 360
cover pages, 360
custom installi ng software, 429
deleting printouts, 354
drag-and-d rop documents, 354
duplicati ng printouts, 354
from the desktop, 362
from within applicat ions, 357
landscape vs. portrait, 358
laser printers, 358-361
managing printouts, 353-354
manual feed, 357
Page Setup command, 357-358,413
pages per sheet (layout), 361
paper sizes, 358
Print command, 359,409,4 13
printer drivers, 86
rearranging/rescheduling printouts, 354
saving as PostScript file, 361-362
scale, 358
switching wid1 Control Strip. 353
without Desktop Printing, 355-36 1

PrintingLib extension, 218
PrintMonitor, 355-362
Documents folder, 182, 330
PrintMonitor extension, 218
program linking, 165-167
programs. See applications
Public folder (iTools), 252
Publish and Subscribe, 139-140
Put Away command, 412
to restore icon positions, 35
QD3DCustomEiements extension, 220
QuickDraw 3D extensions, 220
QuicKeys, 105
QuickTime
changing connection speeeed with Location
Manager, 206
custom installing, 429
extensions, 217
folder, 229
QuickTime FireWire extension, 217
QuickTime movies, 138- 139,378-392
compression options, 392
edit ing, 388-390
navigating, 388-390
playing, 380
playing backward, 383
saving, 390
special effects, 392
QuickTime Player, 226, 379-387
advanced controls, 382
and "Steve Jobs" look, II
channels, 384-386
playback tricks, 383
streaming video, 384-386
using the controls, 379
vs. QuickTime Player Pro, 380
QuickTime Player Pro
advantages of, 386-387
editing sounds in, 378
QuickTime Plug-ins, 230
QuickTime Settings control panel, 210
QuickTime TV. 384-386
QuickTime Updater, 230
QuickTime VR, 391

R
radio via Internet, 385-386
RAM. See memory
RAM disks, 120-122
and Web surfing, 122
creating, 121
defined, 120
deleting or resizing, 122
shareware alternatives, 122
RAM Doubler 8
needs update for Mac OS 9, 437
rebuilding the Desktop database, 52
Recent Applications command, 92
Recent Documents, 92, 188- 189

Recent Items pop-up menu
in Network Browser, 91
in Save and Open dialog boxes, 132-133
Recent Servers, 92, 188-189
recording sound, 371-378
reformatting disks, 339-340
Register with Apple program, 225-226
relative dates, 24
relevance
in Sherlock, 270, 273
of Help commands, 418
Remote Access
connecting with Control Strip, 75
connecting with Remote Access Status, 93
control panel, 210
Control Strip, 93
changing settings with Location Manager,
206
Remote Access Status, 93-94
remote networking. See ARA (Apple Remote
Access)
renaming icons. See icons
rescued items in Trash, 48
resize box, IS
resolution. See monitors
Restart command, 417
Retrospect, 437
rewritable CD- ROMs, 336
Russian language kit, 236

Scroll Bars

s
Sanskrit language kit, 236
Save dialog box, 125-130
controlling by keyboard, 128- 129
tile-format pop-up menu, 129-130
navigating, 127-128
new Navigation Services style, 131-134
understanding, 125
saving tiles
Documents folder, 200
onto the desktop, 126
using Save dialog box, 125-134
scanners. See also ColorSync
and ColorSync, 367
eyeball, 317
SCSI, 343
USB, 344-345
Scitex, 367
Scrapbook, 94
tile in System Folder, 182
screen. See also monitors
desktop patterns and pictures, 53-55
screenshots, 366
Script Editor, 149-169
font formatting, 152
Scripting Additions folder, 165
scripts and scripting. See AppleScript
scroll bars, 13-14
arrows, 13-14
changing styles with AppleScript, 157
specifying style, 60
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Scrolling

scrolling
by all-dragging, 14
sounds for, 59
scrolling credits (in QuickTime), 389
SCSI
port, 342
problems, 442
troubleshooting, 440
Search the Internet command,4 12
searches, savi ng from Sherlock 2, 262
searching. See Sherlock 2
security. See passwords; Mult iple Users control
panel; encryption
Securit}' extensions, 217
Securil}' Policy Module extension, 217
Security program, 230
Security Storage Module AppleScript extension,
217
Select All command, 414
selecting icons, 33-34
shared libraries, 188
drag-and-drop auto-routing, 175
Shared Library Manager extension, 217
Shared Library Manager PPC extension, 217
shareware
Appearancel-lopper, 61
EasyFontPrcvicw, 78
FileTyper, II 0
Finder Pop, 67
Kaleidoscope, 61
SndSampler, 378
SoundApp. 378
ShareWay !P Personal Bgnd extension, 219
Sherlock. See also indexing drives
Sherlock 2, 257-277
and "Steve jobs" look, II
channel icons, 270-275
custom installing, 429
custom searches, 263-264
eliminating"stainless-steel" look, 259
Find command, 412
finding icons by label, 41
finding icons with, 258-266
finding messages in Emailer, 269
finding messages in Outlook Express, 269
in Apple menu, 94
indexing the hard drive, 267-270
managing channels, 275
plug-ins, 275-276
saving searches, 262
search-results window, 259-260
searching the Internet, 270-277
Shift key
symbol for, 64
turning off extensions, 442
Shift-clicking, 5
shopping Web sites, 272
Shortcuts pop-up menu
in Network Browser, 91
in Save and Open dialog boxes, 132-1 33
Show Clipboard command, 414
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Show Original command, 413
Shutdown Items (Disabled) folder, 182-183
Shutdown Items folder, 182-1 83
and sounds, 377
AppleScript example, !58
in Multiple Users mode, 330
shutting down
aborting shutdown, 417
automatically, 192
automating with AppleScript, I59
Shut Down command,4 17
signing in (Multiple Users), 323
signing out (Multiple Users) , 329
Simple Finder mode, 333, 41 4
SimpleSound, 230, 372-375
custom installing, 429
SimpleText, 230-23 1,429
uneditable Read Me files, 231
using speech in, 403
SimpleText Guide extension, 218
sleep
automatic settings, 192
controlling with Control Strip, 72-73
Sleep command, 417
waking for network or modem access, 192
SLPPlugin extension, 218
.smi files, 233
smooth type, 58
Snapz Pro, 366
SndSampler, 378
Software Update fcature,210-2 11,216
SOMobjects for Mac OS extension, 216
Sorenson compression, 390
Sort List command, 25
sorting files, 16-17
Sound control pancl,211-212
sound files
converting to other formats, 391
Sound Manager extension, 220
Sound Sets, 174
SoundApp, 377-378
sounds, 138-139
adjusting volume with Location Manager,
206
changing error beeps, 211 -212
control panel, 372-374
controlling volume with Control Strip, 76
converting and editing, 377-378
drag-and-drop auto-routing, 175
fun with, 376-377
in Panels mode, 327
making your own "soundtracks", 174
playing back, 375-376
recording error beeps, 372-373
recording, 371 -378
specifying quality, 374-375
System 7 fo rmat, 377
turning on sounds for mouse actions, 59
SoundSprocket extensions, 220
Space bar
at startup (Extensions !l•lanager), I I 5

during startup, 195
SpaceSaver, 437
Speakable Items, 76, 395-396,400
and Finder, 400
and Internet Explorer, 400
and Outlook Express, 400
speakers, 213
adjusting stereo balance, 212-213
adjusting volume with Location Manager,
207
adjust ing with Sound control panel, 211-2 12
controlling with Control Strip, 76
speaking your password, 317-320
Special menu, 416-417
speech, 393-406. See also speaking your
password
speech recognition, 393-401
the Mac talks, 40 1-405
Speech control panel, 213, 398
Speech Manager extension, 218
speech recognition. See Plain Talk speech
recognition
speed
using Disk Cache, 119
using RAM disks, 120-122
Speed Doubler, 437
spoken commands. See PlainTalk speech
recognition
spool files, 356
spring- loaded folders, 36-37
adjusting opening speed, 37
standard installation, 424-426
standard views, 25
setting up, 25-26
starting up
automatically, 192
blinking question mark, 442
endless wait ing, 442
freezes during, 442-443
pressed keys choose startup disk, 341
self-playing movies, 392
suppressing "improper shutdown" warning,
199
Startup Disk control panel, 214, 339,442
startup disks, 338-339
selecting, 214, 339
Startup Items folder, 183
adding by voice command, 395
and sounds, 377
in Multiple Users mode, 330
Startup Items (Disabled) folder, 183
stationery, 133
for AppleScripts, 154
StatView
needs update for Mac OS 9, 437
Stickies, 95-96
streaming video, 384-386
Stufflt Deluxe, 437
Stufflt Engine extension, 218
Stufflt Expander, 232, 430
needs update for Mac OS 9, 437

styled text, 137
StyleWriter 4000,437
submenus
usi ng, 63-64
Suitcase, 365
summarizing documents, 66-67
in Sherlock 2, 26 1
Super Disks, 336
switching applications, 100-101
System 7 sound files, 39 1
System file
sounds in, 376-377
System Folder, 181
Appearance folder, 173
Apple Menu Items folder, 82, 176
Application Support folder, 177
blessed" status, 184
Claris folder, 177
Clipboard file, 177
ColorSync Profiles folder, 177
contents of, 173-220
Contextual Menu Items, 178
Control Panels, 187-2 15
Control Panels folder, 178
Control Panels folder (Disabled), 178
Control Strip Modules folder, 178
creating universal, 430
drag-and-drop auto-routing, 175
Extensions (Disabled) folder, 179
Extensions folder, 178- 179
Favorites, 179
Finder, 179
Fonts folder, 364
Help folder, 179
Internet Search Sites folder, 180
labels after clean install, 42
Language & Region Support folder, 180
Launcher Items folder, 45, 180
Login file, 180
Mac OS ROM file, 181
multiple, 436
Note Pad file, 181
Panels file, 181
Preferences folder, 181-182
previous, 433
PrintMonitor Documents, 181-182
protect" option, 199
Scrapbook, 182
script to label clean-install items, 152- 153
Scripting Additions folder, 182
Scripts folder, 182
Servers folder, I82
Shutdown Items folders, 182
sounds in, 376-377
special folder icons in, 174
Start up Items folders, 183
System and System Resources files, 183
Text Encodings folder, 185
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Tabs

T
tabs
at bottom of screen, 27-28
in Panels mode, 328
talking alert messages, 213
TCP/IP
control panel, 214, 256
printing over, 352
tech support. See also Help
by phone, 444
Tektronix, 367
Tel net, 202
text
clipping tiles, I38- I39
control panel, 235
finding inside files, 267-270
highlighting color, 59
styled- text format, 137
Text Encoding Converter extension, 217
Text-to-Speech. See PlainTalk Text-to-Speech
TheFindByContcntlndex file, 144
Themes
in Appcrance control panel, 60-61
in System Folder, 175
TIFF, 369
tilde,89
time formats, 190-192
Time Synchronizer extension, 2 I6
time zones
Map control panel, 223-224
Title Bar, 11
collapsing windows, 11
title bars
Folder Proxy Icon, 15
using to collapse windows, 60
Toast, 437
Trackpad control panel, 214
custom installing, 429
Trash, 46-49
bypassing "locked" messages, 47-48
defined, 46
Empty Trash command, 416
emptying,47
"In Use" messages, 49
keyboard shortcut, 46
Move To Trash command, 409
rescued items in, 48
rescuing files and folders, 47
turning off the warning, 48
turning offwarning,4 16
triangles in list views. See nippy triangles
troubleshooting, 44 1
America Online, 332
Apple support options, 444
blinking question mark, 442
clean install, 44 1
clean system install, 432-438
Disk First Aid, 233-234,441
disks, 338
e-mail attachments, 144-145
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endless wait at startup, 442
Epson printers, 332
extensions conflict testing, 440-441
Extensions Manager error messages, 196
files don't open when double-clicked, 443
fonts, 184
forgetful Chooser, 349
free online help, 443
freezes and crashes, 439-440
freezes during startup, 442-443
icons have blank or "generic" look, 52
keystrokes when frozen, 441
language kits, 237
Mac getting slower, 51
menu commands missing, 333
Multiple Users mode, 331-332,404
"Prot~ct Applications Folder" option
d1mmed, 199
"Protect System Folder" option dimmed, 199
rescued items in Trash, 48
Sherlock 2,, 270, 274
speech recognition, 400-40 I
using labels to flag installed items, 432
vanishing Trash, 46
Web pages, 437
Web sharing, 247
Xes on printer icons, 350
zapping the PRAM,441
Truel'ype
installing, 365-366
TV via Internet, 384-385
TV mirroring, 76
1.ype I Scaler extension, 217
type and creator codes, 107- I 10
changing, I 10
defined, 107
discovering using Sherlock, 107
how they work, I08
of desk accessories and Apple menu items,
176
searching for, 265
Type Libraries extension, 217

u
UDF Volume Access extension, 218
Ukrainian language kit, 236
umlaut,89
Undo command, I36, 413
defined,48
Unicode, 2I7
Universal Access options, 237-240
Universal Serial Bus. See USB
upgrading to Mac OS 9, 424
URLAccess extension, 218
USB
drivers, 344
hubs, 345
microphones, 37 I
power requirements, 344
troubleshooting, 440
USB connectors, 344-345

Users & Groups, 286-287
Users folder, 328-330
Utilities folder, 233-234

v
version
searching icons by, 264
VH -I broadcasts, 385
Via Voice, 393
video editing. See iMovie; Final Cut Pro; Adobe
Premiere; EditDV
video from the Internet, 384-386
video mirroring, 77
View menu, 17,415-416
Clean Up command, 18- 19
Reset Column Positions command, 21
View Options command, 18,416
dialog box, 19
views. See also list views; button view; icon view
Button view, 415
icon view, 415
setting standard views, 414-415
View Options command, 24-25
virtual memory, 117
defined,l17
what it's good for, 118
why it's set so high, 119
VirtuaiPC, 437
viruses, 210
voice control. See PlainTalk speed1 recognition
Voice Power pro, 393
Voice Verification extension, 217
voices,402
Voices extension, 218
volume. See sounds

w
wallpaper (for desktop), 53-55
WAY files, 39 1
Weather Channel, 385
Web sharing, 297
controlling with Control Strip, 77
custom installing, 431
Web sharing control panel, 245-247
Web Sharing Extension, 219
Web sites. See also Apple Web site
Apple-Donuts, 275
Sherlock international plug-ins, 275
Sherlock Resource site, 275
Web surfing
accelerating witJ1 RAM disks, 122
choosing default browser, 20 I
in different languages, 236
Internet Explorer, 232
iTools, 248-2S6
location files, 243-24S
making browsers obey Internet control
panel, 202
Netscape Communicator, 232
protecting kids, 250-25 1
saving movies from, 386-387

Search the Internet command, 412
searching with Sherlock 2, 270-277
turning the Mac into a Web site, 24S-247
window edges, 14
windows, 9-29
AppleWorks documents, 141
button view, 17,23-24
Close box, 9-1 0
Close Window command, 409
collapsing, 13,60
collapsing with title bar, 11
column headings, 16
column order, 20
disk behavior, 338
disk space in, 16
dragging edges, 14
dragging proxy icon, IS
edge gizmos, 9-16
enlarging, 11-12
folder proxy icon, 1S
info strip, 16
list view, 17
managing, 9-29
moving, 14
navigating, 10- 11
pop-up style, 27-28
resizing, IS
reverse-sorting button, 16-17
Steve Jobs look, I I
switching views, 17
title bar, 10-11
title fo nts, 57
windowshading, 1, 13,60
zooming, ll -12
Windows PCs
exchanging data with, 141-14S
exporting movies to, 391
formatting floppies fo r, 417
sharing fiJes via Web sharing, 245-247
wireless networking, 282
Word 98
and Multiple Users, 332
close boxes, I0
designing Web pages, 2S3
drag-and-drop,94-9S,J38
exchanging with Windows,l41
Internet location files, 244
letterhead, 133
Publish and Subscribe, 139
styled text, 137
using speech in, 403-405
World Wide Web. See Web
WorldScript, 23S-236

Zoom Box

z
zapping the PRAM, 441-442
Zip disks, 335-336
as startup disks, 339
limiting'access (Multiple Users),3 16
making emergency startup, 428
Zoom box, 11-12
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Colophon
The animal on the cover of Mac OS 9: The Missing Manual is a dog. It may be a
distant relative of the Dogcow, the genetically dubious animal that appears in every
Macintosh Page Setup dialog box.
Due to a wrist ailment you really don't want to hear about, the author wrote the chapters of this book by voice, using Dragon Naturally Speaking on a WindO\vs PC. The
Microsoft Word files were then transferred as quickly as possible to a Power Mac G3,
where they were spell-checked, illustrated, and transmitted to the book's editors. Ambrosia Software's Snapz Pro was used to capture illustrations; Adobe Photoshop and
Macromedia Freehand were called in as required for touching them up.
The book was designed and laid out in Adobe PageMaker 6.5 on a Power Mac 8500
and Power Mac G3. The fonts used include Formata (as the sans-serif family) and
Minion (as the serif body face). To provide the ti and 00 symbols, a custom font was
created using Macromedia Fontographer. The index was created using EZ Index, a
Mac-only shareware indexing program available at wwlv.northcoast.com!-jvholder.
The book was then generated as an Adobe Acrobat PDF file for proofreading and
transmission to the printing plant.
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